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CHAPTER 1

WHAT WE DID AND WHY

From the city's din to the reservation's silence takes no time at all, or so

it seems. Go by jet to Denver, switch to Frontier Airlines, rent a car at Farm-

ington, and head westward. Soon Shiprock's phantom monolith rises against the

sky, gatekeeper of a different world.

In indigo velvet, a NaVaho woman glides beside the Chin le Wash. The land-

scape needs her, like Tsai le Lake, the Lukachukai Ramparts, the pinion ,tree--

and the hogan. Unlike the white man's buildings, the hogan was fashioned to meld

with the mesas, to respect their sanctity.

To sense the Navaho outlook, spend time in a hon. John Dick's, like

all the &hers, looked crowded and uninviting from outside. Inside, it wove a

womb-like spell. We entered, as always, from the east, into twilight filtering

through the opening overhead. At the northern edge stood a simple kitchen sink,

with ubiquitous water pail, next to a small table and primitive open cupboard.

Three chairs were there to accommodate Anglo visitors, but no beds or other

stovefurniture. A small stove squatted in the center, its pipe extending into the sky.

The log walls were neatly sealed with clay, the dirt floor tamped and swept clean.

Rugs, blankets, sheep skins, suitcases, and other possessions were stacked in

the periphery. Many items hung from nails or lodged almost invisibly in fis-

sures. Wraith-like in a shadow, Dick's wife sat combing her jetblack hair,

averting her gaze. In the twilight, the fire's warmth, the fragrance of the en-

circling walls, the low, liquid music of the Navaho tongue, big cities seemed

garish, far distant, and unreal.

But the way of life these scenes epitomizeshould children be readied to

pursue it? Or should they prepare for the computerized world? In the past,

most schools for the Indian were geared to one alternative. A little-.bit west of

sacred Ice Cream Hill, beneath the contrails of transcontinental jets, is a bold

experiment designed to fit both societies.

Though less than three years old, the Rough Rock Demonstration School

is a widely recogiired symbol of the avant-garde in American Indian education.
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More than that, it is probably the most dramatic attempt thus far to achieve com-

munity control in a school serving a disadvantaged, largely uneducated minority.

Only two of Rough Rock's seven board members have had any formal schooling,

with the exception of some limited recent exposure to adult education courses.

The salient features of the Rough Rock school have been limned in national

magazines, newspapers, professional journals, documentary films, radio and

television discussions. But experiments of this import deserve more comprehen-

sive description, much closer analysis. The study described in this report,

commissioned by the Office of Economic Opportunity, was designed for that pur-

pose, to evaluate, as thoroughly as resources permitted, the Rough Rock experi-

ment.

We began our work in September, 1968, simultaneously searching for com-

petent field workers and drafting a tentative research plan. On October 4, 1968,

at an all-day conference held in Chicago, we presented our tentative plan to

scholars from several fields (anthropology, psychiatry, social psychology, edu-

cation, public health). Rough Rock's new director, the Director of Schools of

the Navaho Area for the Bureau of Indian affairs, a representative of the National

Study of. American Indian Education (then getting under way under the direction of

Professor Robert Havighurst), a Navaho linked to the tribal "establishment" and

one young "militant" Navaho. While we must bear responsibility for our own

work, we think it accurate to report that the broad outlines of our methodology,

particularly with respect to the selection of schools to be compared, were agreed

upon as appropriate and fair by the people present at the conference.

Representatives of Rough Rock particularly (and appropriately) urged that

we judgeAbe school in terms of its own stated objectives, and this we attempted

consistently to do. The effort was entirely compatible with our commissionfrom

0E0. Such an approach must be applied cautiously, however, or a school with

daring aims may be assessed more harshly than its unventuring sisters. Further-

more, approaches espoused at any given point may later be found unworkable and

inappropriate. Rough Rock'f: goals, we felt, should he taken as declaring broadly

the directions in which efforts would be focused, not necessarily as indicating the
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techniques the school had "promised" to use or the amount of progress that should

be defined as significant.; Too many aims were pursued simultaneously at Rough

Rock to be achieved concluSively in :less than three years--and from one standpoint,

at least, this is laudable . When we identify shortcomings, as any evaluative study

must, do, they. must not quickiy.be regarded as condemnations.

In some respects, the fullest expression of Rough Rock's philosophy is found

in the. school's first proposal to the Office of Economic Opportunity, in 1966. Three

broad outcomes were espoused particularly in that document: :*(1) Pupils should

demonstrate a higher level of.social-psychological functioning--in particular,

feeling better about themselves and. their culture, (2) the community should be

stronger, more cohesive, more aggressive, more independent, and (3) pupils

should be capable ,cognitively and affectively, of succeeding in both worlds:-,-Navaho

and Anglo. We gathered evidence in each of these areas.

Beyond assessing progress toward these outcomes, we must examine the

functioning of the school's organizational and social system as a whole. Otherwise

we cannot judge whether methods used at Rough Rock are applicable elsewhere.

We must consider the schoOl's functioning, moreover, in case some goals have

not been achieved. If some aims were unattained, we must ask whether the

school's special methods were- ineffective.; whether the methods were not applied,

. or whether the methods were applied improperly. In the case of some goals, we

may conclude that .promising techniques are indeed being applied and that results

may be expected, but that more time is needed for any dramatic payoff. Some

educational objectives take many years to attain.

-Fortunately, spokesmen for Rough Rock spelled out in some detail the

methodological implications of, their philosophy, and withing the limitations men-

. tioned earlier, we may obtain some guidance from this source as to-what these

spokesmen the niselves. would view as promising Methods.

The major approaches to community development, mentioned or implied,

included: involving the community extensively in the decision- making and program-

executing aspects of the school, by developing a .locally elected schrial board and

other decision-making Mechanisms;':enceuraging the creation. and growth of local
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political structures; lending status and recognition to community leaders; :;.mproving

health services anti recreational opportunities; contributing to a higher level of

physical health, optimism, and self-confidence; providing adult education well fitted

to local needs and aspirations; helping harness available resources, local, tribal,

and federal, in the service of the community; extending employment and vocational

development opportunities to people who would otherwise lack them; improving the

quality of arts and crafts production, agricultural practices, home construction,

and sanitation in the area; and creating independent sources of income.

We should point out, in speaking of community control, involvement, and

development, that we did not assume the constituency served by any of the four

schools to be a "true" community in any analytic sense. In using the term community,

in most cases we refer merely to the collectivity of individuals in the area served

by a given school. In effect, many of Rough Rock's statements of objective implied

the task of -creating a community, to the extent that a community did not exist,

out of the collectivity from which pupils were drawn. It was further implied, we

think, that the school would draw its students from an area that had the potential

of becoming unified and cohesive.

Techniques proposed for improving the social-psychological well-being of

pupils included more intensive work with children in the dormitories than other

schools had provided; a closer. link between dormitory and classroom; the presence

of parents in the dormitories, both as house parents and as occasional visitors;

emphasis upon methods calculated to develop internalized rather than externally

imposed discipline; a positive stress upon Navaho tradition, through formal courses

in Navaho language and culture, the regular. telling of stories, legends, history,

and traditions. by parents and tribal elders, and other means; an extensive program

of guidance and counseling, staffed as much as possible by Navahos; a program of

teacher selection.and training that would guarantee understanding of Navaho cul-.

ture in the classrooms; and effective programs of health and recreation.

It was clearly postulated by-Rough.Rock's leaders that community develop-

ment

-.

and a higher level of social -psychological functioning in the child would be

reflected in more efficient learning, in both Navaho and Anglo components of the
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curriculum and extra-curriculum. In addition, a great deal of instructional experi-

mentation was envisioned, including much pre-service and in-service preparation

for teachers, especially in Navaho language and culture and the structural-linguistic

approach to Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL); programs of visitation

to acquaint teachers intimately with Navaho, homes ; special activities for the train-

ing, utilization, and progressive upgrading of local people as teacher aides; an

unusual stress upon TESL, Navaho language and culture, art, and remedial

reading in 'he curriculum; bilingual instruction to build conpetency in English upon

a foundation competency first gained in Navaho; extensive use of specialists in

TESL, speech correction, remedial reading, guidance and counseling, and Navaho

-language and culture; development and use. of special Navaho curriculum materials,

including textbooks and teaching guides; extensive field trips for pupils, arranged

through both classrooms and dormitories; special accelerated programs to groom

promising youngsters for college and later. leadership; and such special instruc-

tional equipment as language laboratory booths in each dormitory wing, constantly

available.

A further feature of Rough Rock's earlier documents was the promise of

systematic action research, the rigorous on-going self-evaluation of important

components of the schOolts activities. The original proposal to 0E0 stated, for

example., that:.

The evaluation is considered to be the most important part of the de-
m&stration school: without an adequate and careful evaluation it would
be impossible to determine the success or failure of the introduced items.
A means must be had to measixtre the effectiveness of each of the new
programs that is introduced.

It should be repeated that a full time evaluator will be employed who
will be responsible for the development of sound, action oriented research
studies. He will-assist teachers in the development. of studies in their
field ;of speCial interest as well as 'developing project wide studies of his

' Any school venturing into untried areas should alter its road-map from time

. 1/original] Proposal for Rough Rock Navaho Demonstration School, p. 8

2Ibid. , p. 44.
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to time, and logic.), shifts in technique and emphasis be documented at Rough

Rock. Nevertheless, the general focus described in the original proposal to 0E0

is still echoed in the school's official statements. We will refer to it at numerous

junctures in this report 'as a way .)f keeping diScussions in focus:

Finally, an important goal implied in the very name of a 'demonstration

school is that it will not merely experiment, but show the way. It is not enough.,

then, to transfer control to loca.l'People, deyelop the community, help pupils to

acquire Pride in their traditions, and stimulate more cf&ctive learning. The

techniques used must be applicable elsewhere.

In keeping with P, sUggestion .made at the conference on October 4, 1968,

we, not only identified Rough Rock's goals and anticipated methods, but also wrote

to twenty-two Navaho and other Ainerican Indian leaders, inviting them to identify

questions they thought important to explore. Seven of these leaders responded,

including five Navaho Tribal officials, thOugh only four' suggested specific questions

for.examination. We considered the questions carefully and will identify them at

points where they are pertinent...

As we mentioned earlier, one could hardly fault Rough Rock every time

it fell short of its ambitious goals. A loftyldeal.iS no realistic criterion of pro-

gress. Against what baseline should we measure Rough Rock' ? It would be fal-

laCiOus to compare the school with other schools we had known--virtually all of

them catering to different cultural groups and operating in a different milieu. It

seemed imperative, then, that we gather data not only at Rough Rock, but at

other schoOls for the Novelle,, and that we 'include in our study at least one school

whose goals were similar to Rough Rock's. In choosing schools, we sought,

furthermore,. to obtain evidence concerning the special advantages Rough Rock

enjoyed. It was.free from Most of the bureauciatid constraints that applied in

schools on the .reservation. operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). Final
. .

operating authority resided in a Navaho corporation, not a Washington *office. The.

per-pupil budget was ..considerably higher than that of MA. schools nearbY. 1 To

1.6

1In some respects, as we will explain in more detail later, per-pupil in-
come is misleading for unlike the other schools in our study, Rough Rock had
assumed important community-development functions (see chapter 2).

18
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what extent were Rough nook's accomplishments at tribatable to these special ad-
..

vantages, as several 1'9.vaho leaders asked us to discover? We worried,. more-

over, about the well-known E wthorne Effectthe tendency for people who lmow

they are part of an experiment to perform'at higher 'levels, even when the specific

methods being tried are in no sense superior.

For thes,,., and other reasono, we decided,. with the help .of our advisory

panel, to include in the study the Rick Point Boarding School. Rock Point was

similar to'Rough Rock in numerous important respects. Individuals who lmew the

reservation well said the two Navalw cOminunities were much alike. Beth schools

were relatively small, catering to nreas small enough and close enough at hand to

permit extensive parental iGvolveinerit in school affairs. The head of each school

was a charismatic 'administrator with a Navaho wife. Both men had demonstrated

a commitment.to community riivelvernent, bilingual instruction, a structured lin-

2,nistic approach to teaching English ,.and the need for Navaho'pupils to have pride

their culture: 'Both schools were noted for experimentation. One salient dif-

ference between them was that Rock POI& operated within Bill's bureaucratic

structure and lacked the liberal funding Rough Rock enjoyed.

But what if both schools were achieving at a high level? If we compared
. ,

them only against each other, we would never know it. We could not assume , for

'instance, that national norms on achievement tests were Valid for Navahos. So

we broadened bur. purview to the Chinle Boarding School, located in the same general

area of the reservation, agreed by our panel to be a fairly typical BIA school..

Chinle Boarding represented another important adVantage: Since it served several

areas so distant that community involvement was almost certainly. minimal, we

could count on data that would illuminate the evidence on this question from Rough,

Reek and Rock Point.

Finally; as a 'means of comparing community relationships at Rough Rock

with the relationships characterizing public schools in the area, all of them operated

by the massive Chinle- public school district, under the legal control of: locally

elected board members., we gathered certain data from the Chinle Public Elementary

School, just across the street froth Chinle Boarding.
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At several points in our analysis, we will consider in detail the relevant

aspects of the research design. To establish a framework, however, it may be

important to discuss here the selection of main sample and the major components

of the data-gathering strategy.

The main comparisons relate to a carefully selected sample of pupils in

each school, to a sample of their parents, and to the teachers, administrators,

dormitory workers, school boards and cominittees, and other educational personnel

who serve them. We tried to make our pupil samples strictly comparable with

respect to age, years of schooling, and acculturation type. Partly because we

despaired of finding any measure of intelligence that was valid and reliable for

Navaho pupils and at the same time readily applicable (so we could use it to select

our sample), we abandoned the notion of matching our groups in any way for intelli-

gence. We adopted, instead, the assumption that the four pupil samples were for

all practical purposes random selections from the same traditional Navaho popu-

lation and therefore comparable in basic intelligence. It should be emphasized

candidly that many comparisons in this report are no more defensible than that

assumption. Thus far, the colleagues we have consulted from several disciplines

have not subjected the assumption to serious attack.

At Rough Rock we included in the main pupil sample all individuals who met

the following criteria: they had not attended any other school during the period in

which Rough Rock was in operation, they were from the school's regular attendance

areal they were in their first, third, fifth, or seventh years of schooling, 2 they

1Dr. Robert Berman, psychiatrist on the reservation for the U.S. Public
Health Service, informed us that lie had referred to Rough Rock several psycholo-
gically disturbed youngsters from other communities. Had we not eliminated
these children from the Rough Rock sample, our comparisons would have been
biased against Rough Rock.

2The first year of schooling was defined as the year in which the child en-
tered school as a "Beginner." The Beginners level of instruction is a pre-first-
grade level; generally lasting a full school year, to which virtually all Navaho
pupils are expesed before they enter the first grade. Instruction at the Beginners
level has usually been concerned primarily with the rudiments of English and a
modieum of readingreadiness activities. School records on kindergarten and
Head Start activities were so incolsistent that we reluctantly abandoned efforts
to control the saMple fOr exposure to these. Our inquiries led us to believe that
these programs had been offered more consistently at Rough Rock than in the Rock
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first began school in the month of September (rather than January,. for example),

they began no younger than 5 years, 8 months of age and no older than 6 years,

10 months of age, 1 they had attended consecutively each year since entering, they

had no Anglo parent, and they were not offspring of the school's professional em-
4ployees. 2 This process yielded 20 first-year pupils (13 girls and 7 boys), 19 third-

year pupils (10 girls and 9 boys), 11 fifth-year pupils (5 girls and 6 boys), and 11

seventh-year pupils (8 girls and 3 boys). All 31 parent7couples of these children

who had not been interviewed under the direction of Mr. Gary Witherspoon in the

Point and Chile communities. As we learned in the .course of. the study, however,
Head Start classes had been sporadic and disorganized at Rough Rock, at least
until recently; so the bias in favor of Rough Rock resulting from our inability to
control for Head Start and Kindergarten is probably rather small. Since learning
is known to be affected profoundly by maturation, the need for comparability in
terms- of. some available proxy for maturation, such as chronological age, is ob-
vious: We felt it unsatisfactory to draw the sample in terms of school grade, as
is often done, for this strategy may distort comparisons of school effectiveness.
A school that retains pupils of a given achievement level in the third grade may .

appear superior to a school that promotes Pupils of identical achievement to the
fourth grade, simply because the former

on
judged by third-grade standards

(in terns of national grade-level- nor ins on achieVement tests, for example) and
the latter by fourth-grade standards. In fact, part of the effectiveness of an educa-
tional program may depend on policies with respect to promotion, but one cannot
discern the effects of these policies if the promoted and nonpromoted are assessed
by different norms. Data. on.years of schooling were obtained from school records,
and the current school. year was included in the count. (At the Rock Point Boarding
School, the data were readily available on school census cards. At the other three
schools studied, the pupils' cumulative file folders had to be consulted. At Rough
Rock valuable assistance was obtained from Mr. Ben Bennett, the school's "Evaluator;"
who had supplementary information in his files that cleared up numerous ambiguous
cases.) pupils for whom years of schooling could not be established with reasonable
certainty were eliminated from the sample.

1Ag'e was controlled by eliminating all children who were older than "normal"
for a given number of years of schotiling. 'Pupils who had not entered school as
Beginners in the fall of the year in question were eliminated from the sample.
Pupils were then eliminated as "over age" if they were born earlier than November
1 seven years before the school term at which they entered as Beginners and were
eliminated as "under age"- if they were born later than December 30 six .years
before the school term at which they entered as Beginners.

2The possibility was alsoraised of eliminating children of school employees.
At Rough Rock, however, where a program of ''rotating" employment was in force,
a high percentage of parents either were or had employees of the school. .To
eliminate these would decimate the sample-. Furthermore, since educational at-
tainment and other qualifications were prerequisites of employment in the other
schools, but not at Rough Rock, the significance of employment differed.across
schools. All in all, it seemed unavoidable to leave children.of school employees
in the sample, and to control for, or study, the. effects Of that:factor statistically
to the extent that it was feasible to do sb.



summer of 19-67 were selected for interviewing. I Since Witherspoon's sample was

drawn at random, our sample may also be considered random, for all practical

purposes.

At the Rock Point and Chin le boarding schools , our objective was to draw

slightly larger samples, for each sex for each year of schooling, than we had ,ob-.

tanned at Rough Rock. We did not; require that pupils selected at Rock Point and

Millie Boarding had attended only the school in question during the previous 2 1/4

years, as we did at Rough Rock. Applying all other criteria applied at Rough Rock, 2

we produced, with some exceptions, more pupils than we needed for each sex for

each year of schooling, and from these subgroups we selected at random (whenever

the number was too large) numbers ofphpils comparable, but in most cases

slightly larger, than the numbers in the sample at Rough Rock. One additional

criterion was utilized at Chinle Boarding Consulting with four school administrators

who knew the school's attendance area well, we were informed that the more isolated

communities, such as Nazlini, Sawmill, Pinon, Blue Gap, Smoke Signal, Salina

Springs, Low Mountain, Kearns Canyon, Cottonwood, Del Muerto, and Black

Mountain, were highly similar educationally, economically, and culturally to Rough

Rock and Rock Point, whereas many families with Chinle addresses lived closer

to main roads and thus were more "Anglicized." We decided, then, to eliminate

all pupils with addresses from Chinle or from outside the normal attendance area

(Tuba City, for example).

From the parent-couples of our pupil samples in the Rock Point and Chinle

1Witherspoon, now a graduate student in anthropology at the University of
Chicago, conducted two series of community interviews while he was a member
of the administrative staff of the Rough Rock Demonstration School. We will have
occasion to refer to his interviews again later in this report.

2There was one small exceptioa. At Rough Rock, where the first pupil
sail-104 was drawn, we elithinated three children from a family whose mother had
very recently been bereaved. It was our intent (in retrospect, unrealistic) to
eliminate recently bereaved children from the sample in all four schools, but we
subsequently found that school records were inadequate to support this procedure.
No further pupils were eliminated on this basis. Consequently, the sample may
manifest a small bias in favor of Rough Rock in this respect.

2 2
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boarding schools ,'We selected for interviewing at random, in each school, .7 parents
from each of the four years-of-schooling levels (1, 3, 5 and 7), for a total of 28
parent- couples in each of these two schools.

Our main purpose in including the Chinle Public Elementary School in the
sample was to study the school board as a voice of the local community, but we
could not resist drawing a small pupil'sample for the purpose of making tentative
comparisons that might facilitate future research. Since public school pupils on

the reservation a.re defined by law, for all practical purposes, as living within
-walking distance of public school bus lines public school children have a marked
tendency to be from less traditional families than their boarding-school ;minter-
parts. There are always a few exceptions, however, for isolation per se is an
imperfect predictor of acculturation, some bus lines run fairly deeply, into other-
wise-isolated areas, and there are some departures from the statutory rule. Two
of our Navaho field workers, ,C.hinle residents themselves, were well acquainted
with the community as a whole , and we identified the public school's school-commun-
ity coordinator (truant officer) as another person well informed concerning people
in the area. We submitted to these three judges, independently, a list of school
families, asking them to pick parents who did not speak English, were unemployed,
were uneducated, and lived in hogans or flat-board houses. We eliminated all
pupils from families not selected by all three judges, and from the small number
thus identified, attempted to approximate. a sample with 3 pupils each for each sex
for each of the four years of schooling (1, 3, 5, and 7). The closest we could come

to the objective was four first-year pupils (1 girl and 3 boys), four third-year
pupils (2 girls and 2 boys), five fifth-year pupils (1 girl and 4 boys), and six

seventh-year pupils (3, girls and 3 boys). We then selected at random, for inter-
viewing, ten parents of these pupils, two or three from each year-of-schooling
level.

We did not succeed in gathering our numerous bodies of data for all indivi-
duals in the pupil and parent samples, and for some purposes we utilized supple-
mentary samples of pupils and parents. The possible biases thus introduced will
be considered later, in connection with the relevant analyses.
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From the inception of the study, we wanted to examine the four schools much

more intensively than we could do by administering various instruments and conduc-

ting structured interviews. In the past, many data on educational organizations have

represented such a narrow perspective as to be basically uninterpretable. We began

the study, consequently, with what is best described.as an "anthropological live-in."

The assistant director of the study (Henrietta Schwartz) was assigned to live in the

girls' dormitories at the three boarding schools, spending 30 days at Rough Rock,

11 days at Rock Point, 14 days at Chinle, and 4 days at the Western Navaho Tribal

Fair in Tuba City, talking with pupils, dormitory workers, teaehe;:s, and adinin-

istrators informally; observing classrooms, dormitories, dining rooms, play-

grounds, g_ynmasiums, canteens, and other areas; and making voluminous obser-

vational notes. Her eleven-year-old daughter was present during the first four

weeks at Rough Rock and lived and studied with tle Navaho children.

With minor exceptions, all formal interviewing was the responsibility of

other members of the research team, as was the necessity of requesting access

to data, some very sensitive in nature. We felt that these activities would tend

to make personnel less willing to share their feelings and opinions with Mrs. Schwartz,

as they seemed remarkably inclined to do. The "live-in" provided invaluable leads

that were subsequently cross-checked against more objective data from question-

naires, psychological instruments, and stxactured interviews. In addition, it

provided a first-hand exposure to school functioning that facilitated interpretation

of evidence otherwise enigmatic.

For the most part, the director of the study concentrated on formal inter-

views and questionnaire administration rather than talking with personnel informally.

He did, however, live in the boys' dormitories at Rough Rock, Rock Point, and

Chinle, for approximately 2 1/2, 1 1/2, and 1 1/2 weeks, respectively, and made

many observational notes to complement and cross-validate- Mrs. Schwartz' efforts.

For the first two weel:E.-, of his stay (one week at Rough Rock and one week at Chinle),

his wife and twelve-year-old son were present to contribute observations of their

own.

There were further supplements to Mrs. Schwartz' "live-in." One of our
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Navaho- field workers who had had no previous contact with Rough Rock (and professed

to have formed no opinions of the school) observed. severalclassrooms , primarily

to determine the interaction that was occurring in Navaho among the pupils. We

encountered at Rough Rock a student from Wilmington College, Mr. Paul H. Harkness,

. who was visiting Rough Rock as a special activity in connection with his studies.

Taking care not to apprise Trim of our perceptions, we arranged for him to send us

the observational notes he made for his. own purposes. As it turned out, he was

impressed with several phenomena that struck us as pervasive and important. On

our last field trip, in January, 1969, we asked the previously mentioned Navaho

.field worker, who had lived in the girls' dormitories during earlier work, to make

notes concerning any changes she observed upon returning. Oh the January trip,

in addition, we brought tothe field a graduate student from Chicago who had had

no previous contact with any agency educating American Indians. We planned to

use his independent judgments as. a "double-check" on our own. As it turned out,

weencountered dramatic changes on the January trip; so we could not logically use

observations made at that time to validate those made earlier. His descriptions of

several unchanged phenomena, however, were useful and corroborative.

We attempted, .in fact, to. execute a community "live -in" at Rough Rock,

Rock,Point, and Chinle. With the .helpof. professors at Northwestern University

and the Massachussets Institute of Technology, we identified a highly competent

Navaho with training and experience in anthropologicalwork and arranged with him

to live fo37 at least four weeks in each of the three.commtmities, getting to know the

people and describing, on the basis of whatever information he could obtain informally,

the functions the school performed in the community as perceived by local Navahos.

We intended to cross-check his reports. and the formal parent interviews. As we

assess the attempt retrospectively, we think the assignment was lacking in structure;

in addition, the field worker apparently misunderstood several aspects of the under-

taking. We abandoned the experiment after approximately three weeks. of effort in

the Rough Rock community, but not before we obtained some illuminating informa-

tion. We still find the community live-in idea appealing and would not hesitate to

try it again with a different format.
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The major danger in the "live-in" participant-observer approach to data-

acquisition is bias. One may devote too much attention to dramatic, atypical in-

cidents and overlook the subtle relationships that are so often determinative in

human behavior. One may develop a general impression during the early phases

of research, subsequently noticing events that seem corroborative and "tuning-out"

events that appear contradictory. We attempted to escape these distortions by

comparing tile perceptions of several people, through the means described earlier.

We draw some assurance from the fact that many findings were unanticipated,

virtually the antithesis of what we would have- predicted. We excluded from our

observational notes words that seemed evaluative or emotionally loaded, attempting

to focus attention on the strictly factual elements in the reports. We emphasized

the phenomena we observed first-hand only when numerous incidents of the same

type appeared in our notes and when we had substantiating reports from teachers,

dormitory workers, administrators, parents , pupils, and/or board members,

obtained through forinal interviews and questionnaires or other instruments and in

many cases gathered by other people. We held a second all-day research confer=

ence in Chicago on March 12,.1969, at which time we presented to a multi-discipli-

nary panel our tentative findings and sensitized ourselves, through their reactions,

to numerous subtleties and alternative explanations that we might otherwise have

overlooked. We do not mean to imply that the members of the panel approved our

findings of conclusions--merely that we listened at length to their reactions and

considered them well. Any errors or distortions in the study are our own.

The data will establish, we believe, that what we saw was remarkably

similar to what was seen by most pupils, parents, teachers, dormitory workers,

administrators, and other school personnel. If we had the study to do over again,

many methods could be improved, but we would again use the "live-in" as a major

data-gathering technique. In our judgment, the risks of bias were far over-shadowed

by depth of information we obtained about the schools we studied--particularly at

Rough Rock, where we spent the most time. We are convinced that our conclusions

are much closer to actuality because of it. But inevitability, our readers must

judge our objectivity for themselves.
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Since the other data-gathering procedures will be discussed .n detail later, it

may be sufficient merely to mention them for present purposes. The director of the

study interviewed 15 out of 25 Rough Rock teachers, 11 out of 14 Rock Point teachers,

9 out of 33 Chinle Boarding School teachers, and 5 out of 21 teachers at Chinle Public.

We interviewed 5 out of .7 current board members at Rough Rock, one former board

member at Rough Rock, and 4 out of 5 board members at Chinle Public. We held

formal interviews with an additional 25 adults at Rough Rock, 24 at Chinle Boarding,

20 at Rock Point, 3 at Chinle Public, and 16 people then unaffiliated with the schools

who were in a position to shed light on important questions. These individuals will

be identified in more detail later.

We administered two questionnaires to instructional personnel. One of these

was designed, during the study, to provide more conclusive evidence on unanticipated

trends we were encountering. Questionnaires were sent to a list of visitors to

Rough Rock from other American Indian tribes and to a list of former Rough Rock

staff members. Members of tho staff observed three board tne,?.tinEsat Rough Rock,

one educational committee meeting at Rock Point, and a meeting of the Rock Point

Chapter. 1 We executed a content analysis of a stratified random sampling of the

Rough Rock board minutes , studied the minutes in toto , and examined many other

documents, including proposals, budgets , audit reports, evaluator's reports ,

minutes of "Key Staff" meetings, news releases, and publications.

We administered an anxiety scale to the pupils , individually, in Navaho, and

obtained retest data on a sub-sample in January, 1969. We reanalyzed achievement

:test comparisons that were made in May, 1966, involving Rough Rock, Rock Point,

and.two other BIA schools. (We gathered supplementary data on the pupils to per-

mit. control of several variables that had been neglected in the earlier .analysis.)

As a replication, we gathered achievement test data of our own in January, 1969,

for the Rough Rock, Rock Point, and Chinle Boarding schools. We arranged for

1The chapter is the local political subdivision of the Navaho Tribe.
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Dr. Robert Bergthan, psychiatrist for the U. S. Public Health Service at Window

Rock, who had been developing several instruments to assess pupil self - perceptions,

to refine one of these and use it in his own independent analysis of the pupils in our

sainple We commissioned Professor OsWald Werner of Northwestern University,

Who had done extensive linguistic Work with.the Navaho, to give us his independent

'aseessinentof TESL, Navaho literacy, and bilingual instruction at Rough Rock, par -

ticularly as compared with Rock Point.

The data resulting frOm thea bove -mentioned 'processes are analyzed and

discussed in this report. 'We.gathered, in 'addition, several bodies of supplementary

data, more tentative and exploratory in nature, which time and other resources in

a' six-month study have not permitted us to analyze. It is our intention to examine

thein in detail later and to pUblish the 'results.
, . . . . . .

What folloWs, then, is an account of what we found at RoUgh Rock, couched

for the 'Most part in the form of comparisons against other schools serving the same

traditional Navaho populati3n. In Chapter 2, we describe briefly the historical,

Physical, cultUral, fiscal, and'legal setting of the foUr schools, and we consider

evi4nce bearing on the comparability of our samplee. In chapters 3 and 7, We

coriS'Ider data relating to the three'major outcome -areas identified earlier as es-

poused in Rough Robk's official pronouncements. In 'Chapters 4 through 6, we examine

internal processed at Rough Rock,' as illuminated by comparisons from the other

schools. Chapter 4 'concerns the *dormitories; chapter 5, the classrooms; chapter

6 , 'the characteristics mid concerns of tea hers and other personnel. Chapter 7

provides evidence gathered on pupils anxiety, aspirations, acculturation, and academic

achievement. Chapter 8 dismisses indications of change now that a Navaho director

has taken office. In chapter 9, finally, we consider alternative interpretatiOns of

the data as a whole, 'settle upon the general conclusions that seem most logical,

and identify possible implications for social policy; educational practice, and re-

search.
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CHAPTER 2

THE SCHOOLS THAT WERE COMPARED

The purpose of this 'chapter is to describe the major characteristics of the

schools we compared, with particular emphasis on three boarding schools to which

most of the evidence relates. The intent'is to provide a basic delineation of the con-
text of Navaho education generally, a-necessary background for 'understanding the

data from each school, and a basis for judging whether the populations compared

were logically comparable.

General Setting

As Fig. 2.1 indicates, the area of the Navaho reservation in which our study

took place may be described with reference to three small cities of the Southwest.

The area is west and a little south of Farmington, northwest of Gallup, and north-

east of Flagstaff, clustered around the high dark mesas of which Black Mountain is

the most prominent and widely known, in the area served by the Chin le Agency of

the 'Bureau of Indian Affairs (13IA) . The most prominent landmarks are Black

Mountain and its sister mesas on the west, the color-drenched Luka.chukai Mountains

on the east, and some rocky peaks and promontories extending spasmodically north-

westward frOm the vicinity of Rock Point, toward Monument Valley at Kayenta..

It would be difficult to improve on Klueldiohn and Leighton's characterization

of the general landscape: "A stretch of sagebrush interspersed with groves of

small evergreens (pinyon and juniper t37ees) against a background of highly colored

mesas, canyons, buttes, volcanic necks, and igneous mountain masses clothed in

deep pine green, roofed over with a brilliant blue sky. i1 The two scholars were

struck, as were we , by "table-lands . . . cut by sage-floored valleys," "treeless

wastes," "canyons cut deep into red or orange or red-and-white banded sandstone

masses," and "wind-Sculptured buttes of passionate colors."

In many ways the reservation is the same as when Kluckhohn and Leighton

first described it decades ago. A few paved roads now cross-cut its immensity,

1Clyde Kluckhehn and Dorothea Leighton, The Navaho (rev. ed.; New York:
Doubleday & Company, Inc. , 1962), p. 45.
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but most areas, untouched by asphalt, become seas of red mud iu times of rainfall

or winter thaw.. Between the ROugh Rock Demonstration School and the pavement at

Many Farms, for instance, are sixteen miles of sand that become bottomless pudding,

one could say (with a little poetic license), with every heavy dew. In most areas

'vegetation is sparse, because of drbu.ght,erosion, and constant over-grazing. There

is .little to hold the sandy soil in place. Gullies seem to form and deepen before one's

gaze: Sandstorms rage in periods of wind and drought. How long can the precious

soil endure? Water scarcity is another problem. When rains come, infrequently,

the gullies and washes roar down into the canyons, and in a day or two the water has

disappeared. Springs in the higher elevations are often saline. Srnall darns, ponds,

and enduring; streams are Very few.' 'There is irrigation in some areas, apparently
. . . ,

rather undependable'. 'We ericoiintered'no families, so far as we could determine,

;who derived significant' benefit Irt5M it.
. r .

Though progressively depleted the soil is asked to support a rapidly in-

,creasing poPtilation..'.Figaree gathered in a study at Many Far m.s. suggest that the

Navaho population iS.grOiVing'at 'a rate much higher than that for the nation as a

whole. Mest:NaVaho'ilia:Ie'§.by far lack steady employment. Average family income

is estimated at $700a: year. FaMilies typiCally subsist by maintaining a. few sheep

or goats.,;..collectit4 Welfare checks, and 'sending their school-age children to live

in federally,financed dorinitories. A Major reason for dormitories, as later evi-
.

dence will suggest, is that they area socially accepted means of extending welfare
. .

to American Indians. Navaho:wen-len Who live near federal installations often baby-,
sit all.day for teachers 'and other federal employees at rates between $12 and $15

per week (the lederal:miniinuni wage notwithstanding). Even this pittance is more

than can be earned, :with the same time and effort, by a skilled rug- weaver. When

the weaver .hasshorn her sheep, carded and cleaned the wool, gathered and pro-

cessed local plantSto. make dyes, spun and dyed the wool, set up her loom, woven

the rug, and marketed it at. the trading post, she does well to have earned fifteen

cents an hour; according to our calculations. Unless rug-weaving is made more

rewarding financially, it is almost certain to disappear, as local traders say it

is' doing -- especially as employment opportunities for Navaho women become more
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frequent.

The Navaho Tribe is subdivided, politically, into more than ninety chapters,

each electing a representative to the TribalCouncii. Neither the Tribal Council

nor the chapters were .a,part of traditional Navaho culture; they were imposed, for

all practical' purposes , by the white man. But they are taking root. In some areas,

chapters are very. active; inothe areas:, like Rough Rock, apparently feW people

attend chapter meetings or pay much attention to politics. The chapter's major

functions are to 'manage pLiblic works money from the tribe, settle local grazing

disputes, and promote coMmunity development and welfare. 'Meetings are usually

held twice a month to transact local business 'and hear reports from the local rerTe-

sentative of the Tribal Council.

According to a recent document of the Tribal Council, approximately 32,000

of the 120,000 Navahos on the reservation are in the labor force, but at least half

of these are unemployed most of the. time. More than half the population is under

18 years of age. Some 40,000 Navahos are enrolled in school, with about 1,500

graduating from high school each year. About 600 are attending college. Another

700 or so are enrolled in vocational training courses and 600 in 'on-the-job training

activities.

Mineral deposits of many kinds are found au the reservation, largely un-

tapped, in addition to cement and Milestone materials, clay materials, gypsum,

semi-precious stones, and special sands. The tribe maintains its own lumber mill,

producing some 40 million board feet 'of lumber annually. The Navaho Tribal Utility

Authority is the major supplier of electrity, natural gas, water, and sewer ser-

vices on the reservation, though,these-arelimited, generally, to towns and federal

installations. In the Rough Rock area; 'it- is reported that only two homes out in

the community have electricity.: Running water is virtually unknown in the camps

in which most Navahos live. The tribe is endeavoring to encourage the small in-

dustrial complexes that are develoPing near.. Shiprock, Gallup, and Fort Defiance.

While our study was in progress, 'the first supermarket on the reservation was

Opened at' Window Rock,. with ifriceS draniatically loWer than could be found anywhere

'else within at least 1)O miles. Thereis no doubt that NaVahos will benefit from

2
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lower living costs as a result. We understand that a percentage of the profits from

the store are channeled to the tribe.

Ghillie' is the only notable town in the part of the reservation where the four

schools in our sample are found (see Fig. 2.2). The town is about 70 miles northwest

of Window Rock, the tribal headquarters, and 91 miles north of Gallup, New Mexico,

the nearest city. Chinle has three trading posts, each with a filling station, two

with. cafes, and one With a motel; an additional motel and cafe; three additional filling

stations; a. Catholic church with an auditorium.nsed Or dances and other community

functions; a fairly large., well appointed community center; a Public Health Service

clinic; a laundromat; a chapter house with a separate building used for pre-school

classes; public elementary, junior high, and senior high schools; the large BIA

,boarding school;. the numerous offices of the BIA Chinle Agency; a Navaho Police

station; a relatively. large post office; a local office of DNA, the federally funded

legal assistance agency for Navaho people; a nonfunctioning branch of the tribal Arts

and Crafts league; an office of ONDD(Office of Navaho Economic Opportunity); a low-

cost housing projecti.and several collections of box-like homes , usually federally

erected, in which most employees of these agencies live. Just east of town is the

Canyon De Chelly National Monument, a magnificent canyon with towering multi-

colored cliffs and ancient cliff dwellings. A few feet away froni the rim, however,

the canyon is invisible. There seems to be little sense of community in Chinle.

BIA employees live in one block of houses, public school employees in another.

Relatively small cliques carry on their separate social activities. BIA personnel

are reputed to stay aloof from local Mitics.

Rock.Point is nothing but a crossroads, with trading p6st, chapter house,

and Lutheran mission with school and small hospital (see Fig. 2.3). The BIA -operated

Rock.Point Boarding School is situated roughly a mile east.

The "town" of Rough Rock, about a mile west of the demonstration school,

consists of a few buildings. in a hollow near a huge, rough rock--a trading post, a

mission, the old rock building once used as a school, some house trailers, the chap-

ter house,. and, up on a mesa, the landing strip. (see Fig. 2.4). Population estimates

for the area served by the Rough Rock School, comprising about 900 square miles,
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Fig. 2.3 Map of Rock Point (approximate)
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have ranged from 600 to 1200. For a few years a small school at the Friends

mission served the area, but at the time of our study it was closed. Because pave-

rent is 16 miles away, Rough Rock is the most isolated school in our study. Except

when main roads are blocked by an unusually heavy snowfall, personnel at the Chinle

and Rock Point schOols may always drive off for a change of scene. Rock Point is

only 15 paved miles south of Mexican Water, a roadside cafe and trading post to

which. one May, flee for ham ,and eggs or steakwith French fries as achange from

dorm-school fare. In addition to Chinle eateries, the Many Farms cafe is available

eighteen miles away.; it lacks something in decor but provides superb Mexican food.

Or when the hankering for city streets becomes especially intense , Chinle and Rock

Point personnel may rush off to Farmington, Gallup, or even Albuquerque for a

weekend. For days on end in the bad weather, these alternatives are unavailable

. at Rough Rock. There is little reason to believe, however, that Rough Rock's

Navaho families are more isolated than the other families in our sample, with the

possible exception of Navahos-from the Rock Point Boarding School and Chinle

Public School wholive close to the pavement. Most Navahos in the area are effec-
.,:: . -.

tively iMmehilized.by bad weather, rega.r dress of how their schools are situated.

They live not in villages; but. in extended-family camps, widely scattered through
. . . :. . .

the countryside.

To an Anglo stayinOr a BIA school compound, Rough Rock feels more

rural, more isolated, than Chinle or Rock Point. One remembers the long drive

across the rutted road and lows he May have trouble returning in case of rain.

Rock. Point is the most colorful of the three locations, for 'Promontories and peaks

of red sandstone are near at hand. At Chinle , the beautiful canyon is not far away.

. But in general, the terrain is very similar, Mesas interlaced with dry

gullies and.occasiOnal outcroppings of rock. Temperatures range mostly from a

few degrees .below zero to the upper nineties , though 30° below and 110° above

are not unlmown. Rainfall is very.limited, coming mostly in July and August.

There is much wind, with periodic sandstorms, in late spring and early fall.

Health care is provided, for the Most part, by Public Health 'Service Clinics.

In the larger centers, like .Chinle, clinics are open five or six days a week. In
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more remote areas, like Rough Rock, the doctor may come only once a week or so.

Full- or part-time nurses are generally available at the boarding schools.

. BIA installations on the reservation represent the Terra Haute school of.

:warehouse architecture, vintage 1030. Thel-2 crass water towers are visible for

miles, affronting the landscape. Practically, however, the federal school is an

oasis of security in a land where life is hard. Here is shelter from sun and sand-
. .

gtorm in the summer, blizzard and cold in the winter. Here is copious water from

the federal pump, nutritious food three times a day, medical care when a child is

ill. Here are soft beds, plumbing, and, if one is lucky, wages to be earned. Here

is education, promising the young a better future.

In an effort to Picture with more immediacy what life is like in areas like

Rough Rock, Rock Point, and the isolated areas from which most of our Chinle

pupils and parents were drawn, we include the following 'passages directly froth our

observational notes:

We visited seven homes within about a ten mile-radius of the school. . . .

The loneliness and the isolation of the general region was overwhelming, at
least for an Anglo from the city. There was scrub pine, some juniper, some
cactus, but the land within the ten-mile radius of the school which we tra-
velled toward Many Farms and Kayenta was so terribly over-grazed as to
give the impression of dead land. Suddenly I understood why: The camps
were in rather close.proximity, no more than five to seven miles apart, and
accommodated one, two, three, and sometimes ,four nuclear family group-
ings. The economic mainstay of the camps .c,h.s Iivestc)ck, pritarily sheep
It was the "well-to-do" man, the board member, who had cattle. Other
jobs or, means of economio.support.seemed to be centered around the school,
the Public Health Clinic at Chinle, the schools at Many Farms. One or two
people were employed on the Trading Post. (The regularly employed people
didn't live in camps out in the community.) The community served by
the school is scattered from the top of the Mesa to the Many Farms area to
the road to Kayenta, and some children come from as far away as Tuba
City. It requires real effort for these parents, partiCularly the ones up on
the Mesa or even in the more remote areas below, to get to the school.
Although many have pick-up trucks, a number (including one board member)
have only horses for transportation. We travelled the bus route taken each
day to bring day students and Headstart and kindergarten children to the
school. When it rains or snows these roads are going to be impassable;
they're simply. truck trails through the desert. A grader rented from BIA
had just finished grading most of the bus route , .brit it was' still a very pri-
mitive ride from camp to camp. We saw many washes and gullies, but no
water on the entire trip. The firewood stacked. beside the homes or in
other areas of the camps, the wood used to build the corrals for the sheep,
must be brought from many miles away. There simply is nothing around to
chop. From time to time along the road, we saw trucks coming from Rough
Rock or Kayenta or the Mesa with loads of firewood. From what we were
able to tell, at least on this visit, and from what indicated
from his home visits and from what ;who is familiar with this
area, tells me, the school, the Trading Post, the Chapter House, the
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Quaker Missi0 the old school, and perhaps one Lwo of the residences
in the col-lin-lull-Ay arc the only places with running, water and electric light.
Everyone else must haul water from as much as five miles away, and with
the exception of kerosene lamps and whatever light is given of; by the cook-
stove or the wood burning pot-bellied stove, there is no artificial light
available.

.
. .

'Herds of Sheep Were Scattered over the range One member of the board,
a Mr. , has..quite a reputation as a stock man, and apparently has
some cattle. We saw only two lonely looking Hereford steers out across the
range. But his home and the home of another board member ,
were much more elaborate than the other homes.%) visited.

The homes ranged from the traditional eight-sided log hogan, with the .

hole' in the roof and the stove pipe extended through it, to a relatively spacious
two-room cement-block dwelling with sewing machine, chairs, and a couch.
The first cam') we visited had a kind of a wood storage shed, a typical Navaho
corral made Of branches, a thatched log shed (apparently a chicken house),
a slaughter house, and a one -room adobe or stucco dwelling. This was the
camp of a famous medicine man in the area. He. was away. We- talked with
his wife. Miss /the teacher/ told how Margaret was doing in
school, displaying a folder that showed Margaret's. work.. The grandmother
couldn't see too well.. She seemed quite old. There were just two chairs,
and and I were asked to sit on them while Miss
teacher, kind of squatted on the floor. Mrs. . talked about her
arthritis. There was a loom in the corner with a Navaho rug started on it.
M. and MisS . encouraged the grandmother to have
Margaret come to school, and,stuTy-Tard. Mrs. said she would
do this.: There was a single .bed in the room and a cookstove. No books or
magazines or .papers.were visible. There was no running water and no
electric light. The spread on the bed was identical to those used in the Rough
Rock dormitorie.s. . , . .

At the next hOme, the parents were away -- working in Colorado. at a
uranium plant. The grandmother had custody of the and. The physical
setting of the camp .was pretty much the same as the previous camp, except
for two single -room dwellings not far away. Again Miss explained
the work of the children, and the grandmother seemed interested. We noticed
two school-age .girls,, as well as an older woman, in the house. Apparently
the girls were trying to hide when we pulled up, thinking the grandmother
would talk withus in the .Shed,or outside. Theyseemed.embarrassed when
we walked in. There were also three small children in the room. There
was quite ari elaborate battery radio on.a chest of drawers--no electricity.
Religious pictures:hung on the walls; along with a picture of a high school
graduate and a young. man in, O. sailor's uniform. No running water. Mr.

asked the girls' why they were not in school. They appeared
embarrassed. One gave the excuse that she had to stay home to take care
of her ..yoUnger brother. The other had no excuse , really, but said she would
be :back at school; tomorrow.

The third camp we visited was that of . As in the other two
homes. there were no books, no reading materials of any kind, but cosmetics

. exhibited hi a.Wide variety. This. home also had a rather elaborate guitar
on the wall. The dwelling was an eight-sided traditional Hogan, with mud

.
chinks., cookstove in..the middle, and a hole in the roof.. We sat on the tWo
beds. There were no chairs. From time to time a huge turkey wandered
in and pecked at things 'on the dirt floor (a Navaho garbage-diSposal machine ?).
In all of the camps were assorted dogs and'cats, roaming freely. The little
girl in this camp,' about three years of age, was barefoot, wandering in and
out and looking at Us, from time to time. Themother seemed pleased by the
work of her children, particularly a picture her daughter had drawn. The

n9
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hogan wa.;_; decorated with pictures of children and of a .country western music
group which, I presumed, had some relative in it. The motile told about
falling off a horse and hurting hey hand, which had not heeled properiy. Mr.

, Miss , and the parent joked and chatted amicably
in Navaho

.

The next; home was that of , a board member, reputed to be
a well-to-do stock man. His rather substantial cement-block home had two
rooms. One; a living-beroom area, was reasonably well furnished. It
had two couches, a bed, an ironing board, a sewing machine, a rather ela-
borate cut velvet scarf or mural hung on the wall, a display of exquisite
turquoise jewelry over a large array of cosmeticz., and a coiner almost
completely filled by pictures. In one corner of the room, a bookcaSe held
children's workbo,)ks; an arithmetic book, magazines, The Navajo Times, .

and a Sears catalogue. Several pictures showed high school graduates in caps
and gowns. There were several award ribbons from the Chilli@ speech
tournament; prominently displayed, a picture of the board of the Rough Rock
School; mirrors; baskets, and expensive-looking deerskins and sheepskins;
a large map of the school district with the roads marked in red; and statues
of horses on almost every flat surface.

The second room served as a kitchen. It had homemade wooden furniture- -
a table, a cookstove, and several storage cabinets. This home did not have
running water or electricity either. The interior was finished with wallboard,
painted a rather sudden shade of blue. While it could use repainting, it was
probably the best kept and most elaborate ofthe homes we visited, with wood
floor and rugs scattered about. There were several workers about the camp,
and several other buildings, sheds, and corrals. Mrs. was much
better dressed and much cleaner. than the other women we visitedand wore
lovely turquoise bracelets. She was setting wool when we came in.

The town of Rough Rock, if it can be called a town, had the customary
Trading Post (cleaner than many I saw at Tuba City or Ghillie and relatively
well stocked but with exorbitant prices). Behind the Trading Post was a
shack used as a warehouse and a house trailer presumably used by one of
the employees. Off to one side, was a rathersubstantial stucco home with
an air conditioner, where I understood the trader and his wife, both Anglo,
lived. The Trading Post was nestled in the corner of two rather large cliffs.
Up along OHO side of the cliff, the side closest to the. Rough Rock trail, was
a. corral for sheepand.cattle, which the trader sold to the local people.
About half a mile from the Trading Post, on the road toward the school,
was the Chapter House where the community people came to meet and talk
with their tribal representatives kcross the road from the house where the
trader lived was the old school building, clustered with three old house
trailers used as housing for Navaho employees at the Rough Rock School.
About two city blocks from the old school was the Quaker Mission and Child
Development Center, the missionary home, and the church. The school or
Child Development Center had a playground In front of it and was composed
of two one-story cement block buildings joined together.

The Trading Post had facilities for gasoline and kerosene, but apparently
no motor repair facilities: There were nO restaurants, no bars, no theatres
--nothing except the Trading Post. On a Saturday, Navaho families, in
their wagons or pick-up trucks or on foot, came to the post to get provisions.
They were, it seemed to me, very traditional Navahos, right out of Kluck=
holm s books. Mr said he thought the people in this area were
more traditional than Navahos around Ka.yenta or Tuba City, where people
were tending to move into the town or village complex. However, many
young men in this area. bad been able to get pick-up trucl-:s, which gave them
greater mobility. The men were straight-brinimed ten gallon hats, breeches,
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and plaid shirts, sometimes with a deniin jacket or sheepskin-lined suede
jacket. The women wore long skirts and velvet, blouses, their hair in the
traditional lmot, whatever silver jeWelry they had, .'and usually Pembleton
blankets. Instead of traditional moccassins, most of them wore tennis shoes
and ankle ,socks. About four or five pick-ups stopped at the Trading Post
during the twenty minutes we were there on Saturday, and two or three cus-
tomers were inside. said the. store Was quite crowded, and
there was a lot of traffic, for that time on Saturday afternoon. One Navaho
family drove up in 'a 1968 Plymouth, and several men who had come in pick-
ups laughed and scoffed, !,crying that car wouldn't last very long. The pick-
ups were in relatively good condition and of recent vintage. Very few were
more than two or three years old. Perhapsa truckjust didn't last more.
than two years out there; no matter what make or model it was.

While our study was in process, we gathered some data to test the assumption

with which we began--that the pupils in the sample, selected by the methods we used,

were from similar Navaho homes. .Table '2.1 summarizes the reports of pupils con-
.

cerning languages spoken at home..
1

Ignoring, for the'moinent the one Rough Rock

response under "English only." we consUlted a' bino.mialdistribution table and deter-

mined that no percentage differenceslamong'schdelb table were statistically

significant at the .05 level-, though the differences between Rough Rock and Chink

Public were close to significance.

Table 2.1 . Languages. Spoken'at. Home., as Reported by Pupils.

School

Per Cent
English
Only

-(N)

of Pupils Who Say
Navaho English

only and
Navaho

(N) (N)..

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chinle Boarding 80.3 19.7 100.0
(61) (15) (76)

Chinle Public 73.7 26.3 100.0
(14) (5) (19)

Rough Rock 1.8 91.2 7.0 100.0
(52) (4) (57)

Reek poiiit 85.7 14.3 100.0
(60) (10) (70)

10n numerous occasions when analyzing our data, we have .reluctantly dis-
. carded more elegant statistical analyses, under pressure of time, in favor of
short-cut methods, but we. have been careful not to sacrifice accuracy in so doing.
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Tables 2.2 and 2.3, respectively, SUnmaarize reports of the pare its in our

sample concerning the education they had received and the places in which they had

lived. (In chapter 3, we will describe in detail the interviewing of theseParenta and

consider whether the actual sample may be considered representative.) in the light

of the comparatively small numbers of respondents, only the largest differences

betweenschools in these.tables are significant statistically. on the contrary, the

differences are taken seriously, they tend to cancel each other out from table to table.

In terms of languages spoken at home, Rough Rock leans t oward the traditional more

than the other communities. In terms of the education of parents and guardians,

Rough Rock may be the least traditional. In terms of residential mobility, Rock

Point may be the most isolated community, followed by the communities from which

our Chinle Public sample is drawn and then by Rough Rock. The most defensible

conclusion to reach on the basis of the three tables, we think, is that the communities

in question are probably very comparable, with only chance variations reflected in

the responses of the small samples considered here.

Table 2.2 Extent of Education of Parents and Guardians Interviewed (Self-reported)

Per Cent Reporting

None UP to 2 2.1 to 5.1 to '.8.1 to. Some Total
School Years 5 Years 8 Years 12 Years

(N) (N) (N) (N) (N) (N) (N)

Chinle Boarding 81.8 0.0 0.0 9.1 9.1 0.0 100.0
(9) (0) (0) (1) (1) (0) (11)

Chinle Public 66.7 .0.0 11.1 22.2 0.0 0.0 100.0
(6) (0) (1) (2) (0) (0) . (9)

Rough Rock 55.6 11.1 22.2 0.0 7.4 3.7 100.0
(15) (3) (6) (0) (2) (1) (27)

Rock Point 52.9 0.0 29.4 11.8 5.9 0.0 100.0
(9) (0) . (5) (2) (1) (0) (17)
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History and Organizational Structure

During 1964 and 1965; Sanford Kravitz, then Associate Director for Research
. . . .

and Development within OEO's Community Action Program, was looking for promis-

ing ideas to actuate under the War on Poverty. 1 He had met Robert Roessell, then

a professor at. Arizon;State University,: during the days when President Johnson
. .

had .several task forces. wtir king. .to .c onceptUalize promising app.'oadhes' that might

be supported under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Roessel was a member

Table 2.3 Residential Mobility of Parents and Guardians Interviewed.

School

Per Cent Reporting They Have Lived

Here Elsewhere Off the
Only on Reservation

Reservation
(N) (N) (N)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chinle Boarding

Ghillie Public

Rough Rook

. . .

Rock Point

63.6
(7)

88.9
(8). '

'70.4
(19)

100.0
(17) '.

36.4
(4)

11.1
(1)

' 25.9
(7),

0.0
(0)

.-:

:

0.0
(0)

0.0
(0)

3:7
(1)

0.0
(0)'

100.0
(11)

100.0
(9)

100.0
(27)

100.0
(17)

1"This brief discussion of theorigins of the Rough Rock Demonstration School
is based primarily on interviews with Sanford Kravitz, Professor in the School of
Social Services AdminiStration, Brandeis UniVersity; Carl Marburger, formerly
Associate Commissioner for Education of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, now Com-
missioner of Education for the State. of New JerseyStan Sillett, a former officer
of 0E0, now on Marburger's staff; Toni Reno, who directed the demonstration
staff during the experiment ; at Lulachukad , 'currently on staff at the Navaho Commun-
ity College, .Many Farms, Arizona; William T. Benham, Jr. , Navaho Area Director
of Schools for the. BIA ; Graham HolmeS , Director of.the Navaho Area of the DIA;
and Robert Roessel, now president of the Navaho Community College in Many Farms.
We examined the releVant historical accounts by Rough Rock spokesmen, particularly
Robert A..Roessel, Jr. , "An Overview of the Rough Rock Demonstration School, "
Journal of American Indian Educa.tion,VII (May, 1969), 2-44; and Broderick H.
Johnson, Navaho Education at Rough Rock (Rough Rock, Arizona: Rough Rock
Demonstration School, 1968), pp.-15-26. Also ubeful.was a discussion of Rough
Rock's origins by George. P Pierre Castile, who.was on staff at 0E0 atthe time , in
"The Community Schdol'at'Rotigh:Rock" (unpubiiShed M..4. thesis, Department of
Anthropology, University of Arizona, 1960._

I
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of the task force on Indian affairs. When they met from time. to time in Wishing-ton

and elsewher, Kravitz kept asking Roessel what should be done to improve the

educatiotof A marican Indians. RoeSsel and several of his colleagues had been dis-

cussing the same topic with officials of the Navaho tribe for several months. Four

concepts that Roessel mentioned seemed particularly meritorious to Kravitz: (1)

Indians would never give schools their wholehearted moral support until they were

involved significantly as adults and given a measure of control. (2) English must

be taught as a second language to Indian children, not regarded as something they

could learn immediately through mere exposure. (3) The schools should be respon-

sible, not only for educating Indian children, but for. assisting in the development of

local communities, through extensive adult education opportunities and other means.

(4) The schools should help transmit to the young the cultures of their parents; tribal

elders should be used by the schools, for instance, to teach traditional materials.

With encouragement from Kravitz, Roessel began exploring various ways of

putting these ideas into practice. He discussed alternatives with officials of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs and Navaho Tribal Council and scouted around the Navaho

reservation ior a likely location. Schools at Rough Rock, Lukachukai, and Rock

Point were considered, and finally, for reasons that seem unclear, Lukachukai was

selected. An attempt was made at Lukachulmi during 1965-66 to apply many of the

concepts now associated with Rough Rock.

There is general agreement that the Lukachukai experiment failed. Since we

have not attemptedto study systematically the history of that effort, we cannot speak

definitively of causes. On. one conclusion, however, those interviewed on the topic

seemed unanimons: The Luhachukai project was hampered by administrative duality.

The former principal of the school continued in office, functioning, with her staff,

'within BIA 's usual bureaucratic framework. The new "demonstration staff" was

separate, under the direction of a different administrator, and even housed in a

different area of 'the school compound. When the demonstration staff or the newly .

created Navaho school board.attempted to launch unconventional programs; they en-

countered resistance from the regular staff members, who saw most new approaches

as incompatible with BIA policy and acted, understandably, to protect their own
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careers within the Bureau.

OEO officials were disturbed, feeling that the ideas behind the project had not

been given a chance at tulcachuicai... Along with BIA personnel from Washington and

Window Rock (BIA 's Navaho Area headquarters) they made .a trip to .Lulachukai

early in 1956 to consider alternatives. BIA officials then suggested making a new

beginning at Red& Rock, \where a' boarding school plant had just been completed.

at .a cost of approximately $3 5 riiilTion. Since an entirely new staff could be created

there, they pointed out, success might be more easily achieved. Kravitz of OEO

argued that the experiment would again fail if the usual civil service requirements

and BIA policies remained in .force . There was discussion, furthermore, about the

need for a man of Roessel's stature to administer the project. In time, these pro-

blems were resolved. BIA contributed the school plant and the usual per-pupil

fiscal allotment while permitting the experiment to function independently. OEO

provided extra funds to make a major impact feasible. Though torn by previous

commitments and family plans, -Roessel consented to direct the project. It was dif-

ficult to refuse, he explained, for he had advocated this kind of action for years.
,

It was plannedat this point.to allot federal funds for Rough Rock to the Navaho

Tribal Council, which would delegate operating responsibilities to locally elected

officialS. Accordingly, the Many Farins-Rough Rock chapter elected a five.9-nember

school board. In Window Rock, BIA 's Navaho Area Director, (Graham Holmes)

and Area Educational. Director (William T. Benham) hurriedly prepared documents,

for tribal officials to sign; As Holmes and Benham walked across the street to

deliver the papers, the Tribal Council adjourned its annual session. The chairman

had authority to call a special meeting at any time, but there were indications of

disagreement on the Tribal Education Committee concerning sponsorship of the Rough

Rock venture. The end of the federal fiscal year was so close that 'support for the

project would be lost for a year if .an.agency to which OEO could make funds avail-

able were not found quickly. Virtually in desperation, a special non-profit corpora-

tiOn 'vas form6d, under the laWs of Arizona, to meet the exigency.

The corporation thus created was called DINE ,(dl-na.') Inc. DINE, by happy

accident, is both the acronym for Demonstration in Navaho Education and the term
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Navahos use to refer to.themselvos, "The People." Diners firSt directors were

Allen D. Yazzie, a member of the Tribal Council, Ned Hatathli, now Vice President

of the Navaho Community College:, and Guy Gorman, electrician, operating engineer,

and member of the Chinle Public School Board that we examined as part of this study.

Dine was incorporated on June 27, 1966. By means of an informal "gentleman's

agreement," its directors promising to regard the Rough Rock school board's deci-

sion as final..The Rough Rock Demonstration School became a functioning organi-

zation on July 1, 196G. The first board meeting, held jointly by the school board

and the Dine. directors; was held on July 26, 1966. n September 12, approximately

150 pupils were enrolled, and classes began. By the end of the month, the school

was serving 27 clay pupils and 193 dormitory pupils. Ninety-one full-time employees

were on staff, aided by 15 VISTAS. 1

.Rock Point has had its BIA boarding school for many years, but at one time

the school was very small. When the present principal, Wayne Holm, arrived in

1958,- he was asked very pointedly, at a community meeting, to explain why new

school buildings were not being erected. Apprarently some official passing through

two or three years earlier had made a promise to that effect. As one who had em-

phasized, like 'Robert Roessel, the need of community involvement in schools for

. American 'Indians, Holm saw the situation as an opportunity. He urged the comimmity

to organize and.agitate if they Wanted a larger school. An 'educational committee was

formed by the Rock Point chapter for the purpose. Numerous letters were sent to

agency headquarters in Chinle, to area headquarters in Window Rock, and to Wash-

ington; representatives of the community journeyed to Chinle and Window Rock from

time to time to make their wishes loiown.

At one paint, BIA official began to talk of erecting a single large school at

Rough.Rock to Serve the Rough Rock and Rock Point communities. At least partly

at Holm's urging, Rock Point leaders opposed the idea. It would have made parental

involvement very difficult to achieve at Rock Point because of distance and poor roads.

1Volunteers in Service to America, members of the domestic "Peace Corps."
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Finally, in 1963-64, the Rock Point school was expanded. Shortly thereafter,

in 1964 llo lin added to his staff a specialist in Teaching English as a Second Language,
. .

(TESL), Elizabeth Wi Milk, and with some backing from the Washington, Window Rock,

and Chin le BIA offices, special experimental effort's were carried forward, especially

in TESL.

. Mrs-. Willink had begun. teaching on the NaVahe reservation at Shipreck in

195, and almost immediately had felt the need of better methods for teaching English

to Navaho children. Soon she became acquainted with the TESL movement and with

Wayne Holm, whose interests were very similar. At every opportunity, she began

urging BIA officials to adopt TESL's structural - linguistic teaching methods. Be-

tween 1960 and 1962, BIA provided workshops at which Mrs. Willink and a group of

interested teachers createdtheir first materials and teaching guides for adapting

TESL to Navahos. Initial experimentation at ShiprOck appeared to produce encour-

aging results.

In 1961, Mrs. Willink went to the University of Arizona, where she earned

a Ph. D. while developing her ideas and methods further . Since she wanted a chance

to experiment further in a small school with a stable population, and since she had

confidence in Holm, she persuaded BIA. to create a special 'position for her at Rock
.

Point and began work there upon .graduation, early hi 1964..

The available evidence suggests that TESL activities at Rock Point were

viewed with considerable suspicion by agency and area BIA officials until 1966, at

which time area boundaries were realigned, an area office' exclusively for the Navaho

was created at WindoW Rock, and William T. Benham tool~ over as Area Direbtor

of Schools. Rock Point became "respectable," for Benham soon announCed his in-

tention to emphasize TESL and other experimental ventures, not only at Rock Point

and one other BIA "demonstration" school (Chuskal, but in all schools in the Navaho

area. .

This action apparently resulted from Benham's efforts, in cooperation with

Grahani Holmes', direct:Or Of all' BIA activities in the Navaho area, to develop long-

range goals. The two men met with the Educational Committee of the Navaho Tribe

for a full week in March of 1966 and announced in April the.following four aims:
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1. Tp attack.the unique problems-of Indian students by the provision of
unique programs suited to the needs of these students, such as the ESL
/English as a Second 'Language/ Program.

2. To seek maximum, feasible involvement of parents and tribal leaders
.inthe4dOcational program. : .

3. To develop a public information program on a continuing basis, which
reflects progress made.

4. TO endeavor to assist in any way possible so that full utilization can
be made of resources, including the Economic Opportunity Act, Public Law
89-10, and other similar programs which can benefit the Indian people.

.

These emphases coincided well with what Holm and Mrs. Willink were seeking

at Rock Point. From this time onward, Rock Point personnel could concentrate more

exclusively on programs inside the school and Jess on warding off attacks from out-

side. Just before our study began ,in 1968, a second plant expansion was completed

at Rock Point, but with minor exceptions the school had not yet taken possession of

the new buildings when our dt a were gathered..

The BIA Boarding School at Chinle , as we noted in chapter 1, was much

larger than the Rough Rock and Rock Point Schools. It enrolled about 825 pupils at

the time of our study and served areas as distant as one hundred miles. There were

three small "feeder schools" in the Chinle Boarding School's attendance area, at

Pinon, Low Mountain, and Nazlini. These schools offered the early elementary
. .

grades to children in the vicinity, who then went on to Chinle- for more advanced

instruction. Because the "feeder schools" could not handle all children at the pri7

nary level, numbers of these were boarded at Chinle, along-with the older pupils.

Beginning in the 1968-69 school year, the sixth and seventh grades, ,enviously of-
...

fered at :Millie , were switched to the BIA boarding school at. :Many Farms, about

20 miles .i.way. As a result, the Chinle school was less crowded than previously,
.

and administrators reported discipline to be less of a problem. The school had

previously served more than a thousand boarding students.

. The principal atche Chinle Boarding Stchool, Cleveland Miller, had been at
. .

the school for approximately 19 years at the time of our study, 14 years as admin-

istrator . school,like many others, was affected by Benham's effort to emphasize; -

TESL throughout the Navaho area. Miller had attempted:to create a functioning

school board, 'but had not yet succeeded. We encountere.d as we will note in more
.... .

detail later, an interesting attempt to introduce a Skinnerian "Behavioral Modifi-
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cation Program" into the dormitories. Beyond these efforts, Chink: Boarding

School officials did not claim to be experimenting a great dea!--certainly not as

much as Rough Rock and Rock Point. Part of the explanation; at least; lies in the

scandalously inadequate facilities and staff that were available at Chinle, a matter

discussed in more detail later.

On the basis of limited data gathered concerning the Chinle Public Elemen-

tary School, it' may be characterizedtentatively as the le-ist experimental school in

the study. Chinle Public School District No. 24, in which it is located, is the largest

in the United States in terms of area, covering approximately 6,000 square miles.

The five members of its school board, however , are all drawn from Chinle and-its

immediate environs. As compared with public school districts elsewhere, it is

also atypical in terns of finance. About 95 per cent of its $1.8 million in operating

funds is derived from federal sources: approximately $6.06, 000 under Public Law

73-167, $600,000 under Public Law 874, $170,000 under Public Law 89-10, and

additional federal . grants for such special functions as vocational education. Only

$15,000 or so comes from local taxation -and about $5,000 from the rental of

apartments and other school-oWned facilities.. The rest is provided by the state.

Under Arizona law, Chinle is Classifiedas an elementary school district with

"temporary" authority to teach high school subjects. It maintains three elementary

schools, one junior high school, one senior high school., and four classes in rooms'

rented from the BIA Boarding School at Red Mesa. Its superintendent, Joseph L.

Matthews, had served in public Schools on the reservation for 13 years, about 6

years in his current position.

The pupil population in the Chinle Public School system as a whole was 85 .

per cent Navaho and 15 per cent white and Negro. The latter 15 per cent were mostly

children of parents employed by various federal agencies in the area. Since the

town of Chinle had the largest concentration of federal employees in that part of

the reservation, the. proportion of non-Navaho. pi Is in the public elementary school.

was probably much larger than 15 per cent. With a few exceptions, made for

reasons of safety, family. hardship, etc. , pupils on the reservation who live within

walking distance (defined as one mile for elementary and 1 1/2 miles for secondary
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schools) of public school bus lines are requited by taw to attend public schools,

except those whose parents are willing to send them to raission.schools, usually on

a tuition basis. Children who live beyond the Walking.distance,must attend BIA
.

boarding schools. In effect; .public schools" districts. have the power to extend bus

lines wherever they wish within district boundaries, and for each additional child

bussed in-, federal and state funds become- automatically available. We encountered

inany'coinplaints that the 'bus lines:were arranged without any attempt to avoid

fragmenting communities educationally by fordingSome children to attend public

schools while others attended BIA schoolS'; 'Because the Chin le Boarding School

was locatednt ar the Ghillie Public School ,:;a11 Boarding School employees! children

were required to attend the public school,and the Studen t. body at Chinle Boarding

itself: was 100 per cent Navaho as .a consequence. Numerous non-Navaho children

attended the Rough Rock, and ROck Point: schools, for nO public school bus lines

extended. into those areas.

The organizational structure Of.the Chinle Eletientary.Public School was

typical for public education::. the teachers functioned Within anondepartmentalized

structure, reporting directly. to the Principal, Mrs .-LaRlie ; who, along with other

principals, in the system;, was directly. responsible: to the School superintendent ,

Joseph L. ("Jody") Matthews, the.school:board's chief executive..

The. Chinle.,and:Reck Point bo.ardhig.sChooth.both operated within the ela.

borate bureaucratic structure that is the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Most communi-

cations to and from Washington passed through the Navaho Area office in Window

Rock and the Chinle Agency office in Chinle en route to or from the schools. Some

decisions (relating to personnel, for example) were referred to yet 'another level,

basically regional, in Gallup.:: In addition to professional educators, the area and

agency offices had personnel Yesponsible for nurnberous other areas' of concern,

such as Land Operations, Plant Management; Employment AsSistance, Social

Services , and Roads (see Fig., 2..5). Within the field of education itself,. various

staff specialists were attached to the area and agency offices, responsible .for such

matters as language arts, general curriculum, adult education; home 'economics

and food services. 4: 1: .
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Further complications of the BM structure were introduced by the budgetary

purview of the Bureau of the Budget and the personnel restrictions of the C.vil Ser-

ice system:. We encountered many complaints, usually very bitter, to the effect

that planning was futile in MA. People in individual schools and at area and agency

levels would plan for months, they claimed, putting togerher rational objectives

and a budget to fit .them, only to discover that -what was approved in Washington had

no relationship to the plans. AllOcations would be made in terms of such rigid

categories that flexibility was out of the question. We encountered few negative

comments about the civil service commission, but the many references to it be-

spoke elaborate rules governing qualifications, hiring, promotion, salary incre-

ments, sick leave , vacations, a: n d terminations. Over the years, the bureau had

developed an elaborate set of policies, covering virtually every area of school

operation and incorporated for the most part into :Manuals and handbooks. The ad-

vantage.of having staff behavior well specified was that the welfare of children,

particularly in times of emergency, did not depend on the decisions of individuals,

quickly made, but on procedures well Pondered in advance. As disadvantages,

the elaborate structure of expectations could reduce flexibility and promote a mech-

anistic, impersonal relationship between pupils and adult personnel. Particularly

at Chinle Boarding, personnel complained that promising new ideas were usually

rejected as "against bureau Policy." As we will point out.later, thisperception

may be somewhat inaccurate, but it does reflect well an elaborate regulatory system.

The principals of the numerc;us. schools in the Chinle Agency reported to

the Agency Superintendent of fi3chools (see Fig. 2.6). Partly, perhaps, because it

was'a large school offering 24hour care, the Chinle Boarding School exhibited a

strong internal empho,3is on channels and formal procedures. Essentially, two

..independent hierarchies reported to the principalone; comprised of the academic

staff, ran the classrooms, and the other, comprised of people enjoying less status,

operated the kitchen, dining hall, and dormitories. There was littledirect communi-

cation between the two groups; most messages either way were cleared through the

principal or his two assistants.
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It is probably accurate to .characterize Rock Point's principal as resisting

the larger system's press toward uniformity. In an important sense, as later

evidence will show,, he seemed to insulate iris. staff members from the bureau's
.

constraints. The Rock. Point school was less :formal :less .character.ized by the

need to follow established policies -and. "channe,ls, '!

As we mentioned earlier , Rock was free to function outside the im-

pingements of BIA and civil service regulaltions.., It had l,road discretion in the use

of its funds. When the school began, it followed a: unique scheme of organization

that persisted, with rather slight modifications i:untilthe time of, pur study .(see

Fig. 2.7). In essence., the school was divided-into, departments, each headed by

an assistant director reporting:to, the,directeranclhis: deputy: commtinity services,

dormitory services, educational seryices,yand administrative. services ClaSsroom

personnel were not required to possess teaching.certificates.. BIA and Civil Ser-

vice personnel regulations werenot followd....We encountered not a single bureau

handbo*:or. manual. An.extensive .system. of epployment was; created for local

people who could not normally qualify forrpbs in BIA schools..

One important: difference. between Rough Rock and Rock Point may be observed

at this juncture: Though a very,small.BI4 school at Rough .Rocantedated the effort...

launched in 1966,. the Rough Rock Demonstration., School .was,essentially, unrelated

to what had occurred in the community earlier. effect, it:was an attemPt to.,

throw away all. BIA blueprints; for:education andto create,something better., to re-

vamp the entireprogra.m.,and,R.pproaph; 13ockPoint's.experimental strategy, in

effect , was gradualism-7to.woric:.within. the. e20sting_BIA, framework,.. changing some

components .but leaving the general structure,intact. It is our .impressidn, further-

more, that the .two approaches.were congruent with.the personalities and beliefs of

the twoleaders -;-RoeSsel, the forceful and dramatic .philosopher - revolutionary, and

Holm,the rational though charismatic philosopher.- administrator.

Finances

In basic terms, it May be said that the Rough Rock Demonstration School

received from the Bureau of Indian Affairs the money that would have been allocated
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if a regular BIA school were functioning at Rough Rock. 1 Funds to make the school's

special experimentation and demonstration possible were obtained from other sources.

' Iii 1966-67 , Rough Rock received $307,000 from MA', $360, 000 from the

Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), and $25, 000 (earmarked for the Navaho

Curriculum Center) from the U. S. Office of Education (USOE), for a total of

$692.,000.. In 1,967-68, the .second year of operation, BIA provided $370,000., OEO

provided $470,000, and USOE provided $57,00.0 (ear marked as before), for a total

(4 $897,000.. For 1968-69, the school was promised $427 , 000 from BIA; $253,000

from OEO; an earmarked $60, 000 from USOE; $60,000 in Follow-Through funds;

$20, 000 from the Office of Navaho Economic Opportunity (funded by OEO) for Head

Start; and $100,000 from the Donner Foundation, for a total of $920,000.

It was our intention, on the basis of data to be obtained from Rough Rock

and BIA, to make detailed comparisons of the funds the three boarding schools in

the. study were spending on various program components .2 Subsequently, we dis-

covered that this could not be done short of an extensive analysis of individual ex-

penditures at Rough Rock. Rough Rock's accountant reported that no controls had

been in force to ensure that spending conformed to budgetary allocations; furthermore,

expenditures were recorded in terms of the source of the money (such as BIA , OEO,

USOE, or Donner), rather than budgetary categories. When we examined the

schooPs audit reports, we discovered that the cat-gorles in terms of which the

money had been budgeted were unused there as well. In an effort to produce fiscal

comparisons, we developed a method for estimating the apportionment of available

'Since Rough Rock admitted some pupils from outside its regular attendance
area and Ofered some programs, such as kindergarten and Head Start, which B14
.did.not authorize, the School did not receive the BIA per-pupil allotment for all
children enrolled.

2At the research conference held on October 4, 1968, officials of Rough
Rock and BIA assured us that the necessary data wire readily available.
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funds to instructior to dormitories (including food services), and, at Itough Rock,

to other functions..1 The figures.thus :produced (see.Tahle 2.4) may be used with

some confidence, we believe', for comparative purposes.
,

Table 2.4 Estime.ted.Perupil Expenditures FOr InStruction And Dormitory Ser-
vices, Rough Rock and Two MA Schools, 1968-69

, . .

how

Expenditure
Category

1966-67

Instruction

:Dorinitoriesa:

nstruetionapd
Dormitories°

1967!.68

Instruction

Dormitoriesa

Instruction aind
Dormitories ° :

..School
Rough' Rock Chinle
Rock, . Point Boarding
(No: of 'Pupils is 'indicated in parentheses)

1',398.76
(220)

'1,343.87
(195)

2 . 621. 28
(220)

,1,342.83
(306) '

1,265. 34256)
2 .446. 51

. .

. .

631.35 341.44.
(192) .. (1 , 024)... 907.35 833.09

... (192) . (1,024)
"1,538.7'1 1, 174. 54

(192) (1, 024)

715.85 357..76
(192) (1,024)
939.77 859.71

(1, 024)
1,217.47.

(1, 024)

(192)
1, 55.62

(192)

Instruction. '''''1,979:62
(400) ,

. , .. Dorniitor .iesa 1',209.22
1968-69 (292)

Instruction abed ' :2;.036.86
Dormitories (400)

'768;04 458.49
(274) . (825)

1:,291.34''' 1,039.70
(174) (825)

1,688.82 1,498.19
(274) (825)

a,_In all cases amounts shown for dormitories include food and food servicec..
°Funds forbussing day pupils atRoUgh Rock and Rock Point' re not included

in these figures. : .*

1(a) We obtained figures concerning BTA allocations to RockPoint and Chinle
Boarding fiOm the ChinleAgency office of BIA. The figures 'were broken down in
such a way that allocations for dormitory services (including food services) could be
determined approximately:

(b) Since a similar breakdown was not available for Rough Rock, we divided
BIA funds at Rough Rock between instruction and dormitories much as they had been
divided at Rock Point, which was the school the sample most similar to Rough
Rock in many respects; 'though We allotted a somewhat lower percentage to instruc-
tion than Rock Point had done since part of Rock Point's instructional allocation
helped to maintain special training programs the school was providing for teachers
from the entire Chin1Agency. At Rock Point, according to calculations based on
BIA figures, 51.98'per cent 'of the local BIA allocation was designated for instruction
whereas at Chinle Boarding only 37.51 per cent was allocated to instruction. At
Rough Rock we apportioned 45 per cent of the, BIAallocation to instruction and 65 to
dormitories. Before we apportioned the BIA funds in this way, we deducted $172.71
per year.for each day pupil enrolled at Rough Rock (according to the school's own
enrollment figures) for each of the three- years in question for bussing. Since Rough
Rock had no figures on bussing costs, we used figures from the. BIA Agency office to
arrive at $172.71 per pupil per year.. (We also deducted bussing costs at Rock
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The most reliable figures in the table concern funds available for both

instruction and dormitorie.S(including food and food services). It appears that Rough

Rock had approximately a $1, 082- per -child advantage over Rock Point in 1966-67 ,

a $791-r-child advantage in 1967-68, and a $348-per-child advantage in 1968-69.

Rough Rock's fiscal lead over Chinle Boarding, purportedly a typical MA school,

was approximately $1,446 per pupil in 1966-67, $1,230 per pupil in 1967-68, and

$539 per .pupil in 1968-69. 0i the three schools, only Rough Rock had additional

funds for such other functions as community development and public relations:

$171,720 in 1966-67, $224,190 in 1967 68, and $197,001 in 1968-69.

Point before arriving at figures for instruction and dermitories). At Rock Point, we
added special funds provided during 1967-68 and 1968-69 from USOE.

(c) To obtain per-pupil expenditure figures, in each school we divided the
amount available for instruction each year by the officially reported number of pupils
and divided the amount available for dormitories each year by the officially reported
number of dormitory pupils. We then added to the per-pupil figure for dormitories
in each school for each year the amount of $276, the estimated per-pupil cost of food
supplied to each of the three schools by BIA. BIA does not show this figure in allo-
cating local monies to Rough Rock, Rock Point, and Chin le Boarding.

(d) At Rough Rock we added supplementary funds, but not allto dormitories
and instruction. During each of the three school years, Rough Rock obtained money
from USOE specifically designated for the Navaho Curriculum Center. This money
was added to the amount for instruction, as was an ONEO grant for Head Start in
1968-69. In addition, Rough Rock received supplementary funds from other sources,
mainly 0E0. To decide how these funds should be apportioned, we examined the
most recent of the budgets proposed by th school in annual proposals used in search
of money--a budget dated March 8, 1968... Apportioning funds from this budget to
instruction, dormitories, and other functions in a manner as similar as possible to
the apportionments at Rock Point and Chinle , we calculated that Rough Rock had pro-
posed to use 40.7 per cent of these supplementary funds for instruction, 11.6 per
cent for dormitories, and 47.7 per cent for other functions. We allocated supplemen-
gary funds for each of the three school years in this way. We then divided the funds
available for instruction each year by the officially reported number of pupils to
obtain a per -pupil figure and divided the funds available for dormitories each year
by.the officially reported number of dormitory pupils to obtain a per-pupil figure.

In our estimation the per-pupil amounts obtained by this. method can be com-
pared with some confidence. To the extent that inaccuracies exist, we think they .

represent sniall under-estimations .of the i)er -pupil amounts available for instruction.
and dormitories at Rough Rock. :Bussing probably costs less per day pupil at Rough
Rock than at Rock Point, for a larger percentage of day pupils live on or near the
compound at Rough Rock. Per -pupil dormitory funds may be underestimated at
Rough Rock, for the number of dormitory pupils officially reported in 1968-69 was
considerably larger than the number of pupils we ever observed in the 'dormitories ,
probably because of pupil absences. A set-by-step description of our calculations
has been compiled, and is available oh request from the authors at the University of
Chicago.
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CHAPTER 3

commul\riTy.p.ELATIONSILIP-S'
' '

. An observer deesinot itali long at Rough Rock before realizing what is the
.. .

sc.ho9l's Prinzwy emphas i.6: lationshipS with the community. To talk of making

a school a center: of .communityactivity is nOthing new, but still significant. As data

discussed later will indicate, there is no doubt that the Rough Rock Demonstration
....; . w .

School hadremarkable success inthis area, though questions may be raised about
. . . .. I 4.:

the generally applicability-af AS methods. To State , however, that a.school will
: .

. .

not only educate children ad involve parents but also turn the deeision-making power
i

over to local peopleandhelPThern develoP.thcir community: this is radical. In the

present chapter, we consideirthree relevant.queStions. First, to what extent, in

what respects, and througlitiwhat MechanismS has community control been achieved?

Second, to what extent has the community becOme involVed in, supportive of, and

informed conerning, school' affairs Third; to what extent, in what respects, and
.

through what Mechanisms has the school helped develop the cOmrriunity, especially
.

in e.conernic and political respects? The'qUeStions are not entirely independent, but

trnaybp.analytically useful -tdcensider 'the Miseparate ly

: Htf: t . ;.' !''
Community Control

'incorisIdering the intricacies of .achieving community control at Rough Rock,

we'begin, paradoxically, at Chinle. The setting. is:the dull-red building, long, low,

and undistinguished, housing the public.elernentary school... .

We had scarcely begun or study when we stambled upon a cleavage between

this school and its community. Legally, the Chinle elementary school is controlled

.by.the people it serves. They elect the school boa.rd,andthe schobI board, unques-

tiOnably, has final authority (within the limits..of ens.titutionality, , 'state law, and
. .

fiscal resources). But what of actuality? .;

We interviewed a lawyer in the DNA office in Windowitock; the Navaho
. . .

Tribal capital. DNA (Dinebeiina Nahiilna..be,Agaclitalie.,Inc.), is part Of the corn-

munity action program Of the Office of Navaho. Economic Opportunity, funded by 0E0.

" DNA's purpose. , as described in an official breehure.,. is,to provide Navahos with' !!.; I, 11; .
""the legal assistance they need in order to enjoyfull.protection,and benefit under

. :!.:.Ito
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the law and in the courts when they are unable to pay for a lawyer themselves.

The purpose of the interview was to obtain .information from informed
. .

siders" concerning*NaVaho 'tribal politics. To illustratethe intricacies .of Navaho

politics, the lawyer began to discuss Chin le. At his suggestion, we then held a long

tape-recorded. interyiew with.a woman in the Chinle DNA office who had been involved

first-hand in the incident. .Ir. we. talked.with five of the district's seven board

members, the school superintendent (three .times), the principals of the elementary

and junior high schools, five:teachers atthe elementary school (one of them twice),

nine parents of pupils in our sample (through a..Nayaho interviewer), and several

teachers and administrators at the Rough Fir.r3k, Rock Point, and Chin le Boarding

schools who knew.about the problem, some because they had been employed by the

Chin le public school system when the events took place.

Beginning in October, 1967, DNA, representatives. in the Chin le office, abov.c.::

Fleming Begay's trading post (one of the few two-story buildings in the area) began

to receive complaints from Navaho. parents. Over.a period of months, many serious

allegations were made. We mention them here merely as allegations,without vouching

in any sense for their accuracy. Our purpose in discussing the accusations and re-

ated events is simply to demonstrate that many parents were deeply disturbed. The

conditions were such, we maintain, that any school board genuinely rem3onsive to the

community would have ma.de a thorough investigation, if Porno other reason than to

assure the citizens that the charges were false.

To cite some of the charges; The school district had plenty of money for

tennis courts and high administrative salaries, but hot luneheS for Children were cheap

and unbalanced, textbooks were inadequate, and several children from impoverished
. .

home's who came to school without breakfast were denied lunches when they could not
. i

pay. Since the school could not spare personnel to supervise them elsewhere during
: j

lunch, these children were made to sit in the gymnasium-cafeteria while their class-
..

matesate-: PupilS'who appeared prOudly at the eighth -grade graduation ceremony,

Often representing the first generation in the family to go that far in schobl, were often

handed diplOma rollS, not with diplomas inside , but with reminders that they must pay
. .

the thirty-five or forty cents they owed before a diploma could be issued. mature
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. .

fifteen-year-Old Navaho girl Who was spanked on 'the 'bitttocks by a male administrator

was so humiliated that she'reldsed frOni that day forward to return to the school.

The chrriculum vas "watered down"to it the belief of many teachers that the childreh
. .

were unintelligent. bne class of "problerh children" as young as six years of age was

found meeting in the hallway, with no blackboard or teachers' deSk, subject to con-
.

stant interruptions. When a female Navaho employee fell behind in her rent for a

school -owned trailer, she was told she must come to.the office to obtain her paycheck.
: !::;! -.!When she appeared, she was coerced into signing the Check, which'Seme official

Cashed at a local trading post, taking what she owed the school' and' leaving the rest
1.. 4 I

whatwith the trader as a payment On she owed him. Nothing was left with which to

feed her faintly until the next payday carne along. On other. occasions, employees'

checks were held until they borrowed money to pas,' debts at the school. Parents who
.

went to a top administrator to complain were told that "no damn Navahos" were going
.

. ,.. . .

to tell him how to rtui .

a school. Serious decusatioris were voiced concerning the

character of this inan. People who continued to complain were giVen Word, from

anonymouS sOtirces; that someone who was quite capable of ;doing so, would see that

they or 'their relatives would lose their-jobs..
, ,

'It "was further reported that fodal Navahos. were haVing no success in

stiinulating the school board t*O"aet: 'RePOrtedly,. the board first refuSed'the floor

to representitives of the complaining'grOUpS andlater announced that it Wouldcon-

sider the coMplaintg privately, "in executive session." In examining the written
. .

statements issued by both sides during this period, we think it clear that the school

boards logic (if indeed'it 'was the school board's) hi" ttempting to jhetify school

officials was tenuous acid based on inadequate evidence.

All Chinle Public schOol teachers wild were' interviewed defended the quality

..of instruction in their institution and insisted that Navaho childrenWere' much better'

off, psychologically and academically, when (a) they lived at home and came to school
Mali

by bus and (b) when the presence of many Anglo eeS provided practice and example
..

for learning English. They all stated, however, that the current curriculum Was
.

inappropriate fbr Navaho pupils. An Organization of teachers was developing a better

one, they said, but only one of them thought the 'superintendent would permit it to be
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introduced. All but one of the teachers seemed unaware that there had been serious

trouble with the community. Either they were unwilling to talk about it or they paid

little, attention to what,the.school board was discussing. The one teacher who did
..

discuss the question described a prominent school administrator in phrases we think

best not repeated. The others seemed unwilling to express an opinion about him.

They all made complimentary remarks about their:female principal. We were im-

preSsed with the intelligence of each one of theSe teachers and with the thought they

had apparently given to the problems of Navaho children. One spoke eloquently of

a failure among reservation educators to specify what they were trying to. do for

Navahos rather than blundering along with a diluted version of standard academic fare.

The principal of the junior high school, who was accused oflmddling the

fifteen-year-old girl, openly ridiculed the idea of adapting ,instruction in any way

to Navaho culture. He seemed not at all reluctant to say that Navaho culture should

disappear as soon as possible. Itwas "not American.," he emphsAzed, to help any

"faction" perpetuate its way of life. Rough Rock was taking a "backward step." The

country had not moved ahead in the pastby "catering" to,ethnic groups.

AS .for the superintendent himself, whom the director of the study inter-

viewed twice and the assistant director once, he stated repeatedly, in numerous con-

. texts, that Navahos were incapable of running their own affairs. . They made unrea-

sonable demands on the school., he: said. If they had their way, he would.be running

busses to the front door of every hogan. Why should he provide free lunches to a

child whOse father was driving:a new pick-up truck? Unless our hearing was faulty

(we find it hard to believe what we are .about to report), he stated that the district

had a policy of falsifying achievement-test results. These kids were so far behind

the national norms, he said, that "it just wouldn';til.00k good. People who don't know

, conditions here. just wouldn't understand." (Significantly, one .of his elementary

teachers expressed puzzlement that her pupils always did.better on national-achieve-

ment tests than they were- able- to do in class.) .

We thought it most ironic that the one board member out of five we interviewed

who insisted there had been no wrong-doing on the part of school officials was. the one

Navaho board member we interviewed. He was also one-of the Dine directors with

I
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final legal authority for the.Roucr,h Rock DemonStration School. His position, as he

.voiced it.repeatedly, was that the schootboard must defend school administrators .

against "trouble-makers" until the accusing parents came up with "proof He .

acknowledged that some children had been deprived of lunches , but he blamed the

parents. They, would get themselves in debt for pick-up trucks, he said, and then

.not be. able to support-their familieS. The board had no responsibility, as' he saw

it, for launching its own investigations of events In the schools. He did state,

however, that the administrator had always dominated the board, practically running

the meetings himself. The board had been even more inclinedto let the superinten-

dent have.hisway years ago, when it was composed entirely of NavahOs.. The .

Navahos felt unsure of themselves, partly because it was difficult far thein:to. argue

against a fast-talking Anglo in English. But just recently, the heard viesArying to

make the superintendent keep his place. ; . .

All five board members spoke of intimidation directed toward People who

had challenged school policies. Two said they had received threatening phone calls

thernsleves. "That," as one put it, is 's customary way of operating."

He mentioned that the teachers' organization iri the School had been strangely in-
.

active of late; he suspected intimidation in that regard. He described the threats

that. a current Rough Rock teacher had received when .leaving the Chinle public

school under less than'happyconditions Our female. Navaho interviewer volunteered

the impression that th'parents she .interviewed seemed afraid to answer c;everal

questions she asked about the school. The four non-Navaho board members, three
:

of them elected only recently, spoke of a determination to develop some policies

of their .own 'and to correct many conditions in the. public schools . While,indieating

that some of the charges against the schoolS might have been exaggeratedf' they said

many were substantially accurate. The one Anglo board member who had been on

the board for several years expressed guilt over allowing unsatisfactory conditions to

continue for so long. Many. board members were busy men, he pointed out, who

could not spare the time involved in taking action against an adthinistrator.

But to return to the sequence of events at Chinle, when it appeared that

complaints to the school board were not producing change, DNA lawyers apprised

r.?

irommenssokiii.
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local Navahos of a provision in Arizona law for the recall of elected officials. A
"Better Education Committee" (BEC) wasformed with thehelp of some Anglo and;%,!

.1VieXican-.American parents in the area.. Three board members ,' ore of them a
Navah9, were identified by BEC as apparently unwilling to differ with school admin-
istrators on any issue. The term of one of the Anglo thembers was about to expire.. . ...

Plans were.inade to remove. the. other Anglo and the Navaho from the board through
the recall procedure.) It was then discovered _that the Navaho member had not been:
on the board long enough to be subject to recall. The signature's of 25 per cent of
the registered voters were obtained on a petition making possible the recall of the. .

other offending, board member, and over a period of several months, through elections
and political infighting that we will not take space to describe here, the BEC *as
successful in placing three pro-reform members ,. on the board; one of them a
Navaho. At the time .of our sudy. thel ..ppwly constituted board Was' planning to hold' "
what was the first meeting in its history, solar aswe could determine, without the
superintendent present - -a meeting, to .div:isesorne strategies for imProving cmiditions
in the public schools. The political activismexhibited.in this event is extremely
unusual for Navahos. We think it demonstrates sleep and widespread concern over
conditions in the Chinle public schools.

.

1During the brief period of time when it appeared that BEC wouldatterntitto recall the Navaho board member, he, the superintendent, or both, managed tobring a complaint to the advisory committee of tbe:Tribal Council concerning DNA'srole in the Chinle incident, DNA'S top executive was asked to appear before severaltribal officials, and shortly thereafter, in an, incident widely publicized in thenational press , he was. escorted to the edge Of the reservation by the Navaho Police
and ordered. not to return. An organization of Navaho youth protested the actionby staging an unprecedented demonstration at tribal headquarters, but the tribalofficials would not relent. Several. young Navahos testified against the tribal of-ficials recently in a federal court in Phoenix, where it was ruled that the DNA of-ficer's rights had been violated when he was:expelled for no good reason.
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The Chinle incident illustrates well the difficulties involved in.transfering

any meaningful control to:disadvantaged groups like the Navahos, particularly groUps

that have shoWh' few signs of militancy and Self-assertiOn; It is'ouri distinct impress

ion ;:on the basis of what we have seen and after discussing the issue with many

Navahos and Anglos on the reservation, that uneducated Navahos tend to be intimidated

very easily. :After being. subjected for,generations to federal policies that say, in

:effect, .'You are incapable of governing yout own affairs," as.o. group they seem to

believe it to a lamentable extent:. It is a widely reported phenomenon in research;

furthermore, that individuals who are gaining middle class status.theinse Ives often

deal more harshly with low-status members of theirethnic groups.than most outsiders

iwould do.:j,There is little reason to.be., excited bythe mere fact that legal authority

to run the: Rough Rock school. was. given to all- Navaho corporation (Dine , Inc ) ,

which inturn,dele.goled authority, .through a gentleman's agreement, to a locally

elected school .boardi That action by its.elf does. not guarantee local control or even

sensitivity to: the..paajority .of local people.

In one respect, however; RoughRock's legal structure was superiorito that

of the Chinle public schooLdistrict. The Chinle district, as we. noted earlier, was

. massive in geographic extent, yet-political realities being what they were , all

board Members were drawn from.th immediate environs of Chinle. The district

ran a:school at :Round,Rock; for .instance, .about twenty4ive Miles away, but there

was little chance,:..bur informants told us , that Round Rock could elect even a.single

board member: .iThe !district was clearly not designedifor local control. As in

many-other cases -of public school:district boundarycletermination, it is likely. that

fiscal efficiency ;fin the narrow. sense of the te km; . was predominant.

. ...:rafanOther respect, it mayibe more difficult toiachieve Community control

communities like Rough Rock than at, .0 hinle- Chinleis federal.ftinc16 came t,;

the most part, automatically; on the basis of enrollment figures ARough RoCk,.,

each year brought a new fiscal crisis,: plinctuated by days-and nights of proposal

'writing;.. quick trips to Washington,. appearances before Congressional:committees

,.and foundation. officials.. InIsnch.a situation, a board cannot be content with any.

administrator who:comes ..down)the pike. He must be a matt,who.can.attrar.t money.
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If rare indiViduals of this type are alienated, a project may soon be left high and dry.

Caii board's 'elected of largely uneducated NavahoS, largely incapable of expressing

therribelvbiiii 'English, 'virtually oblivious to the intricacies of national polities.,

afford to risk offending theSe administrators by differing with them on fundamental

issues?

One further point'should be emphaSized before we examineenr data from

Rough Rock: Achieving a balanced interplay'between the professional and the layman,

so as to capitalize on both viewpoints., has been,Chronically difficult in American

schools, and we suspect the educatidnal expert has typically exercised too much

'influence, particularly in schools serving ethnic mirWrities. A.. salutary balance

will Lie particularly elusive at Rough Rock. Since Ph. D. 's- in'nuelear physics often

feel =sure of thems. elves', when:seri:ring on suburban School boards, Navahos who
.

lack even a first-grade education need more than to be told they are in control and
.

Permitted to speak their mind. As otien 'captains' of industry have discovered when

serving on.big-city school boards, citizen Control is hardly genuine when elected

Officials are confronted repeatedly -with the firm recommendations of professionals,

When they lack the information heeded to 'identify alternatives, and when they are

under pressure 'to assent, either to meet a deadline or to avoid-a squabble in public.

On'the other' hand, self-determination' is hardly' beneficial when itcuts off the

advantages of professional laiowledge. It would-make little sense,: for example, to

require a plumber to decide, on the basis of what he lmew, whether he should take

penicillin, have an appendectomy, or swallow three Martinis to silencea.nagging

pain. To. 'obtain the essential information;We must ask such questions a.s the follow- .

ing: In what spheres (Curriculum, finance, personnel, community relations., pupil

services, physical facilities, etc.) was the board active or inactive? There are

relatively "harniless" 'areas of schooltpolicy that virtually any administrator would

relinquish to a board of laymen. Was Rough Rock more radical? Were the board

members permitted to intrude into areas in which their influence might really make

a difference? Flow muCh.did they have tO say about what.happened in. classrooms .

and dormitories? Whenthe community 'COMplaincd.that members of the school staff

were insensitive to'pupils; what actions, if any, were taken by the board? How

661....snmsemrwiermierizlioll!1111MORMOM111112111
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independent was the board of community opinion? How independent of administrator
. c:- f ? i

opinion?. To what extent did it initiate policy? Can we find important instances of=7777.
board-administrator diSagreement? If so, whose opinions dominated? .What is the

nature of the dialogue between school board members and the professional staff?

Did the board have access to the information that made meaningful decisions possible?
, .. .

.

Was it:confronted.with optionsor simply recommendations?

'Singe Rough Rock is a demonstration school, furthermore, we must ask
. , .

whethe. its board,:was..so structured as to minimize the chances of intimidation by

the chief administrator, whoever. he might be. More specifically, if Rough Rock's
I, ;.;!,. ..

pattern were duplicated throughout.the reservation, would the community alienation

that existed, inChinle be less likely to occur? And finally, Were the board's

,

deci-

sions, to. the extent that. it made them, well calculated to further the education of
. ,

children. and the welfare of the .community?

Information reported in.the ,rest :of this chapter was drawn from the following
. . . .

sources: The director of the study interviewed five members of the seven-man all Navaho

school, board at Rough Rock, a former school board member, the former director,
. .;;.; , :

the current director (three times), six individuals in high positions who could be

well characterized as beloging to the "inner circle" for more than a year, a former

1.tOughl.pck,staff member who had worked very closely with the board and the first

directpr, and the man responsible for translating and transar ibiag the .board 'minutes

at.the.time of our study. The interviews were essentially unstructured, though

notes were made in advance of the matters to be probed particularly. Some inci-

c.iental details were drawn from interviews and informal discussions with teachers

and other .personnel, as described in chapters 4, 5, and 6. Beard minutes. from

,.the first meeting on JUly 26, 1966, to June 26, 1968, were examined in their en-
.,

.tirety. The minutes of,fourteen meetings, seven drawn at random from each of

. the first two years, were content-analyzed.

1,Thaddition, we arranged for lengthy interviews, averaging about an hour

. each ,..viith.parents of pupils in our sample at the four schools in the study. The

method used to select the pupil and parent sample was described in detail in chapter

.At Rough Rock, where 27 parents were interviewed, we came close to obtaining
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our intended- sample of .31. .. The interviewer .reported that he was unsuccessful in

repeated attempts to find fourparentrcouples at their homes, far-distant across
. . .

the mesas. :There is little.lilcelihood that the .sample was seriously biased by the

absence of this small number.

. . The possibilities of unintended bias are much more important for the parent

samples from the other three Just as the interviewer began his work at

Rock Paint, bad weather closed in and many roads became impassible for days

and weeks on end. It was a severe winter, from that standpoint. Even when we

addeda- second interviewer and offered speical.inducements , we reached only 17

parents out of 28 selected at Rock Point, 11.out of 28.sele.cted.at Chi' ie Boarding,

and 9 aut of 10 selected at the Chinle .Public School.. Since it is likely that the parents

who could not be reac!.._:,d lived in the least accessible Areas., the Actual parent

samples at Rock Point and Chhile:Boarding may be somewhat more traditional than

the actual samples would have,been, though the range of family acculturation in the

total parent sample (all .schools together) .seemed. fairly narrow.

AnAdditional five parents were interviewed at Rougi Rock, but since they

had been selected intermsof special criteria, we did not include thera in any com-

parisons against parents from the other. schools. Three parentswere interviewed

. .who had attended the. Friends mission school.at Rough Rock.when- it w ^s still fwic-

.14oning,.;and,two were interviewed who had recently transferred their-children from

Rough Rock to. the,elementary school at Many Farms: _The .purpose of these seven

interviews was to ascertain the reasons why some-parents preferred not to send

their children to the Rough Rock Demonstration School. It may be summarized

.here, in passing, that-the parents who had transferred to ;Many Farms gave vague

.reasons for .the change. The three parents who had patronized the Friends mission

school said essentially that, as Christians, they preferred a school that did not

emphasize traditional Navaho .culture as Rough Rock was doing.

In addition to seeking certain hackground information the parent interview

schedule Contained questiOns concerning gylerat attitudes tower d.the'schdol; con-

tacts with teachers and classrooms, the dormitory (for parents of dormitory studentS),

attitudes toward school board and staff members, participation adult education
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programs, and onions concerning health progranis and community development..

The interview schedule was translated into Navaho in advance by M.Y. Gary Wither--
i

spe&p, a former, membe of.the Rough Rock administrative staff:Wile was then a ..
.'

.

graduate student in anthropology at the University of Chicago; It
.

was. duplicated in

English and Navaho. The main interviewer was a Male Navaho iroinLukachul4i

whom numerous informants identified as widely sought as an interpreter. We
. .

cussed the interview schedule with him and assented to minor translation changes.
that he thought advisable. The importance of using the same translation and approach

with all interviewees *was strongly Thi's male interviewer completed

all the interviews at Rough Rock. Using a portable tape-recorder which we provided,
.

he taped all his interviews, translated them later, at his leisure, and wrote the

translated English answers onto the interview schedules. We checked each trans-

cribed interview carefully when it was submitted. -

When it became obvious that weather was hampering the male interviewer

seriously,. we arranged for a female Navaho field worker, a former Rough Rock
. .

teacher with whose work We had been 'much pleased, during November and December,

1968, to begin interviewing parents early in January, 1969. She used the same inter-

view schedule and was provided with a tape recording of the translation used by the. :;.::. . ;;
other interviewer to study and follow. Since 11 of the 17 Rock Point parentS Were

interviewed by the female Navaho and 8 by the Male, we were able to tabUlate.and
..

compare theanswers. We could discern no systematic' differences between responses

obtained by the two interviewers. Somewhat.accidentally, another verification

technique becarne available. We called for the male interviewer's work somewhat

earlier than fie anticipated, and he had not yet translated and transdribed the re-

cordings from six interviewers. The tapes were talten to Chicage and translated

by another Navaho. IneXamining the results, We were satisfied that the interviewer

had been accurate , consistent, and conscientious.
.

But the fact that the parent samples are considerably Smaller' than we had
. . .

intended presents a problem, and the more so beCause not'all parentS answered all

questions. (A typical Navaho response to a question deemeclnibarrassing or

difficult, we learned, was to offer, no answer atall.) In the light of the numters of
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. responses. recorded in tables from the parent interviews, only the most pronounces

percentage differences will be statistically significant. As we examine the data,

however ; gyve 'ibid.-the in very meaningful in comparison with other information gathered

in the study: As such, they do'xiot stand entirely alone. Our interpretive strategy,

consequently, is to ignore percentage differences of less than"fifteen or twenty points

and to regard findings based upon comparisons among schoolS,In these tables as far

from conclusive. We are on somewhat safer growid when we seek information con-

cerning the Rough Rock community itself, quite apart from comparisons.

Another methodological problem must be emphasized. The existing research

on decision making indicates that it is often if not typically difficult to'determine,

when decisions are made in group contexts, .whose decisions they were : Mernbers

of groups influence each other in subtle ways. It is well known, furthermore, that

school board minutes often obscure as =eh as they 'reveal. What is 'recorded is

frequently no more than the product of an intricate decision-making process, while

the process itself goes undescribed. At Rough Rock we faced additionalcomplica-

tions: During the first two years, the director spoke English at themeetings, the

board members spoke Navaho, and'continuous interpretations were made. The

minutes were tape-recorded, but When the director or bdard members so requested,

the recorder was turned off to permit'confidential discussion of "sensitive" matters ,

particularly issues of hiring, firing, suspension, and prOrnOtion- The recorded

discussions were translated into English, typed, and bound into a,minute book.

The individual in charge of this procedure reported that he deleted references to

heated exchanges. The minutes were purged of embarrassing content a -second.

time before being incorporated into the school's 'monthly repcirts.

We decided that our only feasible approach, apart from. interviewing boarq,

memberS and others and attending a few board meetings (3), was' to examine the

original typed version of the minutes. We did not attempt to analyze the tape recor-

dings. As any researcher knows who has transcribedsuchtecordings for analysis,

the .process is extremely time - consuming and expensive.. To transcribe even a

small Sample of Rough Rock's board meetings would have been prohibitively so, for

these 'rneetingt Often lasted for most of a day. Even- by transcribing the tapes, we

-sammomm,
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would not have gained_access._to-disc.u,s.sion of issues...w.hich the board and director

.considered "sensitive." The data then, must be _interpreted in the light of these
. . .... . . . ,

limitations. The minutes, furthermore, are very uneven in quality, at times re-

flecting: a rather primitive knowledge of English; and we suspect that at times they

were translated by individuals whose grasp of Navaho was far from ideal. It is

Unfortunate, we think, 'that Rough Rock's leaders did not preserve a more adequate

record in this focal area of experimentation and demonstration.

In the passages immediately following we will examine eight broad questions
. ,

in sequence: .(1) In what spheres, of. the school's functioning was the school beard

active? (2) Was the board typically confronted with administrator recommendations ,

or did it exercise options? DO. it have:the information it needed to make meaningful
. .

decisions? . (3) When complaints were raised by the community, how did. the school

, board respond? (4) Did members of the community view the board as in control

of the school, accessible to them, and responsive to parental opinion? (5) Was
. , . . .

the board so structured as to encourage independence from administrators and
T'

responsiveness to the community,? (6) Were school board members exposed to

conflicts of interest? (7).. As repository of final legal power, did Dine, Inc. , corn-

.Pron-ise local control? (8) Did board decisions facilitate efficient, effective school
.

operations?

Iii What Spheres Was the School Board(ACtive 7'.

'In examining the school' bOard'mintites in their. entirety, we concluded that

the area 'attracting the largest proportionol.the board'stime and attention was

'the 'eMployinerit of local:nonprofessional people. The board had little to do with the

einployinent of profesSionals and practically never entered into decisions concerned
. .

.with firing them ; (or accepting their resignations). .Matters. of cominunity develop-

ment (ineluding adult echiCationand Head Start classes' not sponsored directly by .

. .

the sohoOl) were second in order cif irnportance. Except as these issues impinged

. upon the school's. internal operations, the board rarely considered the school's

inner iVOrkings; when it did, it dealt almost exclusively with Matters uniquely Navaho,

such as the propriety of paintingS representing Navaho ceremonies, the amount of

instruction that should be given in'N'avaho, langu,;igeand social living, and the hiring
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of hand tremblers arcu:stargazers to solve a burglary. The lxrard was pr. iticularly

inactive in budgetary affairs. Beyond establishing.ayery few general policies

(e.g. , there must be no corporal punishment; Navaho subjects must be taught every

day; dorm aideS. Mu St not leave their posts when no one else is aVallable.to super-

vise children) the board had little to do with day-to-day procedures in classrooms

or dormitories.

In content-analyzing the minutes of fourteen board meetings, seven selected

at random from each of the first two full years, we defined the topic as the unit of

analysis. Whenever a new subject came up in board discussions, we analyzed

it as a separate topic. As the only exception to this rule, we classified sentences

and very .small paragraphs as dealing with "miscellaneous topics" when they merely :

mentioned several matters in .7 i.-Iquenee . Out of SO topics considered in the fourteen

board meetings, we discovered that 13 (16.3 per cent) concerned nonprofessional

employees, 21 (26.3 per cent) dealt with community welfare or development; 4
:

(5.0 per cent) concerned employees who were not local Navahos, 6 (7.5 per cent)

dealt with classroom affairs, none were directly concerned with activities of

children or adults in the dormitories, 5 (6.3 per cent) had to do with other activities

of children (in.the gymnasium, for instance), 4 (5 per cent) concerned the affairs

of the board itself, and 10 (12..5 per cent) were on other topics.

But the extent of the discussions may be more illuminating in some respects

than their frequency; so we calculated the number of typewritten lines in the minutes

devoted to each. Of the 1,261 typewritten lines in the minutes analyzed, 387

(30.7 per cent) concerned nonprofessional employees; 360 (25.5 per cent) concerned

the community.; 09 (5.5 per cent) concerned employees in skilled or professional

positions; 11148.8 per cent) concerned the classiooms; none concerned the dor-

mitories , .except indirectly; 156 (12.4 per cent) concerned the activities of children

elSes.vhere; 24 (1.9 per 'cent) concerned activities of the board itself; and 154 (12.2

per cent) were on other .matters .1

It may be 'instructive, further, to consider what the board diicussed within

. .each of these areas. From this standpoint,. we examined the .minutes of all meetings

.held before the end of May , 1968, making notes on what appeared to be nontrivial
1Since matters concerning the Iocal e naploys enr program were. often discussed

with the tape- recorder off, attention giVen to this area is seriously underestinated,
by our method of content analysis.
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discussions' and loci g particularly for instances of dis. ;reement between admin-

istrators and board members.

Rough Rock's administrators had made several attempts, we discovered, to

take over the processing of applications for nonprofessional and unskilled jobs, but

with afew exceptions of brief duration, the board insisted on controlling this area.
. . , .

. . . .

It was here, more than in any other phase of school functioning, that the board

seen-led ready to assert itself, even to the point of reversing administrator recom-: .Mendations: It. rejected a recommendation,that husband-wife teams be hired for
. . . . . .

the dormitories (October 7, 1966); somewhat brusquely replaced a night watchman

selected by an administrator without board approval (October 7 , 1966); turned down

the suggestion that people who began working late in the rotating employment cycle
.

be permitted to continue. beyond the cut-off point (November 4, 1966); objected

(though this time to no avail) to an administrator-instituted practice of paying local

people while they received instruction in arts and crafts (November 16, 1966);
- ,

rejected the idea that only individuals with children should Work in dormitories

(March 13, 1967j; refused to consider rehiring a worker

who had been fired (April 12, 1967); complained when administrators continued from
. .

time to time to fill positions without board approval (July 3, 1967); and reversed

the refuEal of an administrator to hire a woman because she didn't live in the vicinity

(September 20, 1967), to cite just a fewexamples. Board members clearly wanted

to control this area of volley. In the interviews , four out of five board triernbers

complained that the former director never stopped hiring people without their ap-

proval. These complaints seemed to relate primarily to an apparent habit of bringing

professionals to Rough Rock and seeking board approval afterward. It appears that

the board established its authority clearly, over a period of time, to hire and fire

lOcal people.

:Though passages de a.ling With local nonprofossionatemployees are voluminous

and difficult to summarize, three themes emerge repetitiously: the problem of.
employee, drunkenrieSs, nepotistic hiring pattern's, and the insistence of the board

. ', ;- ;

on a policy a rotating employment. While we are reluctant to make such a statement,
. ::

in deference to our Navaho friends, the fact can scarcely be escaped that alcoholism
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is a pervasive problem on the reservation. Very few Navaho males., particularly,

seem to have escaped,it altogether; so it is not surprising that incident a:ter -inci-

dent confronted the Rough Rock.board. From one standpoint ,; thevery frequency
. . . . . . . . .

of the occurrences was salt:nary,° for it-forced the board to abandon an ad hoc

.approach and demanded the development of policy. The 'board decided officially,

on January 19, 1967.., that all individuals involved would be treated impartially in

terms of a definite policy:i The first offense would bring a fiVe- to ten-thy suspen-

sion and ninety days of probation. Any employee 'violating the rule against drinking

during the probationary, period would be:fired.,. Unfortunately, it added the provi-

sion, "If there are extraordinary or extenuating circumstances, exceptions may

be made."

As it turned out, there were usually extraordinary and extenuating circum-

stances when close relatives of board members violated the .drinking rule. In

addition to reading board minutes on this question, we examined the personnel

records of the school, talked with administrators who.ha.d worked closely with the

board, and consulted school employeeswho had much contact' with the community.

The board was widely.rep.uted, on the compound and in the community, to be applying

its policies on drinking inequitably, depending for the most part on how closely

employees were related to board members. The reputation was somewhat justified.

Numerous cases could be documented of close relatives of board members (sons.,

for example) who violated the. board's rules so repeatedly that the issue had become

a subject of jokes at the .school. ("Have you heard the latest on Ellwood ? ") One

board member who said he was disturbed concerning these inequities made an

'apparent attempt .at onemeeting tv establish.a new pattern. Sin.cehis own close

relative was involved, he felt free to urge the board to consiler the infraction very

seriously, offering to'leavethe room while the matter was discussed. At that point

the board abruptly adjourned for lunch; When it :returned{ a different subject was

. introduced.

In the board's selection of people..to be :hired; a pattern of nepotism vas

evident:. In the ill-fated. "commturity.live-ie'clescribed in chapter 1, we encountered

complaints althost immediately that the Rough Rock hoard was favoring close
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relatives' in its hiring policies.- people.who. did not enjoy this advantage found that

repeated applications for employment were apparently futile. Several Rough Rock

,employees who knew. the. community well reported the same -tencleney. In interviewing

dormitory personnel (see chapter 4), we asked whether they enjoyed their work. One

board member's daughter. eplied, "Yes, because almost all the people working here

are my relatives.,.? In interviews: with parents in the Rough Rock community, we
. .

asked, '''Do .ally groups of people in .toe community get treated better,or worse than .

other groups at.the school?" Of the 25 parents responding to the question, 11 (44 per

cent) said "yes" or "I think so.1.":1In interviews held with five current board members

and one former member, three out. of four who were asked about, the practice ack-

nowledged that the board gave preference,toelose relatives in the employment program.

The board member who denied the practice'could probably be shown, on the basis of

.persbnnel records and board minutes, to te..roore guilty' of it than anyone else.

rriPVQ respondents deplored the practice,' One board member said he had tried in

vain to get the board to be more::impartial. One board me.mberargued that to hire

'.close relatives was very good.,.; because the Boaz d:would then lmow.that itaemployees

ould betrusted. Numerous cases of nepotism,c uld be,documented from personnel

records, .school-board minutes:, and -payroll data. On a few occasions, in fact, the

minutes suggest that employees were abruptly removed from their jobs to provide

places for people whom board -members:were sponsoring.. From the. Navaho stand-

point, p.. community like Rough Rock manifests a massive network of clan inter-

; relationships. To insist that board members hire .no relatives in. the Navaho sense

;Might make it difficult to run any program of significant size. But local people

were objecting for the .1nost part to preferences to close .relatives, such as

sonstanicl daughters, grandsons and granddaughters, nephews and nieces in the Anglo

Sense. of those terms , as the. school records made clear:

1.' Several high-echelon administrators atRough Rock complained about the

board's insistence on rotating as rnany:jobaas possible, though the insistence is

understandable in the light of 'Navaho culture. Key dormitory officials stated that

the policy of changing dormitory parents every eight weeks (at one time, five weeks)

had made it virtually impossible to develop the skills and understandings these people-
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needed to deal with large _groups of children, but the board had been adamant about

changing the policy. in examining the board minate-s, we encountered numerous

;occasions on:which:administrators had argued that 'dormitory parents should.be .

kept on staff for considerably longer Periods of time, but the board had not agreed.

Since, unlike.BIA dormitory schoolS, Rough Rock laundered its Own linens as a

way of Providing employment to /oeal.people , this area also became involved in
.

board discus' sions; School administrators lad hired' and trained three local women

for the laundry: As one administrater a.nalyed the situation, the three Women

enjoyed little community status but now were making more money than important

community leaders. 'For thatever reason, the .school board removed the three

women on the basis of charges concerning sexual morality, which, in the case of

other employees'', it refused to 'consider adequate reasons for terminating employ-

ment. School o'ffiCiale. pointed'out that serious problerns would be involved if the

rotating employment pOlicy were applied to the laundry. Salary outlays would

have to be larger,' for all employees liaia to undergo at least a week or two of
. . . .

training before they Were useful. It took time furthermore , for emploYees to ad-

just to the work; and' since,housing needs varied from employee to person, staff

timewould be involved in arranging for the necessary living qUarters. The board

would not relent.

When considering matterSof community welfare and developMentithe board

discusses sudh topics as bus service for Head Start classes not operated under

school auspices; arranging dedication' ceremonies for new buildings at the school;

permitting films 'to; be made on the compound and elsewhere; National Youth Corps

activities; the need to have a piolicernan in the area; getting a-consultant to show

lodal people how to 'Construct building otifof adobe; providing food to a destitute

group; stocking hay andcoal fel.' the convenience-of-local people; making water

from the compound available to local people; trying to obtain better rob.d.S; plans.,
for schOol-COMMunity meetings; the sale Of items Made by pupils- a: the school;

special cal and community celebrations; the problem of collecting rents fc..)r

the cOmmunitifroin tenants at the "old'schdol"; the need of better faCilities for
. .

Head Start; the aVailability of loans for people' who lost cattle and sheep 'in the bin-
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snowstorm of 1967; purchasing 1, 000 posts :for.lcsale to local people for construe-
: .

tion purposes; and a faulty. sewer "down at the old school." The subject in this

area to which the board may have given the most attention. was the "medicine mart

sehoOl" (more fOrmally known as the "Navaho. Mental Health. Project"). The basic

idea was to pay. medicine men to teach Navaho ceremonies and to pay trainees to

learn them, as a means of counteracting the tendency for ceremonial skills to dis-

. appear. Grants were sought from many sources.. 'Finally; on JanUark 24, 1968,

a school administrator announced that funds for the,program could he taken from

"savings" in other components of the school. On another. occasion, the director an-
.

nounced that no funds were available for the program.. It would have teen more
:

conducive to school board development, we.thought; if the .board itself had been asked

to determine whether funds could be inade available. The decision could have been

phrased in terms the riembers would understand.. !They could have been informed of

the likely impact of taking the money from other school components and could have

been asked in this way to determine priorities:.:

Another phase of community development frequently discussed by the board

was the Navaho Arts and Crafts program.. :The* board had a hogan-like arts and

crafts center ,built out of logs. :On numerous occasions it discussed reports that

the program was not going well.::_On January .19, .1967, .it. asked administrators why

trainees in the program were being paid .without .authorization by the:board.. ap-

pears
. .

. .
pears that the payment was not discontinued. The praptice was questioned again by

the board on several occasions, according to the minutes, and finally explicitly

authorized on March 13.

Theboard was active in efforts to secure better PHS (Public Health Service)

clinic service at Rough Rock. A weekly clinic.and.dental facility was set up. Finally,

in anticipation of a visit by Robert Icerawdy.,; PITS was persuaded torect a clinic'

building at Rough Rock.

The board also considered many.ideas for community development projects

at Rough Rock, such as a OD op store, ,a post office ,:a gas station, a chicken: farm,

a IOY factory, operating the school kitchen.as s.. cafe a.laundroniat,. a shoe. repair

shop, and an automotive repair facility.,
:. -.1
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When we examined topics having to do with classroom affairs, we discovered

such instances as the following: the board was informed that a consultant was helping

in the TESL program; it listened to the director's ideas on the "both-ane approach

and approved them; it asked for instruction in agricultural sciences (and was ap-

parently ignored); it talked about permisSion slips for field trips; it heard that the

Navaho Curriculum Center had six books ready to publish and twelve more in out-

line form (an extremely inaccurate statement); it agreed to give talks in classrooms

about the importance of student government; it planned, and subsequently reported,

field trips for pupils (board members usually went along, especially to Disneyland);

it expressed anger upon learning that classes in Navaho language bad been drooed

without its approval (November, 1067); it complained about .the fact that the school

had no speech therapist available; it approved the addition of the eighth grade at the

school; and it approved the idea of instituting a prograin of electives for pupils in

the fall of 1068.
.

Despite figures derived earlier from our sample of board minutes, the board
.-...

did not neglect the dormitorieS entirely. On a surprising number of occasions it

complained about the school's check -out policy; arguing that parents should not be

free to take children out at will..,and bring them back at will. Typically on these
. . .

occasions the director would, argue that Navahos should not be so willing to relinquish

control of their children. The existing policy woUlde approlied, but a few weeks

later the board would attack it again. There were many reports in board meetings

of mounting. pupil absences; according to these reports, the problem intensified as

time went on. One estimate stated that as many as eighty pupils were absent from

the morning classes on Mondays..

Board members complained from time to time that dormitory parents had

little or nothing to.da and that personnel on night duty had deserted their posts ,

leaving the children unattended. The previous director reported to the board

several times concerning the dormitories; in several of these instances , he said

in effect that conditions had been unsatisfactory, but that the source of the problem

had now been attended to.. On one occasion the'boarcl fired a dormitory aide for

striking a pupil, but it was not involved, so far as we could discern; in setting up
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clear guidelines concerning pupil discipline and other central dormitory concerns.

2. Was the Board Typically Confronted with Recommendations,. or Did It Exercise
Gptions ? -D1 a it ilaye the Information It Needed to A-lake Meaningful Decisions? .

In the content-analysis of board minutes nyjntionecl earlier, we discovered

that 63 (78.7 per cent) of the 80 topieS discussed had been introduced by the admin-

istrator and 17.:(21.3 per dent)- by board members themselves. Examining the 63

topieS introduced by the administrator, -we:discovered that 30 concerned the giving

of information; they did not ca 11 for a decision. On four of the remaining occasions,

the director offered something te the board members themselves: two trips at

school expense, left-ever'foodstuffs,. and the opportunity to earn extra money by

. serving as dormitory parents... On-29 occasions, board action was required. On

22 of these 29 occasions (75:.9 per cent), -aCcording to the minutes, the board was

:given an administrator's recommendation.and asked to apprOve it (19 times) or

was asked to ratify an action the administrator had already taken (3 times); there

was evidence of options on 7 occasions out of 29 (24.1 per cent) :

Seeking further informationion'tfirs issue, we asked the-five .current board

members and the one former board member whether the prevailing pattern was

for the board to make its own decisions or whether there was a tendency simply

to l'ga along" With what the administrator wanted. Five of the six characterized

the. beard as having little opportunity-to make its own decisions 'untitreCently;

since the Navaho direbtor took over, things were better Threeconiplained that

they had wanted more information about the school but had trouble getting it. One
. ,. ,

complained that the 'members did not'laloW. what was put tab the minuteS, but

suspeCted.that the "good things" they said were included and their criticisms
. .

excluded. (We. did encounter complaints from board, members in the minutes,

.including complaints that they lacked information about the 6ehcioi.,. though The .

latter were not frequent.) Two members-discussed an incident in which the direc-

tor was alleged to have taken a very-serious step in the board'sname without the

prior knowledge of any board member. When we asked why the beard had not

objected, one member said the board did not 'want to make the director angry.

It is possible to interpret these comments in Several ways,' The cynical

view would be that thedirector was merely pretending to follow a policy of local

7U. .M.111Men.
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control and that the board was just a rubber stamp. It is perhaps more likely, as

several of.this man's colleagues suggested,. that he acted in good faith, though some-

:times inconsistently. In some instances he.inay simply have assumed, under

pressure, that he lmew exactly what the school.bOard would do. On other occasions

he may not have realized that the board lacked an informational basis for decisions.

F trthermore, the school board may have underestimated the authority it was

exercising. The phenomenon of rising expectations has been observed in many

contexts in recent yearg. When a downtrodden minority begins to make gains, it

often complains more loudly than before. This much, at least, we may

conclude with some certainty: the spectacle of hough Rock's board complaining
. .

of lack of power is much more promising than what apparently took place with Chin le's

all Navaho board a few years ago. The protests of board members at Rough Rock

are immensely encouraging. We hope the school's administrators will capitalize

on this. self-assertion. It rarely appears, apparently, on the Navaho reservation.
.

While drawing encouragement from the data, however, we must observe that Rough

Rock has some distance to ge before it will have achieved the community control

suggested in its objectives.

3. When Complaints Were Raised b the Community, How Did the School Board
espon

In examining board minutes and through our other data-gathering strategies,

we discovered five complaints that had been voiced rather clearly by segments of

the. Rough. Rock community. One we have already noted: that board members were

favoring their close relatives in administering the employment program for local

people. '. Board members noted these complaints at numerous meetings, according

to the school board minutes, but they apparently did not feel obliged to modify

their .practices. accordingly.

Two.complaints about the curriculum were voiced rather persistently, as

we will note in more detail in chapter 5: that the teaching was repetitious from year

to year and that too. much time and attention was given to Navaho subjects. There

are 'lib indleatidna. in the Minutes' or 'elsewhere that the board ever 'weighed "these

charges or .orinfeireci With the people who made-them. We do not know how many
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people were complaining in this way.

A fourth community murmur was reported by several Rough Rock adminis-

trators and Navaho informants and turned up in:the:Minutes.for May 24, 1968. :
ItistructOr.ancltrainees in the Medicine man school had been conducting ceremonies

that should have been discontinued, according to Navaho tradition, several weeks

earlier. Local people feared that bad storms and other misfortunes might result.

After. mentioning.. that members of the community had .indicated disapproval,- the..

majority of the board was reri.dy to continue the ceremonies anyhow, according-to

reports we received and the board minutes,. so long as there was money left with

which to.pay the instructor, trainees; and supervisors (several board.members

were receiving payments under the program). .At this point a board member. Who

had previously objected to nepotism and inconsistent application of policies on

drinking chided, "Money has come into, our minds and is making us break what is

sacred." As Navahos on the compound interpreted the event, the members were

shamed into discontinuing the ceremonies

The fifth complaint concerneda..prominent member of the Navaho staff in

the girls' dormitory who,. according.to our observational notes (chapter 4) appeared

at times somewhat callous toward..her charges.. Feelings against her in the com-

munity were sufficiently intense that, at a, meeting early in November, 1968, the

chapter (Rough Rock Chapter) demanded that she be fired. In a meeting a few days

later, the Rough Rock board declared that the complaints about this woman were

unjustified and refused to take.any action against her. We were impressed at the

time With the difference between. the Rough Rock.beard and the Rock Point school's

educational committee . peck point's. principal describedhis .committee as afraid

to do almost anything without the Rock Point ChaPteris:approval. On a number of

important decisions, thehad refused to act. until an official of the chapter joined

them. In the principal's view, they were afraid.they might arouse the anger of some

important segment of the coMmunity.1

.

1T11e Rock Point educational committee, as we noted in chapter 2, was elected
'by. the Chapter.. 'At the time of our study; it had only three members. It possessed no
legal authority, but the principal at Rock Point consulted it on many issues as a way
of apprising himself of community opinion. He had delegated to it the' authority to
select Navaho adults for Rock Point's small, spasmodic dormitory parent program,
which), for lack of was in dne of its nonaperative Ohases at the time of our study.

em2111111
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4. Did Members of the Community View. the Boardas in Control of the School,
accessible tciThem;and Responsive to Pr rental Opinion?

. .

To obtain information conderning community perceptions of the school board's
, ., .. .

. . . ... .

authority acid tesponsiVeneSS,' we asked three questions in the parent interviews'
.1 , .- '

.

described earlier; ,i"Does theboard have- the finalsarso .on what is clone at the

school?!' (Tab le.31.1).!!!Dcv you think 'members of the school board are interested in

your ideas and,ppinions?",.(Table 3..2). '' "Have you ever talked with a,school board
. . .

member about education?" gable 3...3) The questions were phrased identically
., ;1 .

with parentsfromthe other three schools boards or educational, committees.
I:

except that, at gpck Point; the words "educational committee" were substituted

for "schoolboard.".

A high percentage:o.f.parents at Rough Rock and Rock Point .indicated the.
belief that their elected reptesentatiVes were In complete control. (Table 3.1).

Most parents from,Phinle Public reftised to answer. In the light of the fact that

the powers of the Rock Point board were purely advisory in the legal sense, the

high pereentage.there (80'). mayseeni*SurPiising. However, staff members at.
Rock Point virtually all commented on the extent to which the principal had involved

the committee and community in decision-making, and he himself observed that he.,
.

didn't welcomethe t ime when the coimMuiity would discover it.didn't,possess any

final authority. .

Slightlymore than half the interviewed parents at Rough Rock and Rock. .

Point .answered ."Yes" or "I think:so"'When asked if board members (or committee
. .. ., .

members).seemed.intereSted in theft. opinions (Table 3.2).. The percentage dropped

considerably. at..chinle PubtiC. 18' Per cent of parents at Rough,RoCk and
. . .

Rock Point said they had talked to a 'beard 'Member or committee member about

education (Table 3.3, Not a single Chitile Public parent answered in this way;
, .

The similarities between Rough Rock and Rock Point in the three tables just eon-
.

sidered are rather striking. We doubt that many American schools would produce. .

a high a proportion.of favorable answers on'questions,of thics:typeas we obtained.

iL1 the two .communities:
i! !,'

.?. .:,,.! ...... ,: ;.. .

'.! .., ..!'...

.. ;.':;:% '''
.,.. 3 .

... /.., i ' : . 1,* . i'... ! ' '
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Table 3.1 Responses of Parents and Guardians to Question: "Does the Board (or
Educational Committee) Have the Final Say-So on What is Done.at, the School?"

. .

. , - .

Sch°°1--------::.----''.
Per Cent Answering Total

oYes or I No Don't Usable
Think So Know Responses

Chinle Public . ..,
. .

Rock Point
.. .....

Rough Rock

----IN1--------01----..,SIL-----a1---4
.,100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0

(2) (0) (0)' (2) .

.80 0 0.0 , .2,0. Q. 100'. 0
(12) (0) (3) (15)

- . .

91.1 0.0 6.3 100.0
(22) (0) .(2) (24)

Table 3.2 Responses of: Parents. and Guardians to Question: "Do You Think Members
of the School Board (or School Committee) are Interested in Your Ideas and Opinions?".+

,i . . :., : : Per Cent Answering Total
Yea or No or Don't Other 'Usable

. "Think'Sci : Don't :-. -Know . Responses
Think So

.

School '' '::.: 01) , ' : (N) ! (N).' (N) (N)
Chinle Public .:: , 22..2 0.0 33.3 44.4 100.0

(2) (0) : (3) (4) (9)

Rock Point ,..- .,.: ' ' 5'8:6 ' 11.8 . 17.6 .. 118. 100.0
. (10).. (2) (3) (2) (17)
i: .. ,

Rough Rock 55.0 11.1 25.9 7.4 100.0
*!: :;i (15) .; (3) . . .(7) (2) (27)

Table 3:3 Resbomtes of Parents and Guardians to Question: "Have You Ever
.Talked With a School Board (or School Committee) Member About Education?",

Per Cent Answering Total
Yes. No No . Usable

. .. Answer Responses
School mTjAvi_.
Chinle Public

Rock Point

koughock.:

..:

..

0.0
(0)

17.6
(3)

. - r .

18.5
(5)

66.7
(6)

64.7
(11)

.

77.0
(21)

33.3
(3)'

17:6
(3)

.

3.7
(1)

'

100.0
(9)

.100.0
(17)

.100.0
(27)
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.5. Was the Board So '6,:ructured as to Encourage Inclepcn&Lirce from Administrators
and Responsiveness to the Community?

We have found little evidence in the data from Rough Rock of hostility or

alienation between school and community.. But Rough Rock was favored thus far

with administrators. who were strong advocates of community self-determination.

Perhaps the salutary relationship between educators and parents was more a function

, of administrator characteristics thanof the way the board was structured. If the

same board structure had. existed at Chinle Public; would conditions there have

. been any better.? What safeguards had Rough Rock developed to keep the board at

least relatively independent of the adMinistrator , free to clash with him. if the

: necessity ever arose?

The principal at Rock Point, we discoVered, was very sensitive to this issue.

The members of Rock Point's educational committee were paid $7.50 each for half-

clay meetings and $12.00 each for fullLday meetings. While emphasizing that it was
s,- j..,,

difficult for impoverished people, to function on public boards without remuneration,

he said he worried that the members migh,, feel they constituted "the school's
;

committee" rather than "the community's committee .." Payments to the members

should be made in such a way, he argued, that no administrator would be perceived

to have power to give or withhold or alter the stipends. Perhaps the members

should receive checks from Window Rock or Washington automatically whenever

they reported what meetings they had attended. WithOut maintaining the indepen-

dence of the members, he insisted, "you miss the real function of an education

committee. Pm afraid in many schools it's viewed as something that's bought and

paid for by the school." As yet the .committee had not settled upon a policy of

regular meetings. Meetings were called when matters needed to be decided. We

inferred from the principal's account of sessions during the past few months that

they. were held, on the average, about once weekly. .It appeared, then, as though
.

the average monthly stipend of a Rock Point committee member was between $30

. and $48.. In the view of the principal, any .major increase in the stipends would

have had ,,,tegative effects, for as soon as the school was the major source of the

committee Members' incomes', they waled become less vulnerable to community

'opinion; their 'self-interests would conflict at times with the interests of the community.
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We think these are .c.pgent arguments.

At itough.Roek the issue of payments to board members (sometimes identi-
. .. . . .

fied in the board minutes as "salary")..was _discussed on 'August.'1,'AugUst 12, and

December 14, .1966;.March 22, March 29, April 5, July 18, August 7', and October

18, 1967; andJanuary 29 and April lo, 1968. On most of these occasions, stipends

or expense allowances were Inereased, usually at the suggesticni of the director
. .

until, in the fall of 1968, board members were receiving biWeekly stipends'of .

$118; the sum included $70 for two board meetings and $48 for "extra service.

The extrwservice was defined as visiting local homes in 'behalf of the school, etc..,

ory
. .

whenithe medicine man.school was functioning., of receiving instruction or

helping coordinate the progra.m: No record was kept of work done, and the indivi-

dual in the. best position to.know volunteered that "It isn't happening at all. Theiii
allowances ,4tpal Navahos informed us, .made the board members very wealthy

y the..-gandards of ,a community in which the average man Of substance , a stock- $,

nnan,.rarely earned over $1, 000.a year.. There were '6.1sO numerous occasions

like the instances mentioned earlier in which the director of the school extended

extra benefits to the. Nard.merribers , such as jewelry:specially designed and made'

for them in the arts pad.crafts program and trips to distant cities. Perhaps more

important than the value of the benefits .was their apparent source. There. are.

strong suggestions. in the:board minutes that the administrator was "being good
-;

to" the members. Rather typical. is an exchange recorded I the minutes of

December 14, 1966:

:. ..ghe ,directorj said that we CaUldraiSe the travel of
the school. board to fifty'dollarsto cover their extra travel expenses... . .

. .. . /board member] asked what the hourly Compensation.
tprovided in addition to th&travel allowance would !oe..: Lthe director]Stated that it would be the same .as beforeseventy-five
dollars for two weeks or a dllar.ari.hOurfor.work.less than two weeks.

We intend in no sense to question the' administrator's motives. doubt,
. , ..

he felt strongly that. at Rough Roek, of 'all placeso.Nayahos.should finally be paid

well for their. efforts. Such an impulse is laudable, n the process , however, he

established.a relationship ill calculated in the long run to maximize community

.tontrol We think.it.fortunate that administrators at another school . in our sample
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did not possess the same potential for influence or..coarcion. The arrangement may

partially explain the-relative_ independence from community opinion (as yet far from.

alarming) exhibited by the Rough Rock board.

It must be noted further, in this connection, that members of the Rough Rock

community could not easily keep watch on what their school board was doing. Few

could affOrd to attend the long weekly meetings, held during the working hours. While

we were at Rough Rock, the meetings were held in'the director's inner office, hardly

a place where local people would be likely to venture uninvited. No local Navahos

were present at the three board meetings that members of our staff attended. In

examining 20 randomly selected meetin6sfor which we have minutes in our files, we

discover that local people (with the exception of occasional school employees) were

present at only two--two people at one meeting and six at the other. Since few adults

in the community are literate, they cannot peruse the minutes., The school's monthly
, . ::

reports are available in the school library, but as we noted earlier, the version of

the minutes that they reproduce is "expurgated." The original mtiutes, according

to board policy, are not to leave the director's office.

Two additional problems existed during most of the firs two years at Rough

Rock. Two school-attendance districts from which pupils were drawn had no re-

presentatives on the school board; and no provision had been made i.ar sahool-hoard
. . :

elections. ,Toward the end of the second year, one member was added from each

of these two districts. Late in 1068, it had been decided that regular school board

elections would be held. The board and chapter were studying several plans.
. .

Administrators 'guessed that .e.lections would be held annually or once every two

years at. the school. and that the board members would-come up for replacement or
.

.reeleatiop (depending on the. results) in sequence. Nominations would be by district,

but the meinbers would be elected at large. Several people on the compound opined

that one board member in particular would "watch his step" a little better, knowing

he must face the voters'.

6. Were School Board Members Exposed to Conflicts of Interest?

We will pass rather quickly over this question, since we think that evidence
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already presented indicates the conflicts of interest to which Rough Rock board

members were exposed.: . Wheh the kept on staff employees who were labitually

intoxicated, spite of many official statements emphasizing the need to shield

children from such problems, we thMkthey placed the interests of close relatives
.: , .

above the interests of the pupils In :insisting that dormitory parents and laundry'

wOrkers be rotated every five, six, or eight weeks (the period varied from time to

time), the members may have been placing the. interests of job-hungry'relatives

and.friends above the welfare. of children and the school as.a whole. .ff"a situation

.arode inwhieh pupil welfare dictated that administrators be .chatleiigecl very .

'sharply; in areas in which they had .not yet permitted the boo-rd.tb intrude, the

deslie'to keep the stipends coming and the hope for further increases might Well

create a conflict.

7. As Re sitor of Final Le .1 Power, Did,Dine, Inc.., Com romise Local
ontro .

During Rough Reckla .first'tVio years, the corporation that was responsible

by law for.01 its affairs,-Dirie;ilne. ; --Was comprised of a self-perpetuating board

of three Navahos, none of 'elected by a Navaho community or drawn from .the
. .

Rough R.ackarea.- ,Afthe -beginning f the third year, two more Dine directors

were added, ; one...of theni t Meinber of the Rough Rock board. As we indicated in

chapter 1, Dine had made a mgentlenian'S agreement , ".strietly extra-legal in
. . . ._

nature, that it would, regard all 'deciSiOns Made by the Rough Rock school .board as

final. Each month-:one-of the weekly board meetings was designated as a pint
: ; .

meeting .95 the Dine diredi:4134nd the Rough Rock school board.

This structural arrangement may in the tong run pose.some"potential for

compromising community control.:In'exam" ining the board minutes in toto, .

. . .

:howeVer, we encountered no 'evidence that the Dine directors had failed to honor

their agreement. On several occasions we thought questions asked of administrators

by one
, ..

or two Dine" directors M the faille me'etthgs were cogent and critical, likely

to encourage the members of the school btoard'te be less passive. The five .current

board mernbers and one former board member interviewed insisted that relation-I

ships with Dine had created no proble'm.' Administrators who had not hesitated to
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state that the board was often director-dominated all-insisted there had been no

interference from Dine.:
: . .

. Did Board Decisions Facilitate Efficient, Effective Operations?

We think the decisions mentioned earlier regarding toleration of emp!ayee

drinking and absences and the five-to-eight -week rotation of dormitory parents
.

arid laundryWorkers were detrimental to thewolfare of the school'and fhe pupils.

Not many of the members' choices couldbe pUt into this category, hOwever , and

there is likelihood that the board's over-all impact was very positive , reducing

the alienation that has often been observed in schools for American Indians. The

following passages, relating to community' involvement , may serve to emphasize

that point.

..... ::.' . ..
Community Involvement

As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapte, even casual observation

at Rough Rock suggested that relationships between the 'sChool and its Community

were unusually, perhaps even phenomenally, rich and Well developed. *Local

people were almost always present in the halls:61,the 'administration building,

acting.rnuch as if they owned,it-r-sitting, chatting, 'visiting the Arts and Crafts

room, stopping at the dining hall for a meal; dropping into Classrdorns to see how

their children are doing. They splayed basketball.hi the gymnasium; attended the

schopIrs movies, used the facilities. for community affairs. They obviously thought

it a pleasant, accepting spot, a good location for meeting friends or passing the

time of day.
1;i

We obtained a similar picture in interviewing parents. When asked to

name the two most important Navaho leaders in the community, 5Q per cent of .

Rough' Rock parents mentioned the schoOl board or its members, as comparedwith

5 per; cent at Rock Pint and none at the other two schools. As Table 3.4 indicates,

all parents intervievved at Rough Rock (and nearly all at Rock Point) 'indicated

awareness pf.aschool board (or educational committee). . A remarkable 85 per cent

of Rough.Rock parents were able to name at least three' members of the board

(Table 3.5). (We doubt that 5 per cent of Chicago citizens could do as well.)

88
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Table 3.4 3espoiitds!of Pafents and Guardians to Question: "Does the School
Your Child A? a School Board (or Educational Committee)?"

. : . .. ...... . ;

School

Chinle Public

Rough Rock.

RA Point

.

Per Cent Answering
Yes No

Answer
(N) (N)

No

(N)

11.1
(1)

0.0
(0)

0.0
(0)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N).

100.0
(9)

no. 0
(27)

100.0
(17)

55.6
(5)

100.0
(27).

88.2
(15)

'33.3
(3)

0.0
(9) .

.11 :$
(2)

.

Table 3.6 Responses of Parents and Guardians to Item: "Please .Naine as Many
Sch01 Board (or School Committee) -Members as You Can Think of

t.;.: ,

None

School (N)

'::
1

(N)

Pei Cent Correctly Naming'
2 . 3,or . No

- itiort. Answer
(N) : IN) (N)

Total
Responses

(N)
.

Chinle Public 33.3 22.2
;:-. ; . . qs). - i (2) '

,,Rock Point: :i; 1.'!'; '11;..6* , "5.:9.;9

RoughRock-

.

(3) (1)
.... . .. . ....

3.7 3.7
-:,(1). ": '(.1):

89

11.1
(1)

47:2
(8)

, . 7.4
(2) i

0.0
(0)

17.6
(3)

85.2
1123) '

.

*-7';

; :.

33.3
(3)

11.8 .

(2)

. 9.0 ,

(0)::

100.0
(9)

100.0
(17)

100.0
(27)
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Some 41 per cent Of -Rough'Rock parents claimed to Igio-w their child's teacher,

though this proportion- wassurpassed at Rock Point.(Table 3.6). (The two Chinle

sohopls were milesbehind-on this.). Rough-Fock and Rock Point were much alike as

to the encouraging percentage of parents who reported they had visited their child's

classroom (Table 3.7) or had 'been visited at home by the teacher (Table 3.8).

Chinle Boarding had a poor record of home visitation (for these families located

far away; at least), but a very good record of classroom visitation, accordingto

these figures. Rough:Rock produced 41 per cent of parents saying they had taken

part in adult education Offerings at the school, as compared with 12 per cent at

Rock Point and 9 per cent.of parents from Chinle Boarding.. The Chinle Public

school parents, the very small sample suggest, may have participated fairly well

in adult education, perhaps, because of the proximity to their. homes of paved roads.

(Table 3.9).

Almost all Rough Rock parents interviewed said their school was following

what most local Navahos, wanted (Table 3.10). Some 74 per cent could think of

people at the school that Most Navahos liked (as could at least an equally high

proportion at Rock Point) Table 3.11). Only 30' per cent could think of people at

the school that Many Navahos disliked, along with a comparable share of parents

at Rock Point (Table 3.12). Pathetically, around half the Chinle Boarding School
t:.

Table 3.6 Answers of yarents and Guardians to Question: "Do You Know Your
Child's Teacher?"

School

Per
Yes
(N)

Cent Responding
No Other
(NI

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chinle BIA 9.1 81.8 9.1 100.0
(1) (9) (1) (11)

ROugh Rock 40.7 55.6 3.7 100.0
(11) (15) (1) (27)

Chinle Public 11.1 77.8 11.1 100.0
(1) (7) (1)* (9)

Rock Point 58.8 29.4 11.8 100.0
(10 (5). (2) - (17)

90

i
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Table 3.7ti, Responses Qf Parents did Quardians tai Question : . "Have You Ever
Visited Your Child's Classrooni?"

. .

1. .

School

Per Cent Saying
Yes No
(N) (N)

. Other
(N)

Tota
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chin le B1A 72.7 27.3 0.0 100.0
(3) (3) (0) -- (11)

Rough Rock 59.3 37.0 3.7 no.
(16) (10) (1) (27)

Chinle Public 33.3 55.6 11.1 100.0
(3) (5) (1) (0)

Rock Point . . 52.9 47.2 0.0 100.0
(9) (8) (0) _(17)

. .

Table 3:8 Responses of:Parents and Gua.rdins to QUestion: "Has Your Child's
Teacher Visited You at Home?" . .

School

Per .Cent Responding
Yes No
.(N) -(N)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)
100.0
(11)

100.0
(27)

100.0
(17)

100.0
9

BIA

Rough Rock

Rock Point

Chinle Public.,

.;
. 6.

9.1
(1)

33.3
(0)

35.3
(0)

11.1
1

90.9
(10)

66.7
(18)

64.7
(11)

88.9
8

Responses of Parents rdians.tOQueStion: "Have Yo),; Taken
Part in Any Educational Programs fOr Adults? "*

t:
.!Per. Cent Answer ing None (or

ota
Usable

, No . Knows of Responses

School N
, _None.

N (14)
Chinle BTA 9.1 54.5 s6.4 100.0

(1) (61. (4) (11)

Chinle Public 33.3 66.7 0. 0 100. 0'
(3) (6) (0) (0)

Rock Point 11.8 88:2 100.0
(2) (13) (0) {17)

Rough Rock . : 40.7 59.3 0.0 '100.0'

* At Rough Rock, the programs were identified as offered by the school.
..TEMENIt
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Table 3.10 Responses of ,Parents .and Guardians; to the Question: "Is the School
Following What Most Local Navahos Want for Their Children?"

School
Chicle BIA_

Chin le Public

Rock Point

Rough Rock

.

Per Cent Answering
Yes No

(N) (N)

Don't
Know
(N)

20.0 20.0 60.0
(2) (2) (6)

66.6 0.0 33.3
(2) (0) (1)

75.0 25.0 0.0
(6) (2) (0)

95.7 4.3 0.0
(22) (1) (0)

Total
Usable
Responses
(N)
100.0
(10)

100.0
(3)

100.0
(8)
100.0
(23).

.
Table 3.11 Responses of Parents and Guardians to Queition:. "Can You Think of
One or' TWO' People at the School That Many Local Navahos-Like?"

School

Chin le Boarding

Chinle Public

Rough Rock,
Rock Point

.Knows
of

None
(N)

Per Cent
Doesn't

Know the
People

Responding
One or
more are

Liked
(N)

Other

(N)

0.0 72,7 27.3 0.0
(0) (8) (3) (0)

0.0 66.6 33.3 0.0
(0) (2). (1) (0)

8.7 13.0 73.9 4.3
(2) (3) (17) (1)

0.0 1`!.1 77.8 11.1
(0) (1) (71 (1)

Total

(N)

100.0
(11)
100.0
(13)

100.0
(23)

100.0
(9)

Table 3.12 Responses of Parents and Guardians to Question: "Can You Think of
One or Two People at the School that Many Local NavahoS. ?"

. . .

School
Chin le Boarding

Chin le Public

Rough Rock

Rock Point

Per Cent Responding
Knows Doesn't One or Other

of Know the More are
None People Disliked

(N) (N) (N) (N)

No Total
Answer

(N) (N)
18.2
(2)
0.0
(0)

51.9
(14)

37.5
(3)

54.5
(6)

0.0
(0)

27.3
(3)

0.0
(0)

100.0
(11)

0.0 7.1:1 11.1 77.8 , 100.0
(0) (1) (1) (7)
"0.0 29.6 7:4 11.1 100.0
(0) (8) (2) (3) (27)

25.0 37.5 0.0 0.0 , 100.0
(3) (0) (0) (8)*

* This question was omitted in interviews of 9 Rock Point parents.
romiesIsi
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parents didn't know school people well enough to say. (They lived too far from the

.school.) When asked what they didn't like about their school, over fifty per cent of
:

,parents in all.four goups refused to complain, though we suspect, as we suggested

earlier, that the refusal to complain had a different meaning at Chinle public (Table

3.13).. 'When asked whether the child had learned anything at school that made him

treat his parents badly, Chinle Public school parents began to speak up; 56 per cent

of them said "Yes" (Table' 3.,14)*. A surprising 26' per .cent of Rough Rock Parent's

also replied affirmately;;in explaining their answers, most of these parents suggested

or implied that the children were undisciplined at school and consequently behaved

unacceptably when they came home. (This explanation is somewhat reinfirced by our

dormitory observations, reported in chapter 4.). Most. parents in. all four. groups

said the Navaho way of life should be taught at school (Table 3.15). Rough Rock was

far in the lead, however the proportion of 'parents believing that this was done in
. .

their school' (Table 3.16).

Table; 3.13 ReSponSes of Parents and Guardians to the Question: "WhatDon't You
Like.About the School Your Child Attends?"

First or Only Problem
Stated or Implied by Per
Cent of Respondents ShoWn '

Chinle
Boarding

(N)

School
Chinle Rough
Public Rock

(N)

Rock
Point.

C (intent .of what t aught.: .
.

Discipline and Care of Children,
including references to dormitory;
Safety, etc : ;

Lack of communication between
school and parent - ..

: . -

Withholding of Financial benefits.
to parent
Alcoholism among adults at school

Other

,
Refuses to complain

y. :
Total. . ,

.0.0.
(0)

18.2

(2)
8.2

(2)
0.0
(0)

0.
(0)

0.0
(0)

53.6
(7)

100.0ill)

0.0
(0)

22.2

(2)

0.0
(0)

0.0
(0)

0.0
(0)

0.0
(0)

77.8
(7)

100.0
9)

7.4
(2)

22.2

(6)
.

.,(2)..

3.7
(1)

7.4
(2).

0.0
(0)

51.9
(14)

100.0
(27)

.

(0)
35.3

(6)
5.9
(1)
0.0
(0)

0.0
(0)

5.9
(1.;

52.9
(9)

100.0
(17

93 sm11VLINIYINI.11111mMOMMIIIME
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Table 3.14 Responses of Parents and Guardians to Question: "Has Your Child Ever
Learned Anything at School that Made Him Disrespectful o. .Mean to His Parents--
or Made You Feel. Sad?"

S chool

Per Cent Answering
Yes No Other

N

Total.
Responses

N

Chinle Boarding 9.1
(1)

81.8.
(8)

18.2
(2)

100.0
(11)

RoughRock 25.9 70.4 3.7 100.0
(7) (19) (1) (27)

Rock Point 11.8 88.2 0.0 100.0
(2) (1Z) (0) (17)

Chinle Public 55.:6 33.3 11.1 100.0
(5) (3) (1) (D)

Table 3.15 Answers of Parents and Guardians to the Question: "Do You Think Your
Child Should Be Taught at School about the Navaho Way of Life?"

School
Chinle Public

Chinle Boarding

Rock Point

Rough Rock

Per Cent Answering Total
Yes No . Other Responses
(N) (N) (N) (N)

77.8 0.0 22.2 100.0
(7) (0) (2) (9)

72.7 9.1 18.2 .100.0
(8) (1) (2) (11)

88.2 0.0 11.8 100.0
(15) (0) (2) (17)

85,2
.. .(27)

100.0

Table 3.16 Responses of Parents and Guardians tO Question: "Is it ghe Navaho ":
Way of Lift Being Taught in Your School?"

Per Cent Answering Total
Don't Usable

Yes No Know Responses
School (N) (N) (N) (N)

Chinle BIA .9.0, 81.8 18.2 100.0
. .. . (0) (9) (2) (11)

Chinle Public . 0.0 88.9 11.1 100.0
(0) . (8) (1) (9)

ROugh Rock 96.3 0.0 3.7 100.0
(26) (0) :. (1) - (27)

1

1 .

-1

i
A

r11

i

Rock Point 41.2 41.2 17.6 100.0 ,

d
(7) (71 (3) (17)

1 :I

94 ....
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We find Tables 3..17 .and3.18 very intriguing.,..particularly.in the light of class-

room observations to be reported -later (chapter 5). The highest percentage of parents

complaining about lack of academic thrust was at Rough Rock, at least to the extent

that.our Jimited sample maybe trusted (Table 3.17). And when parents were asked

to identify what they liked i-ruistaboilt their schOol, Roitgh Rock has the lowest pth--:

portion of parents (11 perOent mentioning the general acaddrhic programs (Table

3.18).? tOne. complicating factor is the presence only at Rough Rock of the 'format'

teaching.ofNavaho language and culture, but there is at leaSt a suggestion here

the .educational aspirations of 'parents are exceeding their school's instructional thrust.

The interest of Navaho parents in their children's schooling may often. be underestimated.
. .

When v.te asked parents frond the four schools, "Do you really want yeur child to go to

school?" the only parent out of a total of 62 who answered "No" indicated by her
.........
later comments that she did not understand the question:. the responses,we.redeived

::..!

when.we asked "Why?" are well epitdinizeti in the comment of a Rough Rock parent,
,*

Table 3.17 Responses of Parents and Guardians to the Question: "What Should.
Your Child Learn in School that He Is Not Now Learning?'

Firstor Only Problem Stated
or Implied by Per Cent of
Respondents Shown

Some. specific subject or activity
'(Typing, spellirg, sports, Music,
writing, etc.)
Child plays around too much;
doesn't work enough, doesn't 'learn
enough, lacks push or competition

Dthesn't know (anddoesn't
complain later)

.

School
Chinle Chifile Rock Rough .

Boarding Public .. Point *RoOk

18.2 0.0 17.6- -11.1

(2) (0) (3)
18.2 0.0

(2)

27.3
(3)

(0)

33..3
(3) (5). (0)

0 ;-
11.8 25.9

(2) .(7)"

29. 22.2

Doesn't complain .(or say he 9.1 33.3 35.3 25.9
doesn't know), (1). (3) (6)

(7)

It's too soon to find out 9.1 0.0 0.0 7.4
(1) (0) (0) (2)

Good 'manners, better behavior 0.0 . 22.2 C.0 3.7
(0) (2) (0) (1)

.Other. 18.2 11.1 5.9 3.7
(2) (1) (1) (1)

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 NO. 9
(55) (11) (9) (17) (27)

.
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"Because.Ilm..uneduoated and I don't want my children to be 'like me, sa I send them

to schoolto learn." Or as another put it, "Without education, you'll never get a

decent job these' days.,"
. . .

Purely because it says something, finally, we include Table 3.19, not par-

ticularly relevant to the topic under discussion,. The bulk of parents at Chinle Board-

ing and Rough Rock seemed sold on boarding schools. Why? When we asked for an
. , . . .

explanation, the response most often given Was that had roads would not permit

.regular.attendance by any other device. As a close second choice, many parents

said their children would be well trained, protected from the winter cold, clothed,

' Table 3. 32 Responses of Parents and Guardians tothe Question: "What Do You
Like About the School Your Child Attends ?"

First or Only Reason Given
by Per Cent of Respondents
Shown , Boarding

j_____IN)

Chinle

63.6
(7)

, 0.0:
(0)

78.2
(2)

0.0
(0)

0.0
(0)

9.1
(1)

9.1
(1)

.
0.0
(0)

100.0
(11)

Sdhool
Chinle .
Public

(N)
44.4
(4)..

0.. 0 .
(0)

11.1
(1)

0.. 0
(9)

0.0
(0)

0.0
: (0)

44.4
(4)

0.0
(0)

100.0
(9)

.

Rough
Rock
IN)
11.1
(3)

66.7
(18)

0.0
(0)

7.4
(2)
3.7.,..
(i):

0.0
(0)

. 3.'7
(1)

7.4
(2)

100'.0
(27).

Rock'
Point

(NL
70.6
(12)

11.8
(2)

5.9
(1)

0..0
(0)

0.0
(0)

0.0
(0)

. 11.8
(2)

0.0
(0)

100.0
(17)

*Learning (or teaching) in general
or learning Egnlish

Learning both English and
Navaho

Child is given good care or
encouraged
Parents are given jobs

,.
Cominunity control

Child is taught how to behave

COmm2nts not clearly positive or

Insists on complaining

Total:

s

; !
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and fed if they livecl.in.a dormitory. A few felt constrained to acid, "I miss him

terribly." .

.

o mmimity Dever6Pment "
Ond major objective of tlie'Rciugh Rock DemOnthtration School,: as we noted

in chapter 1, was to help develop the school economically, socially and politically.

In the pages that follow we will 'consider three aspects othat effort in sequence- -

the special Community develbp.thent projects, the programs of ^ddlt education;;. and
v :

the apparent social and polificaforitcomeS..

Special:Projects ; . .

. Rough Rock's monthly reports make many references to community develop-
.4 .

ment projects initiated by the school, several of which we have already mentioned.

We had hoped thatigures,woUld be available concerning the costs and a c c o m p l i s h -
, .

ments of these projects, birt Rough.Rock accountants had come and gone with such
. . ;:. ;14!. . . . .1

; ,. " ),I; :.
Table 3.19 : Responses of PareAta 4ncl_Guardians to Question: "Is it Better for
Children to Stay in a DOrmitorydt to' Live` at:Berne and Walk to School or. Go.en.
the Bus 21!- .,.; .. : z; .

Sehool

.* ::: : Per .Cent Answerinu Total
Depends 'other Usable

'DeimitOry:,: Home .:on,Weatliar . Responses
N N

Chinle BIA
'!.. :
;.!Ohinle Public

t.

90:9'1 9.1`
,(7.0). (1)

33.3 44.4

Raugh Rock 7.4.1 , 7.4
(20) (2)

:!;.
Rock Point 41.2 41' '5 ..19

(7) (1)

. 0.0
(6)

".0.0

7.4
(2)

35.3
(6)

0.0
(0)

22.2
(2)

11.1
(3)

17.6
(3)

..100.0
(11)

'100.0
(9)

100.0
(27)

:100.0

. 'I' .

" , (kW!
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'frequency, we discovered, that the bookswere not order; furthermore, the accounts
, ,

were'not kept in such a way as to support cost-benefit assessments. We were forced,

. then% .to rely .or iliP.s.choor.s..rnonthly reports, on what .we observed first -hand, and

on information obtained through interviews and casual discussions.

The big snowstorm of '1967 -turned but to represent a special project in itself.
......:

The localtracler, the FriendS missionary; -b.rid-inost Parents we interviewed expressed'
appreciation of .the :role the' school played in the crisis. Many school personnelde-

.

voted days to opening up roads, getting hay to marooned livestock, and helping Air
' '

Force helicopters bring food to isolated camps.
. .

With the help of Navaho consultants from the Canoncito area; a building

constructed oi*Adobe was constructed on the compound to deMonailatethe potential

of' the clay in the area for low-cost housing. The building-was 06.d by' the community

services branch of the school and eventually provided space for...die post office

opened in 1968. Most comments made about the adobe demonstration suggested that
. ,

it convincettRdagh Rock people mostly of the:difficulties and hard'VVOrk involved.

So far as,we. could deteriiiine, ribrone 'in the. community began to use adobe; but the

building was a remarkable bargain for the:$8.;:aMif iVas estimated.to have cost. A

major reason for, the pdsleOface, we were informed, was that administrators who

..ave since left the school` wanted deprive the.ledal trader of opportunity to fallow
. ...

a practice that has been reported frecidehtly on. the reservation: Since the trading
I :

post.is usually als.o the post office, some traders seize the welfare checks of local

people as a way -of ensuringThat they will pay their debts. Current administrators

declared that the ,re was no.good reason for taking such action at Rough Lock, for the
;

local trader haanever bees lhown to take advantage of the Navaho (see interview

tfuotatiOns in clipier' G)

A toy factory was authorized by the board in September, 1967. Located in

the "old school," the factory employed two Navahos and produced sturdy wooden

toys that were purchased by,QNE0 for Head Start .classes on the reservation.. It
. ........ .

was terminated in the summer of 1968. Complaints appear in the minutes of several

board meetings concerning employee absences and missing records. Most individuals

98
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interviewed on the Rough Rock school compound felt that the director of community

. seryices., ;preoccupied with other tasks, hadbeen.imable't6 supervise the project
. . . . .

adequately.

: Efforts were begun in NoVember,' 1967, to establish a gas station at Rough

Rock. We were told by the head of community-services that much staff time was

devoted to this :project; but it :floundered when the son of the woman who had: Promised

to make the-land available (on:the condition th2t her son be manager) turned"Put to

be incompetent. .

In January,-'1968:;it waarePorted that "a long time dream of many Rough Rock

staff has been realized with the completion 'of a 35 yard square greeriliOuse." The

facility was to :be.usedfor training local people and for experimentation with various

plants. While our study was in process, the greenhouse stood padiodked and unused:
. .

We were, informed that personnel had lost interest 'in.the experimentation, though .1

a few pistachio trees once started in the g-reenhOuse 'weregrowinf6ii the compound.

It was hoped they wouldsurvive. the winter.

A.poultry porject also .was laundhed '1968'; In:Ally, according to

the monthly report: ,

;-Because of problems with 'odor, the' pOultry 'project hag had to be dis-
continued with the sale of all the chickens to the community. However, the.
school board believes that the time 'end energies of the Community Services
staff'have not been wasted as over 630 chickens (both chicks and hens) have
been introduced into the- cominunity'd.nd over 800 dozen eggs have been
marketed.

We encountered numerous reports that mismanagement had permitted the chicken..
.

farm to become unsightly and inalodorous. One claim make by Rough Rock adminis-

trators was that employment at the chicken farm had so rehabilitated a local

alcoholic that he was hired by the local trader as soon as the project was terminated,

bdt the trader and local missionary reported that; the man (a) had never heen.a serious

alcoholic and (b) had worked for the trader long before the chicken farm started....:. : : . .
Ina visit to Rough Rock in February, 1969, the director of the .study was

informed of plans, to build small earthfill.dams in the area and to introduce a.type

of range grass reputed to be effective for reducing soil erosion. By November.
:i .t: ..i,! :. I.

these ideas had been abandoned.
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During the summer of. n68, the community services office attern?ted to

improve living conditions for school employees who were renting trailers from the

chapter in the vicinity of the old school. Using National Youth Corps personnel and

volunteers whchhad come to Rough Rock for the summer: the school's community

services &vision installed a new sewer line and propane line and scraped and painted

'the exteriors oftheArailers. Time ran out before the "bathroom trailer" whose

toilet facilities connected to.the sewer could be renovated; when we inspected it in
. . ,

Jammry, 1969, we found the entire floor soggy from leaking water and the odor

extremely offensive te us, unbearable). Several Rough Rock employees, including

one who had access,to the fiscal records, complained that the area, was still not fit

for human habitation and that three new cabins could have been constructed for less

money than,Was ispent on the project. We were unable to obtain figures in this re-

gard-but were:Inclined to agree with her assessment of the conditions.

During:November and December, 1968, the community services division of

the school was engaged in the construction of two buildings on the compound, one

an automotive 'shop for instruction. and community use and the other an "environmental

laboratory" or science building. Teachers complained that they had not asked for

an "environmental lab and requested that the space be designated for classroom use,
. .

since severalielasses were meeting. in, inadequate areas (see chapters5 and 6). We
. .

encountered :many .charges (soine.'of them from people who had workedibn the projects)
;

that materials had been wasted, and numerous respor dents joked abodt' lumber and

concrete blocks that kept disappearing at Rough Rock and shoWingup for sale at
;; ,.!

Chinle. .Several teachers asserted that, since no plans hadbeen made in advance,
:11 I 1::!'1: ,''

parts of the wall in the science building had to be torn .out to provide spaces for

windows. An employee in the bookkeeping office 'reported that, though the:science
. t,

building was budgeted at $3,00 (it was constructed otadobe), $12,000 had. already

'beenexpended and "the walls are not even man-high." While our study was,tin
,,;(ii'l.' .' I

process, channels were being'chiselledinto the walls of the newlYt onstructed

automotive shop to provide a. Place for' conduit.. The wiring. initially installed had.

peen condemmed, we were told.'

At one time it was planned to start alaundromat in the old school building,

1 fife
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;

and plumbingand wiring were installed for that purpose. It was ah.o anticipated
:

that the dining hall at Rough Ro Ck would function as,a.reStaurant catering to local

people. These' projects did not materialize. The head of coMmun' ity services ex-

plained thatdw-people not'emPloyed by the school could afforgito patronize a cafe.
., .

'It made leSs'gnsa to .bY expe. fisiVe eciuipinent'for a laundromat than to let local
..

citizens use eqltipnieht sating imUsed, a goOdPa' rt Of Ihetiine, in the dormitories.
. -

We were inclinddlO. agree on both daunts.'
. .

In tWo'Iong interviews N,vith*thedsSigfc:nt directOr for community services ,

we sought 'ir&a.' Sons VvhY sb many Community 'CleVelo-prnent projects had been terminated

The primar9 explanation, as he expressed it, Was that too niuch energy had been

focused .on qad,..flaShy, attentiongetting" projects, which were launched impulsively.

without proper thought and planning. Re described the filling station project, for

exarnPle, a'gtarting one day when an administrator "came rushing into the building

all exeited ,611aviriehig arms and shouting, ''We'regoingOstart 'a:filling station!

They nee d'a'filhiii station!' Then Poor had to work his tail off for
: ,; . l'

severalweeks;'itumIng around finding out about filling stations." These projects

here: not 'suited to the Navaho'ViaY of 'oingthingS, our respondent declared.

'A 'better dkiiik8anik wbuldtle More qUiet--helping inctpio Ve roads, water supplies,
:{i.

and imnitarificilities, and enCOurggingthe' development of cottage industry. Many, .
of the'Pretti6us ideas had nadrigiriated with the NaVhos at all.

. .
. .

It is well known that small business Vitntures almost eVerywhere have a high

'mortality rate. With the additional riSkibl'Working with a non-entrepreneurial.
culture*, 64ethust antiCipate'sorne failure-Sc.' We tend to believe soin e Projects were

...ehiciga:paritly 'for their public relations VA.ii,1.1aunched \VithoUiproPer forethought,
, ..'

ii.id.PrOVicleditii insufficient folloW.-through. tiut aceitain amount trialj.and-

di+or learning mayhaVe been unavoidable. prOCesi, rnanY'lTavahos who would

hake' been Le mployed earned wageS,,:SupPorted their , and had
. .

iltiorlant 'oP'Portunities to acquire new skills.

A git
i .:

'''''ACeording to the school's proposal to oho for 1967-68, the school board
c' .

tree arts and crafts program "principally as an income - generating project which

,..=1.1saffulossialastromasizillOrmi
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can make the difference between despair andn'ope..t.'..The intent. wais-to develop the
.

skills local NamahoLneeded to produce marketable arts and crafts. When.we inter-

viewed the assistant director for community services in. NoveMber, 1968, he corn-
.. :

plained, as did many other respondents, that a discouraging proportion of arts and

crafts trainees had participated simply because they were paid, that numerous trainees

carved out full-time jobs by,movingfrom rug.Weaving to sash belts. tb silverSmithing .

to moccasin making, to basket weaving to leatherwork. He described one 'Man who
:w.

spent six weeks in the silversmith Class copying desigi'S with tracing paper. The

minutes recorded numerous complaints by board members that the arts and crafts

training had not yet produced people sufficiently skilled to serve as instructors

.themselves; the board was annoyed, it appeared, that so many instructors had to be

brought from other areas.
.

What was the success ratio of the arts and craftsprOgram in terms of the
f

. improved ability of local people to produbelterns for the market?. The local trader,

like other traders on the reservation; reported that the production of crafts was

tapering off; so we knew that the results of arts and :crafts instruction were not being

_shown there. They would most likely be shown, we concluded, at the school itself,

for the school was purchasing items made at Mine by local people for higher prices
.r!than were available elsewhere and was reselling theni withOut any attempt to make a

. .

profit. On the basis of twelve monthly reports in apparent attempt was made

to list all arts and crafts instructors and trainees, we would SaY'that, during the

typical school month, eight or nine people were hired as.instrUCtors, one was hired

as a coordinator, and between 26 and 32 Were paid 't1.4adriees.. Mt:a:Mining the available

records for the period between February, 1967, ioltdvVrilber, , 1968, we determined
. .

that 101 different people had been trainees in the 14v:train during that period. When
. .

the program started, we were informed, orie or two local people began W sell rugs
i. -

and other items to the school. As of April, 1969, we were informed by the coordina-

tor of the program that the number had gone up to ten, that eight of these people

acquired their skills in the arts and craftS program, and that the average. monthly

amount paid out by the school for items produced by the ten was $100 ($10 per person

per month). If we make the liberal assumption that an additional eight trainees now

9
ismosimagminomirisiiiim
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in the ,prograrnwould begin producing at, home at a similar rate if the program were

terminated and that a similarly generous market would be:available , it appears .that.

the net financial impact onthe. community, after two and one-half years..pf operation,., .

would consist of adding.an average of $10, per, month to the incomes of sixteen people.,

When we asked. the par.Pnts in our sample who .had participated in the arts and crafts .

program whether the: training had enabled them. to make more money latez, ,
tailed no. clearly affirmative responses . One, r. spondent explained that ithe. pro gr anl,!,; .

made no differencefor he had made .money.as,p4 silversmith before beginning work

as a trainee. . .

While the,trainees were. working at:the school, they werepaid by the hour; ,

theraw materials were provided by the school; and the,end products were claimed:.

by the school and sold to offset the costs of the, Kogram.. .We.were unable to obtain

figures. that could be used to eptimate.to, what .extent the program. was self-sustaining...

The.only data we stumbled .upon,.:may :be;somewhat misleading,, since.we,are certain

that there would be a better mailtetforpther:arts andcrafts;. We expressed interest

in three boxeS of Navaho .potterx,that..wete stacke in the community services ;.. .7
building on.January16,..1909.. The Jlead of.community :services, said he had sold.

'the entire lot for $35;.they were the proceeds,; he Saiyl, of ,a potteryinaking program

costing !;;% "2.'
, .

...t It is, our Apikkion, on the basis of what we were able: to see and hear about

the arts and crafts; program, including information from interviews with the people::

Who were in the best position to know, that,it :functioned more to provide, rotating,

employment than to develop skills.
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, We were favorably impressed With other aspects. of adult education. at Rough

Rock, though there was no firm' Vidence as yet as to the outcomes of the effort.

Our: discussions with the Navaho head of the program and with one teacher of

classes designed in preparation for the GED (General Educational Development

high school equivalency examination):,alleng with our observations of classes, con-

vinced us that the programs were well designed to fit local needs and interests and
.

that the instruction was well plarine6and.Condticted. In addition to GED instruction,

adult education claSses cover'ed 'basic English, current events, homesite improve:.

ment, livestock management, basic arithmetic ,and nutrition. Students were shown

how to apply for tribal permits, hoW to build outhouses, how to control rats and

mosquitoes, and how'to put.surPliis'food corninodities to good use. The facilitieS

provided for the program' ViereserionslilriadeqUate. The head of the program
,

complained that several Studentg'lost interest when his classes were shifted from

one area to another on the compound. At the time of our study, he was functioning.
: .:!

in. a .141-by-20 foot room that Could not efficiently be used for more than eight or
. .... .

ten students. He had one blackboard about four feet square,'no bookcases, no

bulletin board, and a single light bulb for. illu.minatirm. An examination of his re-

, cords..suggestedthat the adult education program as a whole serve.d something like

twenty adults in a typical week. All enrollees, so far as we could determine, were

employees of the school, drawingwages for the time they spent in the classes. One

of them complained that the 'school would not also pay her for attending meetings of

the local chapter , ever. though it expected her to attend.
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Social and Political) Outcomes

Though the', relationship would be imposSible to:prove:, .our' contacts and ob,. .

.
nervations' eel-Winded us thafthe Creation of .a Rough Rook chapter_early in. 1968 (the

area hadreVie&Sly been Inclu,ded.with Many Farms in a single chapter) was attri-

butable to the Tadt that the school 'functioned:as a center of activity, ,provided common

interests,..alici'ilidS did much.to create a sense of community.at Rough Rock. How-

ever, the cli6ier had net yet emerged as a significant force, probably because it

was overshadoviedby the school; With its liberal funds and large. employment program.
. %But the school board had been active for more ,than.two.years , and numerous commit-

tees iirad' been formed fr6rri time to time, in connection with the medicine man school,

Follow ITlire6gh',.'and bther spe6ialtprojettS. it is. likely, we,think, that important

leadership Skill's accrued to the 'Comtnunity-in the process.

'Some considerable evidence'.relatingto the apparent social impact of the
. .

Rough Rock experiment- were prbvided earlier, when we considered the extensive

involvement .of the' abidnitinity with its' school. At this point we turn,toparental

responses stiggestingthaethe 'school contributed considerably to the cominunity's

optimism and well being. Fully 90 per cent of RoUghRockparents reported that
. .

circumstances' the 'edmmunity had improved over. the past five. years, O.S compared

with 82 per cent at Roektioiiii., 78 per cent of parents from Chinle.Public, and a..

low.. V? Pei`dent of parent's from' the Chinle 'Boarding school (Table,8: 20): The

. , .

Table 3.20 ResponSes of ParentSiand'Gua:rdians toQuestion: "How do Circum-'
stances; (This Community Today Compare with What They Were Five Years Ago?"

.

School'

Better
Per Cent Saying .

Worse The Same 'Vague
,Answers.

N.

Total

Chinle BIA
.

Chinle Public

RoughfRoCk

,::10,
Rock Point

27.3
(3)

77.8

8,?..9.
)(24)"

18.2
(2)
11.1
.(1),.
3.7
(1) '

'11;.81

r,

e.54.5
(6)

''11.1
(1)

0.0
(0)
.5..9

0.0
(0)

'O. 0
(0)
7.4
(2)

0.0 .'

100.0
(11)

100.0
(9)

100.0
(27)

1O0.0
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optimism is understandable at Rough Rock, where many members of the community

held at least.rotating jobs at the school and where.community-development projects

hadbeen launched repeatedly. The traderreported.that new pick-up trucks had

appeared with remarkable frequency since the school was established and that the
:

people seemed to have much more money to.spend. It was his impression that they

were happier and, more optimistic. He kept someschool,ipublications on hand and

expressions of delight when he showed local'Navahos their Published

pictures. At Rock Point, numerous tribal projects bad been launched,. and two ex-

pansions of the boarding school had taken. place in recent years. Chinle had been

growing rapidly (in terms:of the reservation ); so there were: many. new employment

opportunities for local Navahos.. But in the vicinity of Piton; from which Most of

the pupils in our Chinle Boarding school sample were.drawn, little had been done to

iinprove conditions. The, people had been promised but.because of a dispute

between Navahos and Hopi concerning land rights in the area, the buildings had not

been constructed. Tribal authorities seemed to overlook Pinon when apportioning

"Ten-day Projects" and other welfare measures. The parents were probably

realistic in reporting that conditions had not improved.

Further indications of optimism at Rough Rock,, Rock Point, and Chinle ap- .
, .

peared in the responses summarized in. Table 3.21, and the Pinon parents seemed

more hopeful of the future.than encouraged about the past. When asked who had done

anything to help their community during the past five years, 52 per cent of Rough

Reek parents identified the local school, while parents at Rock Point and Chinle

Public were more likely. to Mention tribally SponsOred activities, including ONE()

activities. (Table' 3.22). Fifty per cent of parents who lived near Pinon said no one

hadlierPed. WhenRough Rock and Rock Point parents were asked what should be
,

. doneto help, none mentioned jobs., in 'inarked.eentro.st 'to the other two groups of
r

parents (Table 3.23). Rough Rock parents seem Preoccupied with the. need for

better roads, Rock Point parents with the water shortage. The subsistence necessities

were perhaps' more plentiful at Rough Rock than in the other communities. Data'.

summarized in Table 3.24 suggest that Rough Rock parents had acquired an encouraging

assertiveness; they believed.that local Navahos could take steps to improve. their own'
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`":' Table 3.21 'Responses of Parents and Guardians to Question: "Do You 'Think Things
.. Will Be Better in This Community Five Years Irani Now Than They Are at Present?"

SCh001

Yes or I
,....Think So .

N

Per Cent Saying
No Don't

KnOW
(N)

Other
.

(N)

Total
Usable

.. Responses
(N)

f

Chinle . BIA

Chinle Public

45.5
:(5)
88.9

18.2
.(2)
11.1

27.3
(3)

0.0

9.1
(1)

0.0

100.0
(11)

100.0
(8) (1) (0) (0) (9)

.Rough Rock,
: 1,

77.8
(21)

0.0
(0)

16.5
(5)

'3.7
(1)

.' 100.0
(27)

Rock Point 70.6 0.0 23.5 5.9 100.0
(

(12) (0) (4) (1) (17)

Table 3.22 %First Person or Agency Mentioned by Parents and Guardians in Response
to Questiorit "What Has Been Done) During the Last Five Years to Help Local Navahos
Make More Money and Live Better? Who Did These,Things?"

.

. : i, ' School
. . Chinie Chinle 'Rough Rock

First Response of . Boarding Public Rock Point
Indicated Per Cent (11)______0__
ONEO, including HITP , Head 0.0 33.3. 14.8. . 35.3
Start, NYC , . (0) (3) (0 (6)

.

I don't know, 0.0
(0)

Unidentified local people. 10.0 0.0 . 0.0;
. (1) (0) (0)

Nobody has really helped (and . 50.0 0.0
similarly pessimistic answers) , (5) (0) (0)

11.1
(1)

.. . ..
Tribe- or its officers ; including NTVA , 10.0 33.3 2 6.d
sawmill at Navaho, 10 Dayprpiects ._;(1). ., (3) ..(8)..... .... .. ... ... .... ... ..
The, localschool or its officialor:; 'f;;-;0 '-'30.0!:. 11.1 *p.1.9
schools generally, or the federal ', ' iJ,';1' -:.,;slfi-' . t.
_government through the school :. .7. .: -_:(3):::: , -:.--7(1) :. 14)
The local chapter or ith.officers 0.0 0.0; . 0.0

,
, (0) (0) (0)

Welfare. agencies I.:, , 0.0 11.1 0.0
(0) (1) ; (0)

3.7
(1)
;:.

*Total; 100.0
10*

loo. o loo. o
9) (27

...
23.5
.. (4) .

., ,,.
17.6

,

(3)

. 5.9
(1).

5.9
(1)

0.0
(0)

100.0
17

interviewer inadvertently omitted this question when questioning one of
the eleven Chinle Boarding School parents interviewed.

4.
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Table 3.23 Responses of Parents and Guardians to Question: "What Should be Done
That is Not Being Done to Help Local Navahos Make More Money and Live Better?"

Responses of Per Cent
Indicated

Provide more jobs

Improve water supply

Improve roads

More training

Service stations

Less drinking, less greed

. Less favoritism in hiring 'people
: .1

Better community leadership

Don't know

Other

. Total

Chmle
Bwrding

(N)

School
Chinle Rough.

Public Rock
(N) (N)

Rock
Point

(N)
63.6 77.8 0.0 0.0
(7) (7) (0) (0)
0.0 0.0 0.0 83.3
(0) (0) (0) (5)

0.0 0.0 55.6 10.0
(0) (0) (15) (0)

0.0 0.0 7.4' 16.7
(0) (0) (2) (1)
.0.0 0.0 3.7 b.o
(0) (0) (1) (0)

18.2 11.1 3.7 0.0
(2) (1) (1) (0)

0.0 .0.0 7.4 0.0
(0) . (0) (2) (0)

0.0 "0.0 7.4 0.0
(0) -(0) (2) (0)

0.0 11.1 11.1 0.0
(0) (1) (3) (0)

18.2 0.0 3.7 0.0
(2) (0) (1) (0)

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(11) 9) (27) (6)

Table 3.24 Responses of Parents and Guardians to Question: "IS There Much That
Local Navahos Can Do to Make Things Better?"

Response of Per Cent
Indicated

Chinle
Boarding

(N)

School
Chinle

Public
(N)

Rough
Rock
(N)

Rock
Point

(N)
Yes, or I think so, if they do
certain things themselves
Yes, if there are more. jobs

9.1
(1)

45.5

66.6
(6)

22.2

85.2
(23)
3.7

35.3
(6)

41.2
(5) (2) (1) (0)

Yes, but only if Washington helps 0.0 0.0 3.7 0.0.
(0) (0) (1) (0)

I don't know 9.1 11.1 3.7 0.0
(1) (1) (1) (0)

No,. or I doubt it, or I don't think so 9.1 0.0 3.7 0.0
(1) (0) (1) (0).

Vague answers 27.3 0.0 '0.0 23.5
(3) (0) (0) ( )

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(11) (9) (27) (17)
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lot, rather -thaa-j opring something, would make. jobs available(Tnble 3.24). There was

similar self7confidene9..atrpb in le, but perhaps not to..s.u.cii-a marked extent. There

was, less at Rock Point.. We felt sorry for.parents in neglected. Pinon..

We must giv9:.some attention, finally, to a question raised by one of the best

known Navaho leaders: Speaking of Rough Rock Navahos, this individual asked: "Are

they, as some have said,.simply role-playing and being involrad .only to theextent that

they 'are paid to be involved ?" We encountered many complaints' at Rciugh Backe, froth; .

parents, from many tpachers, from many other ,employee s , from people in close:J(3bn-,

tact with the community, from administrators, from current board members , and

from a former board member to the effect: that board members were paid too much

and members of the community received remuneration for everything, including at-

tending classes and serving committeep.. Several Navahos who }mew the community

well argued:that it was being iruine.d" by the "hand- outs.'! Whenever anyone was

asked to do something to help himself or the community, they: said, the first question I

was , "Haw much will I get paid?". We .must. ponder .this issue well in drawing our

conclusions

Conclusions and Recommendations

-We sh6uld reiterate at thiS 'Point that Unequivocal eVidence is difficult to

obtain on quethtionS.'& the type considered inthis chapter. In drawing conclusions,

we acknowledge that Other interpretations are possible and in many cases plausible.
41.

What follows is the picture we consider most warranted by the data.

Important ''Si2.ides'were made toward achieving community control at Rough

Rock, though Much remained' to be covered. board members were excep-

tionally well knon.iiiifhe CiOnininnity, were believed genuinely iii control of the

school, and were .viehilby'at' least half the parents as reSponSive to community
0 I

opinion The school 'wds. rema. rkably fobil Conimunity 'institution. Contacts' between

classroom'and home Were frequent; thoughnot as frequent as school leaders suggested

they should be. Nearly half the parents had participated in adult education classes.

Most of theih'..felttheschobl was. rather well.attnhed to 'their wishes, though there were

slight but interesting indicatl'OnS that they wanteemore academiC thrUSt. One parent
.!..

out of four seemed discontent with disciplinary practices in the dormitory.

9
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On the ne-gative 'side: the board's involvement in budgetary considerations

and classroom and dormitory .affairs was surprisingly limited. With some excep-

tions, one could argue, its attention was wedded to functions not normally assumed

by schools, such as donimunity development and a rotating employment program

for local people., while the dormitories and classrooms were governed by adminis-

trators. Traditional Choolmen would hardly have felt 'threatened, for their areas.

.of .customary purview were littletrespaSsed upon by the board: 'Even in areas of

curriculum uniquely Navaho, such as the teaching of Navaho language and:culture,

the board's directives were Very general. In some respects, there was broader

a lministrative discretion at Rough Rock than in the majority of Atheriaan schools,

for the board had little. to do with the seleCtion of professional employees and nothing,

for all practical purposes, to do with their firing (or acceptance of their resigna-

tions): this, interestingly enough, is one of the primary areas in whiCh advocates

of community control in urban centers have sought transfer of authority to laymen.

At the Sarrie tine, the Rough Rock boardwas encouragingly self-assertive.

The potential existed for a considerable broadening of its functions. At. this stage,

we think, the board should be confronted ,much more frequently with options (to

be se,lpcted from) rather than administrator recommendations (to be approved).

We think school boards on the Navaho. reservation must be structured with

great care to encourage independence. from the administrator and sensitivity to

the community. (The same urgency would not apply among militant groups.)

Though a ,salutary relationship between school and community seemed, evident at

Rough Rock, .the board w,as ill-constituted to ensure, that the tendency would continue.!.,
The method of extending payinentSand other inducements to the board, the magni-

tude of. the inducements., p,atterns of board nepotis,mlin the employment program,

,and ineffective methods. of ensuring community scrutiny of .board activities all had. .

potential for distorting the board's function, particularly if some future adminis-

trator.were inclined toward coercion. The structure.seriously needed, revising.

It was.notia.modeirto be adopted elsewhere. It apparently had produced unfortunate

decisions afRough,Reck itself, though the board's over-all impact was no doubt

very beneficial..

1 1 0
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It has been argned in this connection that..disadvsntaged people should be

paid haridgemely for Public..service, The argument is somewhat vitiated when the

payment dithinishes their effectiveness as spokesmen for the community.. On the

other hand', the elaiin IS advancedthat there. is no alternative to paying Rough RoCk

ba.aiif the iribers amounts at least rough ly cemparable. to the'Wages binons killed

employees. Otherwise ,' ence local..indOmes are generally very low and the school

is, the only...major 'source of lobalieinploynient, .unimportant.peoplewho work at the
.

School will earn More money; and therefore acqiiire more status, than their em-

ployers, the board 'inenibers. For this reason and others , 'capable men.will seek

jobs .at the School rather than serving on the board.

These ''ar'gtinients do not vindicate' the 'nepotism inRoughRock's employment

program for local' people. 'Neither, when the ,full range of options is considered,

do they necessarily warrant the hoard's large. stipends . 'community development

functions (including the arts and crafts program and other aspects of adult.education,

perhapd)., 'aSsulned by the school at the time of our study., were.allocated to some

other; Tocal'agencY', such as the chapter ,:localleaders would have opportunity. to; .

earn 'Significant incomes at one institution while serving on the board of another,

and the priine. justification for the edmpromising stipends would no longer exist. .

The history of a very active educational committee at Rock Pointsuggests. that re-

preSentatives .of Navaho. communities ;Will devote much time to .school affairs without

sizeable financial inducementS (see chaPter 2). At Rougli Rock, board members..

enjoy remarkable community status 'and 'speCial privileges; they have many reasons,

apart from money, for serving on the boar " .. '..
. .

Further reasons .for transferring community development functions tO the'.

chapter may be `identified: The Rough Rcilak chapter now seems eclipsed virtually to

the point of disablement' by the school; some checks and balanCes may be needed here.

With t'vtio sources of loCal employment, the pressUre for tePotism: would be reduced.

We are reluctant to.suggest an additional weapon against nepotisM: that Rough

Reek administraters be given a responsibility'therhaie often requested: administering

the' empleyinent .proirairt within 'guidelines established by the board. For..one thing,

we sbie advahiQeS'in giving the 'board fairly direct access. to emplciyeesassuming
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the board itself is functioning well, the employees are less likely to be callous

toward parents and pupils. In addition, we feel some ambivalence toward thet.
patronage systemdeveloped by the Rough Rock board.. Systems of this type

. .

(thotigli not necessarily taking the form of flagrant nepotism) are neither new nor
. .

.unusual in the United States-. In some contexts they seem virtually a prerequisite

of political power. In the final analysis, the best objective at Rough Rock may be

to control. systems of privilege rather.than attempting to obliterate them' (if indeed

:obliteration were possible). We think Rough Rock's patronage system is badly

out of control at present. But for the sake of its own development, the board

needs to learn how to function in terms of consistent policy, not to be relieved

of responsibility whenever it takes ill-advised actions. Increased scrutiny by

members of the community and by funding agencies would probably help.

The school board's relationship to Dine, Inc., has.as yet created no notable

problems, though one wonders why, in the long run, legal authority should not be

located where actual authority is sought. If some coordinating agency eventually

is needed for Navaho-operated schools, it might better be constituted federally,

deriving its powers from local schools rather than granting authority to them.

If local control is a primary objective, legal and organizational structures should

minimize opportunities to stifle it.

Most special community development projects. planned or..initiated bythe

school had been terminated. Though a high mortality rate is understandable for

ventures of this kind, part of the problem, apparently, was an emphasis an pro-

jects with high publicity potential, insufficient planning, and lack of administrative

follow-through. But important lessens were learned about approaches that do

not work, and in the process many Navahos were given employment and training.;,
The school's arts and crafts program was particularly open to question,

:.

at least to the extent that the school's declared objectives for the program were

taken seriously. It functioned for the first two years to provide employment much
. .

more than to develop significant skills. Possibly better results would have been

achieved if tho impulses of the Navaho scheol 'board (which for sometime opposed

paying the trainees, for instance) had been followed,, rather than the convictions
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of administrators. Few discernible accomplishments_(other than stipends for the
:,.

Participants) resulted from the program. Other adult education offerings seemed

More carefully. designed in terms of local needs and interests, perhaps. because.;
the Navaho in charge had Much freedom to do what he though should be done. The

facilities, however, were seriously inadequate, and the classes had been shunted
..

around'the compound to.make room for other functions.

' '''We 'suspect that the School's impact on community optimism and well being
:was efiebted.thainly threUgh the employment program, in the form of wages to
; i .s. zi: .

local people. This fact may be interpreted in at least three ways, depending on
51.1 : i
assumed

:! ,

what it is assumed that Rough Rock was demonstrating: As the first interpretation,
.

.

if Rough Rock sought to show what short-term infusions of liberal funding could

dc :br community development, we think not much was demonstrated, for we see

little by way of an economic base that would be left if the funds were removed.
. . .

Sorne important' residue of optimism, self assertion, and leadership skills would

no doubt remain, but this is scarcely enough to justify the large outlays. Signi-

ficant community optimism, sell assertion, and leadership skills were exhibited

at Rack Point, though perhaps not to an equal extent, without any extra money
. .

earmarked for community development. As a second interpretation, if Rough
- ..1 c:

Rock's purpoie was to prove that- D: cepious continuing inflow of federal grants

would do much.to develop a community, it .probably 'succeeded, but the deinen-

stration then was unrealistic and Unnecessary. Few people would doubt, demon-
,

stration or not, that using federal funds .tO create rotating employment opportunities

for at least 50 per cent of fainily.breadWinners (a very conservative estimate at

Rough Rock) would contribUte considerably to the1 well being of an impoverished

community. Furthermore, funds of this magnitude are not likely to be available

to'the vast majority of .a isadvantaged communities in the United States, particularly
. .

so far as politically impotent American Indians are concerned. Why demonstrate
. .:

methods that can seldom if ever be applied elsewhere? Finally, if Rough Rock
. . .

sought to use its funds to create techniques of community development that could
, : i

be kiplied elsewhere with rather modest monetary outlays, the demonstration failed.
. .

What then of the involvement of local people? In response to the Navaho
,. .
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leader's question mot vied earlier ("Are they . . . bein )1Volved only 1 the ex-
tent that they are paid to be involved?"), the direct.an.swer.3vould be, "Basically,
yes:" So far we could determine , there was very little that local Navahos did at

Rough Rock beyond what they were paid to do. But the conclusion does not neces-

sarily follow that money was the only, or even the primary, inducement. For all
we know, they Might have participated just as well if they had not been paid. The

Rough Rock experiment was not structured to provide evidence on this critical
. .

issue: IroniCally, more information on generally applicable techniques of community

involvement (generally applibable because-they de not require. exceptional funding)

was available at Rock Point. Rock Point's example suggeStS, fortunately (or

perhaps unfortunately, from the standpOint of those who seek better funding), that

a very significant measure of community. involvement can.be accomPlished, in a

boarding school whose constituency is small and close at hand, by wanting it and

working at it, without using money as a major inducement.

Rock Point suggests., further, that in.a 'boarding:school whose constituency

is small and close at hand the community niaybe'st.imulated to exercise an impor-

tant measure of influence (perhaps the .wordc.ontrol is too strong) and may achieve

a surprising sense of power in school affairs within the existing structure of BIA.

On the basis of these. observations, we offer the following recommendations:

1. The Rough Rock school board should-be involved much more extensively

in the planning and monitoring of curriculum and dormitory functions, and to some

consistent extent, at least, in the hiring and firing of professionarperthonnel.

2. Rough Rock administrators, no matter how well intentioned, should be

extremely wary of imposing upon the school board; even through p6rsistent persuasion,

theircorivictions as to what Navahos should think or feel. A major function of the

school board, we think, is to apprise administrators of what Navahos think and feel.

The administrator's function (partidularlyWhen he isan Anglo) is to contribute

professional insights, not perceptienS'Of Navaho culture,. to the dialogue.

.3. For some time to Come, it is likely that community control will Continue

to be developed at Rough Rock only to the extent that administrators carefully

nurture it. Paradoxically, the director must help reduce his own power to dominate
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the board, Every..opportunity should be seized to confront the board with options

phrased in such a way. that the members can exercise and.strengthen their decision

making skills.. ..,;tunes it may be necessary to withhold a. recommendation and

permit the board to make an ill-advised decision, for the members must begin to
.

sensethe.conse,quences, good and bad, of their actions:' Special techniques should

be devised for acquainting the members with various phases"Of school operation.
.

Teachers and dormitory workers (particularly Navaho' meniberS of the staff) could

be scheduled regularly to. give reports and to answer any questions the board mem-

bers might raise, for example. It is possible to dismiss most classroom and

dormitory matters in terms intelligent laymen like these can understand.

4. Rough Rock board members should continue 0 be paid adequately for

their services and expenses., but not by the school. Possibly the best arrangement

would be for funding agencies to grant-monies to the Rough Rock chapter for this
.

purpose. The chapter., in turn ,:.woUld remunerate the's'e niori for representing the
: :,

community in educational affairs.- .
;:.!5. Even when. originating elsewhere, payinents to board 'members should

. .
be.considerably,.redu.ced, and the ane.mbesShould not be 'employed or remunerated

for "extra services" by-the school. :If The members.haVe 'no access to employment
A:

elsewhere in the community, the payments may need to be'sOmewhat larger than
s ::

when employment .is .available, hut certainly !not as large
. .as.at present.

6. Systematic. board minutes!'Shbutd lie maintained for all _Matters dis cussed
,

by the board, and.the minutes should be 'Ma& more readily available, not held in

the director's office..

Board meetings should Toe. held' in a'rdcation more .condUcive to the at-

tendance of members of the community, Stich'ai the 'dhaPter house. A survey should

betaken to determine the times at which most Rough Rock.people would be able to

attend, and the meetings. should be scheduled accordingly. It should be made clear

that all citizens are welcome and urged to attend.

8. Special approaches should be devised for increasing further the visibility

of school board decisions. Schopl-ComMunity meetings should' be held 'mere_ regUlarly

in the school gymnasium or in the chapter house. Perhaps a summary of decisionS
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at each meeting could be tape-recorded in Navaho and made available constantly

through an easily operated "language-laboratory" console.

9. The board should devote more attention to complaints raised by members

of the community with respect to such matters as Navaho elements in the curriculum,

disciplinary practices in the dormitory, and favoritism in the employment program.

10. Funding agencies should enforce more rigorously their conflict-of-

inteest clauses. The R bughRoCk chapter might consider creating a review panel

with power to consider appeals from sahool board personnel decisions, particularly

if board member payments are channelled through the chapter.

11. To the extent that special community development funds continue to be

Made available at Rough Rock for special projects, arts and'crafts instruction, a

medicine man school, and perhaps, other adult education, they should be granted,

not to the school, but to some other local agency, probably the chapter.. It might

'often be advisable in such a case for the chapter to contract with the school for

needed physical facilities. Regardless of who provides them, facilities, mater-

ials, and equipment for adult education should be more adequate than in the past.

12. Legal authority over the Rough Rock school, now held by Dine , Inc. ,

should be given to the school board, either through a statutory provision or through

some other mechanism (such as incorporation). If a coordinating agency is needed

in the ,future for educational institutions run by Navaho boards, it should derive

its powers from. these boards, not be in the position of granting authority to them.

Since we think other considerations of community involvement and develop-

ment should be considered in as broad a context as possible, we will delay further

recommendations in this area until the final chapter of this report, after other

areas of the school have been analyzed.
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CHAPTER 4

THE DORMITORIES

Like other observers, Rough Rock's leaders considered conditions in most

dormitories for Navaho school children to be far from satisfactory. They envisioned

some reforms. in the RoughRock dormitories, as elsewhere in the school, children

would learn how to function in both worlds, Anglo and Navaho. Navaho tales would,

be told regularly by parents and medicine men. Sub-professionals would be given

initial training to prepare them for their work, and all staff members, professional

or not, would receive continuous instruction in such relevant fields as child develop-,

ment. Effective programs of health and .recreation would be instituted. In addition,

to quote from the school's initial proposal:

I. Dormitory staffing patterns. will be altered to provide more intensive
work with children in their total environment without neglecting the more
mundane. household chores necessary,. .

2. Provisions will be made to accommodate parents in the dormitory
situation for limited periods of time 'to provide them meaningful orientation
to what their children experience in the dorms.

3. Specific attention will be given to the inculcation of self-discipline
in the children rather than merely respect for externally imposed authority.

,

4. Most carefv.1 attention will be given to helping children Maintain res-
pect for their indigenous culturean .attempt will be made to get away from
the all too 'prevalent "us-and them" concept where a dichotomy arises between.
Navaho and Anglo culture.

5. Provisions will be made to more completely acquaint the children
with the ever expanding world about them. Although many such field trips
will more properly fail within the particular province of the academic section,
this will not preclude such excursions sponsored by the dormitory situation.

6. An oxchange of personnel.between the academic and dormitory sections
will'perrnit a cross fertilization 'a experiences and inculcation, in Ml school
personnel, of a greater respect for the functions of all involved with the
education of Navaho children.

The relationships observed in the dormitories at Rough Rock, Rock Point, and

Chinle were exceedingly complex. To depict them comprehensively would require

severallengthy chapters. For present purposes, we must be selective, focusing

on the areas Rough Rock's leaders had proposed in advance., and claimed at the time

of our study, to emphasize particularly. We would emphasize, however , that we

became more and more convinced during the study of the importance of the dormitories
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in boarding schools like these. As many school personnel observed, what happens

in the dormitory goes far toward setting the emotional tone of the school.

..After proyidingnecessary background information concerning physical arrange-

ments , we will turn to the following topics, all directly relevant to Rough Rock's

announced objectives: routinized behavior; methods of discipline; organized recreation

(including activities uniquely Navaho); adult-child relationships; dormitory-classroom

relationships;. and quality of child tare. Subsequently we will examine the character-

istics, training, and supervision of dormitory pergonnel as a source of possible

explanations for what we observed in the dormitories, and we will explore to some

extent the perceptions of pupils concerning dormitory life. Finally, we will draw

sonic general conclusions concerning dormitory reforms at Rough Rock.

Information in this .1i.A.pter was drawn primarily front the "live-in" described

in chapter 1. In addition, we interviewed 1. total of 232 'students in the four schools,

182 of wham were. bzJarders.. Data from 20 interviews conducted with day students

at the Chink Public School are 'not considered in this chapter, nor 'are the responses

of 25 day students at Rock Point, or 5 day students at Rough Rock.

We interviewed nine ninth year students at Rough Rock, eight of whom were

dorm students, but because there were no comparable groups at the other boarding

schools, we have not included their responses in the information presented here.

...Table 4:1 summarizes the number Of ,pupils at each grade level interviewed at each

Table 4.1 Total Number of Students Interviewed

Years in School Rough Rock
(Board) (Day)

'Rock Point
_(Board)

Chinle BIADayL1411(All
. .

Chinle Public
Day) Total

First 14 4 12 7 21 4 62

Third. 18 12 8 20 4 62

Fifth 10 11 4 15 5 45

Seventh 11 10 6 20 7 54

Ninth 8 ?- .. 9

Total 61 5 .45 25 76 20 232
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school. Tables in this chapter relating to pupil responses are based on data provided

by interviews with the 174 boarding students.

Most students ,'ere interviewed during the day by one of our three Navaho

interviewers. With the exception of the Chin le Public School group, a female field

worker who had had no previous contact' with Rough Rock interviewed most of the

first year students at the three schools, and half the girls in the third, fin, and

seventh years.: A male Navaho field Worker; similarly unexposed to the school

earlier, interviewed all of the fifth and seventh year boys at all three schools, and

some of the third year group at Rock Point and Chin le. A former Navaho teacher

at Rough Rock interviewed some third year boys at the three schools, and half the

girls in the third, fifth, and seventh years. 'Though we have no doubt about the honesty

of this Thing woman, we were 'concerned'about bias because of her previous connec-

tion with the school. Therefore, we did not assign any of her former students, or

any she knew well to her to be interviewed. She was not asked to make any obser-

vations. The only data she obtained were secured through tightly structured inter-

views, which were carefully checked. We had.the other two Navaho interviewers

re- interview a sample of her subjectS, and compared the responses, finding them

almost identiCal. This procedure also provided a check on our other workers, and

it was dUplicated to a lesser extent at Rock Point and Chinle.

At Rough Rock, the assistant director assigned Subjects. to each interviewer

and established a daily time schedule which permitted one hour for each interview

and allowed time for the child to be picked up and returned to class by the interviewer:

The male. interviewer interviewed the boys in the living room of the boys' dorm, the

former teacher used the living room of thegirls' dortn, and the other female Navaho

interviewer used our small office off the rumpus zoom in the girls' dorm.. At Rock

Point the same scheduling procedure was used and girls were interviewed in the

isolation rooms in the girls' wing of the dorm, boys in the boys' isolation room by the

male wotker.. The empty classrooms at Chinle made it possible for each interviewer

to use a classroom to conduct-the interviews.

With the exception of the questions concerning dorm parents asked at Rough

Rock, the same interview Schedule was used at all three schools. Each interviewer
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used the same Navaho translation, insofar as we were able to ensure this, in asking

the questions. Several lengthy conferences were held to discuss problems of trans-

lation into,Navaho,' with the assistance, .part of thetime, of the Navaho who was to. .

do our ill-fated "live -in" in the Rough Rock Community; he has had extensive experience

as a field worker in linguistic studies and is reputed to have unusual command of the

Navaho language. When a standard translation had been agreed upon, sample tape

recording's were made, 'and interviewers referred to them often until they felt the

interview was memorized. Interviewers were instructed to probe when necessary,

but not to prompt. Atall schools rapport was established with the child during the

walk from the classroom to the place where the interviews were conducted, candy

was given to the younger children at the beginning of the 'interview to alleviate what

might have been a tense situation. A few children preferred to answer in English,

but the bulk of the sample answered in Navaho. The interviewer translated into

English, recorded the answers on the schedule, and turned it in to the assistant

director each day. The schedules were checked each evening to ensure they were

complete. Where information was missing, the interviewer was instructedto question

the child again. Daily meetings were held to clarify any problems. In the only

departure from the pattern carried from school to school, the former Rough Rock

teacher and the male interviewer interviewed the students from the Chinle Public

School, . After examining all .the interviews 'thoroughly 'arid analyzing them in many

ways in.preparation for this report, we fee-1 that the three Navaho interviewers

were sensitive, cor:eientious, and resourceful.

To select our .dorm personnel sample, we obtained lists of employees at each

school. At Rough Rock, we planned to interview the total sample of 14 aides, 7 in

each dorm, but because of delays in obtaining lists, staggered working hours, days

off ,"and'confusion in appointments, we were 'unable to interview the night attendant

in the girls' dorm and 5 aides in the boys' dorm. The Dormitory Supervisor and

the Dorm-Parent Coordinator were interviewed by the.Direetor of the .study and the

Dorm-School Co-ordinator, and Assistant Cook, by the assistant director. The head

of the boys' dorm, four male dorm aides, and a janitor were interviewed by the male

interviewer, and the former Rough Rock teacher interviewed the head of the girls'
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dorm, the female aides ,and a dorm parent ,usually in Navaho. Excluding the three

supervisors, and the cook, our sample of fourteen includes nine workers in the girls'

dormandlive in the boys' dorm. .Rock POint had a smaller staff, and we were able

to interview all but two of the eight, one night and one day attendant. The Director

of the study interviewed the Dorm SuNrvisor, and the Assistgrit Director inter-

viewed the Anglo woman in charge of the girls' wing. The male interviewer inter-
.

.

viewed all male dorm workers, a janitor, and the recreation director; the former

teacher interviewed the female dorm aides, the head of the boys' wing, and the

food service director. Including the Dorm Supervisor, our sample for Rock Point

was twelve. The larger staff at Chinle (twenty-four aides and eight building super-

visors) made it necessary to seleot 50% of the group. In order to get an equal

representation of male and female and Navaho and Anglo, the assistant director

arbitrarily selected from the list, one Navaho and one Anglo male from each of

the boys' dorms, and one Navaho and one Anglo female from each of the girls'

dorms, whom she interviewed. She also interviewed the Head of Boys' Guidance;

this position for the girls was vacant. We have a stratified random sample of

ten aides. They were grouped by building, and then two were randomly selected

from each of the four buildings, and one additional aide from each of the little

children& dorm. The male interviewer interviewed the three males and the

former teacher, the seven females.

At all the schools there were more female than male employees , because

women were tied as aides for the little boys. Time schedules were arranged by

the Assistant Director, and because of split working hours, aides were interviewed

during the day and evening, in any quiet corner-of.the dorms at the three schools.

The interview schedule was a'. same for all, with the exception of two questions

inserted at Rough Rock.concerning the use of the living area and Navaho story

sessions in the dorm. The questions were open ended and each interview ran over

one hour. We regret time did not permit more interviews with dorm parents at

Rough Rock. Laterin the chapter we discuss the characteristics of the dorm per-

sonnel in our sample, and the method of analySis of their responses.

We turn at this point to information about the dormitories obtained through

the informal "live-in". described in chapter 1:
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Physical Arrangements,
The Rough Rock Demonstration School was housed in a modern facility built

by thd BIAand turned over. to Dine, Inc. , in 1966. The two dormitories, one for

.boys and one for girls, were. designed to accommodate about 300students. While

the official enrollment of the school for the first quarter of 1968-69 was just over

400, the average daily attendance from September to January, '1969 was 342, and

approximately 100 of these were clay students. Each.of the two wings in each dor-

mitory had room for about 80 pupils. The wing for younger pupils housed the

6-through-i1 year olds and the older pupils' wing, the .12-through-16 year olds.

Wing space was divided into. T-shaped corridors with cubicles on .each side of each

corridor, housing four pupils each. In October and November, 1968, seven cubicles

in the older girls" wing were not used for pupils. One was reserved for ahair7.

styling beauty parlor which was to have been started in September 1968 but for some

reason was not. Two were used by members of the study team and occasionally

shared 'with visiting high school or college students. One, cubicle at the end of the

wing, equipped with a refrigerator, was reserved for night attendants. TWo were

reserved for dorm mothers. Another stood empty, and several of the cubicles had

only three girls each assigned to them. In the little ,girls' wing, and in the boys'

dormitory, every bed seemed occupied. Assignments.to cubicles were made on the

basfs of age by the dorm supervisor , though some .of the older pupils had a limited

choice in room mates. Provision was sometime:5 made to allow brothers or sisters

to room together.

Each' dorm had two cathedral-like common rooms--a living room and a

pus room. In the girls' dorm the rumpus room was partitioned. One half of the"

room was devoted to the Head Start class. The other half,for xecreation, housed

'several athletic mats for seats in front of the TV; some large wooden blocks,

a storage unit behind folding doors; a. well eqUipped pullman kitchen with stove, sink,

refrigerator, and cabinets; and a small storage room which eventually became the

office of the- study team. There were ,windows near' the vaulted ceiling, but most

light came from overhead fixtures.
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The living room 'in the Rough Rock girls' dormitory was huge , with floor-to-

ceiling windows facing the. compound, stainless steel light fixtures, and concrete -

bloCkwalls painted*a light reen.. The large wall area between the. windows featured.

a mural of Navaho mother preparing, a meal outdoors. The warm browns and reds

of this and the other murals helped reduce the cavernous feeling of the room. A

Navaho loomwith half-finished rug looked incongruous with the other furniture,

"airport Modern"vintage. Other accoutrements 'were a small piano, an area rug

in the center of the room, a conversational grouping of furniture, a bookshelf, some

books, a set of encyclopedias, many empty shelves, and a closet with folding chairs.

Even when used for meetings with 150 children and half-a-dozen aides, the room

was only half filled.

The living room in the boys' dorm was about the same, except for the un-

usual feature of a half-hogan built against the inSide.wall. The boys' rumpus room

was huge and bare, bare hoop at either end and a television set in front of about

twenty assorted chairs. The room was occasionally,used for classes.

Each dormitory at Rough Rock had two two-bedroom apartments for .adult.

personnel, an arrangement no doubt intended to ensure that personnel were con-

stantly present in case of emergency. Each dormitory had four isolation rooms

for sick children, two in each wing, equipped with two hospital beds and attached

bathrooMs. Additional bunk beds could be; and were, put into the rooms when there

were more than.eight sick children at one time. A large linen and clothes storage

room adjoining the laundry room was equipped with automatic washers and dryers.

Unlike BIA schools, Rough Rock did its own laundry,partly to provide employment

to local people. An electric sewing machine was available in each wing. A hand-

laundry and ironing room, with tubs, ironing boards, and racks, was used con-

stantly by the older girls. Ironing for the little girlb was done by dorm mothersor

aides. The several janitor closets, with mops, brooms, pails, cleaning supplies,

and electric floor polishers, were busy places. in the mornings at clean-up time-.

The little girls' wing had a room. labelled "Arts and Crafts Room," but

during our stay it was never opened or used. Each wing had seine twelve shower

facilities, each with a curtained dressing area and shower stall. Across the hall
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were about ten toilet stalls with doors, and in a separate room, twelve wash stands

and mirrors.

BaSicaily, each 10-by-12-fOotoubiale for pupilb had two bunk beds, easily

moveable, a round formica-and-chrome study table, four multi-colored fiberglass

chairs, and a bookcase. Built into one wall were a dressing table area with six

'drawers, two Mirrors separated by,a bulletin board, two spacious closets with

shelves, and. light wood sliding doors. --The'arrangements were ample and spacious.

Light came from one window, with drawdrapeS. At night an overhead fixture,

study lainp, and dresser lights were.,controlled at a master switchbox. Nearby

Were wastebaskets, night lights in the halls, tables for clean laundry, and large

wicker baskets for dirty. laundry.

Many older girls had decorated their four-bed cubicles imaginatively.

Several had hung elaborate velvet religious tapestries (Spanish-American pictures

of the Last Supper, the Crucifixion, andother bibliCal scenes) on their walls. The

bulletin boards featured pictures of family, friends, and boys. Most of the little

girls' bulletin boards were bare, but occasionally a Magazine picture or Sunday-.

school picture would brighten the wall. Several rooms featured tablecloths ,

statues of horses; Navaho rugs, ;and baskets.- While the beds were double-sheeted,

many girls preferred to sleep on topof the BIA spreads. It did save time in the
. . .

morning. Each bed had a good heavy wool blanket. There was no front. wall or

door to the cubicles. They were open on the side next to the corridor. Every room

on the big girlS' side had a name, such as "The Palaminoes," "The Mustangs,"

"The-Pirates," "The Cheyennes," "The Angels."

The bulletin boards in the common area were' pleasantly decorated. The

dorm aides seemed very conscious of their responsibility to keep them current.

October featured Halloween, November, Thanksgiving, etc.. Precautionary signs

about walking (not running) and keeping various facilities clean were posted here

and there. There were no decorations in the rumpus room or other large living

areas.

. The boys' dormitory at Rough:Rock was similar to the girls' in many respects,

though less colorful in decor. But virtually every cubicle had drawings taped to its

12 smommearamillam
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walls. Among the objects pictured were a dancing sun god, a cartoon &luck, a naked

Indian carrying a canoe, a jumping dog, a ceremonial mask, a stylized buffalo, a
. . . .

stylized fox, an Indian brandishing a spear and riding a green horse, many monoliths,

hogans , trees, corrals, several pictures of Popeye , a boy doing a high-jump, horse-

drawn wagons , pick-up trucks , a jet fighter plane, cactus , cows , skeletons, army

personnel; a woman weaving a Navaho rug, a child spinning wool, and a child playing

with a lamb. The quality of the drawings was impressive generally and at times

stunning. A great deal of humor was evident.

The physical plant in use at Rack Point was constructed in 1963. At the time

of our study, several new .buildings were standing unused that had been completed

in the summer. BIA had taken possession of only one of the new buildings; an

administration building with a large gymnasium-auditorium. Space was pre.cious.

Even an audio-visual storeroom had been converted to classroom. use.

Some 274 pupils, including about 100 day pupils, were enrolled at Rock Point.

The latter figure, varied with the weather, for though Rock Point was on a paved

road, snow, ice, and distance made it necessary for most students who lived a

considerable distance from the payed highway to move into the dorm for periods

of time.

Dormitory students, ranged in age from six to 14. Boys and girls were housed

under the same roof, but in wings separated by a living room, laundry, activity

room, and other areas. Close relatives (brothers, cousins, young uncles, etc.),

Were placed together as much as possible , and the older children in these groupings

were given responsibility for the younger ones, a practice" adapted froM Navaho

culture itself.

. Since the new dormitory was .not yet available at Rock Point, the wings in

the older building were crowded--filled with long rows of double-deck bunks divided

into pairs bypartial partitions. Between each set of two bunks, a small cupboard

was attached to the wall to hold small personal possessions. The setting was far

more crowded and institutional than Rough Rock's roomy cubicles. The living room

at Rock Point, used by both boys and girls, was large , but divided by partitions and

furniture groupings into areas just large enough toaccommodate the- activities that
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took place. It impressed us as the most home-like living area in the three cormitory

schools. Two offices spaces opened off this room, a third was 'created by temporary

partitions, and a small. kitchen Was available, with a pot of coffee constantly brewing

for adults. A large bookshelf houSed magazines and items made by the children. Long

wooden tables in one area providedworking space for arts and crafts. There were

two television sets, one at the. boys' end of theroom and one at the girls'. Other

prominent features were aquariums , Stockedwith fish, and two parakeets that had

learned to squawk, "I live at Rock Point:" Linens were laundered commercially at

Rock Point, but the aides washed the children's clothes and ironed the clothes for

the little ones. In the storage roOm, the electric sewing machine was inconstant

use by an aide for mending and making. clothes for the children. The girls' toilet

stalls had doors. Unfortunately, eachwing had only four showers, so that.the bathing

schedule had to be carefully planned and supervised.

At the large Chinle Boarding School, eight buildings were spaced about the

compound--three academic buildings, four dormitories, and a dining hall. Until

1968-69, the enrollment had been 1,.000 or more, but in September, 196.8 the

seventh and eighth grades were transferred to the Many Farms School , about 20

miles north. About 825 children were enrolled., ranging in age from 6 to 15. Unlike

. Iteugh Rock and Rock Point, the Chinle School compound was totally enclosed by a

high wire-meslffenee. We were told; in.explaLation, that drunks, sexual deviates,

and other trouble-makers often gravitated to the nearest boarding school. As the

only town of any consequence, Chinle was the hell-raising center for that part of

the reservation.

The physical plant at Chinle had been constructed only eight years earlier,
but the workmanship was poor. The buildings .looked at least twenty years old.
The masonry was cracked in places:, and the sidewalks were heaved, broken, and
saving in. Facilities that were partictilarly needed in a large, fenced-in compound

were completely lacking. There was no gymnasium, no auditorium, no multi-

purpose, room,: not. even an asphalt play area outside. Miring the winter, the side-

walks were bad enough--covered with red mud, planked over, tilted toward huge

puddles; but the surrounding areas were slimy, out of the question as areas of play.
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The buildings were colorless, virtually indistinguishable fromeach other, fitted

with windows that often would neither open nor close properly. The large dormitory

:wings, with their long rows of bunks and lockers, had a discouragingly institutional

appearance. no matter what was done to decorate them.

Each of the four H-shaped dormitories at Chin le had four wings, two large

and two "small." Each large wing housed about 70 pupils and each smaller wing,

about 40 students. The two girls' dorms were on one side of the compound, the two

boys' on the other. The little children's dorms housed the 6-to-10-year olds, the

older student's dorms, the 11-to-15 year olds. Bed space was assigned by dorm

supervisors on the basis of age. Siblings, often were in separate buildings.

The pupils slept in double bunk beds, in sets of two separated by a partial

partition, as at Rock Point, but in much longer wings, . The lockers for personal

possessions were arranged in long rows in the middle of the aisle in the larger

wings, but against the opposite wall in the smaller wings. Light came from windows

near the ceiling and from fixtures overhead. A. table and chairs were provided for

each section. Each wing had a small play space. There was one phonograph in
.

each of the dormitories. The .little girls' dorm had a box of toys. In December,

1968, each wing was provided with a Christmas tree, which the aides and the children

decorated. In one of the older girls' wings, a mock fireplace had been constructed

by the girls and the aides, and presents had been wrapped and put under the tree.

The dorms were very clean, and attempts to decorate the walls with magazine cut-

outs had been made. The large living area (the cross-bar of the H-shaped dorms)

in each dorm was furnished with comfortable furniture and a 'TV set. The room had

a warm atmosphere, though not to the extent that was evident at Rock Point. During

the Christmas season, the, aides and the children devised delightful ornaments from

egg crates, tin cans, etc. The room was used for movies on weekends, Indian

dances for the older children, chorus practice, rehearsal for programs, wrestling

matches, checker games and club meetings and programs. In the vacant Wings in

the 'older girls' dorrni, Indian dancers practiced or made costumes. "In the boys'

dorm the vacant wing was used in the evening as a craft room we beadwork, pot-

holder making, and dances were learned. There were two apartments in each dorm,
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at the end of two wings, for dormitory perSennel. The other two wings ended in

"guidance" offices, and in one case, the office of the school nurse. Eachwing had

an iSolation'rooni for sick children. There were ample toilet and shower facilities,

laundry, and ironing rooms in each wing.

Routinized Behavior
. .

In any dormitory serving, over a hundred pupils, a certain amount of routine

is unavoidable. Pupils who.wish to sleep must be able to do so, even if their com-

panions prefer to roughhouse. Some order must be evolved for the taking of meals.

For safety's sake, adult personnel must find out quickly if a child runs away when

miles from home in sub-zero weather. But the amourit of routine in some areas

of dormitory life at Rough Rockcame to us as a surprise. Children were. arranged

into double lines and escorted to classrooms and meals. The day was punctuated

by bells. As our eleven-year-old observer reported in a letter to classmates:

the morning a bell rings. at 6:00 to get up. At 7:00 a bell rings for
roll call and breakfast. 'At 8:30 a bellrings to get to school. At 11:30,
a bell rings to go back to the dorm to getfixed up.for lunch. At 12:00 a
bell rings for lanai (which) you get free and all the same thing. At 3:30
a bell rings to go to the dorm; at 6:00 one rings for dinner. At 9:00 all
'the girls go to bed., That's all 'I can think of now.'

In the girls' 'dormitory, particularly, the sense Of inposed order was further

accentuated by commands shouted by dormitbry 'aides; "Get up!" "Clean your

rooms!" "Pick up sour clothes!" "Hurry' 'up'!""Lika.upforiellcall" "Da. your

'detail!" "Go to sleep!" Requests to hurry to the dining hallwere particularly

puzzling,. for there were long waiting lines at almost every meal. Seemingly, there

Was no staggered schedule for mealSi. The entire 'student body seemed to report
41.

at the sametime.

Laundry arid cubicle cleaning was done before breakfast. When the older

children came back to the dorm after breakfast, they were assigned to duties, such

as sweeping halls and cleaning sinks. The six-toLeight-year-old pupils were res-

ponsible for their own cubicles and clothing, but other duties in their wings were

performed by aide's', dorm parents, and nine-and-ten-year-old girls.' The pupils

had about a half hour of free tirn.e at lunch. At 3:30, immediately after school,

several went riding. Others had laundry chores to perform. It was at this time,
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for about an hour, when whatever homework was assigned had to be clone, or when

children had.a chance to do some free reading, straighten their drawers, fix their

hair, or talk. At about 4:30, the girls who acted as servers in the dining hall went

over to prepare for dinner.

There was usually an activity somewhere in the school in the evenings,

such as a basketball 'game or a cake sale or a. movie in the gymnasium, and the

older children often participated. Except for "Indian Club," Astronomy Club, and

religious instruction classes on Thursday nights, no organized activities took

place in the dormitories.

In the girls' dorm except when special activities ran past nine, the "lights

out" time was rigidly enforced. We often returned to the girls' dorm just after

nine to find all lights out and complete , almost incredible quiet. Frequently as

we walked through the rumpus room to our little office,' dorm employees and their

families were watching TV, but on week nights the dormitory girls were in bed.

The night aide circulated every hour and moved noiselessly through the wings. The

only sound of children would come from the isolation rooms, separated from the

wings by two sets of doors..

"Lights out" was also enforced in the small boys' dormitory wing, but

whenever we checkedthe big boys'wing, there was noise. long after pupils had

officially gone to bed. To quote one observation directly:

I walked through the wings at 9:55, 55 minutes after "lights out" for
the bigger boys. In the big boys' wing, there was scattered talking al-
most everywhere. Several boys lay on their bunks, including top bunks,
fully clothed and with their shoes on: While I was there, a dorm aide came
with a flashlight, doing a head count. He could not have missed the talking,
but he did nothing about it. As he approached, the fully clothed boys pulled
sheets over themselves. Blue jeans and tennis shoes were plainly evident,
but nothing was said about that either.

.

In each of the three schools, a standard set of clothing was provided froM

tribal, funds to each child with a census number. At Rough Rock additional funds

made it possible to provide all pupils with sleepwear. All girls had nightclothes

and wore theirs. Only rarely did we see a boy in pyjamas. Most slept in their

underwear, and many fully clothed, with even their shoes in place. When aides

in the boys' dormitory were asked why night clothes were not used, they replied,

enigmatically, that none of the pyjamas fit the boys. 129
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Weekends at Rough Rock were a respite, for pupils remaining in the dorms,

from weekday patterns. Rarely did more than 25 children remain in each dorm.

.The'tegular schedule.Vas. relaxed. Children moved informally from dormitory to

dining hall. Roll call in the, girls' dorm, normally taken three times a day, was ,

taken only once on weekends. There were no formal meetings, or lectures from

dorm personnel, and religious services on Saturday and Sunday were voluntary.

:Breakfast on Saturday and Sunday was at 8:00 a . m. In the free period that followed,

some pupils went to the gym, others sat and chatted in the dorms, and occasionally

some of the older girls were assigned to cleaning the dorm kitchen or mopping the

floor in the large recreation room as an extra detail. After lunch, the girls' dorm

head or one of the aides escorted the children io the trading post and treated them

to a can of pop--a treasured commodity. The little ones clustered about the adults

to hold a hand or a piece of clothing. It was a pleasant time. When they returned,

the children could play outdoors or do what they liked until dinner. Sometimes the

meal would include a treat, like Navaho fry bread or chocolate cake. Movies were

shown in the schbol gym regularly on weekends, and children who went were ac-

companied by a dorm aide. On Friday and Saturday the older girls who enjoyed

the favor of the dorrn head were permitted to stay up late to wa tch.TV. The little

ones were pdt to bed about 9:00 p.m.

The only bell we were aware of at Rock Point rang at 6:30 each morning.

Some of the female dorm aides shouted in the mornings, telling the children to

"Get up!" and "Get dressed!" But after that time of day, children were spoken to

softly, for the most part, in Navaho and English. The children swept the wing

areas,. cleaned their lockers and performed other cleaning assignments in the Cor-

ridors and wings. We.did not see students cleaning the living room or activity room.

These. duties were .perform.ed by the janiter, and the aides.. Though there were only

five maintenance people for the entire compound, it impressed us as well maintained.

Boys were given snow shoveling details at times and appeared to enjoy them:

prep.kfast started at .7:00 a.m. Meal times were staggered. One never Saw..long

lines in the dining hall. There was no lining up or roll call. The children sat in

the living room, watching the early cartoons on TV, until dorm aides told them to

130
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go over to the dining hail. They walked to meals and classrooms in informal groups

of various sizes, unescorted. This informality caused na problems while we were

at Rock Point. We saw no running, jostling, or "goofing off". while pupils were en

route to classes or meals.

The BIA school day for teachers was 8 to 5. Children were in classrooms

frOm 9 to 4. Since Rock Point teachers had requested additional time to work with

small groups, a schedule was devised to give teachers a half-hour in the morning

and a half-hour in the evening to work with smaller groups of students. The "Early

Birds" left the dorm for class at $;30 a.m. and returned to the dorm at 3:30 p.m.

The "Owls" reported to class at 9:00.a. in but stayed until 4:00. At lunchtime,

the children returned to the dorm to get washed and then reported to the linlchroom

in small groups.

After school the children returned to the dorm, where they watched TV or

played in the wings. The day students were given a snack to take with them before
. .

they boarded the bus for home Sometimes the children played outdoors or purr

chased candy, school supplies, and classic comics at the canteen-located in the

living room of the dorm. Candy purchases:were controlled, and children were

advised not to eat their goodies before dinner.. Day students were able to take ad-

vantage of the canteen. Students could bank money in the dorm and withdraw it at

will.

Dinner at Rock Point was over by 6 p. m. The dormitory "Free Flow" pro-

gram, described later, began at about 6:30. After Free Flow, the children were

given a bedtime snack (fruit, Cookies, milk, popcorn, etc.) and prepared for bed.

"Lights out" was at 9:00 p. in. The. night aide walked through the wings frequently,

.and children who were not sleepy or "horsed around" were seated in the corridor

of another wing--boys to the girls' wing and visa versa. They faced the wall and

"coritemple.ted their behavior" until sleepy enough to welcome bed. Sometimes,

after 10 p.m. , several of the older girls, a group of about .5, would chat with mem-

bers of the study team working late iri the living room... Often the principal or dorm

supervisor would drop in after hours to see if all was well or to chat with the night

attendant. The night attendants, when not checking -on the 'children would work on

....111e..=e,.6.1SZIEMM..=.=1MME.11
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records or the laundry. During afternoons , several aides were observed looking

through catalogs and chatting in Navaho. The recreation director was working with

theiii. The dorni supervisor exPlained that this was planning time for the various

activities of the nightly free flow programs; they were responsible for planning

the activities and ordering the supplies. However , he did not know how long this

planning time could be provided, because of pending BIA personnel cutbacks.

We would have to characterize the Chinle Boarding School as the most

thoroughly routinized dormitory school in our study. We saw numerous activities

which, if considered in isolation, at least, might dismay many observers. The

children were lined up and escorted to the dining hall in the morning in groups of

thirty or forty at intervals of five minutes or so. While one group was proceeding

through the "chow line,' the next group was in the parking lot, being put through

calisthenics by a dorm aide, and a third group was on its way. The kitchen and

dining hall were run with precision and a no-nonsense attitude. The children picked

up their food, moved to tables graduated in size, were seated in boy-girl-boy-girl

fashion, ate their meals with little conversation, scooped the residue off their

plates, deposited their utensils in the indicated slots, and returned to the dormi-

tory. As each group left , the tables were wiped off in.preparation for the next

group.

In the dormitories, seemingly endless hours were spent in cleaning-up

activities. Part of this emphasis was warranted by the ubiquitous red mud that

tracked in, but much of it was apparently devised to keep the children busy, in the

absence of any sizeable recreational area. and an adequate staff to plan activities.

Months later, our predominant memory of the Chinle dormitories is an

activity we dubbed "the Chinle Crawl." Children were given strips of old blanket

about foot wide, which they rolled together tightly, producing a wide wad about

four inches thick. They then polishedthe floor of the dormitory, using the wad

of blanket and an amazing variety of techniques. They would kneel, rub the floor

-.with. the. wad, and gradually work along the lengthof the wing. They Would arch

their backs, put much of their weight, through stiffened arms, onto the wads, and

push rapidly ahead with their legs, racing each other from end to end of the wings,
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laughing gleefully. They would Imeel on the wad and shuffle about, seeming, in-

credibly, to enjoy the humor of the position. As other activities, they were

repetitiOnsIy 'moving furniture, raoppingehind it, replacing it, dusting the tops.

of lockers, washing bed rails, and once again doing the Chinle Crawl, the human

substitution for Rough Rock's motorized floor polishers.

ON Major difference between Chinle and the other schools was that inter-

minable dorm cleaning seemed to take the' place of recreational activities that

require a gyamasium, auditorium, mufti-purpose room, or usable outdoor re-

creatie.lal area. Otherwise, pupilswere scheduled for similar activities, but

moved from place to place with greater regimentation. Since we had heard in ad-

vance that Chinle placed stress on routine., we may have expected to encounter

signs of pupil withdrawal and anxiety. Our most surprising impression at Chinle .

was that the pupils were not anxious, unhappy, and withdrawn. in comparison with
.

their compeers at Rough Rock and Rock Point. In chapter seven, we will present

evidence gathered more systematically on this point.

Disciplinary Methods

How were pupils inspired, motivated, persuaded, or compelled to conform

to the guidelines, routinized or not, that the three schools had established? At

Rough Rock, most personnel .believed that physical punishment of pupils was .of-

ficially forbidden, but beyond' this restriction not always observed) there seemed

to be no consistent approach to discipline. Since this is a sensitive issue, we will

quote verbatim thirteen of our first-hand observations:

(1) Because some of the girls left the movie without the permission
of the aide who accompanied them, the dorm head became quite angry.
They were all punished, all the older girls were punished by being sent
to bed early.

.. . . . .

(2) I thought the girls were rernarkably well behaved--almost 150
strong in the living room. There was some squirming amongthe little
ones, some little whispering among the older ones, but nothing disturbing.

. However, after the speeches, the dorm head scolded them for not being
quiet and not paying more careful attention. She then asked them.if they
wanted to go to bed early, and the answer was a loud emphatic "NO! l"

. . . .

(3) Seven of the little girls with whom I am quite friendly came in to
tape record. We have been doing this for about a week. . . . After dinner
. . . we would spend about an hour tape recording and playing back their
voices, . . just fooling around to get them used to the idea.of a mike. . .
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This was nothing new. . . One of the dorm aides, came by and asked them
to leave. . . One or two did, . . . but the rest stayed About five
minutes later one of the dorm mothers, . . . who lines the little ones up
in the .mornin and really shoves them around; came to the door: She
began shooing them out--scolding them in Navaho. . . Anyhow, the little
ones really scooted when she got after them. She pushed the last one out
and slammed the door. . Later afew of the braver ones dame back.
. . . The dorm head came in and sent the little to bed 0.t 6:45 (usual
bed time is 8). The older ones were sent to theirfrooms.

. . .(4) (Weekend, .amall group of girls enjoying cake and punchordered by.
dorm head as treat, not in celebration of one of the girl's birthday.)
However, theAnglo visitor had believed Cecelia when she said that this
was her birthday party, and had given her a present. . . . Five girls and
the dorm head were lying on the floor watching TV, and Cecelia and several
of the other girls were at the back of the rumpus room joking and laughing
about the joke they had played (on the visitor). . Several times the dorm
head shouted to the girls at the back of the room to be quiet. . . . Then
about 9:30 p. m. , when they got somewhat noisy again, she sent Cecelia to
bed, no one else, although several other girls were making as much, if
not more noise than Cecelia. Unhappily, the birthday girl went to bed
while the others were allowed to stay up until 10:30.

(5) (Interview with dorm-school coordinator). She suggested. . . that
some form of equitable duty schedule and punishment duty schedule could
be devibed for the boys' dorm. . . . Something had to be done about . . .
the canteen. Notices were put in the dorms that if behavior at the canteen
did not improve, it would be closed. The notices were ignored, behavior
was the same. So closed the canteen for about a week and a
half. The students were surprised that this was done, for no one had ever
followed through on something like this before. When it opened, behavior
improved. and "the next time it gets bad, and close it again." . . .
"The problem is that the staff does not follow up, they don't set standards
for behavior of the children, and in the past, no one ever disciplined them
or made them take some responsibility. When someone tried, the kid
would run to the former director and he would, . . . well, let it go. . . ."

(6) (Conversations in boys' dorm)
Q. Why do more people speak English here than at the other schools?
A. "Here they want you to talk in English."
Q. Who?
A. "Paul, ". . . ffiead of boys' dorm7
Q. What happens if Paul hears you talk in Navaho? .

A. "You're put on a list, if some where the rodeo, football team, .basket-
ball, you can't go."

Q'. How many times do you have to be on the list before you can't go ?.
A. "I don't know."
Q. Has anyone been stopped from going?
A. "No, that is what they say."

.

Q. What happens if Paul catches you speaking Navaho?
A. "He'll get mad at you and makes you work."
Q. Do you have any runaways here?
A. "Sometimes."
Q. What happens when you run away froth here?
A.' "They make you sweep."

(7) (Conversation with Phase II Anglo teacher who speaks Navaho)
mentioned to me that.one or more parents have been upset, one

rotriTiOrnt of pulling her child out of school, because the head of the girls'
dorm had sworn at tie child, and had used a word that is reserved only

.
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for female dogs. She felt that the dorm head did not have the right nor was
this proper conduct for someone in an educational institution.

(8) I came into the dormitory at ten minutes to seven and decided to
simply walk through the wings. As I moved into the small. boys' wing, I
noticed that the boys were lined up in two long lines, standing close together
at attention,. and that somebody was talking. As I moved closer, I realized
that they were being subjected to a long, loud lecture by a young dorm aide. .

Two of the boys, I then noticed, were standing on one leg with their forehead
against the wall. The lecture went on and on and on in English and in Navaho
with less and Jess. English and more and more Navaho as I remained. He
lectured them about folding their towels, turning' in theiv dirty underwear,
keeping their rooms clean. He threatened to take away their privileges if
they didn't. He threatened to stop having people conic in to clean their dorms
if they didn't cooperate more. He asked them if they wanted to lose the
privilege of going to basketball games and canteens and what not. He told
them the dorm parents were just like their own parents at home, that they
should respect them. I remained there until seven-thirty, at which time
the Dorm Aide stopped his lecture and moved away. I asked him what he
was doing, and he said that he was telling the boys that they should look
after their rooms and so on. I asked him if they had been giving him trouble,
and he said well, yes, they had been kind of running in the halls and writing
on the walls and milling around and so forth, and that this was to make them
behave better. I asked him where lie learned to do this, and he said that he
had worked in this dorm off and on for two years and that they had always
done this. Some person had told them it was a good idea to talk to the chil-
dren once in a while and explain to them what they should do. He volunteered
that Wednesday night, which was bath night, was the night on which they did
this. I said, "Do you do this every Wednesday night?" and he indicated that
he did. I asked him when he started tonight, and he said six-thirty. I ob-
served that he had carried this on for an hour, and he said yes, that wr.s so.
I found, to my surprise, after I talked with the young man, that the little
boys had not been released. As I walked by on the outside, I looked in and
discovered that they Were standing there and that someone new had taken
over the lecture--a dorm parent. I don't ImOw how long this may go on.
I'll check as I go to an interview in a few minutes, at eight o'clock. The
little boys were shifting from foot to foot, from foot to foot, from foot to
.foot. The two boys, who stood on one foot with their forehead against the
wall were released at seven-thirty and allowed to go back into the line. As
I looked in from outside, I saw various boys sneaking away from time to
time to rest on the bed. I saw Dorm Aides and Parents running to get them
and pushing them back into line and making them stand at attention.

(9) (Conversation with boys' dorm aide) The dorm aide said he paddled
a boy who was bigger than him because he tried to fight him. He thinks
any other dorm aide would have done the same.

(10) was watching some little girls playing inventively in
the. area of the swings. Suddenly they scattered like frightened quail. .

Looking for the reason, saw a dorm mother approaching...Look-
ing more closely, discovered that the dorm mother was holding
a hefty stick close to her side, partly hidden in the folds of her dress.

(11) Saw , janitor, hit a boy over the back of the head with
a fist today.

(12) There is a groat deal of running and jostling.. .The dorm parent
asks the -boys to stop, but he is mild mannered and they pay absolutely no
attention to him. The running is, if anything, intensifying.
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(13) In full view of the dorm parent; one child laiocked over the tooth
brush rack for the children in the entire wing. Tooth brushes fell by the
dozen onto the floor. Nothing was done. . . the.brushes were still on the

..ballway,floor.when Y, left.

We encountered a great many complaints concerning the lack of disciplinary

policy in interviews and in school documents. Fertinstance, in the school's monthly

report for October, 1968, the dormitory-parent coordinator stated:
. .

On the red side of the ledger, we. still have the problem of keeping Dorm
Parents from herding their group with a stick or a rope. This kind of con-
trol 14-.1.ay bring immediate results, but it also brings criticism which I do
not think our school would like from a visitor-observer. This again points
out my former recommendation that in choosing Dorm Parents there should
be consideration given for people with concern for children and ability to
control large groups in much the same age level and the same sex. This
is a lot different from handling children ina.family situation.

At Rock Point, where the Engelman-Bereiter "Marine-Corps" approach to

instruction was mentioned by virtually every adult we interviewed, twe basic concepts

were both verbalized by staff members and examplified repeatedly in their behavior:

First, pupil behavior that violated clear guidelines should be countered with prompt,

decisive action. Sedond, pupils should be held responsible more 'and more for the
.

ends of their behavior but should be required more and more to choose for themselves

how to achieve acceptableends. Policies relating to movement around the compound

were a case in point.. Several personnel.atRock Point described efforts that had

been made, at several points, to transfer to pupils responsibility for getting to meals,

classes, and other activities. 'Guidelines were established. Pupils were not to run

on the sidewalks or push each other. They would lose privileges if they misbehaved

en route or failed to arrive on time, but the principal would not , lie insisted, have

them.lined up and escorted here and there. As we mentioned earlier, the school

seemed to have succeeded, at least in this specific area. When members of the

study.team violated the guidelines by running on the sidewalks or taking shortcuts

across piles of snow, childish voices would shout, with evident humor, "Don't run

OT you'..11 hurt somebody:" "Stay on the walk:" .

Key personnel. at Rock Point expressed disappointment concerning efforts

to develop internalized discipline in ether areas,, reporting that, in a isconcerting

number of incidents, children'would explain misbehavior by merely observing,

"Nobody was looking." Anthropologists describe Navaho culture as a shame culture.
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To justify misbehavior by a "No one saw me" is consistent with such a culture, but

. the attitude at Rock.Point was that the children knew, for the most part, how to be-

have as Navahos. The school must show them how to fit acceptably into the Anglo

world as well.

At Chin le Boarding, a Skinnerian "Behavioral Modification Program" had

recently been introduced into the dormitories (and one "problem" classrooxii)--in an

effort, according to key administrators, to reward pupils for desirable behavior

rather than to punish them for undesirable behavior. Many Chin le personnel reported

that the emotional tone of the dormitories had improved since "Behavior Mod" was

started and that pupils were better behaved. Pupils were giVen a stated number of

points for adequate bed-making, cubicle cleaning, and duty detail execution; for

proper behavior in the dining room, for speaking English in the dormitory, for

brushing their teeth, washing their faces, polishing their shoes, and grooming them-

selves neatly in other particulars; for washing socks at night; and for returning on

time from visits to their homes. These points could be "cashed in" for such privileges

as watching television, having parties, getting treats from the candy machine, going

to the student store, going to the trading post, playing games, attending movies,

and going on hikes and special trips. Each pupil's points 'were punched onto a card

Attached to the foot of his. bed. .The 'mechanistic nature of. this system of discipline.

was deplored by many people, particularly outsiders. We have serious reservations

ourselves in this regard. We must report, however, that we encountered.none of

the verbal and physical attacks in the Ghillie dorms that we saw occasionally in the

classroom buildings. As one instance, we observed a teacher in a hallway beating

a child around the head with a yardstick, simultaneously screaming at him, while

anabsistant principal watched impassively. MIA has a firm policy against. corporal

punishment.) Several teachers said occurnces of that type were not unusual at

Chink. The pupil washrooms were defaced in the classroom buildings,-, but not in

the dormitories. It was our impression that the pupils exhibited less anxiety and
.

hostility in the dormitories and dining hall.than 'in the classrooms.
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Organized Recreation

As we mentioned earlier, with the exception of the Indian Dance Club and
. .

A.Stronom:,r Club, 'there Were no organized recreational activities in the Rough Rock

dormitories. The girls seemed inibothered by the lack of recreational activities.;

but on numerous occasions in the boys!. dormitory.we noted "staring into space" and

apparently random, purposeless activity, devoid of any.evident enjoyment or enthu-

siasm. On'many occasions we observed bays milling around one end of the recreation

room for extended periods of time, tossing small balls toward the basketball hoop

Or listlessly jostling to and fro while four or five dorm aides and house parents

watched television at the other end of the room. We saw no evidence of 4-H .activities,

Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, or any other clubs sponsored by the dorms or their per-

sonnel. If the Rough Rock faculty members sponsored these activities, we were-

u.naware.of any meetings., .projects,, or programs during our stay.

..While we were at Rough Rock, the dorms undertook one joint activity over

the Armistice Day'weekend-..-a. pienic.to-Many Farms Lake for about thirty children

left in the dorms. Aside from.walks to the trading post on Saturday, booths at. a

school carnival, and an aborted hike to the top:of,the Mesa, the dormitory personnel

had no other recreational activities to offer: On the weekends, movies were shown

in the. school building by a member of the faculty, weekend and evening gym periods

were supervised by a faculty member,. and there was no evidence of dorm-sponsored

special interest clubs or activities. The. astronomy,club which met outdoors, and

the Indian Dance Club, 'which met in the girls' dorm,.did not include in their initia-

tion, planning:or:execution'any. dorm:Supervisors or aides.

After reading many reports.that the telling of 'Navaho tales in the dormi-

tories was a major feature .of life at..Rough Rock, we were surprised to discover

that this occurred only once, in. one. of the_ dormitories., solar as we could determine,

during more than two months while we were gathering data. When we. asked the ..

"dormitory-parent Coordinator , " .he explained that he.was responsible to see that

stories were told. in the dormitories, but, partly because he could not Speak Navaho

himself, he had been unable to persuade the dormitory parents to do so. His title

was a misnomer, he compLained, for he had never been able to function in that
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capacity. Nobody had\bwen him a job description, oral or -written, no one had asked

about his work, no one responded to his many suggestions for improvements in

the dormitory. In an effort to earn his pay, he had concentrated on two functions:

conducting the Indian Dance Club °nee each week and loOking after the school ccirral..

He felt guilty when he collected his paycheck and wished he had a job he could do.

He said his inquiries about the previous year produced information to the effect that

Navaho stories had been told once or twice.. The sessions had been compulsory,

All the children in a dormitory were gathered together for the same session, regard-

less of their age. Many children had been unable to hear; some who could hear said

they were bored; and the effort fizzled. We became somewhat skeptical concerning

the Navaho story-telling arrangements when we encountered in the school board

minutes a discussion concerning the need to find story-tellers immediately because

some senators were coming for a visit.

In the second questionnaire for instructional personnel, discussed in detail

in chapter 6, we asked, (in January, 1969), "Since September 1, 1968, have you had

personal knowledge of the scheduled telling of stories or fables anywhere on the

compound? If so, where has this occurred?" (see Table 4.2) Three Rough Rock

teachers and aides out of 24 (13' per cent) said story telling was occurring in the

dormitories, as compared with 29 per cent of instructional personnel at Rock Point.

In interviewing dormitory personnel we asked, "Why have there been no

t fy -te Iling sessions lately?" One explained that the girls had not shown an interest

in the stories last year. Other responses included the following:

Table 4.2 Responses of Instructional PersonrAel in January, 1969, to the Question:
"Since September 1, 1968, Have You Had Personal Knowledge of the Scheduled
Telling of Stories or Fables Anywhere on the Compound? . . . If so, Where Has
This Occurred?"

School

Chinle Boarding

Rough Rock

Rock Point

Per
Yes - In
Dormitories
at least in
Part

(N)

8.4.

12.5
(3)

29.4
5

Cent or7reaTEZT,Trig
Yes - No
Though
Not in
Dormitories

(N) (N)

25.0 66.7
(9) (24

25.0 62.5
)

(6) (15
11.8 58.8

)

(2) (10)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

100.0
(36)

100.0
(24)

100.0
(17)
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(1) Last week, Dillon asked me to make arrangements to have one
dorm parent tell stories. We haven't had story telling but once this year.
The girls like it, but there's no one to tell stories. We have two dorm
parents. who I hardly see talkin.g to .kids. T don't think they know what
they're suPpdeee, to dci.

(2) The story tellere 'ten Us,' "only if they're paid." Maybe they don't
offer any more money to the story tellers. Maybe that's why no. one tells
us now.

.(3) I tell the. Dorm Parents, I've asked the dorm parents to do such,
but the dorm parents won't talk. They look at each other, but won't talk.

The living rooms in both Rough Rock dormitories, somewhat cavernous,

but nevertheless the most homelike general: areas available, were out of bounds to

pupils most of the time. In response to inquiries in this regard, dormitory person-

nel explained that the pupils "messed thing up," and "'tore up the books," etc.

Both dorm heads and several aides said the liv.ing rooms Should be reserved for

. "visiting" and "visitors:"

The most encouraging dormitory activity program that we encountered was

at Rock Point--the "Free Flow" program that ran from 6:30 or 6:45 to 8:15 on

three or four evenings of the school week:. The basic idea behind the program was

that activities should be structured and well planned by adultS but the' decisions of

pupils should not. A suxprising number. of options were available. On an apparently

typical evening, we saw eight pupils: making colorful caterPillarsfrom egg crates,

thirty-eight working on copper plaques, seven playing checkers or watching, two

drawing lines from dot to dot in a coloring.book, two watching television, nineteen

playing dodge-ball or some similar game in the activity room, one sitting by her-

self, drawing carefully on a large sheet of paper, twelve, constructing fish out of

cardboard and drinking straws', one sitting near a craft group but reading a. bocik

eleven making feathered headbands out of construction paper, four.framing pictures

with construction paper 'and string, twleve .clecorating- paper bags with construction

paper, two painting at easels, and seven rns.king pot-holders. Nearly an activity

groups were supervised by adults. At 7:30, the school's TESL specialist came
.

to the dormitory to read a story. Her arrival was announced, and pupils who wished

to listen found their way, individually, to tlieappropriate room, None of the ac-
..

tivities was mandatory, and pupils could shift from one to another at any time.
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Pupils could participate if they chose, or could simply loaf, talk, or go to bed. In

addition to regular dormitory personnel, the program was staffed to some extent by

"moonligliters," paid under the school's 'USOE grant:

There was a firm understanding at Rock Point, furthermore, that every

teacher would assume responsibility for some extra-curricular activity for pupils.

So, far.as.we could determine ,..all teachers .complied. A trophy case in thedorm at .

Rock Point displayed a series of awards for 4-H activities , and we accompained the

Girl Scout Troop and faculty sponsors to a Chinle Little Theater performance at Many

Farms during our study.

The dorm aides. and supervisors at Chinle Boarding School sponsored 4-H

programs, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, and Brownies. The Girl Scout Troop at Chinle

and its advisors were presented an award by Parents Magazine in January, 1969,

for community service during the severe snow storm the previous winter. Other

clubs sponsored by the Ghinle dorms provided activities concerned with Indian dances,

square dancing, home economics, tracking, and arrow making. We observed or-

ganized wrestling, and crafts activities as well. The following passages from our

notes.are typical:
r 1

(. Tonight and I came through the boys' dorm farthest north.
. toys ware wre-aniiff on a mat in the living area with an Anglo man coaching

them. Quite a few boys gathered around7-group about 11-13 years old.
Boys wrestling fiercely, very tough. Never gave an indication of pain.

(2) For the last few nights, an aide , .older girls; and have
been busily sewing costumes for the Navaho Nativity program which has
been written, produced, and directed by the dorm aide staff. Children and
aides from boys' and girls' dorms will participate. We saw a rehearsal
of the program and.the only Anglo in sight was . at the piano.
It is an all Navaho production and I'm looking forward to seeing it. The
kids and the sides.seem to enjoy the costume construction. .

(3) Came through to a wing where a..very motherly Navaho woman sat
with about 10 boys around her. Two boys were- drawing--extremely well.
She was cutting out 'pictures to use in guidance classes on cleanliness, etc.
A record player was playing Western music. . . She said the aides have
Navaho legends and dances on tape, but the school has no tape recorder
op which to play them. She used to carry her own tape recorder but it
got to be 'too much. She complained that it no wonder the boys got
restless--no gym, etc. Showed-me a list -of 58 boys she was responsible
for single-handedly. She- said the aides could really do a good job if they
were not so inundated by numbers. Said she hated to herd the 'boys around
and shout at them rather than speaking softly, but had no choice with so
many.
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The Director of the older girls' dorm also directed the dorm choir ai(d, from

time to time, groups like the Abby Singers, and the Phoenix Symphony would present

pfogramt for the Children.. On 'weekends , movies were shown in one dorm while

parties were held in the other dorms. Parties for the older.children.featured records,

dancing, and refreshments, .Cor the younger ones, games and a treat. Children might

. spend some, of their accumulated points on either of the activities.

; There was much.free time on Saturday, and TV, games , and visiting were

popular.. On the long holiday weekends, special activities were planned, like picnics

and trips to the trading post. Dorm personnel seemed concerned about getting the

children home for holidays and made arrangements to transport those whose parents

could not call for them to a point where relative might pick them up and take them

home.

Adult-Child Relationships

There is no doubt that the staffing of the Rough Rock dorms was adequate to

support much more intensive adult-child relationships than were possible at Rock

Point and Chink. According to figures presented at a meeting of the Chinle. Guidance

CurricUlum Committee on December 10, 1968, of the 20,702 students iri the Navaho

area, 3,389 students were in boarding schools in the Chinle Agency. The BIA. re-

quire.s 24 hour coverage of its dormS.,, and based On'a formula.which compensates

for the five day, 40 hour week, and decreased night time covereage, the ratio of

aides to students for the Chinle Agency was 73.24 children to every aide. Using

their formula1, Chinle Boarding School, with about 825 stuclentS and 24 aides, had a

ratio of 50 children to every aide, Rock Point, with about 175 boarding students and

8 aides and the recreational director, had a ratio of 30 children to every aide. Rough

witha dorm population of about 2502 and 14 aides and 9 dorm parents, had a

ratio of 15 children to every adult functioning as a dorm aide.

'Figures on employee and student absenteeism were not available to us at
any of the schools; therefore, the ratios for the schools. do not reflect this variable.
It is our impresoion that employee absenteeism was greatest at Chinlo, and the working
ratio was probably closer to 60 to 1.

2This figure is based on attendance reports for November 8th and 21st, 1968,
from the dorms.
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The dorm heads, and the Guidance Director at Rock Point were in he dorms

all clay, and occasionally, .in the absence of the. night attendant, all night. The dorm
. . .

heads participated in the free flow program, and most of their time was spent with

the children. This was true of most of the supervisory persbnnel at Chinle , too.

During our stay at Rough Rock, there was no report from our observers of the direc-

tor of the, school visiting the dorms. We saw the clOrmitory director in the girls'

dorin twice, and according to the aides in the boys' dorm, he spent little time there,

rarely appearing before 10 a.m. and seldom coming in the evenings. The girls'

dorm head and aides seldom went into the wings just .to be with the children.

We must not leave the impression that children at RouglrRoek were not.

getting more attention from dorm personnel than in a typical DIA school. In the

girls' dormitory, aides spent a good deal of time helping the younger pupils with

hair -does and other grooming, and fie alder girls spent much time around the office ,

talking and passing the time with the. aides. These activities would be virtually im-

possible to provide at Chirkle. But in the boys' dorm, adult personnel were seldom

working pasually with the children. Even.the supervision of housekeeping chores

was often turned over to informal leaders among the boys. kgreat deal of staff

time was spent watching television while the boys fended for themselves. And in

neither dorm was there much warm contact between. children and dormitory parents.

The pupils seemed for the most part to ignore them; perhaps because they seemed

like extra aides; though with lower pay and little to do': Furthermore, they disap-

peared each eight weeks and were replaced by a new set of parents. The dorm

parents in the bOys' dorm seemed particularly unused. Our predominant memory

of them there is that they walked around anxiously, as if they felt they should be

doing something,. but didn't 'know what.

At Rock Point each child at least had opportunity, once each night, to en-

gage in some enjoyable activity with an adult, often in a very small group. We do

not know what was the psychological impact of the experience. We did feel that the

aideS at Rock Point were more relaxed and immediate in interaCting'with children

than were the aides or dormitory parents. at Rough Rock. The following instances

from our notes, for example, have no parallel in our Rough Rock observations:
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(1) . . . for the first time I noted one of the male dorm aides physically
touching his boys. It was the first expressive motion that I hal seen thus
far. The boys seemed to enjoy this and he, in return, appeared to lie en=

joying himself.

(2) Poor little Marie 'is crying. She fell on the steps. Mrs.
went to her, picked her up and caressed her.

(3) Little time when pupils not involved in something with the aides, so
rather difficult for me to strike up acquaintances.

We felt that dormitory people at Chin le were trying hard, but in the light of

the number of children for the size of the staff, it is difficult to see how most pupils

would have a chance to develop significant relationships with any adult at the school

to compensate for the deprivation of parental attention., Many of these children re-

turned home only once or twice during the entire school year.

Dormitory-Classroom Coordination ,r

As compared with Rock Point and Chink , Rough Rock apparently had the odds

in its favor in attempting to coordinate the activities of clormitorieSand Classrooms.

Teachers had a shorter, school day and consequently might be more willing to engage

in extra-curricular activities in the dormitories. Theie were plenty of dorm people

available to attend faculty meeting. Rough Rock had ample staff available to plan

liaisons between the two branches of the school. In fact;-'one former teacher received

a salary from the Dbmier Fotaidation as full-time dorniitory-schOol coordinator.

When we visited her office ,:we 'discovered she had no significant records; either from

the dormitories or from the classronts, concerning pupils in the school. Much like

the dormitory-parent coordinator, she reported that she had tried to do her appointed

job, had found it impossible, and was no longer pretending to be a coordinator. She

had been given ne job description, no guidance , no response to repeated requests for

information and help. Instead of "coordinating," as she war, paid to do, she was

.puttirigtOgether descriptions of pupils for an organization called Futures for Children

in an effort to obtain funds .for needy children at the school.

During the weeks we spent at Rough Rock, we saw one teacher in the dormitory

for the Indian Dance Club, four for the Astronomy Club, two who had come to register

night.complaints, and one who wanted to visit the little girls on a lonely Friday ngt.

In an effort to explore this important area further, we inserted some pertinent
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questions into interviews with dormitory personnel and questionnaires submitted to

teachers..
.. .

We asked dormitory personnel ,,for example, "What do you think goes on in

the classroom?" (Table 4.3) The percentage of "I don't know" responses was 31.5

at Rough Rock, as compared with 21.04 per cent at Chin le and 15.79 per cent at Rock

Point.. We then asked dormitory personnel;, "Have you visited any of the classrooms

and observed the teachers?" At Chin le, 71.40 per cent said "Yes," as compared with

35.70 at Rough. Rock and 25.00 per .cent at Rock Point (Table 4.4). In responding to

the question, "Have any of the teachers ever visited the dorms?" 100 per cent of

Rock Point respondents responded ,positivelyi as compared with 35:7 per tent at

Rough Rock and Chinle..' .(Table 4.5).
,

In our structurecl,interviews with teachers we asked the question: "Do you

feel you are adequately infOrmed about what happens to' your pupils in the dormitory?"

(The nature of these interviews is discusseci;:in detail in chapter 6.) Of those who were

- Table 4.3 Responses of Dormitory Aides tb Question: "What Goes on in the Class-
room?"

Response Category
Per Cent of Responses at

Rough Rock Rock Point Chinle Total

I don't know

Reading, Writing, Arithmetic

Discipline and Manner

. TESL or Navaho Language

Other Things (Art, Science,

(N) (N) (N)

31.6 15.8 . 21.0 22.8
(6) (3) (4) (13)

31.6 26.3 2.6.3
(6) (5) (15)

15.8 -0- 10.5
(3) (6)

15.8 21.1 15.8 , 17.5
(10)

15.8
(9)

(3) .(4) (3)

-0- 10.5 36.9
(2) (7)

'Nothing goes on

Total responses

15.8
(3)

100.0
(19)

5.3
(1)

.

100.0
(19)

-0-

100.0
(19)

7.1
(4)

100.0
(57)
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asked the above-indicated.question, four out of five Rock Point teachers indicated satis-

faction. At Rough Rock, twelve out of thirteen teachers offered negative comments, or

. indichted a. lack.of lmowledge.of the dorms. Since the issue 'is an important one, 'we

include their responses verbatim as recorded in our notes:

1. Oh no, not at all. We have the machinery, but it doesn't function.
The coordinator feels the teachers haven't been responsive. We feel she
should be more involved in what we are doing.

Table 4.4 Responses of Dormitory-Aides to Question: "Have You Visited the
Classrooms and Observed the Teachers?"

'Respise Category
Per Cent of Responses at

Rough Rock Rock Point. Chinle
(N)

Total
(N)

Yes 35.7 25.0 71.4 45.0
(5) (3) (10) (18)

No 50.0 58.4 14.3 40.0
(7) (7) (2) (16)

Before - Not this year 14.3 16.6 14.3 5.0
(2) (2) (2) (6)

Total Responses 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(14 12 14 40

. Table 4.5 Responses of Dormitory Aides to Question: "Have.Any of the. Teachers
ever Visited the Dorms?"

Response Category
Per Cent of Responses at

Rough Rock Rock Point Chin le
IN) .

Total
(N)

Yes 35.7 100.0 35.7 . 55.0
(5) (12) (5) (22)

No 64.3 -0- 64.3 45.0
(9) (9) (18)

Total Responses 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(14) (12) (14) (40)
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2. No, and some of is really my fault. I was asked to fill out a form
for three boys in my room for a scholarship for needy children and they
asked things about special problems, and I though, well, I really don't know.
Itve.only:been around them in the classroom situation, where I couldn't
really tell in the dorm how they seem in the dorm. /Are there times when
dorm people meet with classrooxn people?] No, and I would like to see that,
because there's supposed to be dormitory- school coordination, that's what
I was talking about before, and there just isn't that much, and they have a
very, very well-qualified person, I think, and she's really not being used as
she, could be. . . . She really has same good ideas, but they've never been
used: .

3. Thig is a Problem.. ; I knew generally from experience; What goes on
I am not generally informed.Most stuff never even gets to /dormitory services
'headTor even to [lead of girls' dorn7 I'wish we didn't have the dorm-- -
though we would put a hardship for some families. Use the money to give
community an economy;

4. No, I never hear anything about what happens to the kids when they
are in the dorm, unless I go and make specifically a point and ask. Like the
other day, the same two sisters that I was talking about before, one of them
was there and the other wasn't on Monday and I knew that they hadn't ppne
home, and I couldn't figure duCwhat was wrong. So, I asked one of them
whore her sister was. And she said, "Well, she's sick. And so I said
"Well," and let it go.. But at noon, she came with this fantastic story that
a helicopter had come and taken her sister to Albuquerque. And, I thought,
Oh'my .gosh, what's the matter with this kid? I thought, is she clyingor
something? I couldn't figure out what was wrong, so I went down to the of-

, lice and I asked the secretary what had happened with the little airl and she
knew nothing about it. So she called the dorm and was told, we took her to
Chinle to be checked.. But as far as I know her sister could have been telling
the truth. Afterwards, I talked to her sister and I said, How come you told
Me such a story?.. And she said, "Oh, I was just teading you." But you
know, we never hear at all.

5. No. Really, we do have a dorm school coordinator, but I don't really
know.

6. No. Hears a few things indirectly, through community people or
pupils.

7. No. At times I wonder where such' and such a person is and they
don't tell me, not even in the office. All I do is send my absentee report
in,. and no answer.

8. No. sent around a dittoed sheet. The questions were
too general. Word was out that we would have to go up there every night
and be tutors- -too vague. They all need help in every area.

, . .

9. No. Go up there to find'ont. H'aVing a.cbordinator doesn't do a thing.

.** 10. No, not quite. Don't even knowthe whole dorm. People frein'dorm
should be at our meetings, .

;

11. I don't have any dorm children.

12.. NO. MainlY,t is my jeb.to go up and see what happens there,
Haven't been up in two weeks: Not happy with dorm situation. Kids have
too much idle time to.sit and vegetate. Dorm people might pick up some
good ideas from BIA , if properly applied might be useful here. .
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13. Yeah, some of them. There doesn't seem to be a very good rapport
between the teachers and the dormitory. Probably its because it has some-
thing to do with the teachers, probably we should be getting, up tc' the dorm
a lot more. I taught in the dorm last year. Very unsuccessful. There wasn't
any kind of cooperation between the school and the dormitory.

. ,

shoad be noted that many staff members at Rough Rock indicated that the

girl& dormitory was much better last year, both in this respect and in numerous

other particulars, though the boys' dormitory was reportedly much worse. During

1967-68, the, girls' dormitory was in charge of a VISTA who, it is said, wasuniver-

',sally admired at Rough Rock. It is widely reported that her .rapport with the children

was 'remarkable. She Sponsored open houses in the dormitory for faculty members.

As we noted earlier, Rock Point brought teachers into the dorm by involving

them in club. sponsorship, story telling, etc. Chinle established7a..Visitation schedule

to ensure that dorm aides would observe the children in the classrooms , and 71.40

per cent Of the aides reported doing so in the first three months of 1968-69 (Table

4.4). ,:dowever, BIA schools do not permit teachers to. eat with students in the

,dining hall, and the Chinle faculty was seen in the .;oms only on formal occasions

. .and for. special affairs atChinle. (Scout investitures, holiday teas, rehearsals

for,programs, etc.).. Further, the long school day, 8 to 5, might discourage

teachers and administrators from assuming any extra duties (though it apparently

did not at Rock Point.)

.Quality of Child Care

In considering the quality of child care in the three dormitory schools, we

are concerned primarily with.provisiOns for the health and safety of pupils, but we

will also consider whether the dormitories were facilitating effective instruction
.:.

bY helping ensure that pupils attended classes regularly and promptly.

Since the food served in all three dormitory schools was supplied by the

Bureau, of Indian Affairs in terms of a menu devised by a: BIA nutritionist, we can-

not compare the schools on this dimension. It was the uniform impression of the

members of our team that meals in all three schools Were surprisingly ample and

well balanced, though inonotonous. We concur with the opinion of several kitchen

porsOnnel'interviewed7-that much More variety could be introduced without mater-

ially increasing the costs.
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After inspecting the, kitchens and dining rooms in the three schools on numerous

occasions, we have no hesitation in stating that the standard of cleanliness was

Markedly higher .in-Rock.Point- and Chink) than it wag at Rough Rock. .In contrast

to Rock Point and Chin le , dining tables at Rough R:lck ware rarely wiped when one

group left and another was about to be seated, and they often became littered with

bits of food and wet with spilled milk. As other contrasts , we noted repeatedly, as

did some of the school's kitchen personnel, that children serving food at Rough Rock

wpre no caps, hair nets, or aprons ,. handled food with their fingers, and did not

properly cover trays being sent out to sick pupils. We recorded many incidents of

unhygenie conditions at tables.;and several more of untidy conditions on the floors

and in the kitchen generally. The tables. at Rough Rock were not graduated in size,

and it appeared to az that numerous children were uncomfortable , as a result,
.

during meals. We doubted, furthermore, that having to.stand and wait repeatedly,

sometimes,for 30 minutes or more,,J0 pass through the "chow line".was conducive

to digestion. It puzzled us that when word was sent to administrators from time to

time that an intolerably long line had formed,. someone, would often appear to help

serve food, but no steps would be taken.to stagger. the arrival time of-pupils or

large groups of visitors.

The emotional tone of:the Ilough Rock dining ball, as we perceived it, often

verged on the hectic. .The chide dinirig hall was .efficierit, and per-

haps mechanical, but certainly predictable. One moved in quickly, received his

food, quickly, was seated at a clean place according to a regular pattern, ate

quickly, deposited his utensils .quickly, and left quickly. We saw one ,perennially

gruff food-server at Rock Point, where adults alone served fobd, but.in grneral we
. .

were impressed with the relaxed spirit. of the dining hall. With the one exception

mentioned, people in the serving line:were more affable and solicitous toward

children than in the othPr two schools. .

Unlike Chinle and Rock Point,, no regular provision was made for 'children

..! to obtain or purchase food between meals in the Rough Rock dornri3. Students were

not permitted to keep food in their cubicles, but occasionally some of the aides and

older children made pop corn, cupcakes, or other treats which they sold to other
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students. The student canteen operated by the dorm-parent coordinator and members

of the student council was housed in a small metal building near the dining hall. It

was open week nights from about 6:30 to 7:30, and therefore not availalile'to day

students. It stocked candy, pop, some tOiletries , and school supplies. Aides es -

corted small groups of students from the dorms to the canteen. Several of our

Observers noted that rnanrof the children seemed to have rather large sums ($1.00

or more),; which they nightly spent on candy and pop. These had to be consumed or

shared before bedtime, or they would be confiscated by the aides. The uncontrolled

consumption of candy, the litter it prOduced, 'and the rude behavior of some of the

boys was a source of concern to the school nurse and dorm-school coordinator:.

The.food service staff complained that children would not eat at dinner on the eve-

nings when the canteen was to be opened, for they knew they could stuff themselves

on candy later. ....

r: :-,At all three schools, there were regular Programs of bathing. All pupils

were to bathe twiceeaCh week and be inspected visually by'aides for evidence of

body or .other physical malfunctions. There was some laxity fry the boys'

dormitory at RoUgh Rock in this regard. Bathing was.sldpped at tithes for some

groups of boys, and as we noted earlier, :many boys, did not remove their clothing

i%-eVen to go to bed. Not surprisingly, we encountered complaints in interviewing

Ilough Rock parents that boys were coming home with'sores that had not been de-

tected and treated.

Another regular feature of all three" schools was the delouSing process ,

generally staged 'at the beginnhig of each week when pupils returned from their

homes. (Depending on the frequency with which blanket's and sheepskins are

cleaned and aired., Navaho hagans tend to be troubled by lice in various degrees.)

At about 3:00 p.-m. on Sundays at Rough Rock, a table in each dormitory laundry

room was covered with sheets of White paper, and. carbolic carbonate, tincture

oof 'green soap, fine combs, and small containers' of kerosene were brought out.
.

As the Children checked in, they were sent to the showers, inspected, and given

'Whatever treatment in the- laundry room was deemed necessary: The boys were

given closely cropped haircuts, and from time to time one would be seen wearing
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a paper cap and smelling of car7oL,lic.

We observed similar head-treating ceremonies at Rock Point. At Chin le, we

often noticed children who. showed signs of the medication, 7-)ut it was' apparently

applied in private. As Anglosi:We thOught the private treatment would save the

pupils embarrassment, but we are not at alrSure that Navaho children felt this way,.

Toall appearances, their attitude toward delousing was matter-of-fact
. .

. .In allthree schools , despite some minor laxity in the Rough Rock boys' dor-

mitory; the dormitory children 1631ced clean, well nourished, and comfortably

clothed. The Rough Rock dormitory children lOoked definitely more well4o-do than

their peers in the other schools, and the girls at Rough Rock liad a distinct tendency

toward dressing "mod. ". The day'pupils who did not live on the Rough Rock compound

appeared untidy and neglected in comParisOn. (The lack of plumbing and electricity

and the shortage of water in the corninunity mast be Icept in mind in this connection.)

Chinle, with Only dormitory pupilshad no problem in this regard. 'When Rock

Point first began its bus lines , reportedly, it was 'naked' that 'dormitory pupils`

. wereeasing day pupils about their shabby clothing and ungroomed appearance.

Meetings with parents were held to consider the problem. If was decided to run

the busses earlier in the mornings, to give day pupils showers in the dormitories

. twice a week; and to -change the clOthing of the day' phpils 'twice 'a day. The day

pupils came to school in their "hoMe" clothing,- Changed.intOtheir "echool" clothing

(which was laundered and repaired at the school)'for the day, and shifted back to

their -"home" clothing at night We detected no visible. differences between dor-

. mitory'and day pupils at Rock Point.-

Illness and injury aviay from horn° have Special meanings for the Navaho

child, especially for the younger and more traditional. To be a suggests' that one

. may haVe been "witched;" or may haVe done something wrong. TO be ill in a BIA

dorm far. away from home often means that the advice and attention of older rela-

tives, and the' ceremonies of local medicine men are not available.

In our opinion the quality of care provided to sick children at Rough Rock
. .

wasdistressing. COnditions of sanitation were often deplorable in this regard.

Procedures for giving medications, monitoring vital functions, and dealing with
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emergencies were at best haphazard and at times alarming.

Children who are ill often vomit and do other unpleasant things that call for

an immediate clean -up. We observed on several occasions that aides would over-
:

. .
.

look these conditions from morningto.e.venina; then the night aide would come in

on her own and clean the rooms. During the first few weeks of November there

was a rash of flu, colds, sore throats, and measles at Rough Rock. All four isola-

tioroonis'inthe girls' 'dorm.were occupied,, often with extra bunk:beds in place

to accommodate all the sick children.. We notices that dorm parents and day-time

aides avoided these little girls almost completely. (This behavior is understandable

from one standpoint, because of the frightening connotations of ;iclmess in Navaho

culture.) On numerous occasions, older girls were assigned the task of tending

the isolation rooms, and they always had the responsibility (.ff bringing bod from

the dining hall. The food trays for sick children were haphazardly covered. with

per towels, which often blew away during the windy walk between buildings.

.When the bedridden children finished eating, the dirty dishes and trays were often

left in the rumpus room kitchen for several days until the next occasion on which

he kitchen .was cleaned.

.;;::, The Public Health Service nurse, who was stationed f ull-tiine at the Rough

Rock clinic, visited the sick children each clay. during the week, but was generally

unavailable on evenings and weekends. So far as we could. determine, daytime

dormitory, aides made little systematic effort to follow orders relating to such

duties as temperature-taking and medication-giving. The night aide and assistant

dorm head were apparently more attentive and conscientious. We found it hard to

believe that Medications were proPerly administered in the light of the regularity

with which small children,ran fevers of ,more than104°, and sometimes as high

as 106°. As a partial explanation, we learned that one aide in the boys' dormitory

was incapable, because he had no schooling at all, of reading thermometers or of

discovering from the records what medications, in what amounts, should be given

. .

to whom. . i:f) jf!.; j":"

As evidence that health care at Rough Rock may need imprOvement, we

offer the, following sample incidents, as described in our notes:
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(1). (dorm aide) was quite upset because the night attendant,
not the regular one , but a replacement, was almost half an hour late. and

had to give the night attendant instructions aly..mt two of the girls
in the, isolation ward that were quite ill and running high fevers, 104° or
more S he said: : . *Dr. told us there' was a bad case of strep
throat .going -about, and the moment anyone had a sore throat they should
report to the Chinle.clinic immediately.

(2) 9:00 p.m.: Dorm aide knocked at the office door, . . .
chatted about the niglit'aide Eeing late, and then said that they had a number
of sick girls- -down with Asian. Flu or some with .meales. I left the office
and was my way back to my cubicle about 10 p.m. when . , who
was in the office in the older girls' Side , called to me and said that one girl,
Linda was running a fever of 106 1/2°. I didn't believe it, so she
took me into isolation room, and I took the child's temperature. It was
106 1/2°. The child was breathing with great difficulty. Her pulse was
rapid and uneven.

I asked . if she had called the.dorm head, and she said that she
couldn't wake the dorm head. I suggested that she try, and said
that she had been given orders not to bother the dorm head under any cir-
clinstances. I then suggested that she try to get someone in authority, or
the nurse. She indicated that no one answered, no one was home , etc. In .

the meantime , we ran some water in the tub and wanted to put. the child into
the lukewarm water to reduce. the fever and prevent convulsions. By this
time, B (dorm aide) and C ' (dorm aide) had come on duty.
`B said that none of us were to do anything. When I said that a
fever this high could do brain damage, she .said that this was not true.

.

B was sent to get the boy who had driven us to the Clinic.at Chinle, and
also to see if the .the . - or-the (all
administrators) were home. iVhenB .left, with fhe assistance of
C and D. we put Linda. into the'tub of water and sponged
lieTTraTci.rTher temperature about every five minutes. After about 15 min-
utes the fever had gone down to 104° and we.were able to get Linda to take
some aspirin and almost half a glass of some concentrated orange juice I
had. B . came back with E , had a station wagon and was
prepared to drive the child to Chin777Taiggested that one.of the aides ac-
company him and tend to the child, but none of them was willing to go.
D said she would go. We wrapped the child in blankets and drove
to Chinle . . . directly to Dr. Is house . . . The doctor said'our
treatment had been correct, airdlaVe-LiffIc.a a shot of penicillb and some
pheno-barbital to prevent convulsions. . . The administration of aspirin was
to continue, and force feeding of liquids, alcohol sponges were recommended
that evening. Dr. . questioned as to whether Linda had been given
aspirin. as prescribed and said that next time any child's fever gets. over 104°
they be put in a tub of water, and then be brought to the cliiiid immediately.
Got back to Rough Rock about .1:15 a. in. , put the child to bed, and said good
night. . .. . . .. ,

. . . . . .. . .

(3) I stayed in the dorm office for about an hour from 1 to 2 p. in. to
ty some notes. Mr. (administrator) came in with Mrs.

, who is the Navaho Dorm Supervisor at , visiting
Rough Rock to get some ideas about how to manage her dorm. They scouted
through the living room, both offices, rang the bells in the quarters of

and ,. but could find no dorm aide or member of the
staff. 1V1r. . .--.71-31-15t wish to go wandering through the Girls' Dorm,.

- so he asked me to take Mrs. through the wings. . . During the
half hour or so we roamed through the dorm after Mr. left, the
only people we saw were the sick children who were in the isolation rooms
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. . . Surmised that all aides , parents and supervisors went of to some
meeting, . leaving a complete stranger (me) in the Office. . . It'S really
rather:frightening to think of the possible consequences of.a fire with those .

sick kids and the administration building as far. Away as is. .

:
(4) . , night attendant, told me that she' he.d.beedlooking for

me Friday. . . !"asked her why she wanted-me; and she sOd that another
little girl, Dorothy had had a fever of over 106-. She couldn't
wake dorm head. . "Then I went to call. you; but grey said you was in Al-
buqueiqUe. . . so I called (dorm aide) and we tried to get
Mr. , but he wasn't home, not the 'either , . . .
nobody was home." She said that she put the child in a tub as she had seen
us do and. he Iped her. They gave the child aspirin and things
to drink. u-ria was able to get , who was able to
locate the dorm supervisor. -Mr. and Mrs. came over, and
according to . Mrs. was "real scared" and almost cried.
They called the doctor in Chinle who told them to do just what had
been doing and to send down for some .medicine.

(5) Back at the dorm, , older student, opened the medicine
cabinet and gave me his aye drops. I place them in his eyes according to
directions. _Dorm aides are supposed to this, but leave it up to older

. boys to do themselves.

.(6) A boy came in with his father The father mentioned something to
(dorm aide). The boy hau stepped on a. hail at home . His shoe

was muddy. and his foot was bloody. / suggested that he be. (sent. for a tetanus
shot. I was reminded that he would have to be driven to Chinle and that
there was no one to drive him there. He was instructed to wash his foot and
soak it in hot water. I met him hobbling through the hallway about ten min-

. utes later. He was barefoot 'and. his foot was dirty. I told him to rewash it
and keep it clean. . would Put an antiseptic on it and cover it with
a band aid. She sairifie'.d Watch him. and check with him. in the morning.

In the light of these conditions, .we are not-surprised that several Navaho

parents .at RoughRock complained,. When .interviewed, about the lack Of attention

given to sick children inthe dormitories. Ironically, several parents said the school

should inform them right away when their children were sick's° they (the parents).

could take the Children to the clinic for treatment.

We should emphasize that we were not exposed to dermitoWPie at Rock Point
. . . .,.

and Chiple for as lengthy a period as at Rough Rock, but we saw nothing in those
:;

schools to suggest similarly lax procedures for treating illness. must be acknow-

ledged, moreover, that Rock Point and Chinle enjoyed some spe alai advantages over.

RoUgh Rock. Chinle, like Rough Rock, had a lull-time nurse.; but in addition, the

largest Public lfealth Service Clinic in. the area was located just, across the street,

and a P118 doctor in Chinle was on call for emergencies at all times. The nurse at

Chinie reported that dormitory aides were 'methodical in following the orders she

and the doctors left cz.ncerning pupils. At the Rock Point school, no PHS nurse was
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available , but the wife of one of the teachers, a Registered Nurse herseli, gave

health' instruction inthe tlormitcrry and was available for emergencies. The dormitory
. .

head, who had been in the .Army Medical Corps, took evident interest in maintain:ng

a high level of health care. The isolation rooms at Rock Point were alWays spotless

;when we .inspected them...For one morning each week, PHS sent a clOctOr and nurse

from;Chinle to sPt up. a clinic in the dormitOry, exclusively for the children. (On

the:afternpon of the.saine day, a Clinic was maintained in the small Lutheran mission

hospital for acluita.:in the.commuriity.) In emergencieg, the school often rushed pupils

to the Lutheran mission hospital about half a anile away.

'17p secure further information in this regard, we included 23 questions on

the school's health program in a questionnaire -tó which virtually all teachers in

the three boarding schools and one day school in our studiresponcle4.1 As we

write this report, we have a:yet been unable to examine the uniclimensionality and

amiability of the 23 items; -so the results in Table 4:6 are only'as valid as the as-

sumption that the !terns measure, in the main, a single, unidimensional phenomenon.

We must emphasize, further; that the responses represent the opinions and percep-

tions of teachers, not necessarily the characteristics of the health programs

themselves.. Within these limitations , the figures are not flattering tRough Rock.
1'

Table 4.6 Over-all Teacher Ratings of School Health Program,

Per Cent o Teachings Rating
Low or Poor High or Good

.School; (1.15:to. 2.07) (2.08 to 3.00) . Total
. - (N) (N) _in__

'Chinle Boarding 16.6. 83.3 100.0
(5) (25) (30)

Chinle gublic :. 15...8 - ....S4..2 100.0
(3) 16) (19)

Rough Rock 52.0 48.0 100.0
(13) (12) (25)

Rock Point 28,6. 71.4. 100.0
(4) (10) (14)

:
.

1The' questitins are listed. in APPenlix B. The response categories ,(good,
fair , poor) were allotted values of 3, 2, and 1, respectively, and mean scores were
calculated for each school, Means from 1,00 to 2.07 were regarded as "low" and
means from 2.08 to 3.00 as "high."
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As compared with 83.3. per cent of Chin le Boarding School teachers, V4.2 per cent

. . of Chin le Public School teachers, and 71.4 per cent of Rock Point teachers, only
. .

48; (per dent of nougli Rock teaohers give their school's healthPrOgrani a high

In response to the item, "The emotional climate of the dormitor,7 promotes

learning and good emotional health,". 26.7 per cent of Rough Rock teachers rated

their school as "poor ,"in comparison with 7.7 per cent at Rock Point and 5 per

cent at Chinle (Table 4.7). No Rough Rock teachers chose the rating "good ."

Another matter of pupil well being involves the runaways that occur in vir-

tually all schools serving American Indians. Numerous AW.OLs occurred at Rough

Rock while we were gathering data. In examining recent records in the boys'

dormitory, we remarked to a Navaho clerk nearby that "there have been an unusual

number of runaways lately, haven't there?" He denied that this was so, stating

that runaways had been just as frequent in the past, but "they don't show in the.

records." The records kept by dormitory personnel on such matters were haphazard,

as our later investigations revealed, and were destroyed every few weeks.

It came to light, in this connection, that "School-Community Coordinator"

(basically, a truant officer) had complained frequently of embarrassment because

of the school's record-keeping and communication. On numerous occasions when

Table 4.7 Teacher Ratings on Item: "The Emotional Climate of the Dormitory
Promotes Learning and Good Emotional Health."

. School

Per Cent of Teacher Saying
. .

Good Fair
, 1

(N) (N)

Total
Poor Usable

Responses
(N) (N)

Chinle BOarding 70.0 25.0 5.0 100.0
14 ) ) (5) (1) (20)

Rough Rock 0.0 73.3 26.7 100.0
(0) (11) (4) . (15)

Rock Point 38.5 53.9 7.7 100.0
7(5) (7) (1) (13)
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he had visited homes to discover why pupils were absent, parents reported obtaining

. permission from the:schoottp!loep their yOungsters at.home for various reasons.

.. Invariably, when he checked on these reports., he discovered they were true, but

. that nobody had bothered to make the necessary records. One of Our observers re-

ported that a mother had gone to the boys' dorm to sip her child out one weekend in

November. After first offering her another, child, the doirM aide *then insistedthat

her child had been checked out on Friday. The mother caine over to the school

office and complained to a memberof the staff, who instructed the aide to search

for the boy. He was foundin thegym and turned over to his mother. More seriously,

several runaways on weekends went undetected or unreported for severaldays.

When theschool-community coordinator would finally learn of a runaway, he would

rush out to the child's home ;-often many miles "distant, to see lite- was there, and

would Le berated angrily by parents, who now wondered whether their son or daughter

was frozen to death on some hillside... Aides hi both Rough Rock dorms, when inter-

viewed, said that a, more accurate' checkout.procedure was necessary for the older

children, who would often sign themselves out and then. remain in the school area

for several hours.. They reported that others did leave; but not for home.. Younger

children were not permitted.teo leave until a parent came into the dorm to check

them out. It was our impression at Chinle and Rock Point that panic andimmediate

.action:occured when pupils went AWOL. Records at Chinle indicated that, though

attendam.e was not as good as TiockPoint, the: Boys' Guidance Counselor and his

staff had been able to reduce runaways almost 200%. in the last two years Con-

tinued redUctiOn depended upon sufficient help, the time and transportation to see

parents, and the means to return boys to the school. AtRock Point, the dormitory

head and several adults seemed One- day suddenly to ba dashing about.anxiousiy.' We

learned later that a child.was AWOL.. He was found and brought back to the school

Within an hour of his departure.

The final. aspect. of child-care considered here is the role of the dormitory ,

in helping ensure that pupils attend classes promptly and .regularly se the central

purpose.,of the school may. be achieved. The 1968 student handbook at Rough Rock

stated that students:were due back by 7:00 p.m: Sunday after a weekend home. If''.
lang11=.11.
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they abused this privilege, they were not to be permitted to go home the next weekend.

This policy was not enforced by the dorm personnel, and in fact, some teachers and
. .

'other staff members planned Unofficially for a three-day week. Parentswere per-

. mitted to check children out at any time , and there were rarely more than 50 chikiren

left in the dorms by 3:00 p. in. on Friday. At Rock Point; children were not permitted

to leave' until 3:30 on Friday.or the day before a holiday. In the dorm living room,

parents were matchedto children, and the aides signed diem out and told the parents

.when the child was to return. Like Rough Rock, there were few children in the Rock

.Point dorms on weekends, but unlike Rough Rock, those who did not return on time

were restricted in their visits home, and parents were reminded of their responsi-

bilities in this regard. Few.children lived close enough to go home on weekends at

Chinle.' When children.did go home, parents had to call for them at the dorm office,

where they were told when the child was to return.

It, was not'until November that we observed absence reports from the Rough

Rock dorms beingegularly sent to the school office for teachers to check. Pre-

viously, teachers had no way of knowing whether children.were home, 'ill, or

"cutting:" Though students were escorted to the classrooMbuiiding by the aides,

the departmentalized program for Phase II students offered opportunities for the

older students to "cut" clue bygoing to the gym, returning unnoticed to.their dorm

.bubicie, and hiding near the canteen, back of .the unfinished science building or. in

numerous other convenient spots. Several Phase II teachers went on daily hunting

expeditions to round up-stray students. Generally speaking, attendance seemed to

be best at Rock*Pc.,.i.rtt:'. The dorni sent a list of students who would be absent from

school. and why to the office each morning: and the office informed the teachers.

:Elaborate records on absences fron school, reasons, visits home, and behavior

problems were maintained by the dorm staff. Children moved from the dorm to

. classes independently and tcachez,..3 evidencod4 immediate concern for any absent

student. At Chinle, each Morning each dorm fUrnished lists to sclval administrators
,

of students who were to be absent.froni school and 'why. Tardiness or unexcused

absence from class, we were told by the Bays' Guidance Head, could result in a

student's losing points if renorted to the dorm head by the teacher.
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Dormitory: Personnel.

The following tables summarize the backgrounds of the dorm staff sample
. .

interviewed at each school.

Table.4. 8 Responses to Dorm Aide Interviewsa

Rough Rock
(All Navaho)

Rock Point
(10 Navaho

1 Anglo)

Chinle BIA
(11 Navaho

1 Apabhe
2 Anglo)

. . Live Live Live
Male Female Married Compound Community Dorm Total

10 10 6 4 4 14

1 12

12

aAt Rough Rock: Sample includes 1 male Navaho dorm head, 1 female Navaho
dorm head, 1 janitOr, 1 dorm mother.

At Rock Point: Sample includes 1 male Anglo dorm supervisor, 1 Navaho
janitor, 1 89-10 recreation leader, 1 female Anglo dorm head, 1 Navaho female dorm
head, 1 female kitchen worker.

At Chinle BIA: Saniple includes 1 Apache female dorm worker 2 Anglo dorm
heads, 1 male, 1 female, 2 Navaho dorm head (male, 1 female).

All Indian employees with education have attended boarding schools, BIA ,
or Mission at some time during their schooling.

Table 4.9 . Background Characteristics

Average ,Average
Age. .. :Education

Boarding Mode
BIA Schoola Like BIA Yr Average

Ex, - rience

'Rough Rock .

Rock Point

Chinle

31.6 average
26-35 mode
1 over 50

33..8 average
26-36 mode
2 over 50

6.2 yrs
(N=14)

9.5 yrs
(N=11)

37.6 average 10.9 yrs
26-36 mode (N=11)
2 over 50

12 yes
2 no
(N=.14) .!

9 yes
1 no-Mission

(N=10)

10 yes
1 no

11 yes
1?
(2.Mission)

9 yes 3-5 yrs
1 no-Mission
(N=10)

7 Yes 5-7 yrs
1 no
2?

3 yrs

aAnglo supervisors--G C not 'included--all have.at least bachelors' (Rough
Rock Navaho dorm heads , Rock Point Navaho and Anglo dorm heads , Chinle building
supervisors are included. Interviewed, but not included in the responses were:
Kitchen staff: at Rough Rock--1, at Rock Point--1, at Chinle--1. Supervisors:
at Rough Rock--1, at Rock point--1, at Chinle--2. .. .

11111111=11111111 usismialteisimUMINI
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While some predictions could be made concerning the impact of the dorm

..staffs! background on the formal organization of the dorms, these characteristics

tell little about the nature of the employee's feelings abouthis role in the organization,
. .

his willingness to cooperate. For this information we turn to the interviews conducted

with dorm personnel. The selection of the sample and the interview technique were

.described earlier in the chapter.. In 'analyzing the answers, the unit of enumeration

Was-the meaningful phrase' or set of phrases in any regponse.. The Se were combined

into more general categories for purposes of graphic presentation. When asked,

"Why did you take a job in the dorm?" we received the pattern of replies Summarized

in Table 4.10.

It would seem that the higher educational level, longer experience record and

location, perhaps, of the Chinle dorm sample gave them wider opportunities for

employment. Lack of training and the isolation of the community may account for

the tendency at Rough Rock to choose dorm work because it was the only job available

almost twice as often as the gp6ups at Chinle or Rock Point. Further, at all three

schools, more than 80 per cent of the sample who attended BIA boarding schools

indicated that they had liked the BIA schools.

Table 4.10 'WhY Did 'You Take a Job in the 'Dorm?

: ... . . --IraTir
Pereentag,e of responses at: Across

Response Category Rough Rock Rock Point Chinle Schools

Likes Children 33.3 36.8 43.8. 37.5
(7) (7)- (7) , (21)

No Other 'Job ,Training, 14.3 15.8 12.5 14.3
Finances (3) .. (3) (2) (8)

Only Job Available . 33.3 10.5 18.8 21.4
(7) (2) (3) (12)

Principal Requested

Other

Total Usable Replies
,

4.8
.

15.8
.

6.3
.

8.9
:(1) (3) (1) (5)

14.3 . 211.1 . 18.8 17.9
(3) (4) . (3)

.

(10)
.

100'. 0 100.0.' 100.0 100.0
,. (21) (19). : (16) (56)

100
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All were then asked what they did not like about the dorms in which they had

lived as pupils. At Rough Rock, six of eleven indicated that they liked everything

about it. The 'other five said they did not like the BIA dorms because of stealing,

physical discomforts, hard work, crowding, restrictions from activities', prefer-

ence for a community school, and unjust punishment. Seven of the ten at Rock Point

indicated that they liked everything about the BIA dorms, although four indicated

that they had no alternative, for home was too far away. The other three said they

did not like the dorms because of regimentation, stealing, and daily compulsory

church attendance. The Chinle sample of eleven aides who had attended boarding

schools produced seven who indicated that they liked everything about the dorms

they had attended, although three were forced to board because of distance from

home.. The other four said they did not like the BM dorms in which they had to live

as students because of inadequate physical facilities , harsh treatment by aides,

being away from home, routine procedures, severe physical punishment, restrictions

on movements and activities, and bullying by the bigger children in the dorms. The

responses indicate that the boarding school experience shared by the staff members

in our sample was . similar.. For many it was not remembered as an unpleasant

experience.

The written policies expressing ihe expectations of the Rough Rock board

. for the dorm staff were general, concerned with terms of employment, and 'custom-

arily phrased in negative terms. The board apparently had little to say about
)

behavioral outcomes for students. The hoard did request that "everyone representing
. .

::the school at any event.shall diSplay the highest type of personal conduct and Sports-

manship. Adults chaperoning students should emphasize these standards to the

children'.". . .

Rough Rock aides and dorm parents had few other guidelines which they might

follow. At Reck Point and Chinle, in addition to the specific job description given

in the civil service form for each employee , there were repeated in-service training
. .

sessions to .atteitipt'to eliminate the "old BIA dorm culture Dr'. Robert Bergman.,

PliS psychiatrist for the. Navaho area, was conducting a weekly workshop for aides.

at Rock Point, discussing the fostering of positive self-images in children.. Chinle -'s



)

Guidance Department spOnscirod:similar internal workshops, to attempt to change

. the perception of the aides.:6Oinlionsekeeper to companion to the children.
e asked dorm aides `at the three 13chools what their perceptions of their

jobs *ere: Table 4.11 summarizes their responses.
;

The personnel at ROugh ROck felt that their chief duties were in.the areas of
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housekeeping, general child Care, aiid routine duties such as escorting students to

'clads, rbeni 'inspection:etc. At .ROCk Point, the aides shared the first two with

the Rough Rock sample, lint ea* recreation, and to a lesser extent, health care as

important aspects of their 'duties': At Chin le, general child care was seen as para-

mount; ut.unlike Rock Point or Rough Rock, at Chin le the aides saw guidance and

counseling as being more important than either housekeeping or recreational res-

ponsibilities. This may be 'a reflection' of 'the weekly planning meetings With the

guidance' heads of the dorme'rind the Various departMents.. The aides haVe written
.

yearly sch6dulee and lists;:etioPiOe'fbr the& guidance and counseling sessions with

Table' 4.'11 Responses of Dotini-tbisr A ideN to Question: "What Are Your Duties?"

...,.....

Response Category
Percentage
Rough lloplc

of responses at:
Rock Point

.

24.3
(9)

. 16.2
(6)

Chinle

13.2
(5)

7.9
(3)

Total
Across
Schools

22.4
(26)

10.3
(12)

Laundry, clothes care,
:. Housekeeping

Medication, Health Care

.

29.3
(12)

7.3
(3)

General Child Care and 29.3 21.6 26.3 25.9
Supervision (12) . (8) (10) (30)

Routine, Escort, Inspect : 22.0 2.7 .5.3 10.3
(9) (1) (2) (12)

Recreation 2.4 18.9 13.2 11.2
(1) (7) (5) (13)

Counseling and Guidance 7.3 .: 8.1 23.7 12.9
(3) (3) (9) (15)

,. .

Other 2.4 8.1 10.5 6.9
:11) (3) (4) (8)

'Total Usable Replies 100.0 100.0 100.0, 100.0
(41) (37) (38) 116)
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. children in their charge. Their official responsibilities stress the guidance and

counseling functions. However, it is interesting to note that when the aides were

. asked, "What is.the main thing you are trying to accomplish in the dormitory?",
. . .

the Chin le sample gave slightly higher priority to housekeeping functions than did

Rough Rock or Rock Point. (Table 4.12)

A sense of pride in the organization for which one works and recoglition of

its uniqueness' may influence' the attitude of the employee toward the amount of ef-

fort he is willing to put forth. So we asked the subjects, "Is there anything special

about this school which makes the dorm work different from any other school?" At

Rough Rock, three aides out of fourteen saw no difference between the girls' dorm

and the BLA dorms they haul attended, or worked for. One janitor indicated he

could not say, for he had never been to school, or worked in one before. The

other ten had specific comments tO make about the uniqueness of the Rough Rock

dorm.

1. . . . The work is probably the same, only that here more Navaho
are employed and much emphasis is on Navaho culture.

2. Other schools-don't have parents and didn't allow children to put
pictures etc. , on walls .. . . Dorm parents main job is to watch children
when they're here and take courses. We don't tell them what to do. They
-do what they want. After lunch, they help clean off tables--help girls
get in line. . ;

Table 4.12 Responsei of Dorthitork Aides tee Question: "What. is the main thing
You Are Trying to Accomplish in the Dormitory?"

Total
Percentage of retipvilaua Across

Response Category Rough Rock Rock Point Chinle Schools

Services to the Child 33.3
A

Program Planning and 11.1
Implementation (3)

Housekeeping, Keep Things 22.2
Clean (4)

Personal Goals

"Trin Them: to Behave"

Total Usable Replies

59.4 40.9 47.2
(19) (9) (34)

12.5 - 8.3
(4) .

(6)

15.6 27.3 20.8
(5) (6) (15)

5.6 3.1 - 2.8
(1) (1) (2)

27.8 9.4 1..8 20.8
(5) (3) (7) (15)

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(18) (32) (22) (72)

1r
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3. At other BIA schools you can't' talk Navaho--here you can. Also
here' we have dorm parents working. They give advice to the girls. We
give them a chance to talkwith the girls. . .

.

4.. Here, _at this school, the ,dormitory pers.onnel act as parents to the
.boy. 'They always try to satisfy the needs and wants of the bays. Boys
do their own room. appearance /decorations/ .

5. The kids have more freedom and also more activities like going to
the gym. Also the kids go home practically every weekend.. Many of them
are gone for more than the weekend. Rules for punishment are more

.

6. BIA keeps time schedule all the time. Here its mostly on own
time. I like this one better.'

. 7. Only thing we don't carry much is discipline. There's not enough
'discipline. .

. ,

8. Maybe because a Navaho is the head of the dorm. The Parents
complain of their children working too hard. They epoil them. . . the
parents come here and complain because their children work too hard.

. The dorm parents complain. They say that the girls work too hard and
Fret constant scolding and the girls know this, therefore don't work hard
blowing they'd get out of it anyway. As a result, they tend to become very
dependent.

9. COMparing it with Nazlini,' we had strict rules at Nazlini. If kids
misbehave, we let them. work and keep them home from activities. Here
the board members tell us.that.hurts the child. But we give the children
demerits if they still misbehoi..

_10. '.ft appears to be different. /14 year .old daughter/returned home
:having no respect for us as /older daughter at Mission, School/does. It
seems like they don't talk with students here. They don't teach students.
They just scald them and get the girls 'mad and they talk back.' . .

We asked the same question- of the group at Rockpoint; three supervisors

and one aide spoke of the good relationship and open communication between ad-

ministration, faculty, and dorm staff and the respect and understanding they were

shown. TwO aides spoke of the dorm's recreation program, two aides and one

janitor spoke of having both boys and girls in one building, and one aide and one

food-service worker indicated that they had no experiences with which they might

make comparisons. Oneolder aide felt that the principal. was too dependent on

the community and that the community Wald too dependent on the principal. She

made specific reference to the extra cake, described previously, given to day

students, which she said made parents "send their children very dirty and we

. have to clean them."

At Chinle , the three supervisord responded by emphasizing the school's
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size and its negative effects as being a dominant feature of the dorm opt ration.

Two aides said Chin le dorms were like any other BIA schools, three had had no

'previbus expeiiences and Made no comments, one indicated that Chin le was more

predictable, compared to Many Farms, and another aide noted that the 'little chil-

dren needed more attention than the high school students she had worked with

.before coming to Chinle. Two aides felt there were too many channels, "too much

red tape," and one complained that a place this big should have a gym. Another

felt there was too much competition between wings and buildings.

As Rough Rock's initial proposal emphasized, dormitory people need to

feel respected by other personnel in the school. We asked the dormitory aides,

"Do the teachers and administrators in the school treat you with enough respect

and courtesy?" :Table 4.13 reveals that the lowest proportion of "yes" responses

(50 per cent). in the three schools was at Rough Reck..

Data From Pupil Interviews

In our formal interviews , we. asked the students about their dorm environment.

Table 4. 13 Responses of Dormitory Aides to Question: "Do Teachers and Ad-
ministratois in This School Treat You With Enough Courtesy ?''

Percentage of responses 'at:
Totar
Across

Response Categmy . Rough Rock Rock Point Chinle Schools

Yes 50.0 100.0 71.4 72.5
(7) . (12) (10) (29)

No 21.4 7.5
(3) (3)

Sometimes 28.6 28.6 20.0
(4) (8)

Total Usable 'Replies 100.0 100:0 100.0 100.0
(14) (12) (14) (40)
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Information presented in tables was derived through a clrite-.1; analysis

of the pupils' responses total of 174, interviews were analyzed. The general

categories were derived empirically by recording each .meaningful response phrase

or group of. phrases.and grouping these into content classifications. The unit of

enumeration was the meaningful response ,phrase or phrases in each reply. To

validate the .categories and the. frequencies, an independent:observer selected a

stratified random sample of 50 per cent of the total interviews and attempted to

slot responses into .the already:derived categories. The percentage differences

between the .classifications of the independent observer and the initial analysis were

compared and where differences were significant, more specific definitions of

categories were applied, categories were split, resporise.s were re-analyzed and

other changes were made.. The largest overall percentage difference between the

two analyses for any table:was 3.92 and for any single category, 13.35. Generally

speaking, the second analysis, that of the independent observer, tended to favor

Rock Point, while the 'initial'anallySia.favorecl Rough Rock. With noted exceptions,

the tables presented ard'ili'efthe..iiiodifiecl 'initial analysis: The first question

we -asked the boarding students was: "Tell me something that happened to you
- . .

'in the dorm. Wable. 4. . .. .

A higher. .proportion of children mentioned punishment. by- aides .at- Rough

Rock than at Chinle or Rock Point. In terms td higher incidence' of Peer conflict

at the BIA schools, we did observe a more highly developed peer culture in the

BIA dornis, attributable perhaps to the greater contact between students in the

organized recreation programs, and the presence of fewer adults. A Nightly de-

veloped.peer culture at Rock Point, we think, may have emerged partly as a

result of the intact sibling groups in the dorms and the self- and peer-supervision

..policy promoted by the staff.

We asked the children what they liked about living in the dorm. As Table

4..15 indicates, the most frequent response at all schools had do with playing,

either with friends, toys, or games. However, almost three times more children

at Rock POint mentioned dorm organized activities, specifically the "Free Flow"

program. At Chinle a surprising percentage of children 'mentioned liking house-
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Table 4.14 Responses of Pupils to Question: "Tell Me Something That Happened
to You in the Dorm."

.-

Response Category
Percentage of Responses at

Rough Rock Rock Point Chinle
Across
Schools

Peer Conflict 1.0.9 19.0 13.6 14.6
(6) (12) (12) (30)

Illness, In jtiry, Hyge'ne 20.0 15:9 26.1 21.4
(11) (10) (23) (44)

Organized Group Recreation 5.5 17.5 13.6 12.6
(3) (11) (12) (26)

Cleaning--Duties 16.4 12.7 20.5 17.0
(9) (8) (18) (35)

Punished by Aides '23.6 6.4 .5.7 10.7
(13) (4) (5) (22)

Free Play and Independent 16.4 23.8 9.1 15.6
Activities (9) (15) (8) (32)

Praise, Reward Protection 3.6 3.2 4.6 3.9
by Aides (2) (2) (4) (8)

Miscellaneous or No Response 1.6 6.9 4.4
.

(2) (1) (6) (9)
Total Usable Replies 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

55 63 88 (2062_

Table 4.15 Responses of Pupils to Question: "What Do You Like About the Dorm?"

Response Categories
'Percentage of Pupils at

Rough Rock Rock Point Chinle

Total
. Across

Schools
Playing with toys and 33.3 38.2 30.5 33.5

Friends (19) (25) (65)

Organized Group Activities 8.8 27.3 7.3 13.4
(5) (15) (6) (26)

-Claning and Duties 15.8 12.7 23.2 18.0
(9) (7) (19) (35)

Watching TV-- Physical 24.6 10.9 31.7 23,7
Facilities (14) (6) (26) (46)

Adults Talk to us -- 12.3 2.4 4,6
Reward us (7) (2) (9)

Independent Acts - Reading etc. 5. 3 5.5 4.9 5,2
(3) (3) (4) (10)

.Miscellaneous 5.5 1.6
(3) (3)

Total Usable Replies. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0
57 55 82 ( 194)
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keeping chores. -fir fact, several of -the-girls said that they "didn't litre running

:.: . ,.. . . . ;

around or playing in the dorm" but rather liked cleaning and sweepin.,Part of this
m4y.Possiblybe eiPTatielfblihe.:r5ailith'fdr*freati which Could be eaiiied'by dleaning,

4 but several girls'igave, d.pstheir teggens the fact that their mothers or grandmothers

'..fiad told thin to spend their time cleaning. Further, successful completion of;.
housekeeping chores brought attention, praise, and verbal rewards from the aides ..

'in the girls' dorms and Status to older boys in charge of supervising others in the
, .;

boys' dorms.

Al ROugh Rock, .it was the little children who spoke of the'plUgure'd
(I

.1

warm dorm in winter, but most of the, responses mentioning physicaliacilitiesre-

ferred to television. At Ginnie, the younger children spoke of television, while the

... older ones spoke of "having my own bed" and "the food is better and it's wanner."

Several of the older girls at Chinle Iltiere eloquent in theirappreciatiOn of the bath-
!..;

room facilities. The younger children at Rock Point spoke of physical facilities.

The older tioup apparently took thern for granted. Several students at Rough Rock

:mentionedthe attentionpaid theniAnd the treats they received from aides .and. . .. .-
dorm parents. is likely that..Rockpont.children simply assumed they would be

given snacks and treats . As we obierVed, at all schOOls, reading; a Place to do

lioinewOrli, occupied iheiiiient ion of few students.
, ., : ..!;,..1 .. 1:.::.:.i :.: .t:

. ..
. .

The: -g4 eneraf.th.tegg
.

itY.otiOxishment, by peers Or aides, represented *hat

students like least inthe'dorins at' 411'Schools . (Table 4.16) At all three schools
ri

, ..) , . ,

. a considerable percentap of students saw mistreatment by peersas.a'problent in
., ,..,.

the dorms. An equal proportion of Rock Point children said they liked everything
11:: (. .

''.. in' the dorms. Children'at Rough ROck mentioned punishment by aides twice as

4ften as did children at the other t* o: Schools. .

I..,... . ,
;

..,; 4......i.
I )

; . j :: ,.7 .. :Z' ; . .
.

I i

. ! ,
1.: .1 ...:;;..

)

.,0 . ' ;

:. .. ;: )

.4.'11. if.; 1.1! ..i.,. 7.. '

I

i
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Table 4.16 Responses of Pupils to Question:
1. in theDorm?." -. .

"What Den't You Like About Living

.
Response Category

Percentage of Rogponses at:
Rough Rock Rack Point Chinle

Total
Across
Schools

Mistreatment by Peers

-Fear of Conflict in Peer
Group

20.9
(14)

19.6
(10)

.

28.2
(27)

25.0
(24)

23.8
(51)

11.2
(24)

Punishment by Aides- 41.8 13.7 9.4 20.6
Adults '(28) (7) (9) (44)

Cleaning--Duties, Details 13.4 19.6 8.3' .12.6
(9) (10)' (8) (27)

1 r
Physical Facilities, Cold, Warm 11.9 11.8 6.5

Water etc. Regimentation (8) (6) (14)

Boredome , Lonely, Nothing to do 4.5
(3)

2.0
(1)

9.4
(9)

6.1
(13)

Like everything
.; .

6.0
k

21.6 13.5 13.1
;:; r (4) (11) (13) (28)

Miscellaneous . .1 t 11.8' 6.2 6.1
(1) (6) (6) (13)

Total Usable Replies 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
; . (67) (51) (96) (214)

. .

, ii :-- Conclusions and Recommendations

A nUmber. of -innovations in the Rough Reek doriiiitOries aria' dining halls seem

most promising: Local people .who could not qualify for jobs under BIA regulations

,

were working in the school, including kitchen employees, dormitory aides, and dor-

mitory parents, and numbers of them had proven very effective. With many local

Navahos 'present, 'was unAilcely that pupas would vie* the school as an alien place,

staffed by representatives of another culture. The concept of empkiying parents

appears to have particular merit for making the dormitories amenable to Navaho

children.

The drastically reduced ratio;of staff members to pupils, mentioned earlier,

was also laudable. It is conceivable, as careful observers of dormitory schools for
. .

Indian pupils have suggested, that the most important single reform,. short of
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abandoning the dormiLies themselves, is to provide at least one adult worker for

every fifteen pupils, thus fostering, a richer, less mechanistic contact between adult

and child. 1

It:wat.heartening'to 'see .at Rough Rock a notable improvement in physical

,',Surroundings:. As compared with dormitory wings at Rock Point andChinie, Rough'

Rpck's four-pupil cubicles were much less institutional, much more individualistic.
:

The half-hogan in the boys' living room and the Navaho loom in the girls'symbolized
Y. : " .

drairiatically, we felt, that this was a Navaho school, as did other physical aspects of

the school, such as a representation of the Navaho creation myth just inside the front

door of the administration building.

There was room for improvement in some areas, however. Not much of

the staff time made available by the presence of extra personnel was utilized to

develop and maintain dormitory activities or to work intensively. with children-,.

partiCularlihi the boys' dormitory. The extra staff time was apparently not devoted

treducingthe routinization that seems almost unavoidable when a feW adults must

handle many children. The program of telling Navaho tales in dormitories was non-
.

operative, and so far as we could determine, it may never have been regularly main-
., . . . . :

tained. Little studying was done in the dormitories. No learning stations (envisioned

in the original proposal) existed. Key personnel were anxious about their inability to

function because of lack of guidance, supervision, job specification, and adminis-

trative support. Coordination with the classrooms,was lacking. Disciplinary

practices were inconsistent. Facilities such as arts and crafts rooms, living areas,

and family-style dining rooms were seldom used for their intended functions.

As far as the health and.safety of pupils was concerned, conditions in the

Rough Rock dormitories were haphazard. Conditions in, and around the isolation

rooms were often unsanitary. Medications were at times not given according to
, .

instructions, and some sick children were.basically neglected. The school's policies

for detecting runaways were inadequate.'

1Dr..Robert Bergman., psychiatrist on the reservation for the 11.S. Public
Health Service, has written eloquently, on this topic in a number of unpublished papers
about school dormitories.
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It is possible that conditions in the dormitories were much better in previous
:year's; except for the previous year in the girls' dormitory, however, reports from

current' and forther..empleYees lent little support to the possibility. PerhapS if we
. , : ,"'

had not focused particularly on Rough Rock's announced goals, we would have detected .

fewer weaknesses and more outstanding features.

A more interesting and plausible hypothesis is that the Rough Rock dormi-

tories were uniquely Navaho; that as Anglos not intimately acquainted with Navaho,
. .

culture, we missed the point entirely. Partly to test this idea, we revealed to the

school's leaders a few of our findings shortly before leaving Rough Rock. We des-

cribed to a high-level administrator, for example, the incident observed in the small

boys' dormitory wing, when all the little boys stood at attention for more than ninety. ::
minutes to listen to a lecture. Though this pattern had been occurring regularly for

:i:f .

nearly two years, according to our information, the administrator expressed con-
,' .11; - .;

alternation and said he knew nothing about it.
. .

We learned the next day that the head

of dormitory services, too, had been entirely ignorant of the approach. A key staff
. .

meeting was held within hours, the dorm aide in question was asked about the accuracy

of our report, and the lectures were brought to an end.
.

In addition to this little i'test," we discussed practices in the dormitories in

disguised form with several Navaho people and BIA officials. Both groups disparaged

the praCtices, identifying many Of them as typical in BIA dormitories years ago.
,; .

We are reluctantly inclined to speculate that the questionabl. practices observed at

Rough Rock Nnereihe result, not of a uniquely Navaho program, but of a nonprogram.
.

Well intentioned aides and dormitory parents, given little indication of what they
, .

should do, may have reverted to the BIA culture they had known years ago, a culture
.

that in the meantime had been modified in many BIA dormitories.
. . .

Part of the explanation for the lack of'a coherent dormitory program possibly.
. . ..i : . : ,:.t

is found in the fact that the foriner director's wife was in. charge of dormitory ser-
,

: . .

vices for almost two years. While we do not question her ability or integrity,, it was.. .

widely reporte,d at Rough Rock, by the .people who were. in the best position to know,
, .....;!:.; ;

that the former director would tolerate no criticism of the dormitories while she was

in charge. Several personnel who had worked under her direction reported her contacts
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with the dormitories to be minimal.

. Another part of the explanation, we suspect, is the romantically appealing

notion that whatever is "Navaho culture" is necessarily good and universally appli-

cable. From this "noble savage" standpoint, to reform a dormitOry for Navaho

children one needs only to staff it with traditional Navahos and let their culture tell

them what to do: . But a dormitory" is not a hoga... The means developed by Navaho'

culture for regulating life in Navaho homes may be inapplicable to large groups of

children of similar ages, living in continuous proximity.

While raising these objections to some of what we saw, however, we still

find the idea of making dormitories uniquely compatible' with Navaho culture` tremen-

dously appealing. Here is an area., we think, where the all-Navaho school board .

, . .

..should become involved much more than in the past. We would like to see a series

of planning sessions instituted for the dormitories at Rough Rock. Professionals

with knowledge of child development and dormitory operation should confer at length

with spokesmen for the Navaho community, with the end in mind of divising a new,

rational, workable program.

Special pre-service and in-service training programs should then be devised

and carried out systematically. Rather than being rotated every eight weeks, in

deference,to the .employment preferences of adults, dormitory parents should, be kept

on the job long enough to acquire important skills and to develop meaningful rela-

tionships with children. And if children are to identify with them, the parents must

be given positions with status and tasks that children view as important. In some

respects , 'Navaho culture, like all other cultures , will have to adapt to_ changing

conditions. Children must not be permitted to run high fevers because Navaho cul-

ture encourages. aides to avoid isolation rooms. Runaway boys must not be left in

the open country because Navahos have not traditionally kept methodical records.

Children must not be depriVed of instruction in the basics of courteous behavior in the

Anglo world because tables and forks are not traditionally used in hogans. Not in a

schiio. l avowedly dediCated, like lioup,;.11Rock, to the "both-and" aPproacli.

With the exception of some patterns which we think should be corrected

immediately, our recommendations for the Rough Rock dormitories concern, not
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the specifics. of a program, but the 'processes by 'Which a program Uniquely z...dapted

tb Navaho Culture should be deVeloped;. in'stituted,;inaintained, !reevaluated, and con-

tinuously improVed. Siniie conditions at ReughRoak are sounusuaT, we submit that

many methods needed in the school must' be developed there and that the 'Navaho .

people themselves miast.participate.extenSiVely in develoPiag'them. Our receminen-

... .: datiOns, then,,..are:ad folleWs:''+' ' ;

. . 1.. Prpcedures.of health Care at Rough Rock should be reformed immediately.

. along with procedtires 'for 'detecting runaway pupils. Personnel who hav net been

.adequately trained to .Care for ,Sick'ohiloren Should not be left with the responsibility.

2. The current ratio; of adultpersonnello children in the 'Rough Reek

dormitories shOuld be Inaititained,' but the extra staff energy andiiine thus made

available should be hb.rtiessed to new functions.

" 3. The prAotita.oterntiloyixig looSiNaimhes as aides and dormitor3i parents

should continue', even viten they cannot qualify understandards generally applied by

BIA -hut in return-for this privilege, rarely eidendekViti other boarding schools On
. . .

. the reservation;'; the school beard shoUld abandon its -praatice:of replacing the parents

too frequently to perniit aequiSition of significant skills and "development of meaning-

ful relationships with children. It should be clearly understood, as well, that the

practice of employing untrained and largely uneducated.peciple is acceptable only

if they are provided with unusually intensive training.

4. An operational definition of the "both-and" approach should be developed

at Rough Rock. If children are to acquire elements of both the Navaho and Anglo

cultures, what elements, when, and.how? Should the child identify with traditional

Navahos, with considerably acculturated Navahos, or with some new blending yet

to be "achieved? To what extent, and in what respects, ,must pupils learn in the

dormitories and dining room how to ,function in Anglo culture? Is the aim of the

school to prepare .Navaho youngsters to get fairly steady jobs while remaining on

the reservation and living basically traditional lives? If so, learning experiences
.

in dormitories and classrooms can be designed accordingly. 'Rut_ if yotuigsters are

to aspire to college educations and occupations requiring them to move comfortably

and confidently from Navaho surroundings to Anglo surroundings, a much broader
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range of understandings and skills is mandatory.

5. A planning committee should be formed as soon as possible for the

purpose of defining what is meant at Rough Rock by the "both-and".approach and" . .

subsequently of spelling out in operational terms the implications of that definition.
..

Staffing policies, pre-service and inse-rvice training,., facilities, equipment; recre-
. .

ational activities, dining room practices, child care policies, and other elements

of the'ddrmitory program should'be scrutinized and restructured in the light of those

conceptions. Along with the school board and other local Navahos, numerous seg-, .
ments of the school's professional and subprofessional staff, aided at times by the

insights of special consultants, should be involved in the process...

6. Well designed action research should be utilized on.a.Coritinuing basis

to determine the effectiveness of various approaches utilized in the dormitory pro-

..gram, and the approaches should be modified and 'refined accordingly. The systematic

record-keeping needed to support such research should be instituted, and religiously

maintained. More specifically, a demonstration school's dormitories need accurate

records on attendance, runaways, illness, enuresis, serious discipline problems,

emotional disturbance, and numerous other indices of the quality of group life.

".
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CHAPTER 5

PROGRAMS OF INSTRUCTION

Since schools exist primarily for instruction, one can hardly study an experi-

mental venture like Rough Rock without examining,.not merely the end products of

teaching, bUt what happens in classrook- ifs, libraries, and other facilities oriented

to instruction. But educational research has not yet created methodologies for an-

alyzing, comprehensively and objectively, the critical processes of teaching and

learning. Some promising deviceS are under development, but in general the data

they produce are abstract.and particularistic, leaving untouched important areas of

behavior. We attempted for approximately two weeks at Rough Rock to apply one of

these instruments, but in comparing the results with our observational notes, we

concluded that it was failing to reflect the phenomena that impressed us as most

determinative, especially in a school for Navaho children. After considering the

problem at length, we settled upon the strategy embodied in the present chapter;

We would obtain two professional judgments concerning programs of instruction.

One would concern the classrooms and instructional programs .generally, from

viewpoint of the professional educator. The other would focus more specifically on

Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL), bilingualism, and Navaho, literacy,

from the viewpoint of the linguist-anthropologist. The two reports, done indepen-

dently, are reproduced in this chapter. They are presented, we reenapha.size, as

descriptions and assessments by individuals competent to provide them. We can-

not guarantee that other observers, equally capable, would not describe the same

activities differently or reach dissimilar conclusions.

The firbt of the reports reproduced below was written by, the assistant

director of the study, Henrietta Schwartz, formerly a public school teacher of ten

years' experience- and now a research assistant and doctoral candidate in the De-

partment of Education of the University of Chicago. In 1966 Mrs. Schwartz was

awarded the Kate Maremont Awad as Chicago's Dedicated Teacher of the Year.

For eight of her ten years of teaching, she worked in multi-racial schools in

Chicago. For three additional years she was assistant principal, with responsibilities
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that included the evaluation of beginning and experienced teachers. She was awarded

a fellowship at the University of Chicago in the fall of 1966.

The second of the reports Was provided by Professor Oswald Weiner of the

Department of Ani:hropology at Northwestern University, who has done extensive

linguistic work on the Navaho reservation and whose special areas of interest in-

clude bilingual education and structural linguistic approaches to teaching English
.as a second language.

In the final section of this chapter, we discuss some general conclusions

that seem warranted in the light of the two reports, and we submit a number of

recommendations accordingly.
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Teaching and Learningin General

by Henrietta Schwartz
(assistant director of the study)

The comments that follow are based on many hours of observation at the

three boarding schools.in the study. 1 At Rough Rock, no Lingle observation lasted

less than two hours, and all teachers but iwolone in the prin-ary grades and one in

the upper grades) were observed from one to five times. Navaho language classes

and some classes conducted by Anglo teachers were observed for pre-specified

purposes at Rough Rock by a Navaho field, worker who had had no previous contact

with the Rough Rock school. Faculty meetings, in-service training workshops, in-

formal gatherings of teachers ,. and extra-curricular activities were attended at all

three schools. The writer's eleven-year-.old daughter was questioned concerning

certain characteristics of the classes she attended at Rough Rock.' Eight of Rock

Point's ten classroom teachers were observed, each for at least two hours and

most for a day or more.. In addition, observations were made of lessons conducted

by the music teacher at Rock Point, the TESL (Teaching English as a Second Lan-.

guage) director, and the principal, .who taught TESL lessons in the second-through-

fifth grades almost every day.. Classes were observed in Rock Point's math lab

and in the library, which housed programnied.reading. The observer weritio

recess, to the gym, and to extracurricular activitieswith the pupils at Rock

Point. Of the 32' classroom teachers at Chinle, 12 were observed, a stratified

random. sample, at least one from each grade level.

When observations were made in the dormitories, members of the team

sometimes participated actively in groups of children and adults. The classroom

ohservations were strictly non-Participant in nature: The observer sat quietly at

the. ;back of the room, watching without comment and making notes. .No teacher was

1We had intended to observe. classrooms at the Chinle public elementary
school as well, bUt we were denied access by the school superintendent..
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observed without his advance 1.3rmission. At the end of each period of observation,

the observer's notes were given to the teacher, and a time was arranged at which
1

the teacher and the observer could discuss the notes together. At the pre-appointed

time, the teacher was asked to clarify any puzzling observe .`.ions and to make any

comments he wished to make. He was asked what he felt were his greatest instruc-

tional problems and most successful teaching techniques. The discussions were

open-ended, with opportunity for teachers to discuss anything they wished to dis-

cuss. At all four schools the observer was well received. Teachers were most

courteous and helpful in facilitating the observations.

The Rough Rock Demonstration School

Instruction at Rough Rock was organized in terms of a nongraded structure.

Rather than being grouped into grades, pupils were assigned to classes designated

as belonging to "Phase I" or "Phase II." The Phase I classrooms were described

as covering levels of instruction from kindergarten to what would normally be de-

signated the fourth grade. Phase II was devoted to instruction at levels normally

designated as grades five through eight.

PupilS at Rough Rock were grouped heterogeneously (not in classes com-

prised of children performing at similar levels academically), particularly in

Phase II. As a result, most teachers were confronted with classes having a three-

year age spread, and two Phase II classes had a five-year achievement spread.

Though the classes were relatively small, the achievement spread necessitated a

highly individualized program. In the Phase I. classes, the children entered the

beginners' level with a wide range of fluency in Navaho and in English. This

diversity was further complicated by the "compound children," children of staff

.members, living on the compound, who came from English-speaking homes and

knew no Navaho.. Administrators had experimented with a series of organizational

patterns during the three school years in attempting to develop a successful non-

graded, bilingual program.. In fact, the week we arrived at Rough Rock, a new

organizational plan was instituted which created "core" classrooms (classrooms

devoted to the basic subjects) in Phase I and Phase II. Children in the upper
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grades, spent most of their time in the core classroom and then moved to aher'sec-

tions of the classroom complex or the boys' dorm, for gym, industrial arts; home

economics, Naliatio Language and Social LiVing, and library. The music teacher,

the Navaho language teacher, the remedial reading teacher, and the TESL teacher

came to the classrooms of the Phase I groups to conduct lessons. The core class-

room teacher was responsible for all other phases of the program.

On several occasions teachers expressed hope that the school would grow

no larger lest it lose the flexibility a demonstration school needed. One teacher

indicated that "if someone had.been really thinking, a new classroom building

would have been started last June." Every classroom at Rough Rock was in use,

and three Phase II classes were housed outside of the classroom building,. one in

the Community Service Center, and two in a large metal portable building. The

class housed in part of the Community Service Center was very crowded. Attempts

to utilize special interest groups resulted in chaos, for there simply was not ade-

quate work space between groups. The two men in the metal building had their

students decorate the walls, inside and out and while the teachers liked the ad-

ditional work space and privacy of the building, noise from the portable heating

unit often made oral work impossible. The !classrooms in the main building were

large-, bright, and well equipped with AV materials, books, and geniaral school supplies.

Each room, with the exception of two just created from a storage area, had a

closed-circuit TV set. We were told that attempts had been made by the curriculur

center to show some instructional television prograMs , but that reception was very

poor.' Properly selected, installed, serviced, and used, closed-circuit TV equip-

ment normally can be expected to give. excellent reception. We were told by one

of the administrators that the installation carried a service guarantee, but that

the school's leaders had beentmable to folloW through on measures to make the

system work effectively. Teachers frequently used the tops of the sets as storage -

areas, but never for. instruction so far as we could determine..

Each 'student in Rough RoCk's beginners-classes was, supplied with a set of .

Cuisenaire rods, with crayons, paper, pencils; fate'. Other Phase I students had

similar materials, in addition to books and workbooks.

179
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using the Greater Cleveland Math Series workbooks and the Cuisenalre rods, both

of which seemed .most successful. In fact, math lessons were generally the bright

spots in the classroom program. Some of the teachers were using SRA reading

kits; others used a combination of graded readers and workbooks in spelling and

vocabulary. Though the Sullivan programmed reading serir-Js was used last year,

it was discontinued this Year, and teachers were left to their own plans in the area

of reading. The new remedial reading teacher, who had arranged for Dr. C.

Gattegno to conduct an in-service workshop at the school, was introducing the

Worc1,4 -In-Color program to on c.: of the slowest groups in the Phase I program.

Other Phase I teacherS were called in to observe the technique in the hope that

some might wish to adopt it. Special materials, duplication services, instructional

program aides and audiO-visual equipment were plentiful. Last year, reportedly,

students were allowed to go io the cupboards and get supplies at any time. Ar-

parently this policy was not successful, for this year all teachers were distributing

supplies on request, and then, rather cautiously.

Each classroom teacher at Rough Rock was given the services of an aide,

and, in the Phase I classrooms, .a room mother. The e-aides were bilingual and the

mothers were Navaho- speaking. In the classrooms of Anglo teachers', with few

notable exceptions, the aides .were,, used as clerks and messengers and the mothers

as disciplinarians. There were no Navaho core teachers at the Phase II level,

and only one of the Anglo teachers was fluent enough in Navaho notto have to de-

pend on the aide to translate.

Iaddition to the attendance problem mentioned in Chapter 4, Phase II

teachers complained of tardiness and "cutting." Teachers spoke of their frustra-

tion to control this behavior because there were so many places children could

hide on the compound, and hecause of lack of support from the administration La

enforce Some uniform policy of attendance. Some of the male teachers made. it

a policy to go out and physically collect their students, boys usually, from the gym,

from behind the canteen, from the washrooms., from the area around the unfinished

science building. Girls were chastised by being made to stay after 3:30 or to miss

recess.
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In the Phase I classrooms, until the third-grade level, there were mixed-

seathig.patterns for boys and girls,. But by the time the children reached the age.

of eight, the separation of the sexes was very obvious. When they were given the

opportunity to chose their own seats, the girls sat on one side of the room, the

boys on the other. During seatwork periods when teacher and aide were giving

individual help, the female aide worked with the girls and the male teacher with

the boys. The room mothers made no distinctions, but supervised the behavior

of both sexes.

There is little doubt that Rough Rock teachers need training in the more

efficient use of aides and room mothers. The aides were rarely given the oppor-

tunity to participate in the instructional program, except to translate or to assist

with seat work and bulletin board projects..

Each day, most of the- children at Rough Rock spent from ten to thirty min-

utes in the library. The older children would browse or .look at special books put

out by the ibrarian(sometimes at the request of a teacher who was introducing a

particular topic); The younger children would have story telling sessions. As

they sat on the floor, the librarian would read to them, 'often using an overhead

projecter to flash pages and pictures:from the book onto a screen. Generally speak-

ing., the children were spectators during these periods, .seldoin -providing responses

or questions. When our II-year-old requested some material from the librarian,

she was overwhelmed by his response; He .produced files of newspaper clippings,

books, etc. ,: and spent much time giving information on the subject.

. f .RoUgh Rock teachers enjoyed much freedom in planning daily activities in

their classrooms. There was no prescribed curriculum; the principal of the Phase

tprograin encouraged teachers to develop their, own programs: Ehe subscribed to

the philosophy that a child must be literate in his own languago first, before he

could successfully learn a second language. Unfortunately, not all of.her staff

shared her views. Th4. planning for lessons in the Phase I program ran the gamut- -

from the new Anglo teacher whO played it by ear ("I just ask the kids what they

would like to do each day, and we go .from there") to an experienced Navaho teacher

who followed a highly structured and predictable program each day. It is most

ASO
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difficult to cull samples from the mass of observation notes, so we haw summarized

our impressions of the Phase I classrooms:
. . .

feature. ." The most noticable feature- of the Rough Rock language program was its

variety - -in content; teaching style, and emphasis. One young Anglo teacher, new

to Rough Rack, was attempting to use the Gattegno Silent Drill .for phonics instruc-

tion with 8*-to:-107year-old.students. As he pointed to written syllables and vowel-

consonant combinations, the class called out sounds. The teacher did not speak

the correct sound, but rather pointed to the child who finally identified it. The

class rarely saw the child being pointed to, nor were they likely to hear the correct

pronounciation among the many being shouted. They just kept calling sounds they

had learned, apparently because they had discovered this pleased the teacher.

They found it very difficult to decode consonant blends: There was a great deal

of random-activity, though the room mother circulated and called children to at-

tention in Navaho. Each desk and each pocket, contained a treasure of interesting

things to capture a child's attention. It was almost impossible to evoke audible

individual responseS, especially from the girls, though with encouragement, the

group responses were loud.

In another Phase 1 class, the young male Anglo teacher was using SRA

materials. During one "reading and listening" lesson, the children sat quietly- -

drawing, sleeping, fiddling, staring into space, as the teacher read aloud, in

English, a story about Norway. When he finished, he asked the class what they

thought a the story, whether they enjoyed it, understood it, could answer questions

about it: To each of these queries, there was no response-. It was only when he

asked if they wished to have it read again that the class responded with a loud

"Yes!" In.sharp contrast, a young female Navahoteacher was observed reading

a story to youngsterb gathered about her in a first grade classrooM. The' story

was written in English, butthe- teacher told the story in Navaho, showing the

children. the pictures as she went along.:: She asked the children questions during

the narration. They responded, asked.questions, and pointed to objects in the.

pictureg. She read the story twice. On the second reading, she failed to mention
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something she had referred to the first time. The children stopped her aid ap-

prised her of the emission. Attention was rapt and every facg. was turned toward
. .

her.

To an Anglo, there appearS to be much "cheating" among students during

written work periods at Rough Rock, but fear of ridicule, of being shamed in public,

or of making a mistake .and a tradition of sharing, prominent in Navaho culture ,

made copying an acceptable way of getting work done.

One Navaho female teacher in a class with an age range six to ten was en-

gaged in a bilingual program which divided the room into an English corner and a

Navaho corner. Though the children spoke Navaho in either 'corner, the teacher

condu -ed sight vocabulary and phonics drills in English in the designated English

:corneand similar Navaho work in the Navaho corner with small groups. The aide

was,used to supervise. children engaged in seatwork projects. _his 'teacher used

her room mother to make presentations in Navaho 'about such topics as how to

.card wool, spin it, and prepare it for the loom. When working with small

groups, this teacher demanded the full attention. of all the children in her group

and would quietly but sternly recapture any wanderer. Children were not permitted

to have anything in their hands whenthey came to the language circles, and

squirming was considered rude. Though the TESL substitution drills were faith-

fully followed, the children had trouble .with the distinction between "he" and

. "she" and "does". hnd "doesn't.," Each mistake was corrected by the teacherand

repeated correctly by the child, but little was:done to make the Children under-

stand-the distinction in concepts. Though the children learned the. TESL patterns

well during our period of observation, in speaking with them in the dorms, we

discovered' they_cOuld..nOt use the individual-words in other Sentence patterns.

In our judgment, one of the most effective teachers we have ever seen

was teaching beginners at Rough Rock. This smiling Navaho lady, in her mid thir-

ties was in. her third year at Rough Rock. She used her aide and room mother

Most effectiVely to do individual work with Students. The langUage lessons with

small groups or with the whole class were varied, humorous, and meaningful.

There was much physical contact between teacher and students, constraining'
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for disruptive students, rewarding for others. The children were open, and res-

ponses were spontaneous and frequent in both languages. Each morning began

;with TESL. lessonfor.thewhole class. The children looked forward to it. .When'

the teacher changed the routine a the day and eliminated a bit of humorous busi-

ness from one of the drills, the children chastized her in English, asking if she

was "lazy." Eyerything proceeded at an even, secure pace. There were no

great highs of excitement, no lows of boredom or punishment. Things went in

their accustomed order. The little that was new was introduced by being connected

to something familiar. During one of the Navaho lessons, the teacher was at-

tempting to teach the distinction between the sounds "n" and "rn ." She knew the

children just were not getting it. Then she hit upon the idea of drawing a smiling

face for the sound of "n" and a frowning face for the sound of "m." The children

understood. She said later, "I should have thought of that before. We have been

working-on this for two days." This teacher's fund of experience allowed freedom

in. the classroom, but one always had the feeling that she was "on top of things."

She was constantly moving about, as were her aides, 'a characteristic of the other

effective teachers at all levels.

TheSe examples give some idea of the range of styles and approaches to

the language program in the Phase I classes We felt that the Navaho teachers

in the beginners, kindergarten, and first. year classes were the most. effective

in the school, primarily for two reasons: .(1) they were all Navaho, and (2) all

but one had either training or experience to provide the techniques necessary for

teaching at this level.

Generally, the effective teachers were not upset by students/disruptive

behavior, for they controlled it quickly. One had the feeling that no matter how

many different things were going on in the classroom at any one time, these

teachers were in control, not repressively, but through the means they used to

capture and sustain pupil attention.

The observations of three members of the tearn.support this generalization.

The children in the beginners and first grade Classes worked hard and seemed to

welcome a predictable, planned day. Though an inexperienced Navaho kindergarten



teacher tried, she was unable:to prevent fights and other disruptive activities,

which visibly upset her in the classroom. While another new first-grade teacher

had some problems, her teacher. training did give her some of the skills which the

more experienced teachers had acquired through the years. If someone had taken

the time to help the kindergarten teacher use her aide more effectively, behavior

problems. in the classroom would have been reduced. There was little uniformity

or structure in the TESL programs in the Phase I classes, but emphasis on lan-

guage training in all of them.. What we missed was any school-wide assessment

of the effectiveness of onemethed over another, or some attempt to integrate the

program from one level to the next. N,ssuming that teachers were following

Bloom's "learning for mastery approach"-7-that is, permitting each child to use

whatever time and motivational devices he. nee.ded to master a given.body of

material, we were not always sure that teachers in the Phase I program knew

what that body of material was.

.During informal, conversations with teachers following observations, the.

lack of articulation and integration of .primary curriculum goals was often men-..
toned. Several said the administration would do well to pay.more attention to

this aspect of the Rough Rock program, and "less to the public image. stuff."

We were conscious of much random behavior in the classes of Rough Rock's

Anglo teachers, where, the children were less attentive. By the third year of

school, the children had developed to a fine edge the tool of "tuning out" the teacher.

By this:time, the pupils were aware of the powerless of teachers to control pupil

behavior without cooperation from pupils themselves. The phase II, core class-

rooms. were all staffed by Anglo teachers, only one of whom spoke Navaho.

Nava lib teachers for Phase Ilwere found in such special areas. as Home Economics,

Navaho Social Living, and Navaho Language. Again in Phase II, we observed a

wide range of techniques in the core classrooms. Generally speaking, the classes

were teacher centered, :and when students were asked to direct classroom activities ,

they resiste'd, though in one instance; we did see a bilingual Anglo teacher, get

his older students to preseni. a reading version of a play based on Rip Van Winkle.

In all Phase II rooms there was an obvious separation between boys 'and girls.
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The. male teachers were more effective in maintaining classroom control than

were, the two female teachers in the upper grades. Frequently, in our informal

conversations with this group of teachers, the same problem of lack of leiowledge

of what the other fellow wa.s doing was stressed. Teachers had to start from

scratch each year, not knowing what the child had mastered before. One of the

female teachers indicated that "it's no surprise the kids get bored. They get the
,

same thing year after year . At least the little ones are learning something new. "

Several older girls in the dorm said they were going back to Many Farms next

year because they were not learning anything new at Rough Rock. One of the

brightest girls in the schOol, in about the sixth grade, indicated that her mother

was not going to let her come back to Rough Rock, because she was learning the

same thing she learned' last year . Two of the young male teachers in the Phase

II program, one With a Master's degree and three years of teaching experience

and the.other with two years experience at Rough Rock, spent about three hours

with the observer one afternoon. Several times during the conversation they

spoke of the lack of articulation between the various leVels of the curriculum.

One of them felt the curriculum center should establish some long-term

skill and content goals for a time period in school - -two years or three years.

Both young men noted their own 'inadequacies in knowledge of how to teach reading.

They felt that most other faculty members sensed the same need. One of them

said it was entirely possible for A child to go through eight years of schooling

here and learn spoken languages (very well, but not to be able to read and write

his own name.

The School- Community Coordinator reported many of the same points

...concerning the opinions. of pupils and parents.

In terms of content, the Phase II teachers were most successful in their

math histruction. The Cuisenaire rods , the Stern program, the Greater Cleve-

land Math Series, the students' enthusiasm, and the teachers'. perceptions that

Navaho students were particulary good in Math generated a kind of self-fullfilling

prophecy. Students would work in their math workbooks any time- they could,

and when a teacher was conducting a dull phonics lesson or something else which
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did not hold interest, 'students would take out their math workbooks and go to work.

Phase II teachers were leaSt successful in their Language Arts program,

and. most of them were. looking for help. Two teachers adopted a free reading

approach. They gathered readers at all grade levels and matched student and

reader. '. They would spend a portion of each day listening to the child read orally

and then testing for comprehension. Progress was recorded . in the child's

individttal fOlder. The method worked well for one teacher, but not so well for

the other, who reported great guilt feelings when he could not get to the program

each day., Other teachers used SRA kits, and according to our 11 year old ob-

server some of the older children liked working with these but had to be closely

supervised. Another teacher used the Roberts English Series and vocabulary

and spelling lists. All Phase II teachers gave multiple spelling tests, and all

the students had spelling workbooks. We did net observe much in the way of

composition work, except in the class with the older students. We were aware

of a general of reltictance of pupils to turn in papers. Teachers explained that

the Navaho child'was ashanied to submit sorriething'which was not perfect., or

which he kneW would be criticized. Several teachers who were aware of this

made it a practice to note no more than one ertor on any paper and to return
. .

each paper privately. The TES7;.:3rOgrain was conducted in each Classroom-by

the core teacher, but without any uniform pattern in the PhaSell classes. How-

ever, it did saem that students' dislike and poor performance of phonics exercises

prompted teachers to give less attention to this phase of the program.

Moreauccess was observ'ed in the area of social studies.. Many teachers

used the study of other Indian peoples to give the children a sense of belonging

to another larger group. One teacher did an impressive job of starting each

olasb'day with a twenty-minute report .oil current. events, illustrated with pictures,

maps, vocabulary words, etc. This same teacher arranged for a lawyer attached

to the DNA office at Chinle (DNA is a federally. financed service of legal counsel

to Navahos) to speak to some Phase II classes on the Indian Civil Rights bill of

January 1968. In a later conversation, the lawyer indicated disappointment

concerning a lark of knowledge of Navaho custoin and law exhibited by the children
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at Rough Rock. The Navaho Social Living classes were responsible for this phase

of the cultural identification program. Much time was spent in the NSL class in

diScussing such'books as Black Mountain Boy and topics like the 'ceremonies which

accompany the first snow. The children were being exposed to the information.

However, the two trachers in the Navaho curriculum program expressed ambiva-

lence concerning the benefits ©f teaching Navaho components in school, an .ambi.7

valence possibly communicated to the children. We encountered further evidence

of ambivalence when we spoke to teachers and older students about the story-

telling program last year. The girls said the stories were "no good, just a bunch

of old people telling you to stay away from boys. "Teachers indicated that boys

tried to escape the story-telling sessions by coining over to the gym. We rarely

observed students in liavaho arts and crafts room, and we never saw any of

them taking arts and craftS 'instruction, though we had been told this was occurring.

While a sense of industry and accomplishment seemed general in the lower,

Phase I classes, we did sense Much random behavior, boredom, and disruption

in the classes With older students (Phase II), particularly in groups taught* by

female Anglo teachers. Without knowledge of the language, without ability to use

the-Navaho aide as a teaching partner, without a predictable system of rewards

and punishments supported by the administration, the new. classroom teacher at

Rough Rock lived a tense life, especially if a female. Boys who might make

trouble for a woman were less likely to misbehave in a man's class. While cor-

poral punishment was frowned upon, male teachers ,,id physically quiet disruptive

scudents. .0ne. of the female teachers in the- Phase II program indicated she had

to "slap some boys across the face to bring them In line." Several teachers who

had been at Rough Rock under the previous director felt that his policy, reportedly,
. . .

of 'revoking teacher sanctions, of refusing to discipline a child under any circuni-

stances , was something.the new administration would change. However, in an

incident involving the director,, a teacher, and a -faculty child early in the year,

a teacl \er wa.s.ridic.uled in public, and others began to despair that the hoped-for

changes would come. Two Navaho teachers pointed out that this was not the Navaho

way, for Navaho punishment was swift and even harsh.. They felt that lack of a
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firm disciplinary policy only caused teachers to lose respect in the eyi-S of

..,students. We would tend to agree, for the teachers who established and enforced
. .

standards seemed to have the best rapport with students. Some Navaho teachers

had "permissive" 'atmosphere in their classrooms', but they tolerated no dis-

respect. But then, their knowledge of the language made' it possible for them to

'IthOw.when the-children Were being disrespectful:

The creativity and dexterity of the students was capitalized on in their

art periods, .417 hame,economicS classes , 'and in indUstrial arts. During the last

week of our stay. in November a music teacher -WAS added to the staff, but we were

not able to observe any of his classes.

The Rock Point Boarding School

The Rock Point classes were homogeneously grouped on the basis of read-

ing ability. Rather than being given grade designations, classes were called

"A', "B ", "C", etc. There were, in addition, kindergarten class and two be-

ginners classes. Because of the grouping practice, there was not the.achievement

spread found in the Rough Rock classes, though.in some classes the age range

was greater. The average core class size, waslarger than Rough Rock's by about

.ten students. Every available, classroom was in use in.the old .building, and a

corner of the gym in the new building housed the fifth grade class. There was

no physical education teacher. The school secretary coached the girls' whining

basketball team.

Teachers escorted their groups to recess in.the morning and afternoon

whenever they came to a logical stopping point in their work. Often teachers

played with pupils on the playground, and then returned with them to.class.

Children were rarely tardy. TeacherS indicated that. attendance was- good.as

long as the roads to the homes of the day students were. passable.

When teachers requested to work with small groups, a split schedule

was established. The "Early Birds" reported to class at 8:30 and left at 3:30;

the "Owls" appeared at 9:00 and stayed till 4:00. Tho "Owls" were the faster

students; the "Early Birds," those who took more time to comprehend. The
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Rock Point classrooms were large, bright, and gaily decorated. Most had

phonographs. Each had a biology tank or aquarium. Like Rough Rock and

Chinle, Rock Point hada maker public address system. The systeni was rarely

used at Rough Rock, except on clinic days to remind teachers of clinic appoint-

ments for their students. At Chinle, it was used to make routine administrative

announcements. While .the system was used for these purposes at Rock Point,

it also served another daily function. Each morning at about 9:10, the principal

would greet the children (who returned his greeting) and introduce the topic for

the Oral English lesson for the day. Several lessons during one week were

devoted to distinguishing between past, present, and future, All_ classes'at all

levels would spend at least two periods during the day working on this concept,

modified to suit the. age and ability of the class. Just before the lunch hour,

the PA :,-yetein was used to announce the menu for lunch, and another brief TESL

lesson was conducted so children Would be able to ask for their food in English

in the dining hall.

Paper, pencils, and other school supplies were limited at Rock Point.

The principal and some members of his staff ran activities at the school for

the community and used the money made in this way to fill the gaps left by an

inadequate budget. Most of.the beginning, first, and second grade students had

Stern math blocks, and Cuisenaire rods were used with the older students in

the math lab. The kindergarten feattmsdpuzzles and blocks and a special bilingual

language progru.m devised at the University cif Michigan. In addition to the cue-

. ternary textbooks; childrenat the lower levels were working with the -Miami

Reading Series, those at the upper levels with the Sullivan Programmed Readers.

Each teacher to whom we spoke was aware of the philosophy of the special pro-

grams he was using and knew what they were designed to do. The teachers that

new programs were introduced by the principal in a series of meetings, and his .

constant follow-up was part of any new program. With two exceptions, teachers

felt that every school' should have:a general structure in language and math, but

that each teacher must have the freedom to suit the structure to his personality

and class. Mast teachers felt that Rock Point offered both the school-wide
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structure and the freedom to adapt.

Each core:teacher above the kindergarten and beginners levels was res-

pciiiSible for' all Subjecte but did get help. Instead of being used in.the graded

classes , the bilingual aides were stationed in the library for programmed reading.

For a half-hour each day each class went to the 'library, where the aides and the

teacher, using the Sullivan programmed readers,. heard individual pupils read .

aloud and answer questions from the workbooks. Pupils waiting for their turn to .

read to the teacher or an aide read or selected library books. Although twenty

pupils were reading aloud simultaneously, it was possible to focus on individual

pupils. Students asked questions when they did notunderstand a. passage; aides

explained in English, or when necessary, in Navaho. For five minutes a day

each child received individual instruction in reading from.an adult.

In the .math lab, daily for half an hour, students worked with math games,

"Contact" or SRA kits , rods, and other new instructional devices. There was

less individual attention given to students here, but much student interaction and

mutual helping. Most conversation between students was in Navaho.

In rooms where the coordinate bilingual program was being used, Anglo.

teachers were given. Navaho aides. 1 (There were no room mothers at Rock Point:. )

Often it was, difficult to tell who was the teacher and who was the aide, for the aide

was the teacher for the Navaho phase of the program.. In .one beginners class, with

the help of the principal and with close cooperation between the aide and the teacher ,

the program was being run in fifteen-minute modules. One group of children would

work at oneend of the room, in English with the Anglo teacher , the other group at.

the opposite end.of the room, covering the same Material in Navaho, under the

direction of the aide. At the end of each fifteen minutes, the groups would switch.

The children were reminded that "in this part of the room we speak English; there ,

we talk Navaho." The effort and enthusiasm of the teacher and her aide apparently

?The basic idea of scoordinate bilingualism is to give approximately equal
time and ethphasis to the two languages in'the program while separating them from
each other in terms of time, place, person, topic; or some other schema.
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were transmitted to the children. This was one of the most exciting classrooms we

had seen in years. At Rock Point, deliberate techniques were used to increase the

children's attention span. When pupils became- a bit restless, they were told,. "Just

two minutes more, and then We will have recess," or "When the clock looks like

this pointing , you can go to lunch." The children couldn't tell time, but they would

remind theteacher that the clock said it was time to get ready for lunch. We had

never seen little children work so hard for so long without "nap time " or "snack

time."

We were aware of a separation between desks occupied by boys and girls in

the upper grades but not. in the kindergarten, beginners,and 'primary grades. During

the two meals at Rock Point when seating was voluntary, bcys and girls tended to

separate in the dining hall.

As an experimental BIA school, Rock Point offered a series of Demonstra-'

tion Training Workshops in TESL to teachers in the Chinle agency. The workshops

ran for a week. During that time teachers were introduced to manywayz, of organizing

and using TEEM. They were given an opportunity to construct a lesson and teach a

class. Later an evaluation of the teaching was given by the classroom teacher and

the directors of the workshop. The workshop last year induced two young teachers

to come to Rock Point this year, and it would seem that the Rock Point faculty was

almost hand-picked by the principal. All except the kindergarten teacher were ex-

perienced, several with more than three years on the faculty. The principal spoke

Navaho, and most of the male teachers in the upper grades understood the language

to soma: extent.

We were aware, particularly in the lower levels of the Rock Point program,

of the influence of the Bereiter and Engleinan philosophy, of curriculum cohesion,

of recognition of urgent need. As the principal expressed it, "These children have

so much to catch up on we can't waste a moment of classroom time." .Teachers

felt the same way. One observed, "Navaho children aren't afraid of work, if they
. . .

know'. they are learning . . Besides, better to start them out in a serious .

way, so by the time they get to third grade, they won't suddenly be hit by the fact

that school-learning means work." All classes had three periods of TESL each day,
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in addition t) regular reading exercises. One of our field workers commented,

"This place sounds like a school," for voices of children echoed through the halls

all day long. Unlike Rough Rock and Chinle, 'during free periods, recess,' and

diSinissaf nines ,'Cliildren in the .rooms would come up to the obtherver to show a

paper, ask to have something checked, and tell 'what had been done the day before.

At the dorm, the children frequently would tell what happened after the observer

left the classroom.

With the exception of two teachers, one of whom left in December, we felt

that the Rock Point staff had unusually strong belief in the competency and leadership

of the principal. "No' one works harder than he does P' was a common remark.

Each classroom evidenced some structured program, even the one where the teacher

told us that she was "ad Jibbing." The school-wide oral English program, daily

visits by the TESL director or principal, and programmed.reading and math lab

periods, all insured some content presentation.to all children. We were aware of

much. physical handling of children by the staff. Caressing., graspin by an arm,.

turning a head in the direction of the teacher, physically seating a wanderer, were

used to capture and retain attention. The teaching staff insisted upon attention dur-

ing any lesson which required a response from the child.' A good performance

brought an immediate verbal reward. A mistake did not bring a "No," but rather,

"I don't think that is right, " and -encouragement to try agaiiL.

At the upper grades when children did "tune out," they were given tools to

excuse their inattention and allow them to re-partidipate gracefully. "I'm sorry,

I've lost my place," or "Would you repeat that, please?" were used to save face,

but lazinessand rudeness brought swift retribution, particularly from the principal.

One teacher reported, " he principal] feels, and we all do, that if

. you give these. kids responsibility and an understanding of what their duties are,

they will perform." Another indicated, " ghe princiPai7 is the best

teacher I've ever watched: He expects the kids to perform, and they know it, and

1Though the Phase I prindipal at RoUgh Rock felt that this constant calling
for attention was "an Anglo ego-building device," we noted that Navaho teachers
and aides at all three schools demanded attention from their pupils.
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theyknow there will be trouble if they don't. He expects and gets perfect attention

from my class for, the half hour each day lie is in here for oral English."

The Children at Rock Point were more responsive than those at Rough

Rock or Millie, though less responsive than most Anglo children of the same age.

Each teacher was aware of how his program meshed with others. Some teachers

maintained informal tutoring arrangements for groups of students needing help

with math, reading, and science. Two teachers arranged to have students in the

older class spend time after school listening to second grade brothers and sisters

(actual. or clan) reading and helping them with pronunciation. ,`

There was much visiting between teachers during the hour after classes

when teachers were still on duty. One informal meeting considered the topic of

promotion. Several individuals argued that each grade should have very specific

goals; they did not want children sent on until they had mastered the goals. Another

meeting considered the objectives of the principal. "He wants new ideas. . . .

Try new things in the classroom., but lmow why. . . . Don't be a "yes" man. . . .

Your job, as far as he is concerned, is to teach English."

We did not expect to find the same kind of oral English program in the upper

grades at Rock Point that was practiced in the lower. grades At Rough Rock we had

been told that the drill phase of TESL was informally discontinued by the Phase II

faculty because the older children thought it was "silly" and would not respond to

the pattern drills. When we were told that such a program was conducted with the

3.3- and 14-year old children at Rock Point, we expected a "silly" reaction. We

were mistaken, We saw a seriously executed oral pattern drill, with emphasis on

expression and flow as well as,..on chain dialogues. When we questioned the teacher

about the reaction of the class, he replied, "The principal took it seriously, other

teachers took it seriously, and the kids did too."

In the area of social studies, we found a variety of topics being considered

in the third, fourth, and fifth grade classes--lessons in community action, for

example, with a. reader and records which promoted a heated discussion in one

class about how to deal with a dying community. Another topic concerned the
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industrial life of a city. While all of the rooms displayed some examples of the

Navaho lifeway, we were unaware of any formal instruction inNavaho tfadition

and customs.. We were told that Navaho story tellers performed in the dorms

several times last year and once this year. Parents came to visit classes and talk

with teachers on report card day. (All BIA boarding children write a letter home

once a month which the school .mails.) However, we did not see the number of

adult Navahos in traditional clothing at.Rock Pointthat we saw at 'Rough ROck'.

9 The emphasis at Rock Point was on English: Students in the upper grades.

kept logs in which they were free to write anything they wished, so long as they

wrote something each day. The logs were checked by the teachers but never narked.

The few we examined had wild stories, nasty remarks about teachers and. children,

dreams, hopes, and other things one might find in any child's diary. There was a

senseof controlled urgency at Rock Point. Teachers pushed the children and

pushed themselves. Their engagement in a common task seemed to promote high

morale in both groups,

The Chin le Boarding. School

The Chin le Boarding School had no kindergarten program, and the beginners

classes and grades one through three were organized in terms of the self-contained

classroom. A Navaho art supervisor from the Chin le Agency office came about

once a week to give instruction in art projects. The school had a library So small

it could hardly accommodate a class, so most rooms had library books and maga-

zines available for the children. At the upper levelSfourth through sixth- -the

program was departmentalized. The home-room teacher was responsible for the

TESL program., art, and his own area of specialization. Children were grouped

into grades homogeneously according to achievement test scores, and grouped

again within grades into classes. For example, the 6:1 group of the five sixth-'

grade classes was the highest-achieving group. Because the seventh grade had

been moved to the school at Many Farms, all three classroom buildings had empty

-rooms.' (We' used three of them to interview students.) Ordinarily these. rooms

were used as study halls by the fourth-through-sixth-grade pupils. The study

periods could be used by students to go to the library or to study, or, a home-room
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teacher might bring students into their study room for a tutoring session. During

the time we were using the study rooms, the teachers kept the classes in their home-

oo ms .

Supplies and other materials, with the exception of pencils, seemed barely

adequate, and teachers rationed them carefully. The school had been equipped

with specialduplication devices and did many jobs for the community and.the Chinle

Agency office. Of the three boarding schools in our study, Chinle was the most

elaborately decorated in terms of artwork, bulletin board displays, and teacher-

made visuals. Each room had an AV cart with phonograph, overhead projecter,

filmstrip projector,and a good supply of other audio visual devices, but we seldom

saw the equipment used .

Most teachers did insist that boys' and girls' desks be intermingled, thus

duplicating the required boy-girl-boy-girl pattern in the dining room. The girls at

Chinle seemed more mature and aggressive in terms of boy-girl relatiOnships

than did pupils of the same age at Rough Rock and Rock Point. Chinle Boarding

School teachers were more formally dressed than teachers at Rough Rock or Rock

Point. Perhaps the mora.elaborate decorations and dress were in deference to

many visitors who came over from the Chinle Agency office across the road,

though Rough Rock teachers did not react to the public spotlight in this way.

Teachers aides were available only in the begs nners classes. . No attempt- was made

to arrange the time schedule to permit the primary teachers to work with smaller

groups.

In contrast to Pock Point, the sound emanating from Chinle classrooms at

the upper levels was that of the teacher's voice . With the exception of the beginners

classes, most students at Chinle seemed spectators rather than participants.

Though the students were generally well behaved in class, we saw more silent

expressions of hostility. 'We were told of more. attempts, successful and unsuccess-

ful, to hit teachers at Chinle than at the other two schools.

`Thouighall classes at Chinle Boarding had an ESL period scheduled each days

much variety existed in the way the program was executed. The Navaho lady with

years of experience who taught one of the beginners classes used many of the same
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techniques and oral patterns which were used by the Navaho teachers at Rough Rock.

She demanded complete attention and frequently told the children that they had to

."learn to listen.,"..'When children fidgeted or played with their hands or objects in

their pockets, they were told, "Look at me," and "Work with your mouth, not with

your hands." But the children in these classes seemed eager to learn, and teacher,

aide, and class seemed to enjoy each other. The .same demand for attention was

made by the other Navahe teacher at the first grade level and by an Indian teacher

at the second grade level. The impression projected by these three women, two

older, one younger, was that children needed to be told what to do and were to

listen while being told.

One of these three teachers stated she did not believe that these children

can perform on achievement tests unless what is on them Zile tests] is taught,

and so that's what I stress, again and again, ... .. I have administered.the tests

and I know what is on them, and you can't expect children to take a test on what has

never been presented to them . . . I don't believe in this incidental learning thing.

Children learn what they are taught and what they are drilled .on. If you expect

them to do anything on those tests--and supervisors .do expect you to make a show-.

ing--then specifics have to be. taught. I'm honest enough to admit a, and work hard

at teaching it--which is more than I can say for other teachers . ." Mgch em-

phasis was placed on memorization of songs, stories poems Usually children

were silent except when ordered to recite. Teachers in the second and third grades

drilled students on recognition of geometric shapes. The higher the grade, the

more the rote increased, and the less were children activeTarticipants.. This

trend was more evident at Chinle than at either of the other two ,boarding schools,.

In general, it seemed to us that the materials the older students were asked to re-

cite Were uninteresting: In response the students to. "ttme out", the teachers.

But one older teacher conducted an action-oriented TESL lesson with an upper level

class that was Most successful. However, she spoke a little Navaho., and was able

tojoke with her clas.s: and control their whispering in Navaho. One sixth grade

teacher insisted that his students liot speak Navaho, even when they assured him

they were not talking about him. One-English teacher conducted a twenty-minute
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language lesson without once having a pupil speak, and then gave them a writing

assignment. When several asked for help, she indicated that they could "read the

.. directions, ".

Chin le lacked the sense of urgency that characterized Rock Point. In one

third-grade class observed, a half-hour TESL lesson was conducted and then the

children spent two and a half hours copying pictures they had drawn the day before ,

while the teacher made 'decorations for the Christmas tree in the room. More of

the same was promised for the afternoon.

Several male teachers in grades four through six had developed excellent

rapport with small groups of boys, and they had none of the discipline problems which

led one fourth-grade teacher, as an instance , to beat two boys with a stick until an

administrator stopped her. However, several of these men delivered the most il-

logical and uninformed lectures the observer had ever heard. Several upper grade

teachers, upon reading the observer's mtes,were amused to discover that much

was going on in their classrooms without their awareness -- random activity of

students who appeared bored or even alienated by what was offered to them as in-

struction. It should be emphasized that none of these people were malicious, but

friendly, courteous, and open. They simply had low. expectations for their students.

The lack of learning was the fault of the child. As one teacher remarked in a note

to the observer, "At. this time Of. year, with the C.hristmas Holidays. fast approach-

ing, the children are less interested in school, or very excited about being able

to go home for holidays. It is very lard to get any kind of attention from them.

That .Ls-ic,7 the reason for "Cats Cradle" etc." This teacher was the only one we

Were aware of who was using Navaho as a teaching tool in her classroom. The

children would help her with her Navaho between visits of the teacher intern who

was actually doing the formal instruction .in Navaho literacy.

One of the Chinle administrators remarked,"They havd a pretty good faculty

this year . . : we got rid of all the rebels last year." It was our impression that

the school needed a few rebellious boat-rockers more than anything else. Problems

seemed largely ignored. The principal was' a man of good will, just and considerate

in the eyes of the teachers, but bureaucratic paperwork and Chinle's tall hierarchy
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apparently insulated,him from the concerns of the faculty. The two assistant prin-

cipals in charge of curriculum likewise were sincere men. One was attempting

to' gather .informatibn oii curriculum materials and the scope and sequence of pro-.

grains and materials, but the press of other business kept him from doing more

than accumulating information. The basic assumption, apparently, was that the

teachers, altprofessionals.with civil service ratings, would perform as the cur-

riculum guide directed, and in so doing they would meet the needs of children.

One of the teachers who left Chinle to go to Rock Point said he moved be-

cause Chinle was too. big and presented no challenge. He came to Rock Point to

work with the principal, he said, "to pick his brain," to get the guidance in class-

room techniques he was not getting at Chinle commented on the docility of

the Chinle students, who could respond with more than one-word answers in the dorm,

but not in any class we. obServed except those with Navaho teachers at the beginners

and first grade level, or with Anglateachers who knew Navaho at the upper levels.

It seemed to us that students who reze hightly motivated and had developed

good study habits could probably benefit from the existing program in the .upper

grades at Chinle. But for the sake of most pupils in the school, the eagerness we

found in the beginners classes should be preserved. through 'all the elementary

school years.

It must be mentioned that classreom observationSat.Chinle were done during

a period somewhat unfavorable to sustained. classroom activities, that is, the last

ten days before the Christmas holiday. It became clear that the teachers we ob-

served had anticipated our visit, knew of our stay at Rough Rock, and Rock Point,

and were aware, in addition, of the emphasis atboth schools on language programs.

Though we often came into the room during a seatwork period or writing exercise,

shortly thereafter the children would be called upon to perform, some in TESL

fashion, others in the classical tradition of the recitation, or in answers to questions

posed by the teacher.

Attention was given to math concepts or arithmetic in all of the primary

classes. The beginners were writing and identifying numbers from one to ten; the

first graders were concentrating on the number of days in a week, a month, a year;
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the second and third grade students were given drills in the identification of geometric

shapes and in the concept of fractions--for example, one -half, one-third, one-fourth

of a sphere. Iii one second-grade classroom children were *eagerly competing to see

who could finish column-addition problems first. Those who made errors were

called to the board to work several similar problems. The older, more experienced

teacher in the second grad;-.,!ntroduced the children to the concept of a foot by giving

each of them a ruler to hold, finger, play with. After pointing out the inch divisions,

she had them make a calender, , five inches by seven inches, for December, so they

would know how many days remained before Christmas. They were told to take

the calendar home so theywould know what day to return to school. Third-grade

children were working in arithmetic computation workbooks called Seeing Through

Arithmetic . One fourth-grade teacher said math was usually taught in the morning,

but because of the approaching holiday, and because the children did so well, this

period was being used to make decorations and to learn holiday songs. The depart-

mentalized fourth-through-sixth-grade classes had fifty minutes of math each day,

and much time was spent on drill. Modern math and set theory were introduced

agency-wide about four years ago, and all teachers at Chinle reportedly were

using these concepts in math lessons.
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.Bilingual Education*.

, by Oswald Werner
Assistant Profess Or Of Anthropology

Northwestern University
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/In undeitaking this assignment, I fleW from Chicago to Phoenix, Arizona,

and iininediately'went. by private 'Car to FlagStaff.. There I was hoPing to interview

Mr. Irvy Goossen (author of Navaho Made Easier) about his program in which

NaValid student's standardize the Orthography.bf various published Navaho textual

materials: '''''UAidittiiiately we failed to connect (the program apparently did not
. . ; .

.

rigtei-ialiZey, 'and I-Werit on 16 Kayehta, 'where I was hoping to see the N6.1,rah, literacy
. ,

'PregTam in thepubliC. school. Ieturned Out that the program consisted of literacy

in
. .. .

. ;

iNavaho after literaCy n English and consisted of instruction by an Anglo teacher

twice a week. I spent Monday and Tuesday interviewing and observing at RRDS (the
. . .

RotighliaCk'beMenstr.diCn SchOol)'. j I wa's ass isted in this task by Mr . Kenneth Y.

lieVighet; teachers in Navaho after my interview in

English. Hig main Concern was evaluating ih Navaho. (Mr. Begishe

has collaborated with me for hiri6 years. He is currentry'employed by Northwestern
. ,

University arid is a member of the school board at Shonto, Arizona.) We interviewed
,i;1 ,r

every. NaVahe teacher Preseiit in the school (One Mrs ;:Wallace , was out of town).

Weihiesclay Morning we visited Reck POint School and interviewed some children

(see beim).- We' returned in'the afternoOn to RRDS and continued our interviews

there." Heft for Chicago, via G6.11uP,' that eVehing.
. . . ,

1% observed specifiCally the f011owing classes: Mr. Platero's evening

class on Navaho' Government, Miss' Sisney's ESL class, and Mr. Draper's class in
. .

adult education. Other Classes we obSerVecl Mere *casually, usually before the
.teacher's interview. !

Our schedule was obviously cramped.,, .

Th9. interv.iews, were .held with eight children .atip,Ds and ten at Rock Point

(we asked for eight):, fpur from the lower gradeq who.hac\ spent their entire schooling

. *Condensed from a longer report submittedby Professor Werner: His
interview not are reproduced in Appendix C..

.
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at RRDS and a compdrable group of five at Rock Point; aria four (five) out of the

highest comparable grade with Rock Point (the sixth). In order to bias our sample

in the fairest possible manner,' we asked in both schools for the four "brightest"

children in'each class: ,(The interview consisted'primarily of evaluating.the children's

understanding of the following definition (adapted from Webster's Collegiate Dictionary):

"A unicorn is an animal of the fairy tales. It looks like a horse and has a horn in

the middle of its forehead. ".

We asked questions like "what does a unicorn look like? How many horns.

does it have? Where is its horn? What is a fairy tale?" The test was less than

successful. Children who did not respond to the English version responded equally

negatively to the all Navaho version. Monosyllabic answers were preferred in both

schools. One girl at Rock Point knew what a unicorn was. One boy at RRDS, we

suspect, knew this too.

I have known and visited RRDS since February of 1068, at which time I

first became involved with the school's Navaho liter icy program. I visited RRDS

several times between then and September, 1968, during my stay in the field. Mr.

Witherspoon, formerly of the RRDS staff, and Mrs. Wallace, currently a teacher at

RRDS, are personal friends. My daughter Deborah was a volunteer in the Black

Mountain Kitsilie Shepherd School. All these,visits were unofficial. Most people

at RRDS were unaware of my presence. I have met Robert Roussel once, at which

time we exchanged pleasantrieS , soon after which he departed. I didn't meet

Dillon Platero, the current RRDS director, until the first conference on RRDS

called by Professor Erickson, in October, 1968. I visited RRDS in the Fall of 1966

and consulted with them again.on Navaho literacy. In this report I have used some

knowledge e:fined during my first and second consultation at RRDS (e. g. , the

evaluation of Mrs. Wallace's teaching of Navaho literacy).

Justifications for Bilingual Education

' Regardless of one's stand on the issue of how or with whom Navaho children

are competing, there is increasingly compelling evidence that the best predictor of

success in the national language is mastery of the native language. 1
1H. Singer, "Bilingualism and Elementary Education," Modern Language

Journal, Vol. 40, pp. 444-458.
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Some degree of bilingual educatiOn;can be justified on the grounds that being

exposed to two lexically, syntactically,. and . phonologically coded systems provides
. . . .

the'Student, in a Sense, with sterep.: .(binbcular, :binaUral) vision of his and the second

language he is acquiring,.. . A bilingual school;-hoWever , goes far beyond "some -

gr.de ee" pf bilingualism:

.. A bilingual school* is, a. school which uses ,' concurrently., two 'languages

as medium of instruction in any portion of the curriculuM (except the languages

themselves). 2 In this sense the only. bilingual school on thekkaVahO Indian ReserVa-

tion rr in Indian Education is at Rough Rock Demonstration school. This is a fact.

totally independent of what:RRDS does;, or how well it'does it, Or how well Other.

Indian schools do, whatever they are doing. "The teaching of a.'vernacularsoleIy

as a bridge to another,: the official language is not bilingual education in the above

sense, nor is ordinary Teaching English as a Second Langilage. "3 '
Bilingual education tries to capitalize' on the natural ability of the child to

learn languages easily: The young child learns a second language quickly and ef-

fectively if it is. an unavoidable means to his full'time involvement in all the affairs

sti'. his life ...,Much less:than.full time involvement will suffice for him to learn the,

new language .;4 The optimum time:for the child'S involvement in the learning of a

second language is not known. Short periods must be programmed sufficiently close

to each other to be reinforcing. At the Mia.miCorral Way School the schedule

through the sixth:grade is as indicated This schedule compareE favorably

with the proposed bilingual schedule for Rough Rock (Fig-5.2).

Every egort should be made to provide education in the native language.

Students should start their schooling in the medium which they understand best.

Adding the native language to the curriculum is the only safe.measure to avoid the

E. Fishman, The Implications of Bilingualism for Language Teaching
and Language Learning," in A. Valdman, ed. , Trends in Language Teaching
(McGraw-Hill, 1966), pp. 122-132. ....

2F . Gaardner "Organitation of the 'Bilingual Scho61," in T. Mac Namara,
ed. , Problems of Bilingualism; Journal of Social Issues-, Vol 23, 1967 , pp. 110-120.

Ibid. .f.

4Ibid. , p. 120. 203
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intellectual retardation .observed in children-with-a second-language handicap.' The

age between. five and seven; sometimes, extended to three to eight,2is crucial, for in-
.

telleCtuai developinent because the child learns increasingly to use his language for

problem solving tasks: One of the strongest justifications of bilingual education is to

keep one intellectual channel patent while the other one is developed.. This is another

way of saying that.the child's progress should be from the known to the unknown. It

makes no sense to 'knock his props out before he has a strong foothold.. This: is per-

haps most crucial in the span of years mentioned above. After this .age, the social

functions of the native language may increasingly become the deciding justification for

the continued maintenance of bilingual education throughout the educational process.

This is properly recognized by the newly established Navaho Community College and

its program to teach Navaho on the college level, even to Navahos who have apparently

lost their ability to speak Na Vaho.

For the primary and pre-primary child, problem solving in the second,

weaker language is more difficult: The most conclusive demonstration comes from

Irish schools observed by Ma.cNamara.S' Children with English as their first language

subjected to Irish Gaelic instruction had greater difficulty solving arithmetical pro-

blems presented verbally. Their mechanical ability to calculate did not seem to

stiffer.. The often mientioned ability of Navaho students to spell well may not be due

to the acuteness of their visual: meinory. If may simply be. an overcompensation for

the absence of intellectual involvement by success in a mechanical task. Navaho

secretaries who can spell individual words consistently well are often unable to de-

tect simple ungrammatical English sentences (personal observation).

Individual ability for second language learning seems to vary, and proficiency

. in a second language may suffer by transfer to contexts outside of the classroom. The

loss of highly proficient English by Navahos under stress, e. g. hospitalizaticin,

illness, etc. , has been widely observed by health personnel; doctors..(e.g. , Dr.

,lIbid. p. 110
. .

2
MacNamara, Tok_:. cit. ; S. H. White, "Evidence for Hierarchal Arrangement

. .

of Learning Processes; Lipsitt and C. C. Spiker, eds. , Advances in Child
Development and Behavior, Vol. II (Academic Press, 1965).

3MacNamara, _op. cit. 204
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Grade

1

Vernacular
140 minutes

SL
15

Mixed
55 min. 1-4 Weeks

2
Vernadular
205 minutes

SL
'50

mixed
75 man. 5-12 Weeks

1

Vernacular
165 minutes

SL
90 min.

Mixed
75 min. 13-24 Weeks

1

Vernacular
165 minutes

Second Language
150 minutes

Mixed
75 min.

2
Vernacular
150 minutes

Second Language
120 minutes

Mixed
115 min.

3'
Vernacular
180 minutes

Second Language
125 minutes Mixed

4
Vernacular
120 minutes

SL
90

Mixed
180

5 120
SL
9.0

Mixed
180

6
Mixed

(projected for 1966/67)

Vernacular and second language (S.L) mean the use of these as
mediums of instruction. Mixed in grades 1-3 means physical education,
art and music only. In grades 4-6 mixed also means combined classes
of Anglos and Cubans alternating 3 weeks of each grading period workins,
through English only, and 3 weeks working through Spanish only, in all
subjects. ('Gaarder 1967;114)

Fig.. 5.1 Vim° Distribution, for Bilingual Education,. Coral Way
Elementary School
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ears
in

School
NAVAHO ENGLISH Age

1 Spoken Spoken 4-z5

2 Written and Spoken to 5-6

=-....--
3 6-7

4
11 ff 7-8

11.mM
Spoken and Written Spoken and Written 8-9'

6 r. It 9-10

7
to 10-11

8 to if to 11-12

9 fi

mINENSIZio4111.1.0.
to 12-13

In comparison to Gaarderls graph the estimated time distribution
2/3 Navaho and 1/3 English for the first four gradei and a 1/3,
2/3 flip for grades 5-9 for RRDS is, if anything conservative.
.(Plattero 1968:4S-49).

rig. 5.2 Proposed Time Distribution for Bilingual Rduoution,
Rolgh Rook Demonstration Sohool
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Edward Kompare, SUD USPHS Clinic, Kayenta, Arizona), and nurses (Mrs. June.
Werner, R.N. , School' Nurse 1967-68, Kayenta, Public School; both personal corn-.

Implication) and rescuer's (personal observation). The Navaho youngster who has

Mastered neither langUage after prolonged schooling away from home (observed 30

years ago among the Menoininee by L. Bloomfield; C: F. 'Voegelin; personal com-:.

munication) may be emotiOnally handicapped beyond what we dare imagine.. His state
::

must be comparable to the sense of isolation Berlitz students Teel and under which 30
.

per cent break down when exposed to the total immersion method of language learning.

"One of the best established findings of educational research is that a major

source of 'variaticin in pupil learning is the teacherb ability to promote learning."1

The bilingual teacher has a very simple basic unassailable advantage over the weaker

second language: he can make himself understood and promote intellectual learning.

I suggest anyone doubting this'abseirtiOn should try to learn Navaho.

That Navaho is'a difficult language to learn is acknowledged by all who have
71

tried as well as the'exPerts (note the title of Goodsen's book: "Navaho Made Easier"
;not "Navaho Made EaSy"1) 2 This fact should remind us that language difficulty is

usually reciprocal: Engligh is about as difficult for Navahos (see life history in..

Sapir & Hoijer). 3 This makes a ,bilingual education especially crucial for Navahos.

The cha:nnel of intellectual communication mils', be kept patent.

A UNESCO Commission has.recommended "every effort.should be made to

provide education in the mother tongue. . . pupils should begin their schooling through
. . .

. . .. .

the medium of the mother tongue, becauSe they understand it best, and because to begin

their school life in the mother tongue will make the breakdown between home and schoOl.

as small as possible" (inphasis.added).4 The community involvement of Navaho

parents has never been high... Every traditional parent I have talked to during the last

ten ,years has lamented the fact that the schools alienate the children from their parents.

1j. B. Carroll, ,"Nanted: i4 Research Basis for Educational Policy on
foreign Language Teaching," Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 30, 1960, pp.
128-140.

21. Goosen, Navaho Made EaSier.:.(Northland Press, 1967)..
3E. Sapir and H. Hoijer, Navaho Texts (LSA, 1945).
4UNESCO, "The Use of the Vernacular Language in Education," Monoapli

of Fundamental Education, 1953.
0'1
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The assimilationist poll- had its community dimension. I!. at least, it was.

assumed that by severing the children from their social and cultural heritage change

would automatically take place. Anthropological research since 1945 has clearly

shown that this is a false assumption. Social and cultural change must be carried

out by the majority of the adult population. We can see the principle clearly re-

flected on our college campuses. Unless the administration and faculty are ready;

to change the students are unable to achieve anything but havoc.

Language and culture' are so closely associated in.every society that it is

difficult to conceive of taking someone's culture seriously without paying attention

to his language. But this is precisely the case with monolingual or near-monolingual

English curricula of "cultural enrichment" dealing with Navaho culture and history.

To the child nothing is more Navaho than his native language. TO teach Navaho

culture and history without taking the Navaho language very seriously is to mock

,the student's intellige,.:e. He knows very well that speaking. Navaho annoys most

Anglos for whatever irrational reasons. How would .we feel if someone suggested

that although our culture and history is valuable, English must be replaced by

Chinese? Can we imagine the history of the English speaking peoples without the
: .

speaking of of English?
.; .

For effective education the native language of the students mw5:-, be taken as

seriously as the national language: that is, the fun impact of bilingual education
. ., ..

supports a strong program in literacy in the native language, :mastery of the native

language and instruction in the native culture and social living.

Bilingualism at Rough Rock

Programs of bilingual education and Navaho literacy at Rough Rock were

started in the upper grades and lower grades With aiernpha.shi on introducing

Navaho after literacy was acquired through English. Paul Platero was an excellent

' teacher. Mrs: LaUra Peshlakai Wallace floundered at first (Spring, 1968) but did

exceptionally: well when we.'Observed her last fall (1968). The lack of materials

1Margaret Mead; Old Lilies for New ..(953).
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is felt very strongly, RBDS has poor duplicating.facilities.. Books like Ken Behishe's

translation.of Dr. Zim"s "What's inside of Me" were not in circulation; in part be-

cause the dittOineiNas often illegible The tendency of teacherS {especially Navaho.

teachers) to withdraw under stress. created' problems, since little of the CumulatiVe

experience was exchanged. The principal had failed to create a non-threatening 'at-

mosphere of- give and take of. experience and sharing of materials. In.part at least -

this isnnderstandable since I suspect that-atthis point the. teacher's control of

Navaholiteracy is better than the principal's -control.' This is more an indictment

of pervious Navaho education than of the principal. Unless'one attached hint or her-

self tothe Mormon church or a select group of Protestant churehes, education in

Navaho literacy was and still is hard to. come by. Adult Navaho who are literate in

English have a difficult time unlearning thelnoriphOttemic:spelling habits drilled into

them in English. (See first paragraph on p. 5.32).

Another part of the problem was perhaps that RRDS launched the bilingual
. !, . , . .[:...; f' :L.-, , :. ;.4i , .

and literacy programs with great optimism, underestimating the difficulties. This

could have been a mistake, but I don't think it was. My casual comparison' between

October, 1968, and January, 1969, implies that the gamble was worth while. There
. I

is no evidence that the "children have suffered; to the 'contrary, several of the teachers
. ....1968..... !- ; :.:;' .

who were unconvinced in October , , are now enthusiastically behind the program
I.; i r . .; 4:(!s, . .

and eVen concede that the children may be ahead in reading skills. Someone needst: . .:!!
to pOint. out to the teachers that this in itself, considering the lack of precedence

and the laCk of materials, is a tremendous achievemen.t (the children can sound put

complek Navaho words well). . The bilingual teachers in my estimation are all in-

telligent women; several may even be extraordinary. :If Laura Peshlakai Wallace's

self-assurance and efEctiveness could increase as much as it did between my first
. . ;

visit (in February, 1968) and October, 1968 (I did not see het in January, 1968--she
: .:,:=. .. ,1; .

was out of town), and with the implementation of the primers now in preparation.

by the Navaho Curriculum Center, next year Should be a success.

Navaho Social Living.
:- .t. :.

There was a tremendous turnover of teachers in this program, partly perhaps

because it. was naively assumed that any one who was a Navaho coui.2 ipso facto
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teach a course on Navaho culture. The teaching itself and the heavy load could have

all been stressful. Milton Bluehouse worked hard and enthusiastically. His outlines

are still.around. So did Clark Atsitty, although he seemed to have problems in com-

municating with the older Navahos when he tried to collect legends. Ken Begishe

claims Atsitty's,questioning of older Navahos was tho direct and not sufficiently

roundabout.

The concern that, due to lack of coordination,, needless repetitions occurred

is probably well founded, although some repetition at different levels is unavoidable

(the spiral theory of instruction). .

The recently established curriculum committee on integrated social studies is

an important and good step *forward. The planned integration with the rest of the social

science curriculum is the best approach to the problem- yet.

ESL (English as a Second Language)

Dr. Robert WilSon's approach to ESL at UCLA is very good. He taught Mrs.

Virginia Hoffman, RRDS specialist in ESL last year. Her handbook, Oral English at

Rough Rock, is very thorough, but tends to be too difficult to follow because it is so

detailed. Reedited as a reference work to Navaho ESL, it may be more useful. ESL

(i.e. , the audio-lingual approach now popular on the Reservation), like other instruc-

tional methods, is unfortunately not a panacea to Indian educational problems. The

RRDS bilingual approach needs special implementation of the audio-lingual approach

by other methods (e.g. ,. meaning-translation). The teacher's complaints (and students'

complaints too) about the dullness and repetitiveness of ESL is serious too. This

latter charge is. by the way, applicable to the ESL approach everywhere.

Testing students' performance in second language proficiency is an extremely

complicated task. While most of the literature talks about linguistically adequate

testing, there is relatively little talk about sociolinguistically adequate testing, that

is , testing geared to the experimental fact that social context affects coMpetence.

A Comparison of Pupils

-The Engliah ofpdPils 'in an on ended `casual interview--(see-MethodsdesCribed-,

earlier) seems roughly comparable at RRDS with Rock Point. The RRDS children's

911)
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response is very Navaho: often less than a whisper. The Rock Point children respono

louder and clearer , almost in American Middle class fashion. The main difference

in the English of the two schools seems:to be:loudness. The higher Performance

demands (and/or the Bereiter-Engelman xnothod?) placed on the'RoCk. Point children

may be responsible for this. The loudness carries over into speaking Navaho with

strangers. Nevertheless the*RRDS children seemed on the whole a bit, more willing

to speak. Navaho. Both groups of children liked the teaching of Navaho in school.

...tine' child in each group had negative feelings about the Navaho language.

i'haVe no way of judging that 'allegedly the level of the eight grade at Rough

Rock'is'cornparable to sixth grade elsewhere.1 I found the English banter (joking is

certainly a mark of language prOficiency) in Platero's evening class refreshingly

fluent and spontaneous.

Miss Sisney's ESL class was fun for the children and generally well done.

The Navaho Curriculum Center .

The Center has producedthree books (Black Mountain Boy; Coyote Stories,

and Grandfather Stories). A .book on: Navaho History is in 'preparatiOn. All these

books were in English.. In retrospe:ct:this lopsided production of books in.English

when the. crying need is. for books in Navaho is understandable as a 'Cultural survival.

I do not understand the natural development of ideasat RRDS, but it seems that the
. .

wholenotion of a truly bilingual-bicultural education evolved gradually. The,re-.-

adaptation of -BlacklVlountain Boy into Navaho and the preparation of the Navaho

primers is a step in the right direction. It also seems to indicate a more radical

change in theorientatiOn of RRDS than any of its previous programs.

Recommendations for Bilingual Education and Navaho Literacy

In terms of teacher's opinions, the program is a success. '.The' program,. .

proposal for bilingual education recently submitted by RRDS to the Office of:Education

is in my opinion pne of the best proposals I have ever seen. The prelithinary ver

sions of the Navaho primer being developed by the. Navaho Curriculum Center have

successfully taken over some of Mr... Begishe's and my experiences in teaching

literacy to Navahos and have expanded and improved on these ideas significantly.
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However , I feel that the teachers were not sufficiently involved. in the design

of the program. In'both programs it will be necessary to draw the teachers out so

that they beeople free to share their eXperiences in the classroom and learn from

each other. Learning from each other appears to me to be more important in a

pioneering effort like this one than the opinions of many experts.

Recommendations for ESL
. .

,

More scientific knowledge of the structure of the Navaho language is necessary,

for example, to assess the order of difficulty of English exercises in the ESL pro-

grams for Navaho children. We do not know enough about Navaho to even guess

intelligently. This is true of all ESL programs c the Reservation.

The nature of ESL Zor a bilingual program needs to be evaluated and expanded

to include the specialized requirements. Meaning - translation excercises have to be

brought uPto date and included as part of ESL.

The chief problem of Indian education in the past was that 3 discouraged

translation and Interpretation.. Audio-lingual ESL perpetuates this approach. There

is a desperate need for interpreting Anglo culture to mature Navahos and Navaho

culture to Anglos. Some parents .have already noted the willingness of RRDS

children to.interpret. This trend must be encouraged. Nothing else will bring the

Navahos smoothly into .the 21st Century(
.

Recommendations for the Navaho Curriculum Center and Navaho Social Living Classes

The curriculum center must concentrate on turning out reading materials for

children in Navaho. Employment of a Navaho creative writer should be considered.

The creative writer should be aided by a research department for search of the

extensive literature about the Navaho (posSibly this could be done with co-op students. )

''The Center should be in the center of the current 'plans for tightening the curriculum.

Teachers should be more involved with the curriculum center. Even lightening

teaching loads for teachers willing to do creative writing in Navaho should be Con-

sidered. All existing texts in Navaho must be collected in a more systematic

fashion. Many of these sources may not be the best, but they will have to do until

better materials are created.
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The reissue of the Franciscan Father's Ethnologic Dictionary and other-

Navaho classics may be worth considering,. but since all anthropological materials

were' collected end written by and for Anglos, all need radical editing, updating

and adapting to the special needs of the Navaho children.

RRDS and the Navaho Curriculum Center need a multilith or similar high

quality duplicator for experimental editions. Children have a hard enough tir.dc*

learning to read without the impediment of virtually illegible materials. It would be

premature to rush these into regular offset or letter press printing.

(This is the end of Professor Werner's report. Our conclusions, based
on the two reports provided in this chapter, begin on the following page.)

2]3.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Some of the best instruction we have 'seen anywhere was occurring at Rough

Rock, in one or two classes taught, by Navaho teachers at the primary level. Rough.

Rock was experimenting with unusually promising techniques' of bilingual education.

Its efforts to introduce Navaho 'elements. into the curriculum must be regarded as

significant steps into an essentially unexplored area. The teaching of arithmetic

appeared to be a strong point of the regular academic program.

As in the dormitory program; some areas could be identified for strength-

ening. 'There .was general need for school-wide planning, 'articuiation, and metho..

dical follow-through. This theme. as chapter 6 wiThdemonstrate, emerged persis-

tently in informal discussions with teachers, in teacher interviews; and in teacher

questionnaires, as well.. We felt that some of the' lack of planning and structure

may have resulted from a misconception of nongrading. Properly understood,

nongrading is not merely a matter of grouping pupils heterogeneously,' but a different

approach .tocurriculum planning and execution: In the Words of the nation's leading

exponents of the concept, "To move into a nongraded plan without simultaneously

or subsequently giving attention to fundamental questior.s of school furictien, curri-

culum design, teaching,. and evaluation is to court chaos, or t at best, to create a

school that is nongraded in name only..4

It should be noted, in this connection, that teachers api)arently had not

participated in planning done in the past. According to Professor Werner's report

and interview note's, for. instance , a high proportion of teachers responsible for

Navaho elements of the curriculum had.serieus questions about the a-niottht of Navaho

-.language that. should be included, and there were indications that they had merely

been told what must be-donec There is evidence in Uri research literature that the.

nature and quality of instruction is difficult to control in this way. If teachers do not

participate in planning, see the relevance of what they are doing, and understand

the.legic behind the techniques applied, there is little likelihood that instructional

1John I. Goodlad and Robert H. Anderson, "Educational Practices in Non-
graded Schools: A Survey of Perceptions," Elementary School journal, LXIII
(Octobetr, 1962), 33-40; cf. Robert H. Anderson and John I. Goodlad, "Self Appraisal
in Non graded Schools: A Survey of Findings and Perceptions," Elementary School
Journal , LXII (February, 1532,) , 261-69,
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experiments will succeed.
. . .

With the eXceptionof.the'very significant experimentation mentioned earlier ,

we thought the classrooms at Rough Rock were basically conventional, particularly

in the upper grades. According to teachers in the four schools we studied, Navaho

pupils. had speCial probleins, special ways of perceiving the world, and special

abilities and aptitudes. They seemed, for example, to be particularly adept at

visualizing spatially, and their manual dexterity was generally remarkable. (Accor-

ding to recent research, ethnic groups may be characterized by unique ability pro-

files astonishingly resistant to change .)1 We think unusual instructional approaches

may be needed for these children, even beyond bilingualism and the teaching of

Navaho culture. Some special emphasis on art, for instance, seems particularly

warranted. During 1968-69, there was no art teacher on the faculty.

A number of Rough Rock teachers evidenced lack of acquaintance with

commonly utilized techniques for maintaining classroom order, detecting lack of

pupil attention, determining that pupils were comprehending, and introducing dif-

ficult concepts. Few teachers exhibited knowledge of how a classroom aide could be

put to good use:. To say this is not to question the intelligence of these people.

Neither do we censure the school for hiring inexperienced, untrained teachers, as

data in chapter 6 will suggest it vas cloing:' An experimental school may need staff

members who are unspoiled by exposure to customary modes of instruction. But

its task, then, is to provide some training of its own. The classroom observations

suggest that.iw-service training was deficient at Rough.Rock, a possibility.that we

will explore further in chapter 6'.. Numerous teachers expressed lack of confidence

and.desire ,for training...in the teaching of. reading,: Few teachers in the upper grades
. .

seemed confidently in control of their classroonis and capable of sustaining pupil

interest. Part of the- problem was attributable, we felt, to ambiguity concerning
.

the support that could be expected from administrators. Some instruction-oriented

1Susan S. Stedolsky and Gerald Lesser, "Learning Patterns in the Dis-
advantaged," Harvard Educational Review, Fall, 196?, pp. 546-593.
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facilities were Substandard, it would seem--such as the library, with its modest

budget slashed 50 Percent and the duplicating equipment in the Navaho Curriculum

`Center. Some very expensiv,e equipment was entirely unused, such as the close-

circuit television system. Some classes were. being held in make-dc) rooms. There

was 'lack of systematic provision, at times, for ensuring that .pupils would show' up

at all their classes and arrive on time. When teachers needed help., we saw few

provisions that would itke it'easy and Unembarrassing:fOr theM tereqUest it and

get it. The assistance they were obtaining from the Navaho Curriculum Center was

negligible. With the excePtionof the "self-evaluatioethat was beginning when we

left Rough Rock in early December, 1968, we saw no provisions for determining,

other than through informal teacher and administrator; reactions , what programs in

the school were effective or ineffective..

Beyond thede general comments, we think-it inappropriate, as scholars

whose contact with NavaliO education was relatively brief , tespecify in detail what

Was strong or weak about instructionalprograms.at Rough Rock. Furthermore , the

school had not gathered the longitudinal data needed for such assessments. TO deter-

mine these strengths and weaknesses , Rough Rock needs the "sound, action oriented

research Studies" that it identified in its original proposal as "the most important

part of the .demonstration school." It seemed to us that Rough Rock's teachers

possessed many insights into the needs and capabilities of Navaho youngsters that

could be incorporated into school-wide instructional plans. The school board itself,

. or committees of parents, could be used at points to explore- curriculum goals and

to analyzeths reactions of children. Our essential.th.esi.:; in summary,. is this:

.To,develoP the*special :instructional at:Rough Pock will require. a great

,deal of .energy and thought hi.co'ncert on the :part of teachers, .administrators Navaho

' cOrisultaritS.Programs will have. to be devised, and,

continuously. evaluated and refined for the most part ionthe .0m...recommen-

dation's spring:from this central conviction:.....:.

1. A system of continuous curriculum planning and .evaluation should be

instituted immediately at Rough RO'ck. The recent "self - evaluation" was a good

beginning; but should be broadehecl in scope and should involve local Navahos.
.
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Curriculum diseussio,...i should include teachers, adminiso.'ators, board members,

parents, and to some extent outside consultants. The process should be part of

each teacher's function and calculated as part of his "load."

2. .Theguidelines of a' planned curriculuin, when developed, should not be

so specific as to preclude adaptation in individual classrooms to the varying needs of

pupils and the differential styles of teachers.

3.. If Rough Rock cannot employ an individual competent to design. and

execute. action research in the classrooms and dormitories, it shoiild contract with

some competent scholar, group of scholars, or appropriate institution (a regional

educational laboratory, perhaps) for the specialized help it needs to determine the

success of various approaches to instruction, socialization, and child care.

4. Since availability of resources is often critical in educational experi-

mentation, budgeting for instruction should be considered an integral part of the

curriculum- planning process. When funds are budgeted and officially allocated to

instruction by the board, they should not be subject to reallocation by administrators

to other purposes (chapter 6 cites evidence that this may have occurred in the past).

5. The curriculum-planning process should inehide specification of the

physical facilities, equipment, and materials needed for contemplated prdir;i'a.ms.

Provision of these desiderata should be considered an essential aspect of activating

the programs, We are sure, for example, that more adequate duplicating fadilities

will be needed for produding instructional 'materials, and probably much larger out-
,lays will be called for in the library..

6. As part of the curriculum-planning process , a systematic program of

pre- and ins service training for teachers should be devised; instituted; and contin-

uously reevaluated. (Further consideration is given to training programs in chapter 6).

7., The Navaho Curriculum Center should be redesignated as a general cur-
.. .

ricidurri center and assigned the task of acquiring or producing whateer materials

are specified for use through the curriculum-planning process. It should. be staffed,

equipped, and financed accordingly. Redesignation of.the center would not neces-

sarily mean de-emphasis on Nayaho materials, since these are. likely for some time

to be a primary need at Rough Rock, but it is clear that a curriculum center is required
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for instructional programs generally. Consideration should be given to making the

Center directly resp.onsible to the curriculum-planning group, perhaps through. its

chairman or executive secretary.

8. When complicated equipment (cicsed-circuit television, for 'example) is

acquired or reactivated as a result of the curriculum-planning process, school

`administrators shoUld accept responSibility for having it regularly serviced and

efficiently maintained.

9. As part of the planning process, specific, operational policies on dis-

cipline, pupil absences, pupil grouping, pupil promotion, reporting to parents, and

related issues should be developed, They should then be supported consistently by

school administrators , dormitory officials , and all other employees of the school.

10. A properly executed program of continuous curriculum planning and

evaluation may require the full-time attention of a chairman or executive secretary.

Perhaps the chief executive of the planning group should simultaneously head the

curriculum center. It may make sense to create an office of research and develop-

ment. Staffed by a highly competent director and several assistants, it could per-

form the functions of designing and executing action research, organizing and main-

taining processes of planning for classrooms and dormitories, and, as a replacement

for the Navaho Curriculum Center,purchasing, adapting, or creating theinstructional

materials identified through planning as needed in the school. By abolishing the

position of dormitory-school coordinator (which should be superfluous if proper

programs are maintained), the position of "book writer," the office of "evaluator,"

the curriculum center as currently constituted, and one of the two school principal -

ships, the school could develop a well staffed office of research and development

Without incurring extra costs.

11. Careful attention should be given to the fact that Rough Rock's en-

rollment has outgrown the instructional facilities.. Either admissions should be.

curtailed or steps should be taken to provide the needed classrooms. The curri-

culum planning group should develop the education specifications for any new

instructional facilities.
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CHAPTER 6

TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS AND CONCERNS

. .

We have given attention to Rough Rock's school board, parents, community

development efforts, dorniitorieS, and instructional prOgrams. In the chapter on

dormitories we considered numerous perceptions and characteristics of workers

inn that area. The passages"that follow focus primarily on teachers, though some .

consideration is directed to administrators, and to a limited extent, other employees

of the school.

Since we must examine al some length the reports of staff 'members. them-

selves, some caveatshduld be eraphasized. As many researchers have discovered,

the comments individuals make about their administrators and organizations are

often distorted by attitudes and misperceptions. We mentioned earlier several

conditions that, might make personnel more caustic at Rough Rock than elsewhere.

Other likely sources of bias are easy to identify. Rough Rock was more isolated

than the other three schools. One could never assume that when irritations mounted

he would jump into a car and escape for a while,for the road might be impassible.

The founder had reJigned--the man who had envisioned the school, organized it,

found money for it, and publicized it far and wide. Some people, believing he

had deserted them, might feel justified in "workinghim over" verbally. .Tensions

are always present when experiments are launched and reassuring structures

removed. When too much is change.d at once, as two recent reports suggest, the

confusion and unpredictability may become so unbearable that an organization

practically disintegrates.1 During the first two years, perhaps ,.the staff was

buoyed by the leader's charisma, the flush of a new adventure, swarms of en-

thusiastic, visitors, and plaudits in the press. Now was the time to settle own,

to stop ad libbing and face the music, W iron out the kinks, to promote less and.

administer more, to end the honeymoon and work out someadjustments. And

., .1 . .

Paul Lauter,, "The' Short , Happy Life of the Adams-Morgan Community.
School Project., " Harvard Educational Review, 33 (Spring, 1968), 235 -2G2; Louis
M. Smith and 139.t M. Keith, Social-Psycholo icalAs ects of School Building
3:sin-i._, Final Report, Project No. , Bureau of Research, U. S. Office of
EduCation, 1967.
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beyond these special circumstances ,. insecurities are almost always created by

administrative succession. We are .spculating, of course, but with a purpose:

to,emphasize that information in this chapter must be interpreted with care.

One phenomenon that we detected at Rough Rock is particularly relevant

here. When Warming the study,. we' regretted that it had not been launched mouths

earlier, while the first director of the school .was still in office. It would be dif-
.. ..

Beat, we thought, to 'discover much abetifthe school's functioning during the first

two years. In some respects, that prediction was substantiated, but in talking with

staff members during November and December, we encountered strong indications

that, in.their minds., the school was in a limbo between two worlds. Changes made
. : .

by the new director thus far were. riot viewed as decisive. lIcipes were expressed,

but virtually no one seemed willing to predict what palicies would be pursued in

the future. In some.respects; however, staff members habitually differentiated

the perceived approaches of the two administrators. ("When Bob was here, . . . but

ticoLthat Dillon is the director, . . .") A yery high proportion of teachers said

they were not sure they would remain at Rough Rock; it all depended on how things

went "under Dillon." Could he be sufficiently assertive? a Navaho, would he

discriminate against Anglos.? What would be his policies in numerous areas of

teacher concern? They were still waiting to see when we left the school early in

...December.. When we returned .briefly in January., as chapter 8 will indicate in

more detail, .much of the uncertainty seemed to have gone. Apparently new policies

. and procedures had been established firmly. The school had acquired a sense of
. .

direction. For-our purposes, the timing was fortunate. From the standpoint of

the staff, the long period cif uncertainty must have been exasperating. It is not

surprising that personnel, when questioned during that period, made bitter com-

ments about their. school, as later data will show.

The following discussions alxiUt teachers are the 'result of two approaches

to data-acquisition. The first, informal and unstructured, was the. "live-in" des-

cribed in chapter 1. Many conversations were held with staff members at Rough

-Rock and the other boarding schools: The assistant !director o'Ithe studY,- parti-

cuiarly, came to. knoWpany of these people 'as-friends, especially at RoughRock,
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,during thirty clays spent there. Discussions were held after the classroom obser-

vations discussed in chapter 5. Teachers voiced their concerns at the lunch table ,

bar coffee, and in the library, which served as a faculty.Ioungeduring the noon hour.

Other encounters occurred at the post office, the community service center, in the

halls, at activities , at game's, at dances , at carnivals, on the lOng sidewalks between

buildings, and occasionally over dinner in a teacher's home.

The second major source of Information was more formal and structured,

consisting of questioimaires administered to most teachers, a questionnaire mailed

. to former staff members, and structured interviews.'

The first teacher questionnaire, devised before the study began, was adapted

from an instrument developed for the National Study of American Indian Education,

directed by Professor Robert; Havighurst. In additionAo seeking much background

information on teachers, it probed their reasons for teaching in the school in

question; their attitudes toward their schools, their work, and Indian pupils and

cultures; the extent of their preoccupation with keeping pupils under control; various

characteristics of the school's administrative structure as they perceived it; and

.their opinions on the school's effectiveness in the areas of mental and physical

health. The questionnaire was. distributed to allteachers in the four schools

during November and early December, 1968. Anonymity was stressed. Members

of the research team promised.to pickup the questionnaires themselves, directly

from the teachers.. In two or three cases at Rough Rock and Chinle Boarding,

.teachers returned completed questionnaires to the school offices, but none of the

other questionnaires passed through administrative hands.' When some teachers

did not .respond, duplicate copies were made available and pleas for cooperation

were renewed. In time, completed instruments were oaained from all 25 teachers

at Rough Rock, 14 Rock Point teachers, 30 out of 33 Chinle Boarding School

teachers and 18 out of 21..teachers at Chinle Public. For all practical purposes,

it may be said that we did not sample this population of teachers; westndied the

population itself.
:

The second questionnaire for. instructional personnel was devised during

the: study to provide further information on trends that were emerging as particularly
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. important or that had failed to anticipate altogether: It was brief, with six. .

questions concerning contacts with Navaho parents, stories in the dormitory,

extra-curricular activities, how hard teachers worked; and teacher mdrale. 1

ii tvas adminigtered,". in.special short meetings called for that purpose:in' JanUary,

.1969 to 23 teachers put of 25 at Rough Rock, plus a teacher aide; to 13 but Of 14

Rock Point teachers., plus four teacher aides; and to 30 out of 33 Chin le Boarding

School teachers, plus four teacher aides. Here again, for all practical purposes,

we- studied the target population, not a sample.

The teacher interview schedule, like the first teacher questionnaire, was

adapted Srom a schedu le developed for the National study of American Indiaa Educa-

tion, partly because we. wanted much of our data to be comparable .with data from

that study. The schedule was long,. with questions on the special needs, interests,

and capabilities of Navaho pupils; ideas fOr meeting those challenges; the adap-

tability of the school in, doing so; contacts of teachers with Navaho pupils outside

-the classroom;. pre-service and in-service training experiences; classroom-

.dormitory coordination; teacher perceptions of administrator behavior; and special

strengths and weaknesses..of the school. The interviews averagerl approximately

7.5 minutes each, with many lasting 90 minutes or sabre:' The 'general' structure

. of the interview was followed in most cases, thoughien6hori were ericotiraged:to

.elaborate, .on: any area of discussion that interested them and'eVen to introduce

'topics not covered. Most teachers interviewed, by far, -seemed eager to discuss

their problems, perceptions, ideas, and hopes, so much so that time was Often

exhausted before all questions had been addressed. The interviewer began to

. "stagger". some of the questions, asking some 'of some teachers and others of

. other teachers, more or less at random, in an effort to get information on all

. areas. The director of the study interviewed 15. out of 25 Rough Rock teachers,'

11 Out of 14 Rook Point teachers , 9 out of 33 Chinle Boarding School teachers ,

1A seventh question provided data that will be analyzed later for eVidenCe
relating to the validity of an anxiety scale discussed in chapter 7.

. ,
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and 5 out of 21 teachers at Chinle Public. At Rough Rock, our originalintention

was to interview all teachers--until we realized how much time the interviews were

consuming; so we did not select the interviewees at. random. When we saw that not.

all teachers could be interviewed, we made sure, or the basis of our informal

information about the faculty, that "establishmentaridns" and "dissidents" were

both adequately represented before the interviews were concluded. At Rook Point,

it seemed. 'generally agreed that there were only two "gripers." We included them

both in'the interviews. At Chinle Boarding, we obtained information on the racial

background, age, sex, marital status, and grade-level of each teacher, identified

six "clusters" of teachers in terms of these attributes, and sampled at random

from each one, picking at least one teacher from each and two teachers each from

the three largest clusters. At Chinle Public, we attempted to interview all six

teachers of the "low- ability" classes in which we were told virtually all children

from traditional Navaho homes were found. One teacher was ill; we missed another

because a storm blew tip and school was dismissed suddenly; and a third spent all

the time talking on a subject which, though illuminating, had nothing to do with

the interview schedule. Consequently, we have omitted responses at Chinle

Public from tables based on the interviews.

As we suggested earlier, we came very close, considering the teachers

. questionnaires and interviews together., to.studying the whole target population,

particularly hi the three boarding schools, and even. more particularly at Rough

Rock and Rock Point, the two Schools that our most interesting comparisons

concern... Consequently, we 'report no tests of statistical significance in this

chapter, adopting, instead, the rule of thumb that percentage differences lack

practical significance if they are less than fifteen points or so.

We* will make more sparing and conservative use of .responses to the . .

questionnaire sent to all former Rough Rock staff members whose names and

addresses we were able to obtain, though when we count husbands and wives

who filed "joint returns," 84.per cent of the people we attempted to contact res-
. . ..

ponded.(37 out of 44)--a very encouraging reaction to a mailed questionnaire.

This instrument was concerned chiefly with reasons why staff members had left.
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We will ex.-( nc.: the .ev idence , in turn, on teacl, )characteristics, attitudes
;-.

toward Navaho culture, and teacher morale. Finally, after summarizing the rea-

sons given for low morale at Rough Rock, we will discuss a fewof the most focal

and consistent complaints, comparing them with evidence we obtained to sub-

stantiate or refute them, drawn mostly,. though not entirely, from interviews with

administrators and other employees. We interviewed all administrators at Rough

Rock (several of these at least twice);;the adult education specialist; the teacher of
. . .

"GED" classes for adults (classes in preparation for the "General.Educational

Development" high-school equivalency examination), who also.worked in the Navaho

Curriculum Center; another employee of the :NCO, who formerly;: taught classes

in Navaho; the recreation specialist; the accountant; the accountant's secretary;

the, school-community coordinator; the maintenance foreman; the public relations

officer; the "book writer"; the head of the.Arts and Crafts program; the evaluator;

and a Navaho. maintenance worker who once saved on the school board. (See

chapters and 4 for information on other adults interviewed.)

Some. materials from these sources.ha.ve been reported earlier, in the

chapters on community relationships. and dormitories. The rest will be used

selectively, for even when we focus on.matters most relevant to Rough Rock's

objectives, this report has become voluminous. Since teachers exercised their

right to refuse to answer some questions,, the numbers, vary; from table to table.

.. 1: With one exception, identified in the final ,section of this chapter, .the .data, we cite

concerning:teachers were drawn from the questionnaires and structured interviews,

though apart from some data.on background characteristics, all tendencies dis-

cussed were cross-validated through,informal conversations as well.

Teacher Characteristics
. .

, What attracted teachers to Rough hock? What kind of person was the

school seeking? What kind came? According to Table 6.1, the school did not

. follow custom in recruiting and screening staff, for 72 per cent of Rough Rock

teachers lacked active teaching certificates, as compared with none at Chinle

'Public, 21 per cent at Chinle. )3oarding, and 43 per cent aRock Pont. .Sonic 24
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per cent at Rough Rock had not even graduated from college.

If formal teacher qualifications were not critical in selecting teachers,

what criteria.. A:vere, used? ,The following answers were given by the .nine :lough

Rock teachers asked, in interviews , "When you were interviewed for this position,
. .

what qualifications did school officials seem particularly interested in?"

1. We were really impressed with our interview. We didn't have
teaching credentials , we just had BA degrees anda short experience in .

the Teacher Corps. We though, "We'll never get the job, because we don't
have credentials." But we came up anyway and they asked us why we
dropped out of the Teacher Corps, and we told them that we thought the
purpose of the Teacher Corps was just left.at the wayside and that the
Navaho people were being exploited by the director and by quite a few of
the people who had been chosed to be in it. We felt that we just couldn't
stay in something like that, and we felt that we could do more here than
in that. They were impressed with us , and that was mostly the basis
their decision and we stayed for a couple of hours and they just asked us
questions about what we thought about Navaho children and teaching. We
kept saying, "We don't have credentials," and they kept saying, "Don't

.worry about credentials. It doesn't mean anything to us."

2. SoinebodY that would try new things? Yes , somebody that adapts,
and I can certainly see why. (Laugh) That F. e med to be the biggest thing
that stressed to me when she talked to me. Somebody that
was flexible .(laugh) , somebody that would try, new things. Yes, somebody
that adapts, and I can certainly see why.

3. I am a Navaho. I have taught before. Lin reply to probe/ Not
that I had taught Navahos.

Table 6.1 Self-Reported Formal Qualifications of Teachers (fom Teacher
Questionnaire No. 1)

Qualifications of Indicated
Per Cent of Teachers

CB CP
School

RR
(N)

RP
(N)

Active
Teaching
Certificate

No degree

Bachelor 's

Master's

0.0
(0)

G2 .1
(18)

17.2

5:3
(1)

57.9
(1.1)

36 . 8

0.0
(0)

20.0
(5)
8 . 0

7.1
(1)

42. 8
'(6)

7 . 1

0
(7) (2) (1)

Doctorate 05 0.0. 0,0 0.0
(0) (0) (0) (0)

-No degree . 0.0 24.0 0.0
(0) (0) (6) (0)

No Bachelor's 13.'8 0.0 44.0 21.4
Aative (4) (0) (11) (3)

Teaching Master's 6 . 9 0.0 4. 0 14.3
I Certificate. (2) (0) '( 1) (2)

Doctorate 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 7. 1
(0) (0) (0) (1)

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(29) (19) (25) (14)
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4. That I had been a teacher before and that I am a Navaho WAS the
only thing. I told them I didn't have a degree, but they insisted on my
being hired. I didn't ask for it. I was recruited through recommendations
of my ,Superio)..% . .

. .

5. Didn't interview. Not sure why they asked me to come.

G. Willingness to put up with isolation, other inconveniences. Willing-
neSs to do a few things as a Navaho without pay to help yoirpeople.

.. I really don'tknOw. I applied. , They ,said.they needed a. counselor,
so I applied for the job, and they said they had already gotten somebody
that had.applied for it and I don't know what happened about that.

8. That I wanted to teach, liked kids, seemed to know what I was doing
in summer. school here;

9.- r wasn't interviewed. Ihad worked. with and he knew I
was interested in the Indians so he ask me to come out. But he .did say

. at the time that he was interested in people that were interested in the
Indians. .

Teacher responses to the sane question were markedly different at the

Chinle Boarding School: "Was transferred, not interviewed." "I applied. Twelve

hecirs or more in elementaryeducation:" "Courses, academic achievement, etc."

"Met requir6Menta of BIA ." "Wasn't interviewed.: I applied: by mail. " "Wasn't

interviewed. Applied." "They needed a teacher bad. . . . BIA has t6 take about
.

anybody." Though functioning within the same BIA structure as Chinle Boarding,

Rock Point produCed three teachers. out of ten 1Vho had at least talked with the

principal or sOineOne else befor'eCoMing-to the school. The characteristics

they mentioned As iriter est ingyie school's officials were: "Whether I could identify

with the kids--uppermost inhis mind. Could I work with these kids, make them
:

Comfortable, *make. them learn?" "My background in teaching, Navaho." "Inter-
,

ested*in rapport with students. : But at Chinle they just come around once a month

to see if you haVe-changedyour bulletin beards.."

Looking at the question from the other side, we asked teachers, "Why did

you apply ?" We ,claSsified.their responses in terms of the categories M Table 6.2.

As a safeguaragainst bias, figures for *th table were derived from the teacher
(.7)

responses twice, by two individuals working independently, and responses on

which there was not agrement were placed in the "other. responses" category.'
, 1-,

AtRough Rock, 48 per dent of teachers said they applied for their pOsitions be-,,
Cause of an interest in Navahos or Indians generally or because they wanted to
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work in a reputedly superior school, as compared with 36 per cent at Rock Point,

13.3 per cent at Chinle Boarding, and 10.5 per cent at Chinle Public. At Chinle

Boarding, 26.7 per cent mentioned matters of salary and financial security, as

compared with 10.5 per cent at Chinle Public, 7.1 per cent at Rock Point, and

none at Rough Rock.

. In the light of this evidence On inducements and selection criteria, what kind

of teacher actually came? According to Table 6.3, the modal teacher at Rough

Rock was a male or female under thirty years of age, predominantly married.

'The modal teacher at Rock Point was wider thirty and married, though more

teachers than at Rough Rock were over thirty -- again, usually married. The

modal teacher at Chinle Boarding was a female over 60, predominantly married..

The modal teacher at Chinle public, also, was over 40, though with a better change

of being male and single than at Chinle Boarding. Among the schools, Rough Rock

.

Table 6.2 Responses of Teachers to Question: "Why Did You Apply /for Your
PreSent Position/? (from Teacher Questionnaire No. 1)

Per Cent of Teachers
"Mentioning

.

Qhinle
Boarding

(N)

1 SClaodi ;
Chinle Rough
Public Rock

(N) (N)

Rock'
Point

(N)
Interest in Navahos or 13.3 10.5 24.0 21.4

"Indians".
.. (4) M . (6) (3). ..

Attraction to a good school - - 24.0 14.3
(0) (0) (6) (2)

Challenge or. excitement of . 13.3 :10.5 - -
the Job (4) (2) (0) (0)

Desire to Help Someone 3.3 5.3 - -
-(1) (1) (0) (0)

1

Salary, Retirement 26.7 10.5 - 7.1
Benefits, etc.

.

(8) 12) (0) (1)

NegatiVe Reasons 6.7.
.-

. 8.0 . r
(2) (0) (2) (0)

Special Personal. Preferences 10.0 15.8 20.0 21.4
(3) (3) (5) (3)

Other Reasons 26.7 52.6 24.0 35.7
.. (8) (10) (6) (5)

Total Usable Responses 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(30) (19) (25) (14)

Eirommusigail
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and Rock Point had the monopoly on youth, with Rough Rock in the lead.

Rough Rock was far in the lead as to the proportion of Navaho teachers (Table
. .

6.41; With 40.per cent of. teachers. in that category. Its nearest competitor was

Rock Point, with 7.1 per-cent. Table 6.5 asid 6. &suggest that Rough Rock and

Rock Point obtained more than their share of liberally educated teachers, who

spoke. or wrote languages other than. English and Navaho. Rough Rock was far in.

the lead in the percentage of teachers _reporting that they could speak or write

Navaho. Rough Rock and Rock Point 'were some-what alike in attracting predominantly

Table 6.3 Distributionof Teachers by Age, Sex, and Marital StatuS (from Teacher
Questionnaire No. 1)

Age, Sex, and Marital School
:Status 'Indicated Per Cent ., C.B .CP RR RP
of Teachers (N) (N) (N) (N)

Male 3.6 .' ..,. .'24.0 28.6
Married (1) (6) (4)

.... -Age.:.--- Female - .. .31.6 ..24.0 14.3
- (6) (6) , (2).,

'20'. 30 1Vla le -: 12. Q -
, i..: ,; i,;Single or " Pi -

Separated .. Female 10.7 .. - .. 12..0,

M

-
(3) - (3) -

.; Iale 17.9 5.3 12.0 14.3
Married ..... .

(5) (1) (3) (2)
Age: ,

.. Female '7.1 10:5 4.0, 11.3
(2) - (2) 0.) .. (2)

31 ;. 40 Male - -
Single or - ..;
Separated Female 3;6 .".

A I

... 7..1
1) - - (1)

- v 8=7W-7 .1 - 7.1
Married (2) (1)

Age: Female 39.3 31. 8 . 0
.411) (3) . .(2)- -

Over 4.0 Male .
. - .5 . 3 -

Single or - (1) - -
Separated Female 10.7 15.8 4.0 14.3

(3) (3) ''._ (1) (2)
. . .

Total i.. .100:0 100.0 .100:0 100.0
(23) (19).. (25) -(14)
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Table 6,4 Ethnicity of Teachers (from Teacher Questionnaire No. 1)

School

Per Cent of Tea?,hers Reporting as:
Navaho Other Non-

Ind ian?` Indian
(N) (N) (N)

Total
Usable
Responses

Chinle Boarding 3.3 13.3 83.3 100.0
(1) (4) (25) (30)

Chinte Public 5.3 5.3 89.5 100.0
(1) (1) (17) (19)

Rough Rock 40.0 60.0 100.0
(10) (15) (25)

Rock Point 7.1' 92.9 100.0
(13) (14)

aIncluding several teachers with only partial' Indian blood.

Table 6.5 Responses of Teachers to Question: "What Languages Do You Speak?"
(from Teacher Questionnaire No. 1)

School

Per Cent of Teachers Reporting
English Navaho Other
Only non-English

(N) (N) (NJ

Total
Usable
Responses

11)

Chinle Boarding 76.7 10.0 13.3 100.0
(23) (3) (4) (30)

Chinle Public 73.7 10.5 21.1 100.0
(14) (2) (4) (19)

Rough Rock 24.0 48.0 36.0 100.0
(6) (12) (9) (25)

Rock Point 46.7 14.3 42.9 100.0
(7) (2) (6)

. Table 6.6 Responses of Teachers to the Question: "What Languages Do You
Read?" (from Teacher Quest ionnaire No.1)

SchoOl

Per Cent of Teachers
English Navaho
Only

(N) (N)

Reporting:
Other non- .

English
(NJ

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chinle Boarding 76.7 10.0 16.7 100.0
(23) (3) (5) (30)

Chinle Public 68.4 10.5 26.3 100.0
(13):. (2) (5)

(19).

.:Rough Rock 24.0 48.0 40.0 100.0
(6) (12) (10) (25)

Rock Point 64.3 14.3 35.7 100.0
(9) 14
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young teachers. The y were unlike in that Rough Rock alone had a high .)ercentage

(48%) of teachers;with,a :year or less of instructional experience (Table 6.7);
. . . were Rock Point and

Rough Roak;s nearest rival in this regard / Chinle PUblic; With only one inexper-

ienced teacher. We suspect that this accent on novitiates was partly unintentional

at Rough Rock, a function of high turnover, a matter to which we will turn later.
:

From one standpoint, there may be an advantage in attracting untrained

and untried teachers to -a radical experiment; otherwise , habits acquired through

conventional training and years of service in conventional schools may inhibit

innovation. With a'new, unspoiled staff, a school may set out to establish its own

patterns of performance. -Was absence of training and experience accompanied

at Rough Rock by an unusual emphases on training teachers on the job? Apparently

not.. According to Table 6.8, teachers at Chinle Boarding and Rough Rock had .

. more on-the-job, opportunity than teachers at Rough Rock to learn from others how

to teach Indian. children. To some unknown extent, however, the differences in

this table reflect the fact"that RoughRock's staff members generally had been
.

teaching-far 'much shorter periods of time. Nevertheless, there is little reflection

. here of the sustained in-service training that Rough Rock's leaders had often

emphasized.
.:

Table 6.7 Years of Classroom Experience Reported by Teachers.

'School

.

1 yr.
or
less

. .(N) ,

Per Cent of Teachers
'2 -4 yrs.

(N)

Reporting
5-1.0 yrs. 11 yrs.

or
more

N) (N)

.

Total
Usable
Responses

. 1N)
. .

Chinle Boardin 0 ;0 23.3 33.3 . 43..3 .100.0
(0) :. (7) (10) (13)

.

(30)
.

Chinle Public 5.3 10..5 47 4 36.8 100.0
.(1:) . . (2) .. .. (9). (7) (19)

Rough R6ck ., 0. 0 4.0.0 8.0 4..0 100.0
(12) (10) (2) (1) (25).

`'Illock Point :7.1 35 .7 28,6 28;6. 100.0
(1) (5): (4) (4) (14)
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We encountered on the reservation the saying that, "If it were not for the

Okies, the Arkies, and the Darkies, there wouldn't be any BIA schools." It did

not 'ocean` to 'us in' advance to ask teachers concerning the states in which they ori-

ginated, but we did ask from what states, if any, they held active teaching certi-

ficates. As Table 6.9 indicates, a high percentage of certificate-holding teachers

Table 6.8 Responses of Teachers to the Question: "Have You Had tiny Special
Courses, Experiences or Guidance for Teaching Indian Children Since You Have
Been Teaching?"

School

Per Cent of Teachers
'4Ying:

Yes No'
(N) (N)

Total
(N)

Chinle Boarding 90.0 10.0 100.0
(27) (3) (30)

Chinle Public 57.9 42.1 100.0
(11) (8) (19)

Rough Rock 68.0 32.0 100.0
(17) (8) (25)

Rock Point 85.7 14.3 100.0
(12) (2) (14)

Table 6.9 Origins of Teachers Holding Certificates.

School

Southern
States

(N)
Other

(N)
Total
(N)

Chinle Boarding 87.0 13.0 100.0
(20) (3) (23)

Chinle Public 94.7 5.3 100.0
(18) (1) (19)

Rough Rock 71.4' 28.6 100..0
(5) (2) (7)

Rock Point 83.3 167 100.0
(5) (1) (6)

11
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were from soritla .states,. and administrators insist(!: that other teachers exhibited

the sarne tendency. The general .explanation, apparently, was that BIA offered

better teacher salaries and fringe benefits for years than many southern states

;Si eve.abie- to do... Once on the reservation; many BIA teachers changed to public

schools. It may be inferred, then, that BIA schools did not have equal ability to.

. attract many teachers from areas outside the South. The table suggests that Rough

Rock, as compared with the BIA schools at Chinle and Rock Point, had superior

drawing power, for it drew a higher percentage of certified teachers, at least,from

states outside the-Sough-, as did Chink Public. Rock Point was superior to Chinle

Boarding in that regard. Chinle Public, we were told, had salaries at least as

_attractive as BIA and offered, in addition, a shorter working day.and more liberal

leaves' and vacations.

The final table on teacher characteristics (Table 6.10) concerns the extent

to which teachers were p:reoccupied with controlling pupils. The following twelve

.items were adapted slightly from an instrument purporting to measure."Pupil

.. Control Ideology," developed by Professor Donald Willower and his colleagues
r .

at Pennsylvania State versity.1 According to Willowor's data, the items

Table 6.10 Ideological Preoccupation of TeacherS with Pupil Control (from
Teacher Questionnaire No. 1)

School

Chinle Boarding

Chinle Public

Rough Rock

Rock Point

Per Cent of
Low

(10 to 29)
(N)

74.4
(22)

73.7
(14)

92.0
(23)

92.8
(13)

1Donald J. Willower, Terry L. Eidell, and
.and Pupil Control Ideology. (University Park, Pa..:
.1967.)

232

Teachers Scoring
High Total

(30 to 50)
(N) , (N)

26.7 100.0
(8) (30)

26.4 100.0
(5) (19)

8..0 100.0
(2) (25)

7 . 1 100.0
(1) (14)

Wayne K. Hoy, The School
Pennsylvania State University,
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constitute a scale wlin administered to the teacher populations he sampled. Out

resources have not permitted us as yet to item-analyze the twelve statements as

responded to .by.the teachers in out sample; so our data are someWhat open to

challenge from that standpoint. .

1. It is undesirable to require pupils to sit in assigned seats during
assemblies.

2.. Pupils are usually capable of solving their problems through logiCal
reasoning.

3. The best principals give unquestioning support to teachers in dis-
ciplining pupils.

4. Pupils should be permitted to contradict the statements of a teacher
in class.

5. Not enough pupil time is spent on guidance and activities and too much
on academic preparation.

6. Being friendly with pupils often leads them to become too familiar.

7 ,. It is more important for pupils to learn to.obey rules than that they
make their own decisions.

8. student governments are a good "safety valve" but should not influence
school policy.

9. Pupils can be trusted to work together without supervision.

10. If a pupil uses obscene or profane language in school, it must be
considered a moral offense.

11. A few pupils are just young hoodlums and. should be treated accordingly.

12. Pupils Often miSbehave in order to.make the teacher look bad.

For our purposes, the five response. categories , strongly agree, agree,

undecided, disagree, and strongly disagree, were assigned values of 5, 4, 3, 2,

and 1, respectively, on all items implying that pupils could be trusted,and 1, .2,

3, 4, and 5, respectively e. items with the opposite .implication. Nonresponses

were assigned a value of 3. The teacher's score was obtained by summing the.

vtiliie.a. It ma Y be argued, though withOut definitive evidence, that Superior. teachers

are preoccupied with instruction, not discipline, not only because they have high

expectations for pupils, but becatse they can self-cdnfidently maintain order and

hold pupil interest. From this viewpoint., the teacher who over-emphasizes the need

to keep pupils from misbehaving is suspect. To the extent that the argument holds,

Rough Rock and Rock Point may have had a higher percentage of capable. teachers
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than the two schools in Chinle. A considerably larger proportion of teachers in the

latter two.schools evidenced (to the extent that the scale is valid) ahigh preoccupa-

tion with controlling pupils.

Attitudes toward Navaho Culture

Should Navahos give up their unique folkways and become completely assimi-

lated to the larger American society? In keeping with Rough Rock'S philosophy,

84 per cent of its teachers said no (Table 6. 11), as compared with 64 per cent of

teachers at Rock Point, 47 per cent at Chin le Boarding and 37 per cent at Chin le

Public. At the latter two schools, 37 per cent of staff members indicated that

Navahos should become completely assimilated. Our first-hand contacts with

Rough Rock personnel convinced us that the staff was outstanding in the unanimity

of its belief in the school's general approach to educating Navaho children. Even

when complaining about workaday policies, virtually everyone expressed strong

convictions on giving local Navahos control of their school, involving parents ex-

tensively, and adapting the program to Navaho culture.

But there are many ways of adapting a school to a culture. Should the school

have special courses in the curriculum for teaching Navaho history and culture, for

Table 6.11 Responses of Teachers to Statethent: "The Navaho People.Sliould
Become Completely Assimilated with the Large American Society."

School

Per Cent of Teachers Responding
Agree or Undecided Disagree or
Strongly or Strongly
Agree No Response Disagree

(N) (N) (N)
Total
(N)

Chinle Boarding 36.7 16.7 46.7 100.0
01) (5) (14) (30)

Chinle Public 36.8 26.3 36.8 100.0
(7) (5) (7) (19)

Rough Rock. 8.0 8.0 $ .84..0 100.0
(2) (2) (21) (25)

Rock Point 7.1 50.0 64.3' 100.0
(1) (7) (9) (14)
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example? On this issue, all Rough Rock teachers agreed, as did most teachers

(93 per cent) at Rock Point and Chin le Boarding, but only 63 per cent at Chin le

Pdb lic (Table 0.:12).- 'Should Navaho elements invade the regular acadeMic areas,

being used as subject natter in mathematics, reading, or English? Here the agree-

ment dropped, and.the foam.- schools became more similar, though Chin le Public re-

mained the least receptive to Navaho culture (Table 6. 13); only.48 per cent of

. Rough Rock teachers thought the academic invasion should take place, as compared

with 50 per cent at Chin le Boarding, 36 per cent at Rock Point, and 32 per cent at

Chin le Pub

Table 6.12 Responses of Teachers to Statement: "There Should Be Courses in
the Curriculum Which Teach Navaho History and Culture."

School
Chin le Boarding

Chin le PUblic

ou gh Rock

Rock Point

Per Cent of Teachers Reswnding
Stx.ongly Undecided 1Disagree or
Agree or or No Strongly
Agree Response Disagree Total

(N) (N) (N) (N)
93.3 3.3. 3.3 100.0
(28) (1) (1)

. .

63.2 15.8 21.1
(12)

1G0.0
(25).

92.9
13

(30)

100.0
(3)
o..o

(4)

0.0
(19)

100.0
(0) (0) (25)

7.1, 0.0 100.0
. (1) (0) (14)

Table 6.13 Responses of Teachers to Statement: "Courses Such as Math, Reading,
English, etc.; Should Use Navaho Cultural Materials as Subject Matter. ": .

Per
Agree or
Strongly
Agree

School (N)
Chinle,. Boarding 50.0

(15)

Chirac Public 31.6
(6)

Rough'Rodk 48.0.
(12)

Rock Point 35.7
(5)

Cent of Teachers
Undecided
or No
Response

(N)
.20.0

(6)

Responding
Disagree or
Strongly
Disagree

(N)
30.0
(9) .

Total
(19

100.0
(30)

10;5 57.9 100.0
(2) (11) (19)

.x;8.0 24:0 100.0
(7) (6) (25)

14.3 50.0 100.0
(2)
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Now do teachers feel about Navaho parents? Are parents vie'-ad as allies

or opponents of education? From 83 to 93 per cent of teachers in the four schools

thought, aceorzling to data inTable 6.14, that "most Navahos are very anxious for

their children to learn. in school." Data in chapter 3 certainly supported that

opinion! But many teachers must have believed the parental wish was misguided,

for a significantpercentage of them said "it is often necessary for a teacher to

counteract what the Navaho child is taught at home" (Table 6.16) . Rough Rock

end Rock Point teachers were less likely to take that stance than were teachers

in the two Millie schools. Of the five Rough Rock teachers who adopted the position

that parental teachings must be counteracted, threewere.Navahos. With one excep-

tion, the same Rough Rock teachers went farther, agreeing that "the teacher should

encourage Navaho students to become more independent of parental control."

(Table 6.15) . Paradoxically, there was a slight tendency for Rough Rock teachers

to say this than for teachers in the other three schools to say it I

Table 6.3.4 Responses of Teachers to Statement; "Most Navahos Are Very
Anxious for Their Children to Learn at School."

School

Per Cent of Teachers Saying
True False Neither

. ..

(N)_ (N) (N)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chin le Boarding 82.8 3.6 14.3 100.0
(23) (1) (4) (28)

Chinle Public 89.5 5.3 5.3 100.0
(17) (1) (1). (19)

Rough Rock 87.0 6.7 4:3 100.0
(20) (2) (1) (23)

Rock Point 92.9. 0.0 7.1 . 100.0,
(13) (0) (1) (14)
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Table 6.16 Responses of Teachers- to Statement: "It is Often Necessary for a
Teacher to- Counteract What the Navaho Child Is Taught at Home so as to Prepare
Hini. to Live:iii.Tbday'sVinieridan Society:" 0

School

Per Cent. of Teachers Responding,
Agree or Undecided Disagree or
Strongly Or Strongly
Agree No Response Disagree. Total.

(N) (N) (N)

Chinle Boarding 46.7. 13.3 40.0 100.0
(14) (4) (12) (30)

Chinle Public 42.1 15.8 42.1 100.0
(8) (3) (5) (19)

Rough Rock 20.0 20.0 60.0 100.0
(5) (5) (15) (25)

Rook Point 14.3 7.1 78.6 100.0
(2) (1) (11) (14)

Table 6.15 Responses of Teachers to Statement: "The Teacher Should Encourage
Navaho Students to Be co me More Independent of Parental Control."

School

Per Cent of Teachers Responding
Agree or Undecided Disagree or
Strongly or Strongly
Agree . No Response Disagree

(N) (N) (N)
Total
(N)
. .

Chinle Bearding 16.7'. 7.1 76.7 100.0
(5). .(2) (23) (30)

. . .

Chinle Public , 10.5 10.5 78.9 . 100.0
(2) (2) (15)' (19)

Rough Rock 20.0 28.0 52.0 100.0
(5) (7) (13) (25)

Rock Point 0,0 7.1 92.9 100.0
(0) (1) (13) (14)
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To what extent does Rough Rock demonstrate receptivity to Navaho culture

by keeping The elaSsroci MS in close' contact with the parents? According to Table

6.17, only 17 per cent of Rough Rock teachers had failed to visit at least one home

of a Navaho pupil between September '1, 1968, and January 9 , 1969. The school was

much superior. to Chinle.Boarding in this regard, though not dramatically better

than Rock Point. Rough Rock was falling far short of its announced goal, howeVer, .

`of having every teacher visit every pupil's home at least once a year. As to the

;percentage of parents who had visited classrooms (Table 6.18) , Rough Rock was

still in the lead, with Rock Point a close second. But the fact that 56 per cent of

/ Rough Rock teachers reported having nine to fifteen parents in the classrooms must

be weighed somewhat against the fact that many Rough Rock parents worked at the

school, some of them inthe classrooms their children attended. When it came to

holding conferences at the school with Navaho parents, Rock Point was highly com-

parable to Rough Rock (Table 6. 19). Both schools were markedly superior to

Chinle Boarding, where 77 per cent of teachers said they had held no conferences

with parents during the current year.

An examination of Rough Rock's monthly reports suggests that the home

visitation program had never functioned at its intended level. In the section on

"Home-school VisitatiOn" 'for .May, 1963; for example, is the statement 'that

"only two teachers went on home visits this month."

Table 6:17: Responses of Instructional Personnel to the Question: "Since Septem-
ber 1, 1968; . . . How Many Homes of Your Navaho Pdpils Have You Visited?"

.

None

School (N)

Per Cent of Teachers Saying
1 to . 6 to 11 or

5 10 more
(N) (N) (N)

.Total Usable
Responses

(lv"

.Chinle Boarding 66.7 21.2 6, 1 6. 1 100.0
(22)' (7) (2) (2) '(33)

Rough Rock 16.7 45.8 29.2 8 , 3 100.0
(4) (11) (7) (2) (24)

Rock Point 38.5 30, 8 30.8 0.0 100.0
(5) (4) el) (0) (13)

-cileaw
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Table 6.18 Responses of Instructional Personnel to the Question; "Since
September 1. 1968., . . . How Many Parents of Your Navaho Pupils Have Visited,
Your,Classroom?
...

School

None

(N)

Per Cent of Teachers Saying
1.0 9 to 16 or

8 .15 more
(N) . (N) (N)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chin le Boarding 7.7 05.4 19.2 7.7 . 100.0
t2) (17) (5) (2) (26)

Rough Rock 5.5 38.9 55.6 0.0 100.0
(1) (7) (10) (0) (18)

Rock Point 15.4 30.8 36.5 15.4. 100.0
(2) (4) (5) (2) (13)

Table 6.19 Responses of Instructional Personnel to the Question: "Since
September 1, 1968, . . . How Many Parents of Your Navaho Pupils Have Met You

. at thd School for Conferences?"

. School

Per Cent of Teachers Saying
None. 1 to 9 to 15 or

8 . 14 . more .

(N) (N) (N) (N)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chinle Boarding

Rough Rock

Rock Point

76.4 . 12.9 . .3.2 9.7
(23) (4) (1). (3) .

9:7 52.4
(3) (11)

21.4 14.3
(3) (2)

4.8 28.6
(1) (6)

28.6 35.7
(4) (5)

100.0
(31)

100.0
(21)

100.0
(14)
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Teacher Morale

We turn at this point to several estimates of general teacher morale. The

.first 'was obtained hi NOvernber and early December, 1968, 'through responses to an

:item in the first teacher 'questionnaire: "How do you.feel about your present job?" .

Since we know from previous research that teachers are reluctant to complain about

their.instructional tasks, we would not anticipate dramatic differences between schools

on this item. Table 6.20. givelsboth Rock Point and Chinlc Public a marked lead

ever Rough Rock in this respect, however, for each of the former schools produced

over 64 per cent of teachers indicating a "very favorable" feeling, as compared with

40 per Cent at Rough Rock.(and 45 per cent at Chinle Boarding). We..sought further

evidence on this question when we returned to the reservation in January, 19.69, and

administered a second questionnaire for instructional personnel. We wore particu-

larly interested in determining whether teacher morale was improving at Rough Rock

as the new administration became established. An encouraging 85 per cent of Rough

Rock teachers reported in January that morale was getting better (Table 6.21).

Interestingly, an opposite tendency appeared at Rock .Point, where we learned that

fiscal shortages, and staff .cutbacks were waxing more severe: 45 per cent of Rock

Point teachers said morale had been getting worse. Bilt in spite of these indications

that morale at Rough Rock had been improving and morale at Rock Point had been

Table 6.20 Responses of Teachers to the Question: "How Do You Feel About
Your Present Job?" (November, 1968)

School

Per Cent of Teachers Saying
Very . Neutral,
Favorable Favorable Uncertain or

Unfavorable
(N) (N) (N)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

,Chinle. Boarding 44.8 41.4 13.8 100.0
(13) (12) (4) (29)

Chinle Public 68.4 21.1 10.5 100.0
(13) (4) (2) (19)

Rough Rock 40.0 .44.0 16.0 100.0
(10) (11) (4) _ (25)

Rock Point 64.3 28.6 7.1 100. 0
(9) (4) (1) (14)
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Table 6.21 Responses of Instructional Personnel to the Question: ''In What Way,
If Any, Has Teacher Morale Worsened or Improved During the Last Three Months?"

'Per Cent of 'Teachers IndiCating
Morale Morale No Change , Total
Getting Getting or Merely Usable
Worse Better Fluctuatipn Responses

School (N) (N) (N)- (N)
. .

Chinle Boarding 28.6 35.7 35:7 100.0
(4) (5) (5) (14)

'Rough Rock 10.0 85.0 5.0 100.0
(2) (17) (1) (20)

Rock Point 44.4 33.3 22.2 100.0
(4) (3) . (2) (9)

.

Table 6.22 Responses of Instructional Personnel to the Question: "How Would
'You Rate Teacher Morale at This School?"

Per Cent of Teachers, Saying
Superb Above Average Total
or Very Average or Below Usable

. Good Average Responses
School (N) (N) (N) (N)

Chinle Boarding 36 : 1 25;0 36.1 100.0
(13) (9) (13). (35)

Rough Rock 25.0 29.2 45.8 1 100.0
(8) .(7)' .. (11) (24)

Rock Point 76.5 17.6 5.9 100.0
(13) (3) (1) (17)

Table 6.23 Responses of Phase I and Other Instructional Personnel at Rough,Rock
to the Question: "How Would You Rate Teacher Morale at This School?" a

School
Phase I

Other

Per Cent of Teachers Saying. .

Superb Above Average
or Very Average or Below
Good Average

(N) . (N) (N)
18.2 9.1
(2) (1)

30.8 46.2
(6)(4)

72.7
{8)

23.1
(3)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)
100.0
(11)

1.00.0
(13)

aIn Rough Rock's "nongraded" system, Phase I corresponds-roughly to the
first four igades.
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deteriorating; Rock.Peint was still much superior to Rough Rock with respect to

teacher-:estimated morale (Table 6.22). Nearly 77 per cent of Rock Point teachers

rated their morale'as "superb or very *good," as compared with 25 per. cent at

Rough Rock (and 36 per cent at Chin le Boarding). Within the Rough Rock staff it-

self, according to Table 6.23, the lowest morale was found among Phase I (primary

level) teachers. Rock Point instructional personnel were also much more likely

than their 'Rough Rock compeers to report that mast teachers in the school were ,

working "extremely hard" (Table 6.24) . The percentage answering in this way is

35 at Rock Point and 4 at Rough Rock. Chin le Boarding holds second place at 26

per cent.

There is some il?.ason to suspect that low staff morale is reflected in high

turnover, though one must of course allow for such factors as the isolation Rough

Rock personnel must tolerate. According to the teachers' own reports (Table 6.25),
. .

turnover at Rough Rock was incomparably higher than in .the .other four schools in

the sample.- As compared with less than 16 per cent in the other schools, 64 per

cent of Rough Rock teachers reported being in the present location for loss than

one year. (Data reported below suggested that the "one year" category was chosen

by several first year teachers as well.) Some 50 per cent of Rock Point teachers,

60 per cent of Chin le Boarding teachers, and 68 per cent of Chin le Public teachers

reported that this was at least their third year in the current school, as compared

with only three Rough Rock teachers (12 per cent).

Table 6.24 Responses of Instructional Personnel to the Question: "In Your Es-
timation, How Hard Do Most Teachers in This School Work, Considering Both
the Quanitity and the Intensity of Their Efforts'?" .

School

er Cent of 'leachers Saying
Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Extremely.
Hard

(N)

Considerably About .

Above Average Average
or Above Average

(N) cl`T)

Chin le Boarding 25.7 57:1 17.1 100.0
(S) (20) (6) (35)

Rough ROck 4.3 76.8 17.4 100.0
(1) (18) (4) (23)

Rock Point 35.3 52.9 11.8 100.0
(6) (9) (2) (17)
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The classrooms at Rough Rock were affected, not only by staff turnover,

but by a tendency for teachers to leave the classroom for other jobs at the school.

When we requested a list of teachers who had been at Rough Rock in September,

1966, we were given a "list of teachers during 1966 school year." Judging by. the

size of the list,. it includes some teachers who left and some who came during the

year; but aPproXimate figilires. for teacher turnover may be calculated. Of 21 full-

time teachers on the list, only 10 (47.6 per cent) were still in the school in Sep--
tember, , 1967, andonly .6(28 per cent)were still in the classrooms. Turnover was

even more severe during and at the end of the second year. Of nineteen people

listed as teachers or teaching specialists at Rough Rock in September,. 1967, only

eight (42.1 per cent) were still on staff a year later, and only four (21.1 per cent)

were still in the classrooms. About 69 per 'cent of teachers were new to the class

rooms at the beginning of the second year , and about 30 per cent at the beginning

of the second year, according to these estimates--that is, unless part of the turn-

over occurred during the school year, disrupting instructional continuity even more.

We were unable to obtain lists of former teachers at Rock Point and Chinle

Boarding so we could calculate comparable figures there. But several teachers at

Rock Point reported that the school had lost'only three teachers in six years;

Table 6.25 Years in Present Location Reported by Teachers.

School

Less
Than
1 year
(N)

Per Cent of Teachers Reporting
1 year 2 years 3-5 6 rs.

years or
more

(N) - (Th (N) (N)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chin le Boarding 13.3 6.7 20.0 23.3 36.7 100.0
(0) (2) (0) (7) (11) (30)

Chin le Public 15.8 15.8 0.0 31.5 36.9 100.0
(3) (3) (0) (6) (7) (19)

Rough Rock 64.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 0.0 100.0
(16) (3) (3) (3) (0) (25)

. Rock Point 14.3 21.4 14.3 0.0 50.0 1.00.0
(2) (3) (2) (0)' (7) (14)
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there was much stall: stability in. the Rock Point classrdoms.

In keeping with requests from Navaho leaders who responded to our susgestion

that they identify important questiOns to be explored in the study (see chapter 1),

' we attempted to obtain evidence .on the sources of ROugh Rock's severe staff turnover.

When we asked top administrators at Rough Rock why turnover was so high,

they said many personnel had come to the school with a commitment to stay only

.tuitil.the first director left, at the end of the second year. When we asked. former
.

members of Rough Rock's instructional staff (in the questionnaire desc'tib3d at the

beginning of this chapter), we received a variety of answers: Teachers who had

left after staying at the School for at least six months gave the following, answers:
1

(1) inhuman treatment Of the employees not only.eachers and admin,
but also unskilled employees. People saw through to the real facts. Chil-
dren paid to attend. Parent must register children to be in arts and crafts
program. Finished products kept by as books and publications.

(2) Location, language barrier, and lack of communication between
school and dormitories; school and school board; teachers and director;
and teachers and students.

(3) No job description, no strict organized procedure, and unqualified
personnel led me to believe improper steps were being taken towards
educational goals and objectives. The school board doesn't even recognize
requirements for teachers andother positions. Degree of education doesn't
count. Discipline wasn't ever practiced, students didn't show respect of
employees; "Hello Jimmy, ". shouted a 10 year old.

(4) Lack of continuity in programs and between programs. Poor admin-
istration in Educational aerviees.- Disallusionment. Inability to get
commitments concerning as's'ignments, salaries, benefits and curriculum
from the principal; school. board or .anyone else.

*, (5) 1. Probably because of the location (isolated). 2. Conflicts with
work duties. 3. Disagreements.

(6) 1. . She is responsible for teacher turnover, especially
Navaho. 2. . She has no tact, no admin. abilities and very

37-137!ogiTEns. Results were too idealistic, padded and no
realistic; i.e. monthly, reports. 4. Children. Kids were given too much
freedoM and teachers too little.

(7) Amount of work required was challenging, however, most of the
personnel., I felt, didn't have the qualification to do the necessary amount
of innovation, gather facts , and rePort.

(8) The lack of cooperation between administration and teachers and
administrations . ic 7

(9) FaVoritism, unstable and impulsive attitudes along with explosive
temperment at level. . .
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(10) a. .Lack of job security, and fringe benefits. b. -Isolation.

c. I think a project like 'R.RDS'is attractive to young, idealistic people.
Frequently, these people, do not have the sense of sproppa,tion or .the -exper-
ience.whiah.enable them to take. th their stride the -breakdowns and discoura-
gemente whiCh are concomitants of any new prop-am. d. In many 'anti-
poVerty projects, 'it seems that experience in one project is a stepping-
stone.to advancement in other projects. Now that we are looking for "indi-
genous People" td staff such projects , it is not unexpected that those who
have worked at RRDS beconsidemdgood staff:material for other activities
involving Indian 'peOple.

. .

(11) Lack of discipline (negative discipline policy; de not touch the child!)
;.-too much vandalism, stealing, etc. . , ,

(12). During the early days the lack of a well defined program led to a
great deal of eonfusidn. Many staff Members were hired for specific jobs
which they never glot. The.staff was also expected to have a fanatical
dedication to the 'project:. .

. . . . .

(13) No cooperation and seem like not organized good. .S'ic; The first
. . .

week before school. start, . , :wanted all the staff tO meet together
and at this meeting one statement he made I didn't like. He said, "If there
is anyone who doesn't like the place or their job, you should go." Some
teachers wanted 'more materials to work withand didn't get it. The behavior
of the students was, bad. ..

(14), Many go,there out of curiosity, and when this is 'satisfied they leave.

Intprestingly, people. who had been VISTAs at the school, prepared to "rough

it" there, answered differently, as a rule. For example: .

. (1) Isolation isa,,big reason, not many, people can undergo that kind of
isolation for a..period'Of over a few years. Also dedication. In a program
like Rough Rock then e. is no two way. You have to be dedicated to the
pr ogre rii.

. .

.

(2) Let's face it; its out in the bap. ndocl-,,s... Unless, you like the wilds of
the Navho.Reseryation as I do, you.won't,like- too much time at Rough Rock.
Furthermore , there'seems to be a hard core of rather highly prejudiced
older staff members who's,./sic7 moralism tends to, dampen tlie.spirits of
the young experimental ones.

Other 'employees were generally more critical than VISTAs , but somewhat

less critical than teachers in..liSting reasons for staff turnover..

. -Teacher Complaints and Related Evidence

. In this section, we will identify more specifically some..focal teacher com-

plaintsand.the.evidence we obtalined to corroborate or refute them.. To ?what

extent,. if ,any, do they. reflect organizational Malfunctions at Rough Rock?

. . Data considered earlier suggeSteci that the low morale of tcaohers at Rough

Rock could not be attributed to overwork. When we asked the teachers what was

bothering them, they voiced virtually the same grievances .as the former teachers
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we canvassed by mailed questionnaire. The strikingly parallel responses suggest that

the protests of teachers were not entirely a function of the change in leadership, for

they were 'raised 'by people *whb left long before this occurred. To cite the major

complaints: Rough-Rock was isolated, they said, and the "language barrier" pre-

vented most Anglo teachers from getting to know many local people. There were

many complaints about administrators: That some of them were incapable, too

emotional, bereft of tact. They didn't do their job; arrange for communication

between groups; get the place organized efficiently; provide a sense of direction;

establish follow-through, articulation, program definition. They gave no support

to efforts to maintain student discipline. As for personnel policies at the school,

was alleged that employees were treated inequitably and lacked job security. Some

were not qualified, many were too young and idealistic to face the problems, and

some were prejudiced older people. Teaching materials were inadequate. Local

people were paid for everything (including attending classes) on the one hand, and

coerced on the other. And asin any organization, there were miscellaneous con-

flicts and disagreements

Some of the same topics appear in Professor Werner's' interview notes,

reporduced in Appendix C. A few of them warrant further' discussion, partly

because they were mentioned with such consistency:

Comments concerning the sense of isolation at Rough Rock were frequent.

Beyond this, teachers, administrators, and other employees pointed out that the

school's policies concerning sick leave, annual leave, and vacations functioned to

intensify the .isolation, for they made it difficult. for staff. members to leave for any

length of time. To obtain enough days at Christmas for a brief trip, we discovered,

one had to subtract days. from the allotted annual leave , and thus cut down bn summer

time off. Teachers were expected to Stay through the summer, thOugh many of

them felt they were not needed. Other personnel policies criticized were the ab-

sence of a salary schedule to ensure equity in this area, the unavailability of

teacher contracts or grievance arrangements, a practice of making tcachers provide

a record of when they began and.finishedwork each day, and an alleged tendency, at

least in the past, to fire people rather than helping them adapt abd improve. An
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"evaluator" who had little contact with other .personnel was giventhe task of mil:Anti;

judgments on the quality of everyone's work and writing secret reports for the
.

director .

While we were at Rough Roeky key administrators shoWed no inclination to

defend these policies, sometimes ridiculing them as the:"evaporating staff" approach.

The .teachers had created a committee of their own to press for changes. Policies

concerning salary schedules, leave, grievances , and. Other matters of personnel

were being discussed when we leftin December. A "self-evaluation" was launched,

partly, we were told by the administrator chiefly responsible', "to 'replace the

gum-shoe approach."

To further accentuate- the isolation., some teachers felt excluded froni social

activities, and the administrative machinery sometimes failed to communicate

concern for staff welfare.. A Navaho and an Anglo told of arriving at the compound

for the first time, before school opened in the fall, and finding offices. closed' and

no advance arrangements made to welcothe the in and show them to their quarters.

They spent a great deal of time going from' door to door, trying to obtain informa-

tion. Nobody evidenced much interest in helping.: One man and his wife found,

when they arrived on what was to be a one-day trip to see that their house was

ready for occupancy; that.furnitureSchool offibials had promised to.store'in a house

had been sitting in a garage, being chewed by vermin.. ,They worked for several

days to forestall further damage. During that period, nobody dropped in to say

"Hello," or .invited theni over for coffee, or offered them a hot meal. Since the

dining room was closed and-no stores were available, they subsisted on potato chips

they happened to have in their car. To quote the other teacher:

They hire a person and that is the last time they have contact with him.
You have to fumble your way aroundto find your quarters,' who's the head
of..what, get referred from person to person. Nobody. talOwe what is going
en":. Nobody is re.si.:onsible for anything . They just hired people,
decided to run the school, and that's it.. They didn't do anything else.

At the,first meeting of the teachers '.organization formed in November , one

teaching specialist made a plea for the faculty. members "to be aware of each other ."

She told of r. single, female Anglo teacher at Rough Rock who had been seriously

ill in her apartment for days before anyone noticed that something was amiss. It
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was suggested that sow::: kind of signal be adopted to indicate illness, such as turning

on. the porch light.. Very few apartments and homes w Rough Rock had telephones.

There Were many reports to the effect that a few favorite teachers had been

permitted to skip classes and take time, of with impLnity,' while others would be

castigated for minor infractions. One of the examples mentioned repeatedly by

current and former teachers Concerned two "inner-circle" couples (promoted since

that time) who decided.one day that they needed to go fishing. Reportedly they asked
Mob

to be excused from classes for two days, were refused, and announced that they

would take the time anyhow, on the grounds that they were not in fit mental condition

to teach. No disciplinary action was ,taken. A little later, someone apprised the

school board of the faculty's "bad record of time off" and the whole staff was re-

primanded. 1 The administrator most closely involved corroborated these reports.

We examined the.school's personnel files and obtained what we consider to be per-

suasive evidence of differential treatment of staff. members on several occasions.

Some of the individuals who allegedly received special treatment as teachers

were now administrators. Many teacher protests concerned "the upper crust, who

can get away with anything," the:administrators.

lin response,. the teachers formed a short-lived committee and .filed the
following statement with the adininiStrative Staff:

REPORT OF TEACHERS' REPRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE
This committee wishes to express regret at the misuse of leave by some

which has caused the administration to consider the entire group as untrustworthy.
In an attempt to correct this misuse and to prevent its reoccurence we submit the
following recommendations:

1). .a. That a standing committee of five members be selected by the mem-
bers of the teaching staff during the first week of September to serve for one year
term.

b. That in 'cases, of reported misuse of leave .(educational, annual t5r
sick) and,' or misuses of school property, time, and employees, the committee may
investigate and make a report with recommendations to the Assistant Director in
charge of Educational Services. Copies .of such reports will. also be sent to the
Director and to the Assistant Director in charge of Administrative Services.

2.) a. That the 13 days of sick leave per year be granted to each employee
when he begins his year of employment. That when the specified number Of days bad
beeri'usedthe'emplOyee will then be expected to pay his own substitute and this pay-
ment be made through the principal the day he receives his next pay check.

b. That extreme emergencies may be reviewed and decided on by the
Assistant Director or Director.
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One virtually universal accusation among teachers was that most adminis-

trators were not attending to their jobs. They would be away attending conventions

or riding or hunting or merely staying at home while the store went untended. For

instance: .
"

. . . .

. 1.. It really bothers me. All they got to do is take a paper off the
shelf and write their: own time sheet .andhey've clone it arid they've gone. . . .
I've got over $10 .in my pocket that I collected from some visitors that came
to myroom and askeme to help thein buy some material from the /..Curri-
culum/ Center. [Nobody's around there?7 No, there's never a soul.. . .
It happens often, yes it does. And this'has been very. difficUlt for the re-
gular teaching staff, because these people are responsible for the Navaho
curriculum, and there hasn' beenAny,' and'they'll admit that. . . . If they
don't feel like showing, they just don't come. And many, man y times we've
sent .out kids out' to go to 'One' of thase:Navahe classes and there is nobOdy
there. . . There are two sets of rules. . . Last year, it was out of hand
completely, completely out of hand. And he has done considerable to straighten
it out, and I hear much, much less of this kind of problem this year than last.

2. They have big glorious titles, but.no action. They get paid lots, but
they don't do anythingC Like. ' : He was proinised an` office by

:=)!If there is no work, they will Create a job for anyone. We
-151:711.d usethe money properly.; Those people don't do anything. Maybe
they don't know how. Nobody knows what is going on. Staff doesn't know
what is going on. They take off any time they feel like it. There are two
sets of rules--one for teachers and one for administrators.

3. Those'administratcits:-:what.dothey do? 'Whole-10*s, when you can't
get through to them; The adininistratbrS were the big Cheeses. No one
could get through to them.. F.. . .

4. I wonder why same Personnel in this school' who are doing nbthing
have contracts. /Are they ciassroomAeachers'?J They were classroom'
teachers at one time. .

, .

: *.-

3.) :b.. That 'annual leave may be used'for only12.days.per semester for
personal business' when applied for and grantedln advance.

b. That the days (hiring Christmas vacation not be counted off the total
annual. leave earned by the individual.

e That the remainder of thetAnnual leave 'be used during the summer
'for. additional Weeks "needed.for summer'schbol or a vacation.

` d. That unused annual leave be paid tio.anemployee at serverance.
A e. That sick leave nay be accumulated to'30 days.

4 . ) That persons who take leave without pay and do so with knowledge of
disapproval.be docked pay equal to 5 working clays:

. .

5.) That .hiring procedures should be standardized so that the director and
the assistant directors:give comparable benefits and pay for the various positions.

." 6.) That disciplinary action should be uniforni thrOughOut the saho.ol to
prevent action on basis of personality conflicts and to insure action when necessary
even if it includes friends..

7.) That all administratiVeassistants do their own supervision and Observing
of any one teacher, before deciding upon as important an area as the quality of his
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5. The concept of the school is tremendolts, but it's the .people in there;
The same group keeps tossing the ball back and foAh. They should re rain
from doing that or leave. There is a lotofturnover as a result.

0'. I. .bold no vendettas.. But a lotof.people seem to think they can take
advantage of the situation. People have been very critical of
for doing nothing. The dual personnel in educational services is a complete
waste. Two high-paid administrators for this small group of teachers!. . .
There are too many titles, too many administrators. Rough Rock is demon-
Strating.that when funds flow there area LA of people around that take them.

On the basis of Our 'observations; we would have to say there was an element

of truth in these statements. We witnessed many occasions on which important

matters were neglected because no orie. was around to handle them, in spite of the

large number of administrators on:staff lorthe size of the school. Many times

not
.

performance; in other words do ot listen to hearsay.

3.) That the immediate supervisor '(for teachers) visit and observe classes
at least once every nine week period..; This .past year, .evaluations were made by
a very objective person, and one who couldn't begin to be sympathetic to many
situations "lithe classrooms.

INFORMATION SHEET

The "Teachers' Representative Group" wishes. to inform the administration
and school board of the following', (This is not intended to include recommendations,
It is information whichWe feel you should be aware of.)

1. That no program is better than its administrators, that policies affecting
teachers should also be equally so for administrators.

.

2. That many times during the past two years the entire teaching staff has
been reprimanded as a group for a problem caused by only a: few indiViduals.

3. That people when hired have been promised things by one administrator
that the other administrators were unaware of-:,causing lack of unity.

. .

4. That certain individuals have been counted.as on the job when they. were
at.home. That this was regular procedure for .several months. That one person,
involved' often said openly 'to the rest of the teaching staff, "Well, now for my regular
Friday at home.' I can't get anything done up here. There are too many interrup-
tions. ' (All of ',is can well understand this but others, are not permitted to have
such freedom.)

5. That teaaher aides have been used on at least three occasions as b4by
sitters during school hours.

6. that the majority of the teachers on this staff have real concern for the
children and without any hesitation have put in many hours and days of overtime with
no thought whatever of extra pay, compensitory time, or even a pat on the back.

. .

7. That teachers are very concerned about the number of absences of
children. Horse trips, ball games, rodeos, fairs, contests, tournaments, etc. ,
have prevented children from getting the instruction they needed.
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what .appeared to be very simple problems of organization and communication seemed

beyond the capability of the administrative apparatus. Several times, the woman
*. . .

who was most universally accused of taking time off at will was seen on the tom-
. . ..

pound in her riding togs in the middle of a working day. (Her husband was her

Imniediate 'supervisor.) We encountered a surprising number of references to hunting

trips. But teachers may have misunder stood some administrator absences. It ap-

peaied as though a proposal with an immediate deadline was always in process. One

or two people would be working feverishly at home, hoping to get more done than

office interruptions. would permit. If we had known the circumstances., we might

have discovered that midday rides across the Mesa were usually justifiable in terms
a! : .. . . .

of late-night writing stints. It is likely that on More than one trip imagined by

teachers to be mainly for pleasure, some Rough Rock administrator missed meals

while rushing from appointment to appointment.

There were many teacher complaints, in fact, about a preoccupation with

publicizing the school, writing proposals, and getting money, to the neglect of

internal affairs. It was our impression that a significant proportion of staff time

% ,
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and energy was focused on publicity and money-getting. A public information officer

worked virtually full-time on producing the.school newspaper, issuing news releases,

and sdOrtirig .N; is itois around the school. The assistant to the director spent much

of his time seeing that visitors were picked up at the landing strip, properly

accommodated on the compound, and made to feel well taken care of. The "evalua-
::

tor's" main function was to produce monthly reports, which he described as

chiefly a device to impress 0E0, a major source of the school's funds, and at

least two dozen other staff members spent hours each month contributing to it;

a "book writer".was paid a handsome salary to help produce such promotional pub-

lications as Navaho Education at Rough Rock; four. or five high-level administrators

were called upon to help write proposals; the director of the school devoted much,
. .

if not most, of his time promoting the school and looking for funds for the next

fiscal year; the photographer in the Navaho Curriculum.Center produced many
,;: .

publicity pictures. Administrators and board members took many trips to Wash-

ington and other distant cities to get the school's message across. Considering the

salaries of the individuals involved (available in our files), a conservative estimate
.

of outlays for publicity, promotion, and fund-raising could not be less than $35, 000

a year. Some of this could be justified, of course, in the light of the fact that

Rough Rock was a demonstration school. It had to be accessib7.e to visitors. It

had to provide information about its programs.

It should be mentioned parenthetically, though teachers did not complain about

this, that the evaluator mentioned in Rough Rock's initial proposal, who would "be

responsible for the development of sound, action oriented research 'studies ," and who

would "assist teachers in the development of studies in their field of special interest

as well as developing, project wide studies, of his own," turned out to be primarily

a writer of monthly reports, which in no sense could be described as objective or

research-oriented. The individual in question, whose competence and integrity

we intend in no way to disparage (he was possibly the most efficient, hardest work-

ngmember ofthe entire administrative' staff), didnot claim to be a 'researcher.

He explained that the Fchool could not find a competent man for the position; so it

was redefined.
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.Other teacher coMplaints;Coneerned the 'realloca.flon to commimIty services

and other programs of funds that had been obtained 'for instruction (several ,r...urrent

rated. ; . ..

... adininiStratOra .at'llough.Rocic aelmowledged the charge to be accurate); 'arid gx.9,gge
publicity about the

/school. As we mentioned in chapter 3, some key administrators showed no dis7

position to defend claims made about their programs by their predecessors, Some

jelced about published.statementa that they characterized as. ridiculous:. about "the.
.::i...

19 textbooks produced under the 'two:original grants".by the Navaho Curriculum

Center, for example (when only two had appeared), or the "more than 12,000 visitors
,

to Rough Rock'(coming from 42 states .and eight foreign countries) during its first

year and a half of operation."

One individual who had helpedObtainnnat iona I press covereve5 concerning

Rough Rock's role in the big 'snowstorm of 'De expressed anger that he had in-..
advertently helped to put out false information,. believing statements that were given

to him by an administrator- -about people .whowalked many miles to Rough Rock

through the snowte avoid starving to death; for example. As the "evaluator" ob-

served in his report 'for June, 1968, "There.has been a.tendency towardhyperbole
. . . . .

diming the past two years whenever it seemed that the. padding of figures was de-

s irable..(and could not: readily be 'refuted): Sonia 'respects this tendency to

oversell backfired, for several teachers.-Said.they believed their disillusion was

caused, in :important measure, by eXpeeting too. much on the basis of piiblicity.

But if the school had less than.a thousand visitors each school .month, it

had enough to make teachers complain about interrupted classes. Interruptions

were bad enough, they said, but visitors would not stay long enough tofind'out what

was happening in the classroom. They would look at teacher and pupils, "like
.

animals in a zoo," and tramp on to the next exhibit. One teacher offered an amusing
. .

account of how he coped withthe problem:
.

The first year I cheated like mad. Ever3rthne somebody came in, I
.;. told the kids in Navaho, "Put your books away, get out your 'Navaho book,

and we're going to study Navaho right now." I was scared., .I didn't know
what in the world to say.

1Gary Witherspoon, "Navaho Curriculum Center ," Journal of American
Indian Education, VII (May,' 1968), 36.1.41; Brodericic H. Johnson, Navaho Education
at Rough Rock (Rough Rock, Arizona: Rough Rock Demonstration School, 1968).
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Interviewer: When you study in Navaho,. who knows?-ilaughte

And they obeyed implicitly, andnever.a. quiver, and they took it out just
like they were as happy as anything. And they. always knew that I would not
ask them- a question that they.coulchi't answer, or if I did, 1 didn't leave them
hanging.. . I had their absolute cooperation, any time any observer has
ever been in my room.

We encountered bitter comments to the effect that, in previous years, staff

members who dared take complaints or suggestions to administrators would typi-

cally lie invited to leave. As a result, problems were not faced and dealt with.

TeacherS' said, for example:

1. And many of them were, told the bus leaves that front gate down there
every hour for St. Louis' - -just go down and stand and see! Well now, that
really makes a guy feel like going back to his classroom and really getting.
with it, doesn't it? This has been bad. So that's what really hurts me, to
see the turnover that's been in this .

2.
I tell you."

can't take anything from anybody. "You don't tell me --

3. "Take the next bus. for St. Louis." I heard him say that to the whole
group. I lost a lot of respect for . . . . There was real danger
last year that the whole thing wou171-661TiTig. The educational services were
really something last year..If the .kids learned, it was in spite of the system.

4. Last year the teachers started putting their backs up to
He just said, "Go! I'll have yotir classrooms filled by Monday!" The whole
staff left at the end of the .year.

5. Ifyou went up and said, "Look, we're not doing a good job here, we
have no 'scope and sequence, 'we don't have any fraMework, we were scat-
tered all over the place, one -grade is teaching the same thing that--the
first grade was teaching the same thing the fifth grade was teaching- -and
you were told, "Well; goon, get out of here! We don't want arty criticism,
and you can't criticize! '

Very similar responses, at least equally strident, were received from the former

Rough Rock teachers to whom we nailed questionnaires.

Very pertinent in this regard is a question in the teacher interview schedule

that produced markedly different responses at Rough Rock, Rock Point, and Chinle :

"a. What must a teacher do in this school to gain the esteem of the administration?

' b. 'What kind of teacher' is disliked or ignored by administrators ?" All the res-

ponses are reproduced verbatim from our notes, in many cases as tape-recorded:

BOUGH ROCK

1. With . . find fault:

2. Oh, one who doesn't complain too much, I think.

3. I guess it's the teachers that don't give them any trouble. They just

.1.12.ummillosimemmummillrimmor,
asUILIESEINIMMIEMINIMIMENIIMMEINEMBOONIMMINIMIllrail
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accept all the changes, day by day., without a question--don't gripe because
we don't get Christmas vacation, and this sort of thing.

4. I think there:are:two kinds of "like" (or types) as far as they're con-.- cerned. They're interested in those who can handle a classroom by them-
; ; .self, rather than having some one else come and do it. They're interested

...in.those who are able to teach the kids well. I'm sure of that. And they
are also interested in those who can be diplomatic enough to get along with
the parents. And then one .other kind.of "like" which doesn't fit with these

"there have been some indications by some parts of the personnel, that the
social life is very important, more important as a friendship basis, than
the academic professional life.

.Do what he is supposed to do and not.cause prOblems.

.6. .Well, they're pretty good..., they listen to mhat.-pepple think. as
that the same this year as last year ?J Last year it' wasn't so much. They
would say to pack up and go. LThere wasn't much room for disagreeing?'
Right., But this .year. we .feel that we can say something and still can stay
'here and work. .

7.. I don't know., cause.I:don't :care. All right,, a lot of bootlickhig.
;.:Nothing to do.with

I don't know. .b, Use up your annual leave?
..4. .

. c ;

9. Don't know.
..:(_,.,..;.;!;:i .!::. :. . ,.. . : it ..4.-,.; .. :

10. 'I don't know.
.

...:: .....; i'.i..,
1.

... .. . . . ..,' :,, , . - ':
11. Don't know. Unless being terribly obnoxious.

.: 1: . ! L f . .12. ;That's a ha.rd,one....I really: don't know. Ah, in the past I guess
'It was a little more personal than professional. And I would probably say

,.. ,,that to very large extent it is still true, that.it leans to the personal.

..., , ....ROCK POENT

:,.. . '. :1. .
a, , Interest. in school, in teaching the little kids, love for the kids,

show you are really interested. b. Person that goes AWOL, loafs.
!

, ..: . .
..

2. a. Talk professionally. Read up on the latest trends. Keep yourself
..:-1.,,prok,ssionally minded. Put in. more than.your share of time.'14 hours.a. day.

(I don't do that.)
.,.. ,,-;,:. - .r., :,. , .., ! _. :. t-'

'3. a. Show you are basically interested in the kids, in helping them.
..-.:-...::::Work hard. Have ideas. Be. willing to try out things... Listen to him'and

his ideas. Flexible, willing to adjust.

4... a. Emphasize teaching English, be business-like about classroom
.

!.: :;,activities..; Take job seriously. . '.., ..... .::.;2:; ...: :-..
;'..

,. ; - 5.'a. Have rapport with students, be friendly and kind: Da your job
well. Do the things he requires. Usually what he wants is good. Emphasize

,;;!:;.:,......English. Get the ,students talking. . . :: ... ..,: ....i :IT :ft : ..:! :..

.,-j.;:-..1:: 6.. a... Do your job -- sincere, hereon time. He plays no favorites.. Very
sincere himself. Expects people to work. b. Opposite.

7. a. Work hard--give yourself (You soon learn that) b. (Never
...,2,_thauglt about it),. Insensitivity to the needs of children. .... -1 '..,..s i

.ar
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3 Work hard. Do the job. . ,', !
9. a. Be a hard worker. Someone with rapport with kids and who really

likes them -- someone who likes to teach English. b. Do not like kids.

i:.;110. a.. You have to be efficient--use every second of every day for a
very worthwhile purpose. Everyone is working hard--no one wants to leave.
Here, they are feeling success is just around the corner--elsewhere they
are giving up. .1 particularly like ESL, giving children every chance to
succeed every day.

CHINLE BOARDING

1...a. Don't knoW..' b. Be out-spoken. HaVe an opinion of your own.

::4'' 2'. a: Don't know--riot going to lose sleepover it b. Jump channels
(regulation oriented). -

. .

3: a. Dependable here and be on time and have "childring's"
interests at heart. b. Opposite.

'4. a. Hold your own. Control classroom. Keep kids under control
(that's all they know) b. Publicly point out weaknesses in program.

5. a. Do what they want - -go along with policy--don't try to change
anything (I change what I want to and I let them find out).

6. a. Go .along with existing conditions. b. Do something different.

7. a. Cooperation. Don't gripe. b. I don't linow. Don't rock the
boat:.

-; ;; We did not attempt to determine whether administrators at Rough Rock were

"really" unable or unwilling to accept criticism and face problems in the past,

whether the Rock Point principal was "really" primarily concerned about efficient

performance in the classroom, or whether Chinle administrators were "really"

preoccupied with keeping the boat from rocking. But one fact seems clear: staff

raembers perceived these orientations, accurately or not, and probably acted

accordingly, as the dormitory and classroom observations in chapters 4 and 5

Seem to indicate. Further data relevant to this point were obtained in response

to a questionnaire item concerning how often administrators encouraged and sup-

ported innovation. As compared with 21 per cent of teachers at Rock Point, 42

per cent at Rough Rock said, "sometimes," "rarefy," or "never." Bough Rock
:dt,....;_ .

was better:Off ig this regard than the two schools in Chinle, howeverespecially

7:1',;ilie public school; where 70 per cent of teachers indicated poor administrative

support of innovation. (Table 6.24),

The remaining frequently mentioned complaints concerning classroom
256
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affairs involved too much Navaho,'allegedly, in the curriculum(though all teachers

appeared td want some),. the purPtirtedlkiioor quality_of 'instruction' in Navaho sub-

jects, lack of any help for teachers' fro' the Navaho. Curriculum' Center , the lack

of curricular articulation disedased in.chapter .5, the .lack.of an art teacher in a

school for'cbildren with. remarkable abilities and interests in art , inadequate

academic emphases, the claim that TESL last year was forced onto teachers, re-

: gardless they felt about the 'Methods used, the spasmodic nature of instruc-

tion for pupils in arts and craftS; and the absence of any personnel' responsible for
...

.pupil guidance. .. ::. !.:,f: ... :! '. i. !. 1.1:7
,.

::.:: ''':: Since, inogt'Of the topics haire been covered in earlier .chapters, we will
,

.,.,

,

briefly consider only the Navah6 irti.and.aafts program,the Navaho Curriculum

Center, and the issue of guidance. 1

It..is.:interesting to notice COnnetien with teacher complaints about the

Navaho anirieUliirn derii6r , staterndiit'frOM.tie/Mitiiites of a meeting of Rough

Rock's staff" Bale July 25','1968 ts.anticipated that there will be an

ever-growing concern for the results of tlie money that is being poured into the

schoel. The examiile Of the Navaho ....Curriculum Center.waseited'where some

Table 'reacher Beslionses.to Ttein ; "The' Administration Encourages' and

.. :.,.;. : ..!
Supports Innovations,

.
School

Chime Boarding

Clinle Public

.

:. Rough B.ock
.7f ,,!;;

. . :Per...Cent of Teachers Saying.
Rarely Some- Often or
or. Never .times . Frequently.

N N

Total
Usable
Responses

!Rock Point'

.:..,i... ;!'

10.7 39.3 50.0
(3) :i ; (11) (14).

, ..1 17:6 ..: 29.4-

loo. o

10208.)0

(3) (9) (5) (17)
,:i

25.0 16.7

.....:14.3 '.
(2)

100.0
(4);:: :c . (14). . (24)

7.;.11 . .; . . .78.z13 . .,4 100.0
(1) (11) (14)

' : .; t .41 :.`

f:,:fij It. ,ii It

41.
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$250i000 has been .spent with very little of a concrete nature to show for it

Many teachers at Rough Rock described the curriculum center in distinCtly unflat-

tering terms: They were angry; apparently, because they had needed special

teaching .materials for teaching Navaho children and had been. unable to obtain them

from the center. They wanted curriculum guides and audiovisual 'materials and

other workaday instructional grist; not a. book a year of Navaho tales , they explained.

. In fact, we were.able to find no one at the school who maintained that the center had

.produced at all adequately. The explanations most often given were that people in

the center did not understand what was needed in the classroom, that teachers were

never consulted, that too much emphasis lif2d been placed on putting out beautiful

books and not en on supporting classroom instruction, and that some perSonnel

in the center had been ill- equipped for their jobs. Perhaps the complaints were

somewhat overdone Three' truly admirable books were produced--Coyote Tales ,

-Grandfather Stories , and Black Mountain Boy, though at a high cost per voluni6.

Several teachers complained that when they sent children to receive instruc-

tion. in. Navaho. arts and crafts , the instructor was often, if not typically, absent.

Some children would return to the elassroom and ask the teacher for something to

do, while others would roam the compound unsupervised. The man in charge of

arts and crafts for adults' and complained, on the other hand; that the

children would not attempt to learn.when adults were pi7ceent whc; could perform

the tasks so much better--a typicallyNavaho ,..3sponse. Yet the children had no

,suitable place in which to work by themselves, he said, though he had repeatedly
1.

---requested'One: SiMilar teacher complaints were made about unmanned classes in

Navaho language and Navaho social living; the charge was corroborated by a teacher

in the program (see Professor Werner's notes in Appendix C).

When we asked Rough Rock administrators why the schnol had no guidance
(a

ce!ouaselors (se'..vice particularly exnphasized in the school's original proposal), it

was explained that personnel hired for this purpose in the past had not Worked out

Well; so the two school principals (for. Phase I and Phase II) had taken over. he
. .........

function; the male principal would counsel boys and the female principal would

counsel girls. They had had no problem, they said, in handling all the children
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who had come along. The perception of teachers, on the other hand, seemed to be

that:One Could not count on finding administrators present and available to counsel

children; so pupils heeding guidaiite' Were rarely sent to get it.

'
Conclusions, . .:

On the basis of evidence considered in this chapter, it appears that Rough

Rock had demonstrated unusual ability co attract a promising staff. The teachers

apparently had strong belief in what the school was attempting to do. They were

young, "unspoiled" by too muck exposure to instructional conventionality, liberally

educated, and positive in attitude toward Navaho culture. Many of them were

Navaho, an advantage which, according to classroom observations reported in

chapter 5, may. have been considerable.. In addition, some Anglo teachers at

Rough Rock had at least a working knowledge of the Navaho language. Rough Rock's

teachers said they wanted Navaho elements in the curriculum, though they may

have differed on how much there should be. In recruiting them, the school appar-

ently had emphasized its experimental nature, and they seem to have responded
:,;

for good reasons. They were not preoccupie.d with pupil control. .;
,

But lack of experience and formal training is a hazard as well as an oppor-: .

tunity. The school seemed to be doing little to overcome the hazard and maximize

the opportunity. As the classroom observations in chapter 5 indicated, the teachers

were given little curricular structure to wasp the problem of acquiring instructional
,, =

skills, .and inservice training, whether assessed by what teachers reported or by

what we saw, was spasmodic and unplanned, consisting rnost:y of a presentation

now and then from, a visiting consultant whose ideas appealed to come one on staff.
.

A much more serious phenomenon, however, was the drastically low

morale.. It must have affected instruction adversely, especially since most teachers

were new to their classrooms. As earlier comments suggested, we think the

teachers' depressed spirits were partly attributable to circumstances difficult to

avoid, such as the physical isolation, the administrative change-over, the presence

of visitors, and experimental conditions. The latter factor could easily be over-.,

emphasized, however, for the Phase II classes, particularly, impressed us as
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; There were other reasons.for:low morale, we are forced to conclude, that

might have been avoided. It should not have taken four months to give teachers

a firm idea of what the new administration stood for. There was little justification

that we could discern for personnel policies that made it difficult for teachers to

slip away to refresh their spirits occasionally. The practice of hiring a new staff

each year for all practical purposes, must have had disastrous effects on instruc-

tion. Teachers did not have to be given the impression that they would be fired if

they complained or made suggestions. The lack of articulation in the curriculum,

coordination among various components of the school, and communication among

groups was the worst, we think, that we have seen in some time. In basic terms,
.

we must agree with the teachers that administrators were simply not attending to

the school's internal affairs.

On the basis of these conclusions, we think the following recommendations,

at least, are warranted:

1. The school's practice of recruiting many teachers who lack conventional

backgrounds of training and experience should be continued, but only if the school

fin& ways of dramatically curtailing staff turnover and of instituting sustained,

well integrated programs of pre-service and inservice training.
_ . 2. Workshops offered by consultants flown in from afar are occasionally

!!'::::. , ..7
useful, but they should not be used as a central in-service training device. The

school should develop the intensive, well integrated training programs it envisioned
:

in its original proposal to 0E0. It might consider, for example, bringing to
. .

Rough Rock, for a year at a time, professors on sabbatical leave whose fields are

particularly relevant to Rough Rock's goals. It should arrange for its teachers: . :

to take part in training programs of the type that we found at Rock Point. It has

a few teachers on staff whom others could profitably observe. A constantly

available teachers' lounge might facilitate the exchange of ideas among teachers
y)f: p. ; .

significantly, along with the development of supportive social relationships. It

should send its tea 3hers to other schools for Navahos that are experimenting with

new approaches, (the apparent assumption should be abandoned that nothing good

limm
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can come out of BIA schools.) Current administrators at Rough Rock am. surely

capable of developing other approaches to.a unique, ,sustained program of on-the-

job teacher training.

3. Personnel policies should be devised to ameliorate and counteract, as

much as feasible, the sense of isolation and insecurity many teachers and other

employees feel at Rough Rock. It should be made clear that once the school. has

brought a teacher to Rough Rock it feels some responsibility to help him develop

rather than discarding him if he does not quickly measure up to expectations.

Staff members should be encouraged to take occasional trips, to go away to summer

school (as another approach to inservice training), to go to Europe for the summer.

A salary schedule with adequrte and regular increments should be used to encourage

staff stability.

4. When new staff members arrive at Rough Rock, they should be welcomea

and provided with the information they need to begin settling down and adjusting to

the program. Activities should be organized to help them become members of

social groups.

5. The newly formed teachers' organization should be drawn into the school's

decision-making structure. Perhaps it may serve as the beginning of the curriculum-

planning group recommended in chapter 5. As we suggested earlier, the Navaho

Curriculum Center should be redesignated as a general curriculum center and

made responsive to teacher-identified needs.

6. The director of the school should establish firm but equitable guidelines

for his administrative staff, pinpointing responsibility and holding individuals

firmly accountable for the performance of their duties. Policies

should be instituted to enk. Ire that some staff members are always on hand, during

regular hours, in each of the school's major offices.

7. No administrator's close relatives should be permitted to hold positions

in which they report directly to him. Consideration should be given, over a period

of time to curtailing in other ways the existing pattern of husband-wife appointments.

It might be preferable, we think,to pay top administrators a little more liberally

and to insist that their wives and husbands not hold full-time jobs at the school. In
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the case of other employees , the issue is far less critical.

Several other recommendations that are pertinent to teacher concerns

mentioned here were discussed in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 7

PUPIL ATTITUDE AND ACHIEVEMENT
(.

'
In chapter 3, we considered evidence relating to one area in which the Rough

Rock experiment was designed to produce a definite pay-off: community control and

development. Since that point we have been disCussing, not so much the school's

intended output as the processes through which the output was sought. .

In the present chapter, we turn again to outcomes. As we noted in chapter

I., Rough Rock's leaders avowedly sought a higher level of social-psychological

functioning in the child and more efficient learning in the Navaho and Anglo elements

of formal and informal instruction. In this connection, we will examine four bodies

of evidence: first, data on pupil anxiety from our observations and an objective

scale individually administered in Navaho:, second, evidence on acculturation from

r:i

two items designed particularly for Navaho children and from structured pupil

interviews; third, indications from the pupil interviews with respect to educational

and vocational aspirations; and fourth, some figures from achievement tests.

Pupil Anxiety

A researcher must guard against premature conclusionsagainst "making

up his mind" about the phenomena under study before he has had opportunity to

examine the data thoroughly. On the other hand, anthropological methods have
. .

been severely criticized for failing to provide enough self-corrective measures and

particularly for a deemphasis on formulating hypothesis in advance of data analysis.

There seemed to be merit, consequently, in having one member of the team run

some limited risks of premature closure by making predictions on pupil anxiety

that could later be tested against objective data. The director of the study had

nothing to do with the collection of data on the anxiety scale, discussed later. He

adopted the strategy, consequently, of hazarding tentative comparisons from time

to time between Rough Rock pupils and pupils in the other two dormitory schools,

particularly with respect to apparent anxiety.

While at the Chin le Boarding School, for example, he recorded the following

impressions, which were not communicated to any other members of the team until

. .
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the study was virtually over:

(1) November 12: If these kids are anxious, certainly don't detect it.

(2)..Noveniber 14: We liaVe been hei:e. the days, and now I practically
have to run the gauntlet to get threugh.the. boys' dorm .to the isolation. room..
Every boy wants a response fo.his "Good eVening," and about half of them
(practically all within reach).want a handshake.. Last night as I came . .

through, they asked for my name:. . When I responded, "Jimmie Begay,"
they immediately chorused, in the ESL pattern, "My name. is Jimmie
Begay!" "My name is Jimniie 'Bogy'!"

In
. .

the line at the dining room, 66, several wanted to shake hands.

7 . 2

. This is the opposite of what I'eXPected to see.' The kids here seem less
threatened by adults than were the kids at Rough Rock. There is less
averting of heads. The aomnitinicatien reaches farther. They seem hap-
pier in the dorms. I get less of a sensation of herding. _There are fewer
strident commands. In faE7I'believe I haVe seen fewer children crying
here than at Rough Rock..

(3) November 15: Walked through big boys' dorm. It is my impression
'that the atmosphere is more supportive among the smaller boys, although
the big boys were obviously getting a kick out of pushing their .floor. polish-
ing.cloths ;down the length of the Wingat great speed. They have an ir-
repressible sense of humor. . . .

When I returned to the. small, boys' dorm, four boys.who were not well
were sitting in two double bunks 'eating breakfast. They volunteered that
the breakfast was good. When I mentioned that I was hungry, one of them
offered me his container of jelly. . . When I left, as usual I had to shake
hands. They grin and chatter inNavaho about it.

The 'following example is "diaWn freni the Rock Point notes:

November 23: As'l was Moving up 'and LlOvin the 'hall laSt night, bringing
items from the, car to my room, a Navaho bpy of about eleven who was
using' a drinking fountain suddenly looked up and asked, "What is your name?"
I told and asked, "What is your name?" "Raphael,." he said. He then
wanted to krioWwhere lived and reciprocated by informing me Lfalsely,
as I learned later] that .he was from Albuquerque.. He seemed quite um-
cowed and unafraid.. This is the firSt time I have had a Navaho boy speak
to me so directly on the very first night of my coming to a dorm. .

As I went through the breakfast line this morning, I was again. suddenly
confronted with queStions from a Navaho boy. This boy was more like
twelve or thirteen years of age. He asked first where I was from, and..:. .::
when.lie 'seemed to have no idea where Chicago was; I explained its re-
lationship to the. Great Lakes. There was a delightfulatmosphere in the
breakfast line, delightfUlly relaxed: The children chattered to each other
in soft, chirp-like tones.

And at Rough Rock:

(1) November 18: (In the dining hall) Whereas at .Chinle one child In
ten might fail to respond to a "Hi!" or "Hello!" the ratio here is reversed.
Much more averting of hea.ds.

(2) November 21: This afternoon I found a nice relaxed atmosphere in the
!boys' dorm. Boys were sitting around in groups, making different designs

with string held between the hands. I have never previously seen such a 264lack of tension in the RRDS dorm. rormiesicasimilome
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, At this- paint; we have reproduced these notes strictly as one individual's

impressions and nothing more, subject to all the biases to which impressions of

this type are known .to be susceptible. Later we will examine several reasons why

we could have misperceived the underlying "reality" at Rough Rock and elsewhere.

But it is important to observe that; on the basis of impressions of the type illustrated,

above, the prediction was entered into our notes on November 23, 1968, that soores

on the anxiety scale (whose data were as yet not available to permit comparisons)

would tend to be highest at Rough Rock, lowest at Rock Point, and at an intermediate

level at Chinle Boarding.

One of the last decisions made before beginning the main phase of our study

at Rough Rock was to wither data from an objective anxiety scale that could be corn-
,

pared against more subjective 'impressions, even if we could not firmly establish

the scale's validity. The information might be interesting, at least, in our study,

and it might function as a basis for further research. A rapid search of the litera-

ture suggested that we adapt some scale referring to psychosomatic symptoms.

Reading about Navaho cultUre and talkingto people who knew the RoUgh Rock area,

we noticed several reports that NavahoS.had reacted to stress by experiencing

choking sensations, abdominal pains , or other physical. symptoms. We were further

encouraged while conducting the study when the Navaho school nurse at Chinle

volunteered that the local clinic was flooded with pupils reporting indigestion and

other ailments at the beginning of each year, but that the complaints gradually tapered

off, apparen0y.asihe youngsters adjusted to another period of separation from their

homes. Navahos showed their frustration, she. asserted, not by throwing a tantrum,

but by becoming ill.

We examined several scales of the type mentioned', securing the help of Gary

Witherspoon, a long-time student of Navaho culture identified earlier, in selecting

items believed appropriate to pupils like those in our sample. As it turned out, the

final selection was very similar to the Cornell Medical Index. Since we will not

attempt to establish the premise that our anxiety scale was clearly valid, we will

merely observe here that some validity has been established for the CMI on a number

of populations and that, in one study, the, scale predicted, at a statistically signifi-
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cant level, which Navaho adolescents would be diagnosed as abnormal when evaluated

by a psychiatrist.'
The items we used were as follows:

1. Do,you bite your nails or chew your pencil ?
2. Can you feel your heart pounding in your chest?

.. 3. Have you fainted more than two (2) times ? (Passed out)
4. Do frightening thoughts keep coming into your mind?
5. Does your thinking get mixed up when you have to do something fast?
6. Do you sometimes wet in your clothes?
.7, Da you catch a lot of bad colds?
8. Do you often get very angry?

. 9. Do you sometimes wet your bed?
10. DJ you often have bad dreams?
11. Do you usually have trouble falling asleep?
12. Da you find it hard to breathe ?
13. Do you have many small accidents ? (falling down, cuts)
14. Have you had a lot of trouble with your teeth?
:15. Do you get up tired in the morning?
16. Do you usually have bad pains in your arms and legs?
17. Do you get many stomach aches?
18: Do you cry a lot?
19. Is your appetite usually poor.?
20. 'Do you get dizzy a lot?

-. 21.. Do you get diarrhea very often?
22. Do sudden noises make you jump or shake very badly?
23. Do you get many bad headaches?
24. Are you frightened by noises or movements in the night?
25. Are your feelings easily hurt?
26. Did you ever have a fit or a convulsion?
27. Po your eyes usually twitch or water? (Blink or run)
28, Do you often feel a in your throat?

,,,;g9. Are you.always sick and unhappy?
30. Is it always hard for yOu to make up your mind?
31. Do your eyes hurt a .lot ?
32. Do you worry about many things?

;..33. Have you had many bad. nosebleeds.? .

34. Do you cough a lot?
35. Do you often feel unhappy and depressed? .

The anxiety scale was placed at the end of the pupil interview schedule and

individually administered in Navaho, to the pupils in our four-school sample (selected

by the methods discussed in chapter 1) in the manner discussed in detail in chapter 4.

Subsequently, in January, 1969, we readministered the same scale, using the same

: : 1.1.4 . .; Z

1L. G. Nelson et al. , "Screening for Emotionally Dist:nrbed Students in an
Indian Boarding School;11American Journal of Psychiatry, 20 (June, 1064).

1 .
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.methocls_ar previously to a stratified random subsample of the same pupils in the

three boarding schools in our study. 1

All response sheets from the anxiety scale were scored independently by

two individuals, and discrepancies were corrected by a third reference to the res-

ponseS. Data were card-punched, verified for accuracy, and analyzed on the 7094

computer at the University of Chicago. .

We .first performed separate. item analyses and factor analyses on the res-
ponses from the two administrators of thascale. We usedfor these analyses data

only for pupils for whom we had several types of additional information that we

,wished to use to'throw light on the scale's validity. We decided later that the

manner in which the initial analysis of validity was ordered was conceptually in-
,

Itleferisible,- and we plan, when.the pressure of producing this report is past, to

rethink the problem, redo*.the analysis, and-publish the results. For the present,

the significant point is that, according to the item analyses and factor analyses,

performed on nonidentical groups from Our pupil sample to whom the scale was

administered at. different times, the internal 'consistency of the scale is impressive.

In terms of Kuder-Richardson Formula 20, the internal reliabilities area for the

first administration, .874 (N=55), and for the second administration,' .815 (N=20).

Examining data from the item analysis and factor analysis, we decided that it was

defensible,: and would facilitate the compariione we wished to make for thisreport,

to use as-the variable in our further calculations the total number of "yes" respcnses

1We selected at random an equal number of pupils for each sex and year
of schooling at each school, with the exception of seventh-year boys. Since our
male Navaho field worker was no longer available,. and since wa had reason to
believe the older boys would not respond Well to questions from a young woman,
we omitted this group. We then drew;: inrandom order, a list of substitute"
pupils from each group. Our two female Navaho field.workers were instructed
to begin drawing pupils from tha top of the relevant substitute list whenever a
child in the target subsample was absent from school or otherwise unavailable.
We further apportioned the names in such a way that neither of the field workers
Would reinterview a pupil whom she had interviewed before Christmas. Since
we were eager to obtain as much retest data as possible, we permitted the. field
workers to interview some additional pupils from the substitute list when they
had exhausted the regular list.

, .
. .

1,; .;,i,
0
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of.each pupil to the 35 items in the scale.

i: Table 7.1 reports the mean scores of the two sexes for each year of schooling

for each of the four schools, followed by the results of a three-way analysis of

variance.

TABLE 7.1 Means on Anxiety Scale , November - December, 1968

Year 1
Boys

Girls

Year 3
Boys

Girls

Year 5

Year 7

Year 9b

Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

Boys

"Girls

School
iierir-1e Chinle Rough

Boardin Public Rock Point
19.0 11.7 20.1 17.6
(N=7) (N=3) (N=7) (N=9)
16.3 : 25.0 21.0 18.4
(N=14) (N=1) (N=11) (N=10)
9.5 9.0 13.5 12.7

(N=8) (N=2) (N=8) (N=9)
13.4 23.0 20.4 19.6

=12) ql (N=10) (N=111
10.8 14.8 10.0
(N=8) (1\1=4) (N=5) (N=9)
11.4 20.0 14.6 18.7
(N=7) (N=1) (N=5) (N=6)
9.2 12.7 10.3 9.9"

(N=10) (N=3) (N=3) (N=8)
16.3 13.0 18.6 17.8
(N=10) (N-3) (N=8) (N=8)

9.4
- - (N=5)

12.8
N=5

tn.

aln the analysis of variance which follows, 3 data-cards from this cell were
inadvertently omitted in computer runs. For this cell, the mean shown for the an-
alysis of variance was 10.8, the n, 5. It appears, then, that sex differences, year
differences, and between-school differences may be slightly underestimated in the
analysis of variance.

bData for the ninth year of schooling, available only at Rough Rock, were
not included in the analysis of variance.

. Analysis of Variancea

Source
Year of Schooling
School
Sex
Sex x Year j.

School x Sex
School x Year
School x Sex x Year

Degrees. of
Freedom Ratio

P less
than

3 9.3266
. 3.. 7.0661

1. 31.9696
3 3.8359
3 1.3136
9 1.3957
9 1.5276

.0001
.. 0002
.0001
.0108
.2714
.1926
.1408

aLeast square estimates of effects and their standard errors are listed in
Appendix D.
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Anxiety score means differ significantly between schools. A comparison of

least square estimates with their standard deviations (Appendix D) indicates that Rough

Rock is significantly higher than Chin le Boarding but does not differ significantly from

the other two schools. Year of schooling and sex interact the apparent interpretation

of the interaction is that the sexes differ in the third year of schooling but not in the

first.
Assuming there is some validity in the anxiety scale, our prediction con-

cerning pupil anxiety was substantiated to the extent that Rough Rock had the highest

scores of the three boarding schools (though not significantly so with respect to

Rock Point).

Our primary intention in readministering the anxiety scale in January, 1969,

was to obtain test-retest reliability coefficients. As we will indicate in more detail

later, however, we thought we detected a pronounced change in the Rough Rock

dormitories in January, as compared with the situation before Christmas. Test-

retest coefficients would be meaningless in the light of indications that the pheno-

menon purportedly reflected by the scale had changed; so the data from the two

administrations were used for another purpose; to test the hypothesis that pupil

anxiety was lower at Rough Rock after Christmas than it had been before Christmas.

As compared with our 4 1/2-day stay at Rough Rock in January, we spent only

1 1/2 days at the other two schools. As a consequence, we did not feel we had

observed pupils enough to make judgments concerning pupil anxiety at Chinle and

Rock Point in January. .

Table 7.2 provides the differences in anxiety scale scores (in terms of

decreases ) for all pupils to whom the scale was administered before and after

Christmas, along with means for differences over time and 97 per cent confidence

intervals. The prediction that scores at. Rough Rock would be lower after Christ-

mas than before was substantiated. There was an even clearer reduction in anxiety

scale scores at Rock Point over Christmas. Virtually no suggestion of a decrease

occurred at Chinle Boarding.

269
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Table 7.2 Decrease in Pupil An xiety Scale Scores from November-
December, 1968, to January;' 1969

.

Chirile
Boarding

Rough
Rock

. . . .

Rock
-Point .

First Year Boys

. ::',:, :

03
-09
, 06 -

i

05
14
05

00
-02
06
10
20
07

Girls : ..:.i -04 04 .:, -02
-09 -05 12
-01 02 12

Third Year Boys 06 06 00
. -02 ''' -04 -01

07..... -0.4
-02

.r.03

Girls -07
...0.6

-02
03

; 02
02

-01 06 ;03
07 00
02

Fifth.Year Boys 06 -02 02,
, .03 04 07

-01 05 .03
Girls .: '05 07 01

00 -05 -02
. ' =01 11 -05

04 04'. 02

Seventh Year Girls .!1 i07 00 08
02 01 -03

-.03 04 09
-01 08 03

05 11 04
02

Total 07 77 89
Mean 0.29 2.87 3.07
N 24 27 29
P.D. 5.1 5.4

94. Confidence Interval 2.2 to 4.8 to 5.1 to
(2 S.D. -± M) . -1.6 0.9 1.1

S pm. 4.8= 5.1= 5.4=
5.4

:

.98 .98

1270
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.

How should we regard these purported measures of pupil'anxiety? To the

extent that. the: predictions: coincided with results from the anxiety *Scale, we have
. .

demonstrated some concurrentvalidity To the extent that they did not coincide,
.. -7

we have a conceptual problem. We predicted, accurately, that ROugh Rock would

have a higher mean score for pupil anxiety than Chinle and that scores at Rough Rock

would be lower after. Christmas than before Christmas, We predicted incorrectly

that anxiety scares for Rough Rock would be higher than those for Rock Point and

that Rock Point's would be lower thathose for Chinle; Rock Point turned out to be

similar.to Rough Rock.in this regard. :One. interpretive alternative is to place no

faith in our impressions (on which the predictions were based) or the anxiety scale,

or both. Another is to seek an explanation for why the predictions were correct in

some cases and incorrect in others The'tmost obvious explanation; we think, is

that the director ofthestudy saw little of the clastrcioms" at Rock Point, basing the

predictions:almost entirely on.observations made in the dormitory and dining hall."

But we know that when the pupils at Rock Point were in the classrooms they were

subjected to very strong pressure to perforni;"unlike the situation at Rough' Rock

and Chinle. There %is some likelihood, then, tha.i'the apparently relaxed atmoSphere

in the Rock Point dorinitory was misleading as an' indication of pupil anxiety gener-:.

ally, more than it would have been at the other two schools.' We are inclined to

conclude, that we have established a modicum of concurrent validity for our

impressions concerning pupil anxiety and for the anxiety scale and that, conseqUently,

some limited confidence may be place in them both; Later in this report we will

consider in more detail how. the data on pupil anxiety should be interpreted..

Acculturation
' . . . '

In planning for the study, we learned of several self-image items that Dr,
..

Robert Bergman, psychiatrist on the Navaho reservation for the U.S. Public Health
, . .

Service, had been developing specifically for use with Navaho children. We arranged

with Dr. Bergman to refine a set of pictures depicting various stages of acculturation

and to use the pictures 'to gather' hid-Own data, independently of our efforts , from the

pupils in our sample in the four boarding schools. Fig. 7.1 reproduces the eight
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pictures Bergman used. He describes the process as follows:

Originally there were twenty-five pictures which were drawn in an attempt
to present a full range of possibilities, and twenty Navaho people, all of
them of at least fairly. wide experience, were asked to arrange the twenty-
five pictures in order of acculturation. The eight pictures which we used
were the ones which most consistently were placed in the same order rela-
tive to one another, and there was, in fact, a high level of agreement about.
them.

The item was administered by Mr. Harry Bilagody, one of our Mental
Health workers. Each child was seen individually, in private, and in a quiet
place. Mr. Bilagody spoke to the children in Navaho. He presented the
pictures in a random order and asked each child, first, "Which of these pic-
tures is most like you?" and, when the child had made a selection, he asked,
"Which of the-se would you most like to be like when you grow up?" The
questions, asked in Navaho, were phrased identically each time. The children
were given all the time they wanted to make a decision. Most made them
quite quickly, very few requiring more than a minute for both questions.

Along with Dr. Bergman-, we regard this .approach as promising, Lut as

needing further refinement and development. We .suspect that the responses of girls

would be more valid if pictures of Navaho women were used. l'atch more work could

be done to establish validity, even for boys. There is some chance that children may

be misled by expressions on the faces in the pictures. Though an obvious attempt

was made to keep them equally . bland,interpretations of facial expression tend to be

individualistic. It is difficult to obtain data of sufficient reliability for comparisons

when using only single items of this type; scales of intercorrelated items would be

much superior. Nevertheless, we think the data well worth analyzing so long as

they are viewed as tentative. .
Table 7.3 summarize the responses of pupils to the question, "Which of these

pictures Li-he Bergman Acculturation Pictures,,? is most like you?" Confidence limits

(95 per cent level) are indicated (calculated from a binomial distribution table) for

sehooi-mide percentages. The confidence intervals overlap; the differences among

schools do not approach statistical significance. 1 But differences among schools,

while not significant; are more consistent for boys than for girls; Tables 7.4 and

7.5 emphasize that fact. Considering boys only, Chinle T percentage (25.0) of

"traditional" responses is notably higher than the percentages for Rough Rock (4.8)

E. ven if we treat the pupil responses as a continuous variable (a dubious
approach), parametric statistics do not help, for the means are very similar
(3.98, 3.11, 3.5), and the scores fluctuate widely.

..12..4.M11===..



Fig. 7.1 Bergman Acculturation Pictures, ranging from 1, "most

acculturated,' to 8, "Least acculturated."

2707'
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Table 7.:3 , Per cent of Pupils picking. Traditional Image in Response to
Question, "Which of These Pictures Is Most Like You?""

Chinle
Boarding'

Rough
Rock

hock
Point

First Year

Third Year

Fifth Year
.

Seventh Year

Girls

Boys

Girls

'Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

Boys

.

53.8 50.0 37.5
(7/13) (5/10) (3/8)
28.6 0.0
(2/7) (0/4)

0.0

50.0 740.0
joo/poi____

.
(5/10)
66.6 112/r) g(r)
(2/3) ______z1oZf6)___________(2_o/:90)____
66.6
(4/6) (115) (0/5)
12.5q/85)(ip/:64V5o)____

All Pupils
95% Confidence Limits

. . .
(1/8) (1/7) . (2/8)
16.7 0.0 0.0
(1/6) (0/3) (0/10)
37.7 22.6 21.9
(23/61) (12/53) (L4/64)

*26-52 12-36 11-33

aFor present purposes, we define as "traditional" the BergMan Acculturation
Pictures numbered 5 - 8 (see Fig. 7.1).

Table 7,4 Per Cent of Boys Picking Traditional Image in Response to Question,
!'Which of These Pictures is Most Lilt You?"a .

Chink ..
Boarding

Rough
Rock

Rock
Point

First Year 28.6
(2/7)

0.0
(0/4)

0.0
(0/9)

Third Year 66.6 12.5 22.2
(2/3) (1/8) (2/9)

Fifth Year : .
*.* 0.0 0.0

(12.51/8) (0/6) (0/5)

Seventh Year 16.7 0.0 0.0
(1/6) (0/3) (0/10)

All Boys -25.0 4.8 6.1
6/24 1/21 2/33

For present purposes we define as "traditional" the Bergman Acculturation
Pictures numbered 5 through 8 (see Fig. 7.1).
.1:;!:... :
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and Rock Point (6.1), though, because the number of boys is small, the differences

are not statistically significant. Considering girls only, the percentages are more

alike: 45.9 for Chinle, 34.4 for Rough Mick, and 38.7 for Rock Point.

In Table 7.6 we summarize pupil responses to the question, "Which would

you most like to grow up to be like?" Calculating 95 per cent confidence intervals

as before , we discover that the differences among schools are again attributable .

to chance.

In Table 7.7 we.indicate the percentage of pupils in each school (grouped

by yearand sex) who described themselves by referring to a more !acculturated

image than the one they said they would most like to grow up to resemble. Here;

again, the differences among schools are not statistically significant.

. But though the tendencies exhibited by responses to the Bergman responses

are not. statistically significant,. they should not merely be dismissed out of hand.

If we had a scale of several items, and consequently greater reliability, if pictures

of women rather than men were used to elicit reactions fromgirls, if the sample

were larger, and if other refinements were introduced, the relationships suggested

by the present data might come through unequivocally. If so, they would raise

. Table 7.5 Per Cent of Girls Picking Traditional Image in Response to Question,
"Which of These Pictures Is Most Like You?"a

Chinle
Boarding

Rough
Rock

Rock
Point

First Year

Third Year

Fifth Year

Seventh Year

All Girls

53.8
(7/13)

50.0
(5/10)

66.6
(4/6)

, ,12.5
. (1/8)

45.9
17/37

50.0
(5/10)

40.0
(4/10)

20.0
(1/5)

14.3
(1/7)

34.4
11/32

. 37.5
(3/8)

70.0
(7/10)

0.0
(0/5)

25.0
(2/8)

38.7
12/31

a. For present purposes we define as "traditional" the Bergman Accultura-
tion Pictures number 5 through 8 (see Fig. 7.1).
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,'1. Table 7.6 ; 'Per Cent of Pupils Picking Traditional Image In ReiponSe To Question:
"Which Would You Most Like To Grow Up To Be Like?"

:

11.11 0

13,:cia..i

oug i oc
Point

il.'irst Year
Girls

Boys
4/13
42.9
3/7

8/10
.

0.0
0/4

50.0
4/8
11.1
1/9

Third Year
Girls

Boys

50.0
5/10
66.6
2/3
33.
2/6
0.0

0/8
0.0

0/8
333
2/6

20.0
2/10
.12.5
1/8

t
1/5
16.7 .

11/.6.34
1/7
(). a.

0/3

40.0
4/10
11.1
1/9
0.0

0/5
0.0

0/5
37.5.
3/8
0.0

0/10

Fifth Year
- :;

Girls

Boys

Girls
Seventh Year

Nil Pupils

95i Confidence Limits
;,: 29.5

18/61
18-44

26.4
14/53
15-41

. 20.3
13/64
.11-33

. .

. a For present purposes we define as "traditional" the Bergman Acculturation
Pictures numbered 5 through 8 (see Fig. 7.1)

Table 7.7 Per Cent pf Pupils Identifying. With More Accultureated Image Than
They Say They Desire

Chin e
Boarding

Rough
Rock- .

(N)'..-
60..0
6/10
50.0
2/4

Rock.
Point'

(19
62.5
5/8
55.6
5/9

First Year
Gags

,hoy'S

3.
3/13
42.9
3/7

Third. Year
Girls

Boys

3'.'
0.0

0/3

I 1

1/10
12.5
1/8

I
2/10
33.3
3/9

Fifth Year

.::

ir S

Boys

I. I
, 0/6

12.5
1/8

1/5
16.7
1/6

1 1

1/5
20.0
1/5

Seventh Year
:.

ir s

Boys

I I

' 08
, 33.3
-2/6

2/7
0.0

0/3

2/8
30.0
3/10

dip s 9.7 4.4
.. . 10/61. 14/53 -22/64 ;

957 22-40Confidence Limits 10-33 15-41

a'All pupils were included who.chose a more acculturated image (froth the'
,

Bergman Acculturation Pictures), when responding to the question "Which of These
Pictures is most like you" than when responding to the question, "Which would you
most like to grow up to be like?" (see Fig. 6.1).
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fascinating questions. At Rough Rock, where Navaho culture was held up as desirable

and explicitly taught, and where traditional Navahos were constantly available as

models for identification, why should pupils see themselves as less traditional than

did pupils at Chin le, where these factors were, for all practical purposes, lacking?

Could it be that emphasizing a group's. ethnic uniqueness is the quickest way to pro-

mote assimilation? We will return't6 this question later.

We included three questions in the pupil interview schedule in a further

effort to illuminate the acculturation phenomenon. (The selection of pupils to be

interviewed was discussed in detail in chapter 1, and the methodology for the inter-

views., in chapter 4.) Table 7.8 reports the responses of pupils to the question,

"Do most Navaho. pupils sometimes' Wish they were .Anglos?" The question was

designed to be projective; we assumed that since the pupils would have no way of

knowing what most Navaho pupils were thinking, they would report their own feelings,

and probably do so more Candidly than if we had asked the question directly. The

only significant differences in the table are between Chin le Boarding and Rock

Point, though once again the tendency for Rough Rock pupils to veer away from the.

'traditional Navaho model is fascinating.1 Of the 15 pupils who gave reasons for

Table 7.8 Responses of Pupils To Question: "Do Most Navaho Pupils Sometimes
Wish They Were Anglos?"

School

Per Cent of Pupils
Saying

Yes No
(N) (N)

Total
Usable
Responses
(N)

Cfiinle Boarding 42.1 57.9 100.0
(32) (44) (76)

Chin le Public 57.9 42.1 100.0
(11) (8) (19)

Rough Rock 56.1 43.9 100.0
(32) (25) (57)

jtock Point 72.9 27.1 100.0
(51) (19) . (70)

1.
The 95 per cent confidence intervals for the "yes" column are 30 to 52

per cent for Chinle Boarding, 32 to 71 per cent for Chinle Public, 32 to 61 per
cent for Rough Rock, and 59 to 82 per cent for Rock Point.
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answering yes, 7 explained that Anglos were "smarter" or could speak better English,

6 said Anglos had, were able.to get; better jobs, more money, or more possesSions,

and 2 said Anglos were better looking. We are led to speculate that many Navaho

pupils begin to wish they were Anglos. when:the schools emphasize academic achieve-

ment, not only as a value in itself, but, as many teachers in the four schools em-

phasized, as a prerequisite to jobs and a better living. But academic achievement

in most subjects depends on mastery of.English, which probably appears to the

Navaho to be easy for white children. It is not surprising, then, that Rock Point,

which .persistently put pupils under.pressure in the classrooms, produced a higher

proportion of yes responses .to this,item then did Chinle Boarding, where the aca-

demic emphasis seemed relatively low.

Table 7.9 reports pupil responses to the question, "Who is smarter rNavahos

or Anglos ?7 ?" Chinie Public and Rough Rock prodtieedtlie highest percenthge of

pupils answering that Anglos were smaiier.than Navahot. The differences among

schools are not 'statistically Significant? .bUt nevertheless interesting. Since the

two schools with the Whoa proportion of Anglo pragils produce the highest

proportions of Navaho children thinking Anglos are superior, is the perception of

white, superiority partly a, function of classroom competition? In observing that

Table 7.9 ReSponses of Pupils To Question: Who Is Smarter ZN'a.vahos 3r Anglosj?

School
Ghillie Boarding

e)E5-Cent of
Navahos Anglos

are are
Smarter. Smarter

92 31.2
_ (7) (24)

Chinle Public 5.3 4' 4
(1) (5)

Rough Rock 14.0. `. 40.4
(8) (23)

Rock Point 17.1 30.0
(12) (21)

Who` Say
They Are

about
the same

(N)
59.2

Total-7
Usable.
Responses

(N)
100.0

(45) (76)

47.4 100.0
(5) (19).

45.0 100.0
(26) (57)

52.9 100.0
(37) (70)
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Anglo pupils usually do better, do Navaho pupils attribute better perforinance to

superior intelligence, forgetting that white pupils have- all the language advantages

in their favor?

In Table 7. 10 are summarized the responses of pupils to the query, "What

story do you like best?" Children at Rough Rock were clearly different from their

counterparts at Rock Point and Chinle in this regard. Half of the Rough Rock pupils,

as compared with one -quarter of Rock Point pupils and only 16.1 per cent of Chinle

pupils, picked the famous Navaho coyote stories, while relatively high percentage

of Chinle pupils, as compared with only 6.8 per cent of Rough Rock pupils, selected

Anglo fairy tales. The previous evidence on acculturation suggests that the prefer-

ence of Rough Rock pupils for the coyote stories was not indicative of identification

Table 7.10 Responses of Pupils to Question, "What Story Do You Like Best?"

Response Category
ercentage o Pupi s

Rough Rock Rock Point
(NI (N)

at
Chinle

(N)

16.1

Total
Across
Schools

28.7Coyote 49.3 24.5

Trickster Fairy Tales, 3 Bears 6.8 20.2 41.4 23.6
3 Pi s, Little RR Hood

Navajo History and Legend 9 16.0 11.5 12.6
(15) (10) (32)

Animal Stories 19.2 16.0 2.3 12.2

Cowboy--Adventure and 4.1 12.8 9.2 9.1
Romance (3) (12) (8) (2a

Other: Religious, Readers, 6.8 8.5 12.6 9.5

Miscellaneous 4.1 . 2.1 6.9 4.3.

(All, None, Some) (3) (2) (6) (11)

Total Usable Replies 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(73) (94) (87) (254)
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with, or preference for traditional Navaho culture pnerally. We are inclined to think

that what it did reflect in major measure was the virtually universal availability to

Rough Rock pupils of a book called Coyote Stories of the Navaho People , a thoroughly

delightful, superbly illustrated collection of Navaho tales published by the school's

Navaho Curriculum Center in 1968. The stories would captivate virtually any child

(or adult,. for that matter), in our opinion, regardless of his cultural preferences,

and we. know that Rough Rock pupils had been exposed to it extensively.

Educational and Vocational Aspi2.1.91e.

Table 7.11 and 7.12 concern the educational aspirations of younger and older
.

pupils. We asked the pupils in the sample , "What grade do you think you will go to

before you stop going to school?" As one would anticipate, the horizons of the

younger pupils are limited in comparison with those of older pupils. The only notable

differences among schools show up in the proportions of pupils hoping to attend col-

lege, none at Chinle Boarding, 9.7 at Rock Point, 18.2 per cent at Chinle Public,

and 23.8 r 3r cent at Rough Rock. Only Rough Rock and Chinle Boarding differ .sig-

nificantly in the statistical sense, though the differences between Rough Rock and

Rock Point are large enough to be interesting and, to us, quite unanticipated. Why

. .

Table 7.11 Reponses of Younger Pupils.to Question: "What Grade Do You Think
You Will Go To Before You Stop Going To School?"

Chinle Boarding

Chinle Pt blic
. .

ROugh ROcli

Rock Point

Less.
Than
8th ..

er ent of
8th
Grade

First an sir 'ear upi s uaying
Voca- Col-
tional lege
School
(N) (N)

Total
Usable
Responses
(N)*

9triT710th
or 11th
Grades
.(N)

12th
Grade

(N)

29.2 2.4 , 22.0. 39.0 0.0 '7.3 100.0
(12) (1). (9) (16) Lot (3) (41)

12.5 0.0 0.0 75.0 12.5 0.0 100.0
(1) (o) (0) (6) (1) (0) (8)

11.1' 8.3 8.3 69.4 0.0 a.3 100.0
(4) 13) (3) 23 3 36

41.0 2.6 7.7 43,6 0.0 5.1 100.0
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should Rock Point, which seems to feature the greatest press toward academic

achievement, produce so little academic aspiration? Why should Rough Rock be so

high, given therelative lack of push.in.the classrooms' and the time and attention

devoted to Navaho culture? We think at least the hint of a partial explanation is

provided in Table 7.13, which summarizes pupil answers to the question, "WhO

do you like best?" Of the pupils whose answers could be categorized, Rough Rock

had the highest percentage of pupils identifying with teachel-s or administrators

(14.0), as compared with only one pupil out of 70 at Rock Point (1.4 per cent),

3.9 per cent at Chinle Boarding, and none at Chinle. These differences, again, are

not statistically significant, but they are nevertheless interesting. They suggest

tentatively that one reason for the relatively disappointing level of academic aspira-

tion at Rock Point is a backlash against the instructional pressure. Pupils may be

finding it difficult to identify with the teachers who push them so hard. It is also

interesting that the highest percentage of pupils identifying with dormitory aides is

found at Chinle, where the .dormitory program is so highly, structured, while the

lowest percentage is found at Rough Rock, which set out to develop the most congenial

dormitories. But perhaps the most dramatic indication in the table is this not one
. .

Table 7.12 Responses of Older Pupils to Question: "What Grade Do You Think
you.Will Go To Before You Stop. Going To School?"

. Per:Cent of 5th and 7th
Less : 8th 791ii, 10th
Than Grade' or 11th

SChOol . 8th .%Grades
..

Year Pupils Saying
12th Voca- Col- Total
Grade tional lege Usable

Schocl Responses
N N N

Chinle Boarding 2.9 0.0 . 2.9 88.6
(1) (0) (1) (31).

Chinle Public

Ii ougln Rock
.

9.1 0.0 0.0
(1) (0) (0)

0.0 0.0
0

72.7
(8)

76.2
16'

5.7 0.0
(0)

100.0
(351

0.0 18.2 100.0
(0) (2) (11)

0.0 23.8 100.0
(0) (5) (21)

Rook Point 6.5
2)

0.0 9.7 71.0. 3.2 9.7 100.0
(0) (3) (22) (1) (3) (31)
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.

child out of 57 at Rough Rock selects a dormitory parent as the person he- likes best.

As N've. had occasion to observe in chapter 4, it does not appear that dormitory. parents

functioned at Rough Rock as identification models for the children. We suspect, in

fact, that the children may have reacted against them, cast as these parents were

into, an unproductive and unattractive role.

With Tables 7.14 and 7.15, we consider the self-reported occupational aspira-

_ tions of the pupils in the four .schools. Only two boys and one girl (all three at Rough

Rock, interestingly enough) chose traditional Navaho occupations , such as herding

sheep and weaving rugs. Two of the three, we discovered in reexamining the original

data,. were in the first year of schooling; the other , in the third. In other respects,

there were nonoticeable differences among older and younger pupils in occupational

choice. In assembling the data in these two tables, we ,categorized as unskilled

manual the following occupations mentioned by the children:. railroad worker, road'
. .

Table 7.13 Reponses of Pupils to Question: "Who Do You Like Best ?"

Type:of person Chosen by
Indicated Per Cen!:. of Pupils

. .

Chinle
Public
(N)

Chinle
:School-7

Boarding
(N)

Rough
Rock
(N)

Rock
Point

(N)

Relative 52.6 48.7 57.9 54.3

Friend 31. 6 . 32.9. 15.8 32.9
(6) - (9) (23)

Teacher or Administrator % 0.0

_125)

2. 6', 14.0 1.4
' . (0). 2' (2)L.,..____ (8) (1)

.

Dorm A ide -:. 0.0 14 . 5 . 5.3 10.0
(0) 01) (3) (7)

Dorm Parent 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Doesn't specify 15.8 1.3 3.5 1.4
(3) (1) (2) 41)

Teacher Aid 0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0
(01 (0) (2) (0)

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(19) (76) (57) ('70)
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Table 7.14 Responses of .Boys to Question: 'What Kind of Work Do You Think
You Will Do When You Are Older ?"

School

Tradi-
tional
Navaho
Occupa-
tion

(N)

Per Cent
Unskilled
Manual

of Boys. Mentioning
Semi- C ler i-
skilled cal
or
skilled

(N) (N)

Semi -
Proles
sional

(N)

Total
Usable
Responses

(N)

Chinle Boarding 0.0 33.3 60.6 3.0 3.0 100.0
(0) (11) (20) (1) (1) (33)

Chinle Public 0.0 0.0 90.9 0.0 9.1 100.0

Rough Rock 4.3 17.4 56.5 8.7 13.0 100.0
(1) (4) (13) (2) (3) (23)

Rock Point 0*. 0 23.5 73.5 0.0 2.9 100.0
25 34

Table 7.15 Responses of Girls to Question:
You Will Do When You Are Older ?"

"What Kind of Work Do You Think

Per Cent of Girls Mentioning
Tradi- Unskilled Semi- Cler i-
tional Manuel skilled cal

Semi-
Profes-

Total
Usable

Navaho Or sional Responses
School Occupation Skilled

N) ai) (N) (N) (N)

Millie Boarding 0.0 4.7 53.5 18.6 23.3 100.0

Chinle Public 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.3 85.8 100.0
(0) (0) (0) (1) (6). (7)

Rough Rock 5.9 2.9 47.1 17.6 26.5. 100.0
(2) (1) (16) (6) (9) (34)

Rock Point 0.0 8.6 63.0 11.4 17.1 100.0
0 3 22 4 35
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construction, housekeeping,. baby sitting, picking potatoes, janitor, farm worker,

laundry worker, and mine worker. We included as semi-skilled or skilled manual

occupations: brick layer, carpenter, bus driver cook, painter, dormitory aide,

waitress, truck driver, mason, factory worker,. and heavy equipment operator..

OccupationS classified as clerical were: clerk, secretary, cashier, store clerk,

and typist. The only semi-professional occupations, and in fact the. highest-status

occupations mentioned, were nurse and teacher. We were surprised, at first glance,

to discover the high percentage of girls in the small Chirac Public Elementary School

sample who chose semi-professional occupations, for the tendency seemed to con-

tradict previous evidence that pupils at Chinle Public did not identify with their

teachers. The apparent explanation, we discovered, was. that five of the six girls

in question wereaspiring to be nurses , not teachers. Nb doubt they had made many

visits to the PITS clinic down. the street and had seen attractive young nurses in clean

uniforms., The relatively low percentage 'of Rock Point pupils, particularly among

boys, who choose semiprofessional occupations is not unexpected at this stage, after

previous indications that. they did not identify with virtually the only.semi-profes-

sional role models available - -Rock Point teachers. All in all, indications are that

Rough Rock may .be doing .better than the other two hoarding schools in stimilating

pupils to aspire to higher- status Anglo .occupations, though the differences are re,-

latively minor.. None- of the schools can claim a particularly outstanding record in

this regard. If we had to guess at the reason, we would say that the range of oc-

cupations to which the children in .allthree schools are exposed is extremely limited.

Most of:the people the children know are considered fortunate to hold any job at all,

no, matter how: menial. In a communitylike Rough Rock, -the man or woman who

holds a menial job at. all regularly is wealthy by loCal standards, an. individual of

high status.. Why should community children aspire to more , 'especially in a culture

that frowns on individualistic competition? :..: ...;.

Academic Achievement

Through a Cooperative arrangement in*Ma.y, 1968, achievement test batteries

from. the California Test Bureau were administered to pupils at Rough Rock, Rock
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Point, and two other BIA'sc:hools (elementary boarding schools at Lukachulai and

Many Farms). The resultS for the test battery as a whole.,...a-e-strmnia.-r-keel-at-th

4intevare presented2. In all four grades in which comparisons between
Rough Rock and Rock Point were possible (Rock Point was offering only four grades

at the time) Rock Point emerged as superior. In one case, the extent of the super-

iority was the equivalent of an entire grade-year, as estimated in terms of national

norms. In the other three cases, the differences were fairly small. No tests were

performed to determine which differences were statistically significant.j

In considering the data, we felt that the comparisons between schools would

be more conclusive if groups were made strictly comparable with respect to age,

sex, and years of schooling. A third-grade class composed of pupils predominantly

in their third year of schooling should not be compared with a third-grade class

composed of pupils predominantly in their fourth year of schooling, for instance,

and a class comprised mostly of girls should not normally be compared with a

class comprised mostly of boys--that is, so long as the objective was to assess the

relative performance of two schools. A reanalysis of the data seemed particularly

warranted since Rough Rock was operating on a "nongraded" system: the grades in

which Rough Rock pupils were reported for the achievement test comparisons were

of necessity arbitrarily assigned and could have distorted the results.

We secured the names of the pupils from Rough Rock and Rock Point who

had taken the achievement tests in May, 1968, recorded the total battery grade-

equivalent score for each one (the only score available "across the board"), and

deterniined from BIA and school records (in most cases, from individual cumula-

tive file folders) the age and number of years of schooling of each child, eliminating

ambiguous cases. 1 We also determined which pupils were children of school em-

ployees. We punched these various data onto cards, verified for accuracy, and

assernbled.tables to compare the schools while controlling for several variables

in sequence.. When we had identified the comparison that seemed conceptually

1 Chapter 1 describes our operational definition of number of years of
schooling.
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Fig. 7.2 Originally Reported Mean Grade-Equivalent Scores on
May, 1968, Achievement Tests, Rough Rock and Three
BIA Schools, by Reported Grade.
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most conclusive, we perfornied an analysis of vf-iriance to provide information on

statistical significance andto'indicate relationships that might otherwise be over-

looked.

Table 7.16 reliorts a number of comparisons between Rough Rock and Rock
.

Point with children grouped according to reported grade, as in the original corn-

pariSons', but with certainvariables controlled. When boys and girls were considered

separately, RoCk Point was ahead in all comparisons, though as before the differences

were minor except in the fourth grade. Excluding employees' children from the

comparisons makes 00.ctically no difference. Neither. does it make any practical

difference in the comparisons to'exclude children who 'are more than one year over

age (that is,' who began school year when they were more than seven years of age

or who''had been "held back'efor more than one year).

Table 7.16 May, 1968, Total CAT Battery Grade Equivalent Mean Scores, by
Reported Grade

:

Rough
Rock
(N)

1
Rock
Point

(N)

Grade and School
2 3

Rough Rock Rough
Rook Point Rock
(N) (N) (N)

4
Rock Rough
Point Rock

(N)

Rock
Point

O._
Boys only 1.58 2.00 3.08 3.17

_

3.47 3.86 4.60 5.69
(32) (24). (22) (22) (19) (21) (9) (10)

Girls only 1.55 1.99 2.81 3.32 3.68 3.85 4.50 5.55
(24) (28) (24) (19) (11) (21) (13) (9)

All pupils 1.57 1.99 2.94 3.24 3.55 3.85 4.54 5.62
.: (56)1', (52) (46) (41) (CO) (42) (22) (19)

All pupils, employees' 1.56 ' 2.00 2.95 3.22 3.53 3.89 4.54 5.57
children excluded (49) (42) . (45) (38) (28) (35) (22) (17).;

All pupils, excluding;
children more than one 1.58 2:03 2.96 3.26 3.59 3.89 4.44 5.62
year over age (47) (47) (37) (32) (24) (34) (15) (19)

All pupils, excluding-
children as' Much-as one'
year over age and em- 1.57 2.11 2.96 3.34 3.58 3.96 4.28 5.30
ployees' clAldren., (36) (22) (22) (18) (13) (19) (9) (10)
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In Table 7.17 we begin comparisons that we consider more defensible, group-

ing pupils by years of schooling rather than by grade. We think it valid to assume

that schools of equal quality should produce similar results in equal periods of time

for similar groups of pupils , regardless of the grades to which the pupils are assigned.

When boys and girls are considered separately in this way, Rough Rock emerges as

slightly ;superior in one comparison out of eight; in the other seven, Rock Point is

superior, though the differences are small except in the fifth year .(roughly-equiva-

lent to the fourth grade) in which sizeable differences ernergele-7.16). As
previously, excluding employees' children makes virtually no discernible difference

in the mean scores and does not alter the comparisons.

In Table 7.18 is the comparison we believe to be the most conclusive for the

achievement test data for May, 1966. Pupils are grouped by years of schooling,

with all under-age over-age children excluded and with boys and girls considered

separately. 1 Since it has been demonstrated that the inclusion of employees'

children makes no difference, we have ignored that variable.,

In table 7.18, Rock Point is ahead on 7 out of 8 comparisons, and the largest

Table 7.17 May, 1968, Total CAT Battery Grade Equivalent Mean Scores, by
Year of Schooling.

Year
Rough
Rock

(N)

School and Year of Schooling
2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Rock Rough Rock Rough Rock Rough Rock
Point Rock Point Rook Point Rock Point

(N) (N) (N) (N) (N) (N) (N)

Boys only 1.6- 2.1 2.9 2.6 3.2 3.6 3.2 4.5
(20) (15) (15) (16) (19) (19) (11) (14)

Girls only 1.7 2.0 2.6 2.8 3.3 3.4 4.0 4.6
(25) (15) (12) (21) (11) (20) (10) (13)

All pupils 1.7. 2.1 2.7 2.'7 3.2 3.5 3.5 4.6
(45) (30) (27) (37) (30) (39) (21) (27)

All pupils, employees' 1.7 2.1 2.8 2.7 3.2 3.4 3.5 4.5
children excluded (38) (23) (27) (34) (28) (34) (20) (25)

1 If a pupil began school in 1968, he was considered under age and over age if
from before or after 1962, respectively. The same principal was applied to each
year of schooling.

rsamossarmomminnimiliationareatimflail
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differences., as before, appear in the fifth year of schooling. (roughly equivalent to

the fourth grade). An analysis of variance reveals that the over-all superiority of

. Rock Point is significant at P..very rigorous statistical level (.0001). It further

suggests, at a, level of. probability just approaching statistical significance (.0951),

that Rock Point's. superiority is not uniform across the grades. It is pronounced in

the secondand fifth years of schooling,. but somewhat less noticeable in between.

Table 7.18 IViay., 1968 ;.Total CAT Battery Grade-Equivalent Mean Scores, Age
Held Constant

School
Rough
Rock

Rock
Point

Second Year of
Schooling

Boys

Girls

1.6
(14)
1.6

17

2.1
(15)
2.1

12

Third Year of
Schooling

" Bbys
Girls

2.8
(14)
2.6
(9)

2.5
(15)
2.9
(16)

Fourth Year of
Schooling

Boys 2.9
(14)

Girls 3.3
(8)

3.5
(17)
3.4
(19)

Fifth Year of
Schooling

Boys

Girls

3.5
8)

4.1
(7)

4.4
(12)
4.7
(10)

Total N = 207
.

Anal sis of Variance

Source
Degrees of
Freedom

F
Ratio

P less
than

School
Sex
School x Sex Interaction
Year 3 vs Year 2
Year 4 vs. Year 2
rear 5 vs. Year 2
School x Year Interaction
Sex x Year Interaction
School x Year x Sex Interaction

1

1
1
1
1

.3.
3
3

28.7006
.2800
.7010

5.8013
14.8481

222.7091
2.1526

.6731

.8814

.00:01
.5974
.4035
.0170
.0002
.0001
.U51
.5696
.4518
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Rock Point's lead in the second year of schooling (roughly equivalent to the first

grade) did not appear significant in the results of the 1968, testing program ak,

first announced (see Fig. 7.2), apparently because several important variables were

left uncontrolled. The second year pupils at Rough Rock, it should be noted, had

.received all of their education to that point at the demonstration school (see details

of selection of pupil sample in Chapter 1). The older groups had been educated in

part in other schools.

Girls did not differ significantly from boys in academic achievement, at

least when total battery scores on the California Achievement Tests are considered.

For all we loiow, the sexes may differ significantly on individual subjects. Similarly,

there could be subjects in which Rough Rock is superior to Rock Point.

We were disappointed that subject-by-subject comparisons were not feasible

on the basis of the achievement test data from May, 1968, discussed above. Further-

more , we had hoped for comparisons involving the Chinle Boarding School in addition

to Rough Rock and Rock Point. In January, 1969, consequently, we did some limited

achievement testing of our own in the three boarding schools in our sample.

For this purpose we used our regular pupil' sample, described in chapter 1,

excluding the youngest group (first year of schooling) and including children in the

third, fifth, and seventh years of schooling. The first-year group, we felt, was

too young to respond well to group-administered tests. We then supplemented the

sample by drawing, by the same methods that were used for the main ,sample , a

supplementary sample. of pupils in their fourth and sixth years of schooling. As in

the regular sample, all under- and overage pupils were excluded, and all the pupils

selected at Rough Rock had attended the school since the year it opened. Since we

planned to test.only two groups in each school, we drew a roughly proportionate

stratified random subsample from the total sample just described; the subsample

selected for testing is described in Table 7. 19, along with the subsample actually

tested. The third- and fourth-year pupils were tested together in one room and the

fifth - through seventh-year pupils in another. Regular classrooms were used in all

cases.:

We lmew in advance that the week during which we planned to administer

290
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tests was.a..risky.-timeln4-reservation school--the first week after the Christmas

,yactiori. Since the only 'practical alternative, it seemed, 'was' not to test at all, we

accepted. the hazards.:: :We dig:encounter difficulties, some anticipated and some not.

At Chinle, particularly; where many pupils attended froth distance's as far as one

hundred milesrbad.roadshad pre:Vented several children in our intended sample from

returning.to scho01.-.:Any:disproportioris*thus introduced with respect to sex andyears

bl,schopling.arelcontrolled by. Our statistical technique (analysis of variance with

groups differentiated by,schoo'l l,. sex, and years of schooling). It'is possible, hoWever,

that the Chinle sample actually: tested contains a disproportionate number of 'children

from somewhat less traditional homes,:Since there is likelihood that the niostisoL

lated homes, generally the most traditional, Were the-ones from Pupils-tended

to be absent. We.donot know whatthe feffe(ts-Of this .biat 'inight-be, though they

should be relatively slight since the entire Chinle sample was selected in such a way

as.to, ensure that it was traditional. (se 'chapter ). Further diffieulties arose with

respect to standardizing.the:test conditiond. Though we assigned two members of the

:
Table 7..19., Intended.and ActualSamples for Achievement Testing', 'January, 1969.

Group

Intended and Actual Samples at
dhinle Boarding Rough Rock.

. Int. Act.. Int. Act._.
rock Point
Int. Act.

Third Year... Boys
Girls

8
12

1
5

..9
'10

7,
9

9
11

8
8

Fourth Year Boys
GirlS'

. 11
4

8 .

2
.,3.

'4
..3 . .

4
6
5

6
5

Fifth Year Boys
Girls 6 5

Sixth Year Boys
Girls

'

:1:.

:

6'

.

5

.7::
7

6..
6

7
7

6
6

Seventh Year. Boys.,
Girls.

Total 73 . 47.. 62. ....53 : 68 63
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team (one Anglo_and one Navaho)to each. testhIg.goo.move ,.discovered at Chinle

(where. we began the testing) that it was virtually impossible. to keep all pupils from

copying each others' answers. .We,should have anticipated:this problem, for the

tendency to copy turned up in our classroom observations.,(chapter 5). When we

moved to Rock Point and Rough Rock, we instituted a pattern of boy-girl-boy-girl.

seating and found that it inhibited glances around the room remarkably; but in intro-
.

ducing the change, we sacrificed comparability of situations to some extent. Our
plan to have two team members present in each room whenever testing was in pro,-

cess was compromised somewhat at Rough Rock and Rock Point. At Rough. Rock,

one team member left a testing room for about,ten.minutes without authorization

during a reading Comprehension test. At.Rock Point., a team member was called

away through an emergency during the second half, of the arithmetic computationtest.'
In one respect the Chin le pupils may have been disadvantaged in comparison with

the other two groups. The tests were administered at .Chinle on Tuesday morning,

January 7, 1969, just one day after classes resumed after the Christmas vacation.

Many roads were still blocked from a Christmas vacation snowfall, more than 200

pupils were still absent, arrangements were being made to send buSses here and

there to bring back groups from long distances, and the atmosphere seemed un-

settled. Since tests were administered at Rock Point on January 8 and at Rough
:

Rock on January 9, these groups had experienced a longer period of settling down,

in additiOn to having travelled much shorter distances to return.to school.

In other respects , so far as we could determine we standardized the testing

situations as much as it is feasible to do so. The same personnel were responsible.
. .

for the same groups in each school. All team members stiidied the tests arid

manuals in advance, and a conference of about an hour was held to ensure uniformity

of understanding and to emphasize the need to follow procedures precisely.

adopted the procedures delineated in the. publisher's examiner's manual, with two

exceptions: directions were given in English and Navaho, and eyplanationS concerning

test formats were made more extensive, with additional examples, to compensate

Somewhat for the language handicap. In departing in these ways from the regular
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approach, we tended to invalidate the applicability of national norms, bu: our purpose

,;,was not to compare the schools with national tendencies but with each other..

To ensure that none of the, pupils in the three schools would be familiar

with the materials used, we selected a form of the California Test. Bureau's Com-

Preliensive Tests of Basic Skills that. had just recently been made available: Form

, Level 1. We administered only three tests from the battery: Reading Vocabulary,
.

I.Reacling Comprehension, and Arithmetic Comprehension. The same tests were used

for all groups of pupils.

Tables 7.20,, 7.21 and 7.22, respectively, summarize the data for the
;

three tests and present the results of an analysis of variance performed on the raw

scores from each.. There are no significant between-school differences in the

three tables. Rough Rock did not differ significantly from Rock Point or Chinle on

English Vocabulary, English Comprehension, or Arithmetic Computation. Examina-
.

;tidn of the means suggests strongly that Chinle Boarding, similarly, does not differstrongly

from Rock Point. Why should neither .of the experimental, schools (Rough Rock
i%andRock Point) show up as superior to;a. purportedly typical BIA school (Chinle

:(Bearding) on any one of the three tests? Why should Rock Point, which had exhibited

academic superiority to Rough Rock in May, 1968, not do so again? There is no

way to be sure, but we are inclined to suspect that the explanation lies in a combina-
,
tion of several factors: Since the samples of pupils were smaller in January, it

would be more difficult statistically. to detect real differences in the populations

sampled. Somewhat different populations were sampled at Rough Rock in May,

1968, and in January, 1969. On the'first Occasion, practically all pupils in the

school were included.' On'the second occasion., the population consisted of pupilS

who had attended the Rough Rock school more exclusively; for all we know, there

may have L 'en some. advantege in this More extensive exposure. A score from a

complete battery of tests was derived from the May, 1968, tests, with presuinably, .
greater reliability than the single test scores obtained from the tests given in January.

The school SubjeCti on which the schools differ (science and social studies; perhaps)
:

may have included none of the two or three used in January, 1969. The conditions

surrounding the testing in January, 1969, were far from ideal, and unknown biases
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Table 7.20 Raw Score Means for Reading Vocabulary, California Achievement Tests,
January., 1969

Third. Year

Fifth Year

Sixth, Year

Boys 6.7 10.0 8.3
Fourth Year (N=3) (N=6) (N=8)

Girls 7.8 8.2 7.5
(N=4) (N=5) (N=2)

Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

Boy 14.7 18.1
(N=6) (N=7)

Girls 15.8 . 22.0

Rough Rock
(N)

(1`1=7).
8.2
(N..9)

9.5
(N=2)

21.2
(Nz5)

SchOol
Rock Po.int Chin* Boarding

(N) (N)
, . .

9.8 12.0.
(N=8)
9.0 6.8.
(N=8) (N=5)

16.8 ' 21.2
(N=5 (Nz--6)

15.0 9.8
(N =5) (N=4)

14.2
(N=5)

14.4

: n
; boys

(N=6) (N=7)

'Girls

Total

17.7
(N=3)

10.9
(N=8)

N= 163

(N=5)

15.1 15.7
(N =6) (N=6)

19.0 15.6
(N=6) (N=5)

Source

Analysis of Variance

... , .

Year. of Schooling 4 15.6677 .0001
School ''. ''.'i, 1.2267 .2966
Sex 1 .0419 .8381
Sex x 'Year. '.-f . i ,'!1 f'fl, 4: : ''.' t . .7384 .5675
School x Sex 2 2.3138 1029
School `x Year :: :, 1 :: ',..-,1,. 8 .6017 .7752
School x Sex x Year 8 1.0048 .4356

Degrees of
Freedom Ratio

P less
than

a
. ,. Least square estimates of effects and standard errors are listed in

:t7.'..11,1:1 1:1:.: , ;Li !!. :1:
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Table 7..21 Raw Score Means for Reading Comprehension, California Achievement
Tests'; January; 1969.-

Rough Rock
N

School
Rock Point

N
Chinle Boarding

N

Third Year
Boys

Girls

Foirth Year
:

Boys

Girls

12.4
(N=7)
11.8
(N=9)

13.3
(N..3)
14.5
(N=4)

12.6
(N=8)
12.8
(N=8)

:19:0
(N=1) .

1Z.,2
(N=5)

18.8

T4=. 2)1

(N=5)

12.3
(N=8)
14.5
(N=2)

Fifth Year
Boys - .

Girls
.

20..5

TOT
(N=5)

Sixth Year
Boys

Girls

.22.3..
(N)
23.0
(N=6)

Seventh Year
Girls

25.3 '

(N=3)
26.5
(N=8) .

. 22.5
(N=6)
31.7
(N=-6)

,

29.3
(N=7)
29.4
(N=7)

24.8

g)
)

=8
(N=5)

19,8
(N=6)
14.3
(N=4).

21.0
(N=5)
24.6
(11=5)

23.5
(N=6)
23.6
(N=5)

. Total. N.= 163

Analysis of Variancea

Source
. Degrees of

Freedom
F

Ratio
P less

than'

'.Year of Schooling . 1.! 4 12.2457 '.": 0001
School 2 2.2670 .1077
Sex 1 .3341 .5643'
Sex X Year 4 .2676 .898(
School x Sex :* 2 .1377 .8715
.SChool x Year...
School x Sex x Year .8 .6232

.5012
.7573"
.8536

a
. Least square estimates of effects and, standard errors are listed in

Appendix D.
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Table 7..22 Raw Score Means for Arithmetic Computation, California Achievement
Tests, January, 1969..

. .

:
Rough Rock

School
Rock Point Chinle Boarding

(N) (N) (N)

Third Year
Boys 14.1

(N=7)
13.3
(N=8)

13.0
(N=1)

Girls 13.1 14.1 19.2
(N=9) (N=8) (N=5)

Boys 27.3 .14.5 13.9
Year (N=3) (N=6) (N=8),Fourth.

Girls 17.5 17.4 25.5
-(N=4) (N=5) (N=2)

Boys 38.5 37.4 51.2
Fifth Year (N=2) (N=5) (N=6)

Girls 29.8 25.0 37.5
(N=5) (N=5) (N=4)

Boys 41.0 ,-, 43.3 48.4
Sixth Year

1
(N=6) (N=7) (N=5)

Girls 43.2 45.4 34.0
(N=6) (N=7) (N=5)

.

Boys 54.7 48.8 55.0
Seventh Year

Girls
(N=3)
52.9

(N=6)
47.7

(N=6)
46.6

(N=6) (N=5)

Total N = 163

Analysis of Variancea

" Sourae
egrees o

Freedom Ratio
. ess
than

Year of Schooling
. School
.Sex
Sex x Year
$chool x Sex
School x Year
School x Sex x Year

4
2
1
4
2.
6
8

74.7693
1.3214
2.5335
2.3987

.3510:
1.2702
.9354.:.

.;

.:

.0001
.2703

. .1139
...0533

.7047

.2644

.4504

aLeast square estimates of effects and standard errors are listed in
Appendix D.
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and sources of error' inay haVe' been introduced as a resu.lt.t If we take the test re-

,SUlts;SerioutlY, they are flattering to neither Rough Rock nor Rock Point in corn-'

parison with what is regarded a.S'a run-of-the-rhill BIA It could be, d

course; that reading and arithmetic are areas of special strength at Chinie Boarding,

. and there is, some eVidencO'in Our cladsroom.observations (Chapter 5):, in.fact, that

-.arithmetic may have been. is posSible; further, that Chinle is much better than

it-is touted to he The obseriations do not.encourage us to think so generally, thOugh

a few teachers .t Chinle Boarding Nieres.piiirently very effective . It appears, then,

that we must simply leave '6ri the 'record an Interesting, .unantiCiPated finding. It is

Theonausive and difficult to interpret in the absence of further evidence. We hope "
. .,.

further achievement test comparisons will be *Conducted with Rough Rock, Rock Point,

aid Chmle .D.Cardli4:- We would like to knowi what these data 'itiee.h.

..; .3! -ir!" -,: ' . f.*:/ 4-.i.

Discussion, .Conclusions 2 and,Recommendations ,

For a number of reasqns, the findings on pupil anxiety in this chapter must

be interpreted. in somewhat, negative terms., as indicating l'i.erely. that Rough Rock has

not demonstrated superiority in. this regard:to the other two. boarding.schools in the

sample. We are afraid that the relatively high leve,I of anxiety at Rough Rock, as
; . ; .

. sensed by the research team and reflected.in the anxiety scale, may have beenan .

: !- . J:..,i-. :

artifact, to some extent, of our presence at the school. As we implied in chapter
. ., ;.; ; : . ;! , ;. i; . . ;

4, the Rough dormitories seemed to receive little attention from major school
. .

officials; they functioned to. a degree as little worlds apart, substantially unconnected

to the rest of the compound. When we arrived at Rough Rock, the teachers seemed

aware of our function, but we soon discovered that dormitory were con-
. . . .. .- .

. fused:and uninformed. Some. fairly. wild rumors began to circulate. There .were

persistent reports, for example, that people should avoid us, for we were going to

recommend Illat all these local employees be fired. From the standpoint of Navaho

dorm parents and aides, the rumor may have seemed entirely logical; we were.
. .

academics, likely to emphasize the need for college degrees and technical require-

ments, and they were perhaps sensitive about their limited schooling. If worried

and anxious while we were present, they may have communicated this emotional
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state to the pupils. We suspect that the fears were alleviated by some means or

other .after.we left. in December, because dorm people seemed.less wary and. ill at ..... .

ease when we returned in January. The reduction in pupil anxiety scores could be

partly a function of such a development. We think it interesting, however, that Rock

Point's anxiety scores also dropped. between December and January, even though

the teachers seemed 'more anxious (probably because of news of impending fiscal cut-

backs andrumors that the principal might leave) in January than in, December. At

Chin le Boarding, the anxiety srlres .did not change at all over Christmas. One

possible explanation is that Rough Rock and Rock Point pupils were refreshed emo-

tionally by the period at home, whereas the: pupils at Chinle Boarding, many of. them

from Pinion (which, as chapter 3 indicates, we believe to be a rather neglected,

pessimistic community), went home to worried parents. We think the anxiety scale

shows promise for use with Navaho children, and we hope it will be used to gather

the other bodies of data without Whi it' is.sohiewliat difficult to interpret.

Dr.'Robert Bergman', whose consultative assistance has been mentioned

on several occasions in this report.; informa us that he has referred five or six

emotionally disturbed children to Rough Rock and that in all caseilnarked improve-

ment has been shown. Since in each Of theSe. cases Rough Rock's dormitory personnel

were urged to give the children Special attention, it is difficult to interpret Dr.

Ber gman's report as far as the dormitory climate for other children is concerned.

The results indicated for the emotionally disturbed children are encouraging and

probably reflect the fact that adequate staffing makes individual attention to pupils
. . . . .

posSible at Rough Rock. In the case of the bulk of the pupil population, however,

as We'Obaerved in chapter 4,we question the uses to whiCh the available staff time

was being.Puf.

A number of findings in thiS chapter emphasis the need for Rough Rock's

leaders to specify more precisely what they mean' by the moth -ant approach. We

would like to knew, for instance , 'What they think of the suggested tendency for Rough

Rock pupils,' particularly boys, to veer away froni traditional models and picture

. theMselves as relatively acCalturated, somewhat more acculturated, perhaps, than

they think truly desirable Are Rough Rock pupils expoSed to traditional Navaho
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culture so they will identify with it, or so they will more comfortably be able to

move away from 'it? tr'cOuld be inferred from C.: number :of 'official statements that

pupils were expected toldentify with the .dtithaftory Parents. Several indications

suggest that the pupils May.' even.be reacting against the dormitory Parefits." Is this

good or bad, intended or unintended? '

In a number' of respects, we felt Rough RoCkwas doing less than the other two

schools to prepare children to fuifetibiNe'll' in Anglo society. The faMily-style

dining room was used for the 'assembling of monthly reports rather' than as a place

where Navaho youngsters could learnhOW.to conduct theniSelves in an Anglo Dome or

restaurant, to cite one example thathas 'Symbolic as well as practical iniport.' Yet

there was atendency.foradugh'Ilbok pupils 'v 'aspire to more education and to higher-

status occupations than the children in the other three boarding schools: If, as we

suspect, Rough Rock children have a tendency to reject traditional Navaho models,

they may exhibit even greater. ambition to succeed in the Anglo sense as they encounter

a.broader range of Anglo' or acculturated NaVahoniodels, perhaps in high school or:.
even incollege...In recognition of thisfact, should the school not give More attention

to the Anglo side of:the "both-and?" It is hardly rational to proMote aspirations-

while denyingthe socialization that helps make their realization likely: The almost' otal

:'absence' otchildren who say they 'aspire to traditionarNavahO oemniationsmust be

considered.in'this regard.

We are disturbed at the percentage 'of 'Navaho Children; at Roiigh Rock and

elsewhere, .who.seem to disparage themselvbe cbriwarison With Angloa. The

phenornenon that must have pronOtuided 'Practical' iMillicationg.'' Does it, for example,

lie behind the apparent relUctance'of Niiiandbardineinbers to assert them= .

at the Chinle Public SchOol, for example,.1cr period Of Ye6:i'S? Leaders

of a radiCal experiment to improve Navaho education shOuld'iioncler. such questiDns

weir. What can be done to dOiniteraot the tendency? .Roukli'ROOk liar hiadlittle ap-

...:Parent impa. ct on it thus. far.''' We are inclined. speculatively to. suggest' that Well de.

signed bilingual programs may have potential in this regard.

It should be noted parenthetically that our data suggest pupils at Rough Rock

have responded well to at least one of the books produced by the Navaho purriculem 299
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of coyote tales.

Finally; We' must report in 'response to Navaho leaders who asked us to dia-
.

cover how well Rough Rock was doing academically, that our classroom observations,

our probing of teacher concerns, and our achievement data all suggest that there is

room for concern. From several standpoints, the May, 1968, achievement test data

must be regarded as more reliable than data gathered in January, 1969. They suggest

that Rough Rock is inferior to Rock Point academically, and somewhat more markedly

so when all important variables are controlled. Little comfort can be drawn from

the January data, even if they are accepted as reliable and valid. If they are taken .

as showing Rough Rock similar to Rock Point, they declare at the same time that

the demonstration school, with its vastly superior level of funding for, instruction,

is no better than .Chinle deliberately selected for our study as .a run-of-the-mill

BIA school. : ?.; ';!; i i

In teri2s of these comments, the following recommendations are offered:

1. Rough Rock's leaders should scrutinize their dormitory program with
asking serious questions. While our data on

. care ,/the emotional climate, oftlie dormitories are equivocal in some respeCts, they

fail to support contentions that the Rough.Rock dormitories provide .a superior

emotional climate for children. .:. .; ;

2. Personnel at Rough Rock should specify more precisely what they mean

by the "both-and" approach. (We suspect that Rough Rock pupils are demonstrating

an aversion to traditional Navaho culture that was not intended, but in the light of

available information, we cannot be .sure.).

3. Consideration should be given at Rough Rock to the possibility that the

school is stimulating aspirations in pupils that the program is not geared to support.

Some. adjustments may be called for in this yegard, depending on what are determined

more precisely to be the schoOlts objectives.

4. Achievement test data, while not entirely conclusive, emphasize the

neqd,. suggested earlier, for more systematic attention to curriculum and instruction

at the Rough Rock Demonstration SchOol...
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CHAPTER 8

HARBINGERS OF CHANGE

One absdrbhag topic for students of organizations is executive succession.

Faseinatirik-reactions occur when leaders come and go. It is likely, furthermore,

that leadership skills required at one stage in an institution's development are in-
.

appropriate at other junctures.. The impulses required to launch an expetimental

venture, to proniote it nationally, and to provide it with liberal friridifig may often

'be antithetical to keeping the machinery well oiled and analyzing one's efforts with

a cold and critical eye.

There is much to suggest that a critical turning poirit was reached at Rough

Rock when the founder resigned and a new director, this time a Navaho, took over.

As we suggested in chapter 6, the euphoria of "a new experiment may have passed.

The time may have come to promote less and administer more, to buckle down, to

give sustained attention to the internal workings of the school. Did the personalities

of the, two directors-past and present -- differ accordingly? What changes did staff

members perceive? What directions were likely to be pursued at Rough Rock in the

And what Oft ock Point?

New Directions at Rough Rock
. .

When we asked Rough Rock teachers during November aid December, 1968,

what, changes had been introduced by the new administrator, their comments, though

generally optimistic, were tinged with uncertainty and ambivalence , as if it Was

still Jiff to determine the directions that would emerge. We quotescme of the

teachera,directly:

'1. All havefelt a freedom of speech,ive didn't have. . is trying
very hard to firid stability in the staff. does not haVe the contacts

. has. ' .f.
2.. 40esn'ttliketo listen'to.probMnis too' much:' Like iri

our group meeting, he'll ask us what we think and what problems, and then
he'llbutt is out, and. says "petty stuff" or something. So aftet that nobody
says anything.

. .

g. Its unbelievable . . . the difference in attitude of the staff, the
attitude of the students . . . /Even the atridents ?/Well, I think the attitude
of the students has changed, because the attitude of the staff has changed.
To be very frank with you, I think that we had 6very low success ratio our
first two years here, and I think its because the staff wasn't happy.
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4. 'We've got to have something consecutive. We change the schedule
every few days, sometimes. Boy, this is out of this world: . . .
is backing us, .and he said, "You do what is necessary in the.classFaTEET
keep order in there, and I don't want you to fiend a kid to somebody else
to discipline. You do it yourself. Take care of it . . . keep the classroom
in order." And I really admire him for that

5. . just, *worries about:bigshots, getting publicity--every-
thing outside the school. He is still on the outside. He is not concerned

. about the .school itself.; -Me' don-!Llatoiv where 'he is. . . . doesn't have enough
administrative experience. Doesn't know how to take care of problems,
though he is a real nice guy. He doesn't get things done. He is aware of
the problems, but doesn't lmow how to handy: them. "I keep wishing I were
in 'a place and could do what needs to be done.." I hesitate
to approach to urge a firmer hand.

6. There is no leader who pulls things together. seems to
have no authority at all. I'm not sure he really cares. This is.probably,
just a political step for him. Nobody knows anything. But the teachers are
trying to pull things together themselves.

7. We are off to our best year yet. The teacher organization: a res-
ponse to the breakdown in communication.

. . . .

8. The educational services area is getting better . Committee now
working, getting down to business, talking about contracts, etc.

9. Most of the people who know him ]personally are shaking him down.
I have been tempted to advise him to get tough.

10. There's no curriculum that we're following in, like, social studies,
so maybe when they go into the next room next year, I'm going to have
covered the same .things that this teacher going to cover.

11. Give us more advance notice of what coming up. I hear it was
better last year. Sometimes I don't know until an hour before something
hag been scheduled.' This is a: major 'complaint among teachers.

,There were several hopeful signs. Board members said they were being

given more opportunity to participate in the school's decision-making processes.

The teachers' organization was getting under way, and appearances suggested that

the new director was going to take it seriously. An administrator added to the staff

as Phase II principal in the fall of 19.68 impressed us particularly.. Armed with many

''ydars'of 'experience in private college preparatory schools,' he demonstrated

usual insight and was trying,, quietly but persIstently, to introduce more salutary
replace'

personnel policies. It.was. his idea, as. we understand it, 'to/secret evaluations, made

by a single individual and reported to thedirector , with a "self-evaluation," of the

school made by teachers. Especially in Phase II, many people spoke hopefully of

the efforts this man was making to bring order into the curriculum.
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We returned.to Rough Rock, in Januar y of. 1969,primarily to administer
. . . .

achievement tests, interview board members, and obtain retest data on the Pupil

::,.anxiety scale.. We did not anticipate the dramatic changes that seemed evident on

our. return.. Staff members began stopping US' in hallways and on sidewalks to report

what had happened since,e:Jeft. .

t.e,,aeher who had declared she would leave the school during Christmas

Impation stated ttat the school's director had put an end to the "undisciplined bedlam"

in her classroom. Now that the children knew the teacher could do something about

heir.misbehavior, things:were. much better, she said. She had decided to stay,

because she had always ,.believed in what the school stood for.

A. man who,had, indicated his frustration as school-parent coordinator re-

ported that he had been given a. new .job--"a job I can do." He was now responsible

for organizing a. wide/range of extra-curricular activities for children in the dor-

mitories. (It would have been difficult to.find anyone better qualified for.the task.

He had a remarkable; background of experience and knowledge for working with

Indian children.) i ::....

A Navaho woman who had complained of her inability to function as dormitory-

school. coordina,tor,iwas given new tasks; her husband reported, and was happy with

her work. She was now assigned to training dormitory parents and counseling with
:t ..;-:;

them and the .pupils concerning their problems. . :. . :.

A dormitoryperson volunteered that all aides had been called, one by one,

into the director!sJ office, and toldofa new'dormitory.program.: A different work
.

schedule was in force, and the aides who now worked from 2:00 p.m. to 10:00 p. in.

were instructed, aniong other things, to have planned activities for the children

every night. . 4:
; :I ,

!;T.be assistant. director for community services noted that his entire area

had heCitirabolished as a branch of the Scheel. The era of launching "dramatic
4:i .

pro:acts" initiated by administrators Was over,, he enarked. He and three staff

n;:embers were now working, not for the school.but for the community, through the
. .

.

local chapter. The School was providing office space, a telephone; and .a $40, 000

budget, but the NaVaho people themselves would decide what ought to be done. 303
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The director of the Navaho Curriculum' Center spoke' of plans to make the

center more respOnsive to needs of teachers: Instead of "a big production" of

putting out a book now and then, beautifully illustrated and bound, the center should

. go to a ring-bound photo-offset syStem, he said.- It should concentrate on getting a

.large volume of usable materials into the hands of teachers--such as an envireiii-

mental series on science, related to Rough Rock's immediate surroundings, with

spaces for field trip observations--such as brief booklets explaining the machinery

and equipment encountered by Navahos in the area. ;'

. The director of the study thought he detected a different emotional tone in'

the boys' dormitory. The aides seemed not only to be'spending more time with

the 'children, but functioning more as coaches and companions than previously. The

children themselveS appeared more relaxed and approachable. After the research

team had been at Rough Rock for three' days, he asked a Navaho field worker who

had no contact with the school before the studYegan to record "any changes You

think have taken place since we were here the lait time." He did not'appriSe her

of his own impressions. The following are her comments, reproduced verbs tini.

et literatum:

There hasn't been an :Shot:ding in the dormitory in the mornings,
telling the girls to get out of lied and to clean their rooms. In fact,'
there s no bell that use to.iting'inthe''inorning, when the girls are to get.
up and to serve. There's bell that rings when the girls are to go to the
dining room for breakfast andanether bell when the girls are to leave for
school. , (Dorm Aide) has been keeping her voice down,
when she goes down the Wing telling the girls to do their details.

..! :The first night and to the end of my stay in Rough Rock, everybody has
been nice and friendly, which was kind of hard to believe after how pe ople
has been the last time we were here.

.The first night, we ( and I) got to thedormitory about 7:30
p.m. (Dorm Aide) was in the dormitory office by herself.
We aske"Tlihrere we were staying? and she didn't know. She seemed
to be surprise to see us come in. She was complaining that she wanted
to go to the movie; but told her to staYwith the students that
are staying from the movie. said, She'll call
(Head of the Girls Dorm) that was over at the gyin, (movie) with the girls.

called . and showed us to the isolation
room. The. room was cleaned and bed fixed. .

Some girls came into our room after the movie'arid didn't
chase them out. The little girls were very nice. . . . After
brought the girls back; they were told to go to bed. Some older girls
stayed up later to watch the late movie on television. . . .

.
. . .

. - miummik=0...mismilliai
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. .4the.dormitory, they have new Dorm parents, I didn't know any of
them. As the last time the. Dormarents walks around most, of the time.
ilost:of the)Darrn parents Eve seen argon(' are quite friendly, but I didn't
lcaow them that well to carry on an conversation with them.

At the school in the class:rooms, I've seen new room mothers too.
They're a few that were working before that are still working.. The same
in the Arts and Crafts there's some new and some that were working before.

.. .

:Like. I say, there.iisn't any bells to wake up the girls in the miming,
but there's one bell that rings telling thegirls to leave. for school and this
is. one change I've .notice. the first thilag.. The. older girls in the west Wing
starts leaving for class anytime after the, bell rings. This is something
different from the lasttime Aire were here., They use to line up the girls
in the hall to see if they have, make-up, lipstick on and check their pockets
to .see .if they were taking candies to school. This. time the girls. leaves

. when the bell rings and some take their)time ,.:but the. dorm.parents tells
. them to hurry and:leave.. I've talked to some girls)andtone change that
they tell me is this business of going to classes. by bello:They.Seem to
like doing this instead of them lining up and marched to the school building.
They. tell me that this have been changed before they lefted for their vaca-
tion on Christmas:;!andthey.say ther now..can take candies to class.

.-
. . The girls also,..leave by'bell in the morning for breakfast. The girls

know when the. bell is going to ring, .so they kind of wait. around for the bell
i). -I to sound.. Thu Dorm aides. and Dorm parents leaves to the dining hall after. all the girls are gone. :Thy. don't march the girls over and back like the

last ime. ,!,, p!! . : ;:). . .

. .

The 'little girls in the east Wing are still being taken to the. dining room
. and to :classes by. the Dorm aides and Dorm parents..
.. .

. Another,change for the older girls is that they donk have. roll calls as
'often as they did before. They use to call roll in the. mornings while the

. girls are lined up to go to their classes, and at noons when the girls are
lined up to leave for claSses, and at night after the girls. gets into bed.
This time they Only have roll taken in the evenings. when the girls are get-
ting. ready for bed. n .

.. ,

I don't know about the little girls, because I hardly Went on their side
of the Wing.. I suppose, they still:lave roll calls for them. Things are
quite the same,for them., but they, are allowed in the rumpus room anytime

.of the dayand usually,inithe evenings I see one of the dorm aides, like
playing with the little, girls in the rumpus roem: with dodge ball or. jump

. rope .. This is. one change:Eve seen for the little ones.

. . Anotherthing, I've, notice around.the dormitories was, that they had
. .

. .all the' end. doors: Tpainted lime green:. he'main office kuilding.doors were
. painted the same. And also, in the. gym they have half of the .gym wall
down to the floor painted dark green, and half of the, IV:part piloted yellow.

.4 . This,is the Rough.Rock school eglors and this .looks real.niCe. This is .

.. another change I've notice.

One of. the Change I'm rkery much surprise to notice was The girls are .
.if;:about three times as friendlier than the last time. .The elder, girls which
.,:Eve hardly noticed smiles and says ,:good.morning, good afternoon, and

!, are 'really very nice.' The little girls and a couple of the bigger.girls were
in ray room most of the time I stayed In theWest side in theisolation

.. room and the littlegirls weren't chased .back to the East wing.- ....;

mlimer NI1111111111
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In a two -hour interview held in January, one of the school'S top adminis-

.. itrators 'was asked ab.Out these.and.other apparent changes.' We have attempted .to

preserve his statements as accurately as possible while paraphrasing slightly for

the sake of brevity:

has been dormiteryri-chool coordinator, will ilow be dorinitory-parent co-
ordinator, responsible for recruiting and giving training to dormitory
parents. . . . She will take over the job of counseling and training specialist.
The dorm people often don't know how to cope With.the 'children.
can cope.with these problems. She will counsel with the kids and the parents
in Navaho and English. . . . The school-dorm coordinator has really never

. functioned. People. don't know what to do and have been too frustrated.
There is a great need for training in the dcrm. will set up a

. continuous training program, to be put in operation as soon as possible,
including trips to other schools to get ideas.

We are changing the schedule to have the bulk of the people come on duty
at 3 p.m. We are planning programs for pupil participation.' . . . There
is a five -hour space, beginning at 3 p. in. , when we need things going for
the kids. The dorm will have these things soon. . . . I seem to see too
many kids 'standing around. I want the facilities to be used. . . . During
prime time in the dorms we will have getting the kids to run

. things themselves.. He will take about fifteen kids a day riding Zhorseba.cli7
on a rotating basis. He can teach them how to handle a horse, how to
develop a horse.. We will get 4-H going. About every home in this.area

:has at least one sheep, but they have little knowledge of how to develop a
high-grade flock. 4-H may help. will work continuously on
extra-curricular clubs with and . There is now
much use of the gymnasiumby the community, but we want more use by
the kids. .. . . On Saturdays and Sundays I sometimes see kids roaming
around with nothing to do.

.

The Story telling program. haS been reactivated.. It will be the dormi-
tory parents' responsibility, along with some of the arts and crafts people.
It will take us about three weeks to get going consistently.

We are also working hard on the classroom program.' We went easy
on everyone at the beginning of the year. The teachers! organization has
proposed a salary scale. They had some impressions that were false.
We want to establish communication and undersinding. There was much
grunibling. Some were saying, "The school was a fake for two years,"
and that kind of thing. The school was not a fake ! The demonstration in
the 'past has been mostly community control and Navaho elements in the
curriculum. . . The teachers had the impression not much could be said
under Sdme are afraid to talk. But the majority now feel
that they can talk. . . . I have an open door to teachers. . . . In our
self-evaluation, "leadership" comes up as our number one weakness. . . .

But.we don't want to crack the whip. I like to assume that we have com-
petent people. . . . I want the teachers to sit in on planning sessions and
help plan. They have suggested a pay scale,. a ten-month year, and things
'like that I said, "You people make the plans. I want the plans coming
from you people." . . '. Now we are having metting all over - -in homes,
dorms, library, and.the director's office. There are some tense meetings,
.but now we have reached an understanding. There were many insecurities,
fears regarding tenure, etc. We wanted it clear that we favor the return
of teachers next year. It is to our advantage to keep teacliFfi, unless they
are really incompetent. It is better to help them improve rather than to
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replace them conStatitV;- even, though We havd-inanyline'applicants all
the time.

We are, getting more and more interest in adult education, especially in
GED [the e high-school equivalency program]. We will concentrate much
more on this..

We want the artS'and crafts people to get at least One' hour daily of
literacy training. After two years. of arts and crafts, we still have no one
from the community to teach silversmithing.: .. This is not merely a
welfare program, this is ,a training program to provide a means of
come. The board talked teithern at two meetings and laid it on the line.

: The board is:concerned that we have a better plan of organization.
The community services is now the Rough Rock Development Project.
It is under the chapter, although the board istill in control of the purse
strings. is the project director. is the advisor. .
This wilirneet the needs of the comrtiality much better, rather than to
have all the control in thedirector's office. . is not to go out
and say, "This is what 'is good for you pe9ple-7 .Let them decide what
is good for them. The board doesn't want to be making so many decisions
for the community. We wantthe chapter 'to get more status. From now
on, we will let them make decisions as to what should be done. "Here
are the finances: You run This will bring about a better relationShip
in the future. Previously , just didn't get out into the
community. There was too much focus on the school. We have not really
known what the community wanted. It is not as easy to find out as in a
community School in a big City, .

We have very good'relationahiPs. With the trader. He. haS been very
cooperative with the school. Regarding the post office we started--there
wasonce a real attempt to take'busihesS from the trader: He was a
"villain." But think it over--people get credit from him, etc. If you run
him out 'Of bush-leas, what replabement is there?' 'Ntiw we are trying to
improve things another way. How can the trader, the school, and the

-People work together? 1.. Our purpose is to improve the community.
Tit for tat is reasonable.

. .
Later, in March, 1968, we talked by telephone with an educator on the

reservation whose judgment we had come to respect. He reported he had Leen to

Rough Rock, where he had visited many times before. He noticed that the bilingual

-program was now under way in earnest. Teachers were much more enthusiastic'

than before and working a great deal harder. If the trend continued, he predicted

dramatic. results at Rough 1.,.ock. Professor Werner's report , also based primarily.

on observations made in 1969, provides further indications of progress. A

"committee .on integrated social studies" was now active. The curriculum center

was preparing a, Navaho primer, an instructional tool the teachers would have wel-

corned long ago.. .

Though these changes were not of the magnitude suggested in our recom-

mendations (see chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, and 3), we found the trend encouraging, for

307
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it reflected an awareness of the school's basic problems.

. . New. Directions at Rock Point

When we returned to Rock Point in January, 1969, we encountered indications

that the classroom and dormitory programs might soon disintegrate. A key dormitory

administrator, who had been largely responsible for developing the "Free Flom"

activity program (see chapter 4),' was soon to leave the School. He wanted to talk.

It was ridiculous, he said, that BIA personnel were repeatedly subjected to the

process now evident at Rock Point. The latest in a series of cutbacks in personnel

and funding had just been announced. The Rock Point dormitory, which had been
. .

difficult enough to operate with the twelve staff' members it had at one time, would

probably be cutback to eight by next fall. All personnel abOve a certain Civil

Service rating level would be subject to a compulsory furlough (time off without pay)
. .

next summer, a policy instituted to save BIA some money. A dormitOry worker

who had worked for years to qualify .hiniself Vr a promotion now discovered that

he could not afford to ask for it, because he would become subject to the compulsory
.

furlough in the process, and end up 'with a lower annual income than at present.

How could a dOrmitorY supervisor persuade Peoplejio Upgrade them selves under

the se conditions? Our respondent asked.. Dorrnitcry workers were now being re-
.,

.quired to spend all their on-duty time, eight hoUrs a day, in the wings with children.

Since time was no longer available for planning, the Free Flow program was gra-

dually falling apart.

It was tragic, he said, that BIA personnel were repeatedly made to loOk

like liars in the eyeS of Navaho people. Word would come dawn through the ranks

that a new era had dawned in BIA. More' money was available, new ideas were in
.

°vogue , ;and everyone should.launch progressive programs. People at the. local level

would work for months to 'deVelop somethine'promising, only to have it suddenly

Undercut financially, usually by Congress. Over a period of years with this kind

of treatment many of the best workers would leave BIA in disgust, and most who

stayed.would become embittered. "Just get something good started for the Indian,

and Congress cuts the program!"

We learned next that Rock Point's principal, who was perhaps more uniformly
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admired by his-stallthan apy_otli:elf;'petoroipaLvVe 'have mdt, was planning to lea' re at

the end of the school year: Oii6'..re'aon for ilie""bind,,41-41e"iitaid; was the Personnel
.. .

Control Act, which required BIA to cutback to 1966 staffing levels. .Whenever. a

. ,staff me.rnberieft, the position was left vacant as a way of cutting back. Another

part of crisis was a massive deficit recently discovered in BIA , apparently as a re
.

suit of increased costs generaltyand a policy of moving personnel to higher Civil

SerVice ratings as a way of making salaries more corr.?etitive. Word was coming

through the echelons that BIA was planning "the most ruthless economies."

It just looks like it's going to pieces. . . . Many teachers figure they
don't even want another year; they're very uncertain about their jobs.
People are just giving up. . . . There just aren't any certainties any more,
except that it will get worse than it already is. . . We're .short eight
positions now on a thiry-three person staff. Now twith the dormitory
supervisor leavine it will be nine, so that's over a quarter of the people
gone. . . . In the last three, four years it really looked like we were
going to wake up and join the Twentieth Century. We got some younger
people in and we were trying new things. Leadership has been willing to
accept new programs and we had a real hot crew of young kids moving in
on Washington and wanting to run new programs that we never had the
money or the ability to run before. . . . I'll go back to school now; I
think now's the time to do it. I don't intend to sit around here and preside
over the disillusions of everybody. . . . It's just too damn discouraging
to see your programs go to hell before your eyes.

This is the principal concerning whom Rock Point teachers volunteered

the following statements in December:

1. I have had opportunities to leave for administrative positions, but
I like the location, and I like working with . . .

2. I am glad I am here. I could have been in any school and wouldn't
have lasted two weeks. The administration is the whole thing. If
left, the school might go down the drain.

3. They wait in line to teach here. Mostly it is
is such an excellent educator, darn hard worker. Does he

work us to death! His standards of excellence for himself are stimulating.
I wourE't work for another boarding school.

4. I have been here about a
. . . As .for

envy me for being able to come
other schools, and I come home

month. I am quite impressed with the
, I just love working with him. People

. I have been driving around visiting
feeling better all the time.

5. I, rather we (my husband and I), really like ,'s program.
In other places, improvements are buildings., formal qualifications of
teachers, etc. Here the improvements, the prime considerations, are
in the classrooms. ' . -

6. We came to Rock Point because of the administration. I was offered
a music specialist position, but I turned it down because I wanted
for my supervisor. . . . es reputation is area-wide. He is

C
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known for being so sensitive and efficient. . . . He can be demanding be -
cause he is se capable himself. He teaches himself ,and teachers have
seen him handle kids. They have great respect for him.

*7.. 'I have been herelor five years. . . . I find about the
. .

best principal i have worked for.

We concluded in January that the auguries were favorable for.Rough Rock.

But something.of vake was about to be lost at Rock Point.
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CHAPTER 9

GENERA L.CONCLUSIONS

;

In this final chapter we 'Will make no attempt to summarize our findings

concerning the Rough Rockbeinonstration School. We will not recapitulate our re-

search assumptions and methodolcidieg: We will not reiterate the qualifications we

have attached to .our data We will not restate the conclusions and recommendations

posited for community relatioriShips ii' chapter 3, dormitories, in chapter 4, instruc-

tional programs in chapter 5, Or 'teatjher characteristics and concerns in chapter 6.
: .

Consequently, much of the disCussionthat follows will be difficult .to understand
, . . :.
apart from the preceding chapterS; ''' . ..

,,, , ...
Oar present task, now that' many different aspects of the Rough Rock school

. .. . . . .

have 'been analyzed, is to draw' a few'general conclusions concerning the school as a

whole and the general question of 'iticProving communities and educational systems,

especially among nonmilitant grouPs such as the Navaho.
%. r .t. , :

There is little doubt, as We see it, that the Rough Rock Demonstration

School represented some of the most significant approaches ever tried in American

Indian education. The founder of the school must be given much credit for the role

he played. He articulated the idea's; Alicized them, won support from Washington,
. . ,

.

recruited the first staff, established a working relationship with his all-Navaho

board, and organized the complex aCtivities. These were major accomplishments.
. . '

ff he Was not able at the same time tOlihninister the schcof's internal affairs with

consummate skill, his accomplishmehtg Were still impressive. There is reason to

suspect, as we suggested earlier, .thailhe impulses needed for those .achievements

are 'antithetical to keeping the machine/ Well oiled and viewing one's own efforts

with a Caldand critical eye.: The very aby publicizing Rough Rock's ideas. may have

had a' major impact on American Iñdiahéducátion. In talking with many educat3rs
,.,

on the reservation, we discovered thk the 'concepts of the school had become a part

of their vocabulary:: Virtua'lly everyone ikas'fainiliar with the demonstration at

Rough Reek and wanted to express opinionspro or con. The. principal at Rock Point .

Insisted that his freedom to experiment with'in the structure of BIA was greater

because of Rough Rock. From this standpaint, at least, it is our judgment that the

Rough ROck.demonstration was a marked suCCesS. It.had far-reaching impact on the
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thinking of educators.. concepts were so appealing they could not be ignored. The

schooling. of.Nayaho children may be permanently the better for it.

A number ofapProaches enunciated at Rough Rock deserve to be emulated
.

widely.. Assuming that adequate' tiraining piegrams are developed and maintained and
,.

that turnover is kept at a reasonable level, we see much promise in hiring local

Navahos for school positions, even when they cannot meet the customary BIA "standards."

We think these standards; combined with Civil Service requirements, may often inhibit

needed staffing flexibility. Whe'noperated to a significant extent by local people, a

school is less likely to be viewed as a foreign, externally imposed institution and

much more likely to be congenial to Navaho children. The concept of .using local

Navahosas dormitory parents and instructional aides is particularly appealing.

We. also see merit,in an experimental school, in hiring young, idealistic

teachers with little training and experience, assuming again that that teacher turnover
. :,

is limited and extensive training, is provided on the job. Since we encountered strong

indications in two schools that NaYaho teachers and Navaho-speaking Anglo teachers

had a distinct advantage in the Classroom, we hope special efforts will be made on the

reservation to attract and devetoit more of these.
. .

We think the futility of the large boarding school needs particularly to be

.'empliasized,in contrast to the approach' at Rough Rock: Nobody interviewed' on the
.

reservationefended the emphasis on large schools as logical. According to BIA

leaders the polickivas impoSed by Washington because it was. thought less expen-

siye (in. terms of dollars per pupil) than any other approach. We heard disheartening

stories .of-how men from' the Bureaif of Budget measured distances between children

in ti.e dining hall to determine the maximum number who could be seated at a table

of'given'size and used Stop.4atches to gauge Seconds-per child in the "chow line."

Though we cannot 'vouch for the 'accuracy. of these reports, we encountered much on

. the reservation to suggest the primacy of narrowly, defined fiscal efficiency. The

lam boarding.school isolates, many children from their parents for most of the.

school year and makes meaningful community involvement impossible for most

parent,. particularly in the light of poor roads. When large numbers of pupils must

;be cared for on a 24-hour basis by a grossly inadequate staff, as Chinle (selected
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as an apparently tyuical.BLA-school), regimentation .is. difficult to avoid. Urer the

appalling circumstances, .we thought the: dormitory staff. members at Chinle deserved

particularly to be commended. They worked long and hard and gave every evidence

of concern for the children. Except for these efforts and attitudes, we think condi-

tions at Chinle would have been much worse, as many BrA personnel insisted they

*era in fact, iri other large tilA dormitories:

Rough Rock's use of many Navaho symbols has much to commend it - -the

half-hoganin the boys' living robm, theloom in the girls', Navaho paintings every-

where, the arts and crafts room, the representation of the:Navaho creation myth just

inside the door of the administration building. These could be emphasized in any

school for Navaho children. They could influence a great deal the attitude of pupils

and parents toward their sclibOl. ..

The history of both ROUgh Rock andock Point suggests strongly that Navaho

parents in communities of that type are interested in the education of their children

and will participate extensively when encouraged to do so. There ,is a strong possibility,

we think, that when smaller BIA schoolSdo not demonstrate this .invOlve ment .some-

thing is seriously wrung with the administrator or his staff...

Bilingual' programs, under way in earnest at Rough Rock in. 1968-69, im-

pressed us as especially. promising. We hope that these efforts will be funded at

ROUgh Rook over at least a three- or fou -year period and that other bilingual efforts,

perhaps structured somewhat differently, will appear in reservation schools. We

think that Professor Werner's report (in chapter 5) somewhat tmderacknowledged

one bilingual classroom that we encountered at Rock Point (see the Schwartz repOrt .

in the same chapter). It was in this classroom that we saw what was to us the most

outstanding example encountered of the use of a Navaho. classroom aide.

We would recommend refunding of the general dormitory and curricular

progranis at Rough Rock, as well, though with the monitoring emphases discussed

later in this chapter and with the general proviso that the improvements envisioned

in our earlier recommendations '(chapters 3-6) are essential to progress, whether

these improvements are achieved by the specific means we suggested or by alter-

native methods.. . .
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9.4 ]
:Since some weaknesses detected at Rough Rock naY have implications for

exPerimenal'programs.'generally. we will discuss them brieflrhere. The moSt.global ]
statement that could be made , perhaps:, was that the primary focus of administrators

, :: :....
. . .

seemed to be on public relations (information-giving; Publicity., and moner-getting), r]
. . .,

that the seCoridary emphasis was on an.employment program for local people; andthat

other affairs dtheVeiiiiel were neglected.. The fact that the'SChoOl was .s. designated as a i
.

demonstration may have been partially responsible for this emphasie, as many teachers

suggested, ...Another factor , almost certainly; was the practice of funding the school one
:. ..

year at a time The attitude was often verbalized thatthe school could simply not af-

ford, at least Tor the first two years ,.to acknowledge weaknesses, for to do so would
:1.

jeopardize 'its funding and therefore its. very:existence.- One hightly syMbolic reflection

of priorities was the production of four expensively illustrated books (three provided

Navaho tales and one plainly was a.publicrrelatjons publiCation) and the lack of an ade-
.

.'1,
quate duPlicatorTor intructional. materials, ; .

, . .

.4Theresults would have been better. we think; if it had been assumed from the
.

.beginning that Bough Rock was learning :and:experimenting rather than demonstrating. .

Funding agencies shOUld say, in effeCt; when underwritinisneheffOrts:, "Here are

funds for X years. Quietly experiment. We will mon.itbr yekito be sure you are ad:-. .. .. .

ministering the project. efficiently in terins of.the broadMethodS you propose, but we.
. . ...

will not 'look for quick, draMatic results. -So long as you seem reasonably efficient,
:.., , 1 ,

we will maintain the funds until the end of the fundingterth: If and when your experi-
.. 4.1...-t :!,, ..i ' 1

mentation eventuates in, something;sign.ificant ,.;we, may provide .demonstration,funds.....
,. ...

:

In the meantime keep Sour eyes on what you:are ..doing and avoid Publicity: Premature ]...t..;::. ''.
claims may- baCkfire when the evidence is in:"... fl.,1,. - ; ' .

'.' ' :'

....... As ling as experimental (or "demonStr4ition") projects'are funded for one ]
year at a time, we think an over-emphasis on, the dramatic and perhaps a tendency to-

ward exaggeration' may be difficult to avoid..: We suggest ventures of this type should
. . ,

. . . I]
. :be funded for three-year. periods at.the. very least,. or. better still, 'Jot

:
periods. of .four

or five years, with adequate monitoring of the type suggested above.' ..
,,e-11

warranted
: ..

. '! . Perhaps a comment or two about monitoring methodS is in the light
. .. ::1 , 71

of our experience. We think it extremely difficult to determine what is occurring in .1_s___._......1
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complicated, institutions like boarding schools without fairly prolonged exposure , and

it would bd ridiculous to attempt serious evaluation' without. it. Patterns of daily

activity,. methods developed to solve recurring problems, the implied value systems

of children and adults--these are not readily revealed. Often the people who staff

experimental organizations are unwilling to expose their problems until they have

acquired seine confidence. in the questioner. 1

Funding agencies should also-make clear that when and if a demonstration

iS authorized, one of its primary methods will be to make systematic data available.

We.see little purpose in carrying on an experiment or 'demonstration without gathering

evidence about all important phases of the process. This aspect should be monitored

rigorougly; even mercilessly. .When data-collection ceases, the inflow of funds

should cease at once. The educational literature' is strewn with examples of

innovations and reforms that were triumphant in the eyes' of participants but produced

no lasting outcomes whatsoever.

. ;* :At Rough.Rock, in our view, the primary result of overemphasis on public

relations was inattention to the programs that were publicized and supported. Even

in the community development program,.,whidh was apparently of higher priority than

instruction, we found much evidence of projects hastily launched, carelessly admin-

istered, and soon abandoned altogether. Under the circumstances, one can do no

more than speculate. concerning other factors that might have contributed to the high

mortality rate, such as lack of technical adifice or. incompatibility with Navaho cul.

ture. Given the difficult context at Rough Rock (a culture, evidencing few entrepre-

neurial impulses), to devise a community development program hastily or to neglect

it later is virtually to ensure that it will fail.
. , .

The general deemphasis on careful planning and administrative follow-through

wa3 pvidentas well in the dormitories and classrooms.. We were forced to conclude

flAs examples of important studies using the participant-obserVer method,
see William Whyte, Street Corner Society (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,.
1943); Howard Becker et al, Boys In White (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1961); and Erving Goffnirrii, Asylums (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and Company,
Inc. , 1961).
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that much of what we saw ipthedormitories was not the result of a uniquely Navaho

program. but of a nonprograrn.,(chapter 4). The -instructional programs were the least

articulated and thought - through. that we had seen in some time. Little discernible
, .

attention had been given to- bringing the school's impressive ideas down to earth. The

concept of ,adapting programs to Navaho culture is enormously appealing, but the

adaptation will require months of effort. What Rough Rock needed more than anything

else was a.sustainedattempt by teachers, administrators, dormitory workers, board

members ,.parents ,,and. even :(at, times), pupils to identify problems and unanswered

questions, devise possible solutions, apply the, solutions, obtain feedback, reconsider,

refine, cope, revise, evaluate. We thought that many teachers, dormitory workers,

and pupils had important insights to contribute, but apparently no mechanism existed
, .

to capitalize on them. These people must talk to each other, share problems, give

each other ideas and moral support;would strongly advise, in this connection,

a deemphasis on quick-visit consultants flown in from afar, though some of these are

needed., Rough Rock is a, unique, situation. A better approach would be to bring in

specialists on a quarterly or annual basis perhaps using professors from various

fields who are on sabbatical leave. and looking for an interesting area of research.

They need to stay awhile and help work out the problems, not merely exhibit the latest

idea from Metropolis University.;

We were encouraged by the new emphasis on staff discussions and mutal

.- planning that had emerged by January, 1.969, as we indicated in chapter 6.. The effort

should be .made ,continuous,p.nd enlarged to include the school hoard, parents, dormitory

*orkers, and even pupils at times. .

In earlier chapters we suggeste4 ways of :organizing the Rough Rock school

more adequately to ensure that planning and research would be continuous and sys-

tematic.._ The concept of a research- and - development arm for the school may have
.

general application in ventures of this type. Unless some individual .or group is given
. .....___ .

responsibility of concentrating on these functions, they, will almost inevitably be
;. .:.

excluded' by the pressures of ...
7t We are reluctantly unable to supliort.the efforts. of Rough Rock's leaders

to have their school board recognized as a model to be replicated throughout the reser-
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vation. As we indicated inchapter 3, the hoar.c.1 it-self needs to acquire much more

control.. One could argue with some cogency that it.has rarely served as a school

board at all, but primarily as a surrogate chapte.1, It concentrated primarily on the

employment program and community development activities. The method used for extending

payments and other inducements to the: board, the magnitude of the inducements, pat-

'terns of nepotism iii the employment program, and ineffective methods 'for insuring

community scrutiny of board decisions all had serious potential for distorting the

board's functions. Yet the members were encouragingly assertive, and there was

likelihOod that Rough Rock might yet develop a pattern of local control that, would be

'generally.applicable.

In our opinion, the elements: of failure that. could be discerned at Rough Rock

(or in virtually any experiment, for. that matter) were generally not attributable to

local control -- rather to a lack of local control.. So far as we could.determine, several

of the school's most questionable.approaches were Anglo4nitiated.and resisted by the

board, at least initiallysuCh as the dormitory check-out systeM and the policy of

Paying trainees in the arts and crafts program., .

,Since the matter ,of community development is particularly important, we

*ill. reiterate here a number of points made in chapter 3: It appeared to us that the

..! school's impact on ,community optimism and well. being was effected mainly through

the erapioym.ent prograni, in the form of wages to local people. This fact may be

interpreted in at least three ways, dependington what it is assumed that Rough Rock

was demonstrating: As the first interpretation, if Rough Rock sought to show what
. .

short-term infusions of liberal funding could do for community development, we

think not, much was demonstrated, for we saw little by. way of-an economic base that

.would_he left ifthe funds were removed. Some. important residue of optimism, self

assertion, and leadership skills would no doubt remain, but this was scarcely enough

-"to.justify the large outlays. Significant community optimism, self assertion, and

leadership skills were exhibited at Rock Point, though perhaps not to an equal extent,
. .

WithoUt any extra Money earmarked for community development. As a second ihter-

1..As.we indicated earlier, the chapter is the local subdivision of the Navaho
political structure.
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preti.ti9n, ifiRough Rock's-purpose-was to prove that a copious asontinuing inflow of

...federal grants,would da much to develop a conimunity, it probably succeeded, but

thef;10ionstr4ionIthen. was unrearistia al'aunneclessary. Few people would doubt,

demonstration or not, that using federal ftinds to create rotating employment oppor-

funitieS for at least:SO:per !Cent of family breadwinners (a very conservative estimate

atRoUghilockywould:eontfibtite-dOngiderably to the well being of an frapoVerished
. . .. ,

community. Furtherinere; funiia of this magnitude alp not likely to b available ..

to the vast majority of ;disadvantaged communities in the United States, particularly

so far as politically impetent'Anierican Indians are aonce:med. Why demonstrate

methods that can seldom if ever be applied elsewhere? Finally, if Rough Rock sought

to use its funds ta.create teclutiqtids'ofdomintinity development that could, be applied
,

elsewhere. with 'rather :modest Monetarif 'Outlay' s ; the demonstration failecl.,
;,.. .1: .

. 'Should the community deVelOpinent pro'gram continue to be funded 'liberally

at Rough Rock? Here again ,the assumptions adopted tend to dictate the answer. It

is thoroughly defensible to extend employment activities to disadvantaged people and

to pay them very adequately for their serViceS. It is even more important to upgrade
, .

the edUcaPPP:Pkt'heiii .chil&errito such an ctent that Major reasons for unemployment

will be removed,. If it could be asSitined th4lUnds for both functions were obtainable,

we would ,iRpommend'that Rough eiliPloYinent program, along With a well supported:
acadeinia.prograin, be duplicated thrbitgabtit the NaVaho reservation,' and probably in

..
.

many communities' elsewhere . But since 'It "proliablY must be assumed that funds for

both functions cannot scion be. made available, 'priorities must be 'established. We see

little equity, in the long run, lii a systeni that Pinon parents(those whose

children attended the Chinle Boarcliig echCi61 in our gtuay) both employmept opporL
.

.

'Whale's:and a de cent'educationatOPPOrtitnit'sr for their children while extending employ-.
I

ment opportunities to Rough Robk-p"a'reritS', 'since there iS little likelihood, we have..
seen, that .generally applicableitechni!qiidi Will emerge at RoUghRock.for'inore general

1
t)enefit,. .

i:
. L

. .

.

We recommentthatrdtheraliVroaciia'tO'cbminunity development be funded at

once on the Navaho reservation,. but not at RougkRoak. Our awareness of the diffi-

culties. a withdrawal of community devel6nlent funds would pose to Rough Rock peoppi -
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is counterbalanced by the fact; that the current program holds little promise for helping

Navahos, generally, many of whom. arc worse; off than Rough Rock residents. It would .

probably be difficult to establish a clifferent approach at Rough Rock at the present

time, .because the pattern of expecting payments for .virtually all aspects of self-

help is so firmly established, at.least as many Navaho informants (including one

school board member) describe,it. It would be informative, in addition., to see how

much community involvement would survive at Rough Rock once many financial in-

ducements were withdrawn.. If further community development. efforts are funded

. at Rough Rock,. we strongly recommend, for. reasons discussed in chapter. 3, that

they be managed by some other agency, not the school.

As; a more general. approach to improving A merican 'Indian education, we

think.the general structure of BIA should be investigated, .particularly at its upper

echelons, and especially witkx:espect to its relationships to other federal agencies

and Congress There ,is .891119t111Pg;WrOng with a, system that quietly. permits decades

of spasmodic funding topgrge.it, of enthusiasm and energy.: :.Or. does the basic fault

lie with the American:peopl,e?.: Perhaps, after, all,..the..central difficulty IS the

invisibility of the American Indian, particularly when he .seems not at all Militant

. and lives. far from any city, amid the distant mesas of Arizona. We have no doubt

. that the majority of American citizens would be outraged at much of.whatwe saw.

We think, .for example , that the lack of adequate staffing, buildings, equipment, and

materials at the Chinle. Boarding, school was .a national disgrace. At least equally

tragic.is the likelihood that the programs produced at Rock Point with a modicum of

extra funding and a great deal of imaginetion and administrative follow-through will

be subsiding by the time school opens in the fall of 1969.

There may be a strong tendency in this country at the present time , when .

citizens are weary of war in Viet Nam and riots at home, to want quick and decisive

answers to gnawing problems. In Indian Education, the difficult but probably neces-

sary way is to cope imaginatively but patiently with the problems, to devise solutions,

and to apply and refine and adapt these solutions consistently for decades. To do

this will require more than half-hearted, spasmodic funding. It will require an

emphasis on skillful administration more than promotion. It would be much easier
319

1,
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simply to blast the Establishment:(i this ease, BIA), to find a great idea, and to
. . . "

. ,
deinenStrate conchisivelk,,by:applying the idea , that the trouble all along has been

. .
the: Establishment's turpitude, not the difficulty of the problems. It appears, un-!
fortunately, that Navaho education is not gOing to be improved by that route.

:...1,1.
Our final recommenda,tion, then, is that several experimental approaches be

launched simultaneOusly on tiie Navaho reservation, some within the BIA structure
. .

andsOme,outside it. Bock Point has .demonstrated Conclusively, so far as we are

conCerned, that,experimentation and reform are possible within MA. One advantage
f. ;' ''..!

of an (,;,.isting structure , as Reck Point's principal repeatedly pointed out, was that

many matters were taken care of routinely; an administrator could concentrate on
:

. .

one or twocomponents at a. time and do the job properly. Given a choiCe, we would

opt for, introduCing some innovations into BIA. Sch&ile in a rather comprehensive

fashionand some more occasionally andopportutiiStioally. ASsurning the current 3
fiscal crisis can be solved, we see no goodreasdn wily BIA officials should not in-

.

'sist at'orioe that all sphoolsservingreasonably'aoCessible. Communities begin to develop
%.

extensive community involyenientli;As6:gerieral Polley', BTA. should create ,school
4.;13%.)5ii. 1"

boards wherever they do not.exist.; .shotildeveloP their c is ion.-Making'SkillS sys-
,:.

tematiCally; and should extend to them more and more authority. On more technical
;.i

. .

classroom 'issues, it may be better to 'make special resources quickly available

whenever a school staff displays; potential for 'some mg significant.' We doubt much

success will attendefforts tp introduce complex new methods inrany schools at once.

It .is.Probably More realistic to try them whdrever conditions seem opportune and

later to Puliliciie well the outcomes established through careful research..
.

..'
V;:

; %! .::

.

. .7!

,.1,;;f1

!

.



APPENDIX A

NAVAHOS AND OTHER AMERICAN INDIANS CANVASSED
FOR QUESTIONSTO EXPLORE IN THE STUDY

Mr. Sam Billison
Tucson, Arizona .

Mr. Wilbur Dixon, Director
Navaho Tribal Public Services

Division
Window Rock, Arizona

Miss Gloria Emerson
Education Specialist
Office of Navaho Economic

Opportunity
Fort Defiance , Arizona

Miss Sharon B. Ethridge , Principal
Cottonwood Day School
Chinle, Arizona

Governor Pat Galaboa
Santo Domingo Pueblo, N. M.

Mr. Howard Gorman
Navaho Tribal Council
Window Rock, Arizona

Mrs. Wayne Holm
Rock Point Boarding School
Chinle , Arizona

Mr. Paul Jones
Window Rock, Arizona

Miss Stella Lee, Education Specialist
Shiprock Agency, Bureau of Indian

Affairs
Shiprock, N. Mexico

Mr. Maurice McCabe
Window Rock, Arizona

'Mr. Peter McDonald, Director
Office of Navaho Economic

Opportunity
Fort Defiance, Arizona
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Mr. Raymond Nakai, Chairman
. Navajo Tribal Council
Window Rock, Arizona

Mr. Frankie Paul
Window Rock, Arizona

Mr. Scott Preston
Granado, Arizona

Mr. Joe Price
Chinle Public School Board
Chinle, Arizona

Mr. Torn Segundo, Chairman
Papago Tribal Council
Sells, Arizona

Mr. Mel Thom
Berkeley, California

Mr. Carl Todacheene
Navaho Tribal Councilman
Shiprock, New Mexico

Mrs. Chuba Watson
Window Rock, Arizona

Mrs. Annie Wa.uneka
Navaho Tribal Council
Window Rock, Arizona

Mr. Jim Wilson
Indian Desk
Office of Economic Opportunity
Washington, D. C.

Miss Ethel Yazzie
St. Michael's, Arizona



APPENDIX B

. Items on School Health Program .
ineluded in Teacher Questionnaire

. ..

1. When unhealthful situations appear around the school, they are quickly
corrected.

2. The emotional climate of the school in general promotes learning and
good mental, health:

emotiona'?.fie'Tal
1

the:e
o t tonal '6' 'fte of dormitory prothotes.learning and good.

4. The school's food services are good.

5. The school administration provides adequate materials for health instruc-
tion, including interesting looks, charts, filmstrips, and pamphlets.

6. The school provides adequate specialized help to classroom teachers
to assist in conducting health instruction.

7. The health i...;struction program is based on the health needs, problems,
interests, and abilities of the pupils.

8. The health instruction program is closely integrated with the school
health services, the dormitory program, the school lunch or cafeteria program,
physical education, and programs for healthful and safe living in the community.

9. The school has definite policies relative to the teaching of such contro-
versial areas as healthful family living.

10. The school has health instruction guides that establish goals in terms
of knowledge, attitudes, and habits for each instructional level.

11. The health instruction guides suggest problems for study, student
activities, materials, resource people, and approaches to. evaluation.

12. A committee gives annual consideration to needed revisions in the
health education program.

13. Inservice training programs help teachers become more skillful in
detecting symptoms of physical and mental illnesses and deficiencies, especially
communicable diseases.

14. Pupils with health needs are quickly identified by teachers and referred
for the necessary care or counseling.

15... .Hearing tests are administered periodically to all pupils.

16. All children are given vision screening tests periodically.

17: There are accurate, up-to-date, cumulative health records for each
pupil.

. N. These .records are available to teachers and other school personnel.

19. The school nurse acts aSa liaison among school, parents, and com-
munity health agencies.

20. Teacher-nurse conferences are held at least once a year to discuss
the health problems of individual pupils. 322
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21. Children with special health problems are provided with special educa-
tional services after consultations involving parents, the physician, the teacher, and

.'";the sehoc51 nurse'.

22. There is awell-defined, written policy for handling children with, or
suspected of having, a communicable disease.

23.. The school has well-defined, clearly understood policies for emergency
- care and first aid,, including: a well qualified person and an alternate responsible for

administration of first aid and other emergency action, procedures for notifying
parents of illness and injury, and procedures for referral if parents cannot be reached.

323



APPENDIX C

INTERVIEW NOTES: 'PROFESSOR OSWALD WERNER
(FO,RM CHAPTER 5 REPORT)

.: ..." ' Board Member john Dick.
, .. .

Indian children Often'return frern school shy of their parents: This is where
RRDS helpsth6 'Children! The relation between parents and children is better here.
They remeiribertheair dIans. They.knew how to greet people:. This is lost in the

. BTA'sChoolS. Schobls have destroyed tradition. RRDS helps to regain it again.

Dillon Platero (RRDS Director)'
.

RRDS has four,:basft .aims:
(1) Community inv.ottreinent and local control.

. (2), Emphasis on Navaho culture. The community feels good about this.
It started with them. The tribe supports this. (Most of the hostilitytoikard it comes
from the compound). The emphasis should be: history, Oral use of N and literacy
in N, N daily living, N government,, Change of N life, Legends and beliefs. He
personally would de- emphasize the religious aspects. N religion is not like other
religions that demand certain beliefs. Among other religions Catholics, Mormons
and nearby Friends come in.

(3) -To,break fencesdown:-'School and chapter should overlap. IIRDS is
and should be the. ,educational resource of the community. There is a community
offiCe on the prditrised',' RRDS helps people take care Of lambs.

(4) A comparable orbetter education for the children of the community.
A flexible currieularri: F4eleS obligated to the child for his success: ESL, math,
the three R's inShortnust'be up to standard:..

LiteracY'eorne6 easier thrOtigh the medium of N. Themis a lack of evalu-'
ation instrumentS.' iThe N language should not be phased out and'hould be kept
through entire schooling'OUthe child.

.

' ' ' 4 ""; : !Anita Pfeiffer: (Principal; Phase I)'.

Abe Lincoln reports to her on Drioeial living, 'in.phqsp
Willbert Mr: Bradley hi PhaSe 2. '' ; '

. ,
Curriculuin planning is'upto the teachers: 'In N.literadY it is the committee

of Laura Wallace and George Lee. In English it is Guy .Ottwell and Ann Sisney.
Very few E monolingual 'students in school: Total TO, five of which are N..

There are about 50 (?) monolingual children who speak N only. .

Library used to have $2,000 per year, now cut to .$1, OW.
All teachers meet with outside consultants as the need arises.
The N primer is in preparation by the Curriculum Center.

DOris'ArvisO ;'..`

She used to be a guidance len4herl.with the EIA. Carrie nwthrOugh the ranks.
Has had six years of teaching experience. Was at RoUnd Rack 1953/54; Toadlena
Hogan School 1955/56; then she taught 1st and 2nd grade at Red Rock and Roadlena.
This is her third year at RRDS.

. ., She had a six week ESI:t.institutevith 'Dr:Robert Wilson, UCLA in 1967.
She likes RADS. She appreciates the strong Navaho ties of the school. She

feels she was Caught between the two cultures. Her:Children had Problertagthey
don't speak NaVahoand are now in school atWinslown " "-

If there was one thing she would like tc change 'at RRDS'it 1;v6tild be more
English in the 'upper' 'grades. She questiong Anita Pfeiffer'S directiVe on 99%N
in the classroom. Speaks more E than that ;
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In her work she cooperates with Helen Rosier - -they share stencils. She has
28 children .in. her class.

. She started Navaho literacy with the vowels, skipped the 'diphthongs,' and
went on Co the cOnscinantS. She feels the students are way ahead in their literacy
from what you expect in a curriculum of English literacy only. This applies both
to literacy in English and inNavaho.

In class she starts the day with an opening exercise which Varies' from, day
to day -- English and Navaho days. She sings with the children bOthin N and &E.
After the snack'and the recess there is N reading, The aid takes over the E lead-
ing forchildren Who .do not speak N. There is a 1/2 hour period' of ESL before
lunch. Another 1/2 hour after lunch.

She does explaining of subjects in both N and E. For example the biography
of Lincoln and Washington.

She is in a way relearning her N with the children. The children are learning
very fast. It is exciting for the children in N. Her own children in boarding school
seem behind the children in her class. She constantly thinks about how to get on the
level of the children, make learning more meaningful and interesting. She sings
with the children in both languages; they learn best by acting things out..

Eva Benally
. .

BA, Washington State at Pullman; MA, Colorado State at Greeley. She was
a BIA. counseling 'teacher', guidance supervisor at the Chinle Boarding School.
This is her first year at RRDS. .

She likes the fact that there is less regimentation at RRDS.. Appreciates
the unstructured times available to the children in the dormitory. In the BIA
schools everything is prescribed. Thestudents at RRDS do more on their own.

Her-major objection is that the PE program is weak at RRDS.
She started three weeks late with N literacy. Mrs. Tso was first instructor.

Laura Wallace was very helpfulto her, especially for the first 2 to 3 weeks. Has
3 groups its N reading, spends about 30 minutes with each. Teaches math in N.

The ESL program is generally run by Mrs. Sisney, about 30 minutes of
formal instruction a day.

The class has read Black Mountain Boy, Coyote stories. These are read
in E and explained in N by her. Childrenalso go totheLibrary where Mr..
Ottewell reads in E and Eva retells it in'N . Both, the roomarents and the aid
help with translation of stories from E. into N. .

A major probletriis the development of new materials and their sequencing.
Her N is truly excellent, Likes to teach small children in N. It is too

early to say but' she is 6-onfident this,Will work and produce good results. She re-
ceived help from. Laura Wrt.11ate and George Lee at first. Now not as often as
before.

`George Lee

BYU Graduate in Sociology. Learned Navaho literacy in self-instruction
and as.a Mormon missionary.. Is committee chairman on 'NaVaho literacy. Uses
themes, speeches and drama in Navaho.

Feels RRDS does not have enough of English. He does not follow all N
language directive. Objects to more N than E at school.

.Abraham Lincoln .

. .

. . . 1

One year of Journalism at NAU. Worked for N Times. Teaches N social
living in phase 1; a total of five groups. He reads N but is learning to, write it

Teaches only the classes of Anglo.teachers. Complains about lack of
'materials.. The Culture Center has only rough drafts of legends in E .. Material
from Tribal Museum and the fact that father is Chanter and from mother he is
able to gather material. 325
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....! N social Hiring is good beCause (1) it teaches pride in one's culture-and helps
one to terhember it better, (2) it preserves the N Way of life.

. . '.Correlation with.classradm curriculum is diffidult. It was OK.with Father
Kin°, Northern Mexico adobe, but it doesn't work out like that very often.

As chairman of social studies curriculum committee he will try to integrate
social living and social studieg. They have a 90 day outline by Milton Bluehouse
frOm last year.

Thinks that integration is more important in phase 2. In phase 1 social'
studies and N social living could be separate. .

'Wants to stress N. history.' Martin Hoffman's N history from N Curriculum.
Center will be good to have. Sees N mythology as part of N history.

The Thanksgiving program was all in N. The Christmas program was all
in E . -The storm cut out the N. (sic.)

::
Paul PlaierO (now with NC College)'

Kids make fun of ESL. The forced repetitiveness seems the main issue.
N social living is good but a lot depends on who is teaching it. The first

year Dillon was teaching biographies , Paul was teaching N history, the others
taught the clan relations. . , .

The'whole thing. Was very disorganized. AbsenCes which happened were un-
covered. ClarkAtsitty was very good. There was no lesson sequence and there is
repetitioifir6M year to year.

.

,,. N social. elation§ has really suffered from the great turnatTer of teachers.
ClatIt'was pushed around. Milton Bluehouse did a lot of research in very little time.
Part of the early problem was organizational. N social living was moved around

. . .

between departmentS:" , . .

' There is no' real training available in N culture and N languao-be. There was
nooutline of goals. How much of what students should know at time X. Teacher
was totally on his own. . . , .

For the N'laiiguag.a program it was necessa.ry:to'hlre translatorg and shove
. .

them into the classroom:, . .. . .. .. . .

It is good for childien.to learn to be proud of their.-own culture, .to be re- ,
laxed about ,heir own language,

. He feels part of the teacher's prablemi are his (P.P's) fault too. Teachers
came for 'help to him in Septeinber'and Oataber, he 'Was too. busy. After that.they
didn't ask for any more adviCe. He. did help however Martin Hoffman to work on
the N pruner leXperithental for 1969/70). .

. .

Aboiit'8.-10 of .his students learned to 'write N well. Strangely these students
objected most to N, ' They have now 'Moved to the High Selioal at Many Farms.

Kids at RRDS are more relaxed about speaking up in N. Not as bashful as
at BIA schools. They are taught here.to be proud about their language.

elenRosier
7.:.:*; . .

. ,. .
. .. .

: :riyu BS. hi elementary education. SelfinstructiOn in Navaho. Na. experience
' in bilitigUal'edUcation previously. She received help ;from Gary Witherspoon, her
huSbanci:Pa:61 and from Frank Harvey. She cooperates cloSely with Mrs. Arviso.
ThiS IS 'her first year in teaching N. Dependb on many ideas from Mrs. Arviso.
She. has also received some help from Mrs. Laura Wallace and Mrs. Theresa
Bradley:" Her previous teaching at .Dilkon (4months of4th grade) was easier be-
cause of a prepared curriculum. ..

For ESL her students go to. Ann Signey for 30 minutes every day.' In'literacy
t ; ..,'She nse's standard RRDS approaCh of vowelS first', consonants second.. The probleins
are more specifically the lack of materials for N teaching, no books; nothing yet"
from the N Curriculum Center.

Her curriculum is entirely on her. own; she feels' she. has legs than average
superyisIda. '

. . . .
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'Fieldtrips to Chuska and Wingate were of little help. She- didn't like teacher's
apProacheki... They were trio strict. She fould it ridiculous that the children had td
say "I/I1 promise. Mrs. W.. I'll..do better the next nine."

. rri sOcial living she has taught Family (kin terms); Foods, (they even made
some in class). .

If. she could do it over again, She would like to be a.student at RRDS. Sli:
wouldn't b3 as scared as she was in Tuba City Boarding School. She doesn't like
dorm life at all. She is looking forward to work on the social science curriculum
with Abraham Lincoln: .. . .

. .Children are interestedin writing N. More relaxed in talking N (They are
really talkative in N--, different froin BIA). In questions of pronunciation she
often has to turn to the aid for help. .

: : .

She attended N language (literacy?) school in.August. Teachers were chang-
ing too much. She wishes teachers would cooperate more, they are all here tor
the same purposeto educate the children.

Even the parelAs who come to visit want to learn. They can now start, they
understand the N.

Wilbert Willie;..

Attended Snow College in Utah. Majored in Health. education.. Was on LDS
Mission. 1 1/2 years at BYU. Will eventually finish in Sociology.

In N social living last year they talked about Nsocial problems and compared
the N government with others.

This year in phase 2; short stories, grandfather stories , Young and Morgan
childhood stories and Black Mountain Boy. Since January he taught and plans for
the rest of the year: N social problems , Local politics, Rough Rock with or without
Demonstration School history., types of reservation schools, Missions, early trading
posts, etc. Uses Kluelthohn's The Navaho,Tribal Museum papers, Map of sacred
places.

Wishes RRDS was more strict with children. The teaching of E could be
stronger. There is no expectation of the children to speak E with each other. They
are allowed to speak. N in any class--does not like it. To question in E children will
(in N social living) often answer in N. ..-.

Nationalism diffused to N froi American Biackg, There were Some,N.
pickets at Window. Rock recently: S.It-in at the Chinle PS at.'Chrisinas. 'Protested..
cuts in program. Would be fun to do here but can't think bf.gOod reason. .

RRDS needs better organization of teacherS with 'regard to the curriculum.
Abe Lincoln's committee is a step.in the right direction.. All N teachers are to-
gether to plan N social living in the framework of social studies.

Ethelou Yazzie-

BA from Goshen College. Teaches first 'grade equivalent (ages 6-9). ,:.2

Gets little help on Navaho literacy. The meetings planned last fall did not
materialize. Although there is now a curriculum committee. Eva, and Helen are

..-the only Otherones with BA. She cooperates with Eva but never. with Helen.
She tries to make up stories in N with the children. The biggest problems

of N literacy are (1) Absence of texts , (2) vocabulary problems- -some kids are
better than she is. (3) There is a need for standardization of spelling. . '1

The students *write both in E and N. N literacy is great and necessary if
you know what yoU are doing. .

The children talk and do, know generally more in N. .

, .. The first semester she taught all in During second semester she blends
in E. Ann Sisney teaches ESL with the class.. . , ... . _IThe ESL approach is too simplicistic', even silly. .

Changes she would like- to see are fewer teacher's meetings.
She has had experience with bi-cultural education: Amish children (first 7

German). These children were na am minded. N children are more skillful with .,..i2Lt1

1

1

I

1

I
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their hands. .

. Amish are more expressive verbally and facially. When the N children first
hear-her speak E they just sat back and pretended not to hear. After one month of
it they are catching on. . . . .. .. . . .

What RRDS and N literacy needs most is a stabilized program, textbooks.
Apparently she is writing one independent of RRDS. .

In N social living she worked on Foods ,.Immediate family and kin terms.
Didn't touch clan terminology. Alternates 45 minutes with Science. ,

. When she gets angry, she talks .E with the children.
*.parents are more involved here than other BIA 'Schools . They 'come and

ask her question's. She feels RRDS is a different school than the BIA Schools.

. Ann Sisney

Has a BA in education from ASU. Took courses. in Linguistics from Joel
Maring at U. of Southern Illinois. She came to RRDS to work with Petey Hoffman.
The goal was frustrated to come extent.

The RRDS ESL program uses oral English and the 'locally developed stories
a Black Mountain Boy, Oka.. :Zither Stories and Coyote Stories. Every child in
school has read Black Moui. Boy:

Rock Point adapted the Fries.-Rojas materials. RRDS work is based on the
Transfotmational Generatilie approach Worl:ed out by Dr. Robert Wilson, UCLA.
This method provides more structure and. leSs vocabulary, the RP method stresses
more vocabulary and less structure.

The testing was interesting.; RRDS children did better on the RRDS test,
RP children did better on the RP test.

She feels RRDS children speak better E.
Lower academic standards may be true of the upper grades. She feels 8th

grade is doing about 6th grade work.
She would like to have a classroOrn for herself (operates now in other class-

rooms or in the 'hall' behind the library.) She would like to see primary teacher
better (she feels now they are not at all) represented in the adniinistratiori. Princi-
pal tends to ordet things without teaol.et consultation. There are too many formal
notes and not enough personal contact from the principal. Head Start should use
English,' now there is no place fot it. TeacherS of the lower -grades use more E
than they are supposed to ptimarilybecaUse they do not feel competent in teaching
in Navaho.

Children in her class learned E words by do ing: skipping, bouncing, toss-
ing, use of modals (can). Correct answer rewarded with IJerformance.

Lots of N interchange between students while thic is going on in E. ,However,
studei its appeared to have fun while learning E. Their pronunciation sounded
adeqt.ate.

.Guy Ottewell (Librarian)

. Studies. ..Midele East Literature at UCLA. WorkS in Library., . 'Ttanslated Hoja stories into N with 'children.: 'Children caught on. (Was
unaware (few Non-N. are) and interested in N Beeila stories similar in style to
hoja stories--often more ribald.)

. : Complained about lie inertia of the bilingual people. Very interested about
expanding the N. text holdings of the library. His attitude' could easily be called
embarrassed about the minuteness. of such holdings.

Has had training in phonetics and occasionally gives inservice lectureS on
phonetica for the teaChers.

. Helps students in the library, e.g. wooden partitions between call numbers.
Present's slide 'stories to children, reads stories. (We observed Ottewell reading
slide story, Eva Benally translating into N.)
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Theresa Bradley
.

.She is read and specialist and a kby'pe- rsou. in the ESL:program.
. The first priority of RRDS in her 'mind is the developments of the primers'

for next fall. As a reading specialist she, has participated in,lts creation.
For English reading she uses':the Paul Roberts, 1966-68 English. 'Series

Volumes 1-8 -(corresponding.to gr4der) '(Itarcourt Brace and World). She was
unhappy with the Sullivan Assoc..?. 19.05, Westermasters for Programmed Reading,
(McGraw-Hill) because the children *Op.:Cheating. .

. . They are changing at RRDS to ,C", :Gattegrio, 1968, ;Word in Color (Xerox)
This will be'.used;aleng with*Glin, T.E7;.,:ipqs The Palo Alto Reading Program .

(Harcourt, Brade 8z.World) for grades '-
In the middle grades they are using Parker, D.H. , 1961. Reading Labora-

tory (SRA) from grades 4-8.
ESL seems to work better witlf4nialler children. The older ones find the

repetitiousness ridiculous; The little children.s peak and chatter in N and in E,
regardless whether their :teacher mds'Angio:o. But with a stranger they hesi-
tate to. risk their English. . . -. . . . .-.

" '.'Evert iiiticit :').

She has a very mixed cla.sS, of the.; '1)0M-Ditnist (sic. ). Eveil -4.) children
speak good E. Recognize their mistake S If 'a stQry. is .read back to theni.

'Misses most a good ESL persOn at RRDS. WOUld'have to be, very, very good.
The bigger children are embarrassed by tSL. . . ..

-She has a mild epileptic in her class.' Children' became used to it.Y She. .

helped them understand.
, .

. . .

;Paul Rosier .

. . .- . . .

RRDS must learn to fade reality. Thinks many consultants, like Bob Wilson
left because BobRoessel eouldn't stand thern,telling him all the things they felt
were wrong. RRDS ,plungd into N:SoCial.',Iiying and N literacy Without preparation.
There just aren't enough materials: There, just'. 6ton't enough.inaterials. Dillon '
islmorewillingto face reality: RRDS i. getting More!organitied.

. .
, . .Ted prape' rs' Cla'ss

This was :an adult education class for dorniitorkiSh.rentS. Subject was
digestion with N and E 'words. Eight persons, 3 men arid 5 women:. .

The parents insisted in talking to us and said:
They like the children reading and writing in NandE . The children at RRDS

are really different. They interpret real well:betweenTrand E. They explain
things to their parents. There -thhere: better understanding between parents and
children. (KB interpreted). ;..

: . Wayne Holme' (Principal at Rock Point)
. .;: -. .

He has been exploring bilingual educat"..)n within 89-10. The aim of education
ought to be coordinate bilinguals. lirriong"cla..;.roam aids coordinate'bilingualism
is desirable. The aid is to be considered as much a teacher as the teacher.

Prefers 'Anglo, teacher to speak al;vays E, aid 'to speak N Only.. The aid does
not interpret for the. teacher.

"ESL in 4 one-half hour groups combined with T literacy., . .

. Step by step ,approach: (4:letter discerning (same-different); (?) iound-Sound-
symbol coordination; (3) actual reading; 'first in N.. : '

This year some of this work is done in the' kindergarten ESL (see above)
always by Anglo teacher. N literacy, by aid.

lirimialaiiiimESMOMENNEMISMIENOMPAISENIN
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Follow speciality system. Mr. Anthony Harvey is a teacher of the teachers in

In ESL Dr, Elizabeth Willink is ESL specialist. .

rily beginners. grade Is. trUlyN and E . First grade is all in E. For beginners
every lesson is taught over in N and E. If a concept is important always explained
in E and N. e.g. "Weekly Reader" is discussed in N. There, is some literacy for
upper grades (2-5).

The Bereiter-Engleman method grossly adopted to N situation. Especially
insofar as this means (1) explicit behavioral objectives, (2) language response, (3)
.structured language program, (el) higher (than usual in BIA schools) expectation
duririg short periods.
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APPENDIX D

LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATES OF EFFECTS AND STANDARD
ERRORS FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, CHAPTER 7

FROMANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, FIRST' ADMINISTRATION
OF ANXIETY SCALE,

GRAND MEAN
Yr. 3 vs. Yr. 1
Yr. 5 vs. Yr. 1
Yr. 7 vs. Yr. 1
Rk. Pt. vs. RRDS
Ch. Bd. vs. RRDS
Ch. Pb. vs. RRDS

CHAPTER 7

LEAST SQ
ESTIMATES
OF EFFECTS

15.53977
-3.46866*
-3.85069*
-5.04697*
-0.96801
-3.44003*
-0.13348

STANDARD
ERROR

0.446482
1.244305
1.336942
1.246815
0.997839
0.970644
1.541405

Boys vs. Girls -4:88182* 0.892964
Sex x Yr. 3, Yr. 1 -4.91189* 2.488611
Sex x Yr. 5, Yr. 1 0,29385 2.673884
Sex x Yr. 7, Yr. 1 -2.58859 2.493630
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Sex -1.94095 1.995678
Cho Bd., RRDS x Sex 1.71697 1.941289
Ch. Pb., RRDS x Sex -3,45446 3.082811

Rk. Pt., RRDS x Yr. 3, Yr. 1 1.88607 2.440030
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Yr. 5, Yr. 1 2.22698 2.768762
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Yr. 7, Yr. 1 2.38948 2,896002
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Yr. 3, Yr. 1 -2.56310 2.453270
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Yr, 5, Yr. 1 -0.68215 2.760430
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Yr. 7, Yr. 1 1.19940 2.748626
Ch. Pb., RRDS x Yr. 3, Yr. 1 1.28809 4.366444
Ch. Pb., RRDS x;Yr. 5, Yr. 1 6.53809 4.683997
Ch. Pb., RRDS x Yr. 7, Yr. 1 0.59226 4.287538
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 3, Yr. 1 -0.26421 4.880060

Rk. Pt., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 5, Yr 1 -8.87937 5.537524

Rk. pt.,. RRDS x Sex ,x Yr. 7, Yr. ,1 1.32897 5.792004

Ch. Bd., RRDS xSex x Yr. 3, 'Yr. 1 -0.58810 4.906540

Ch. Bd., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 5, Yr. 1 -4.45000 5.520861

Ch. Bd., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 7, Yr. 1 -2.37976 5.497252

Ch. Pb.,. RRDS x.Sex x Yr. 3, Yr. 1 5.37619 8.732888

Ch. Pb., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 5, Yr. 1 10.27620 9.373994

Ch. Pb., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 7, Yr. 1 20.43453* 8,575076

. .
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FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, ARITHMETIC
COMPUTATION RAW SCORES, CHAPTER. 7

GRAND MEAN
Yr. 4 vs. Yr. 3
Yr. 5 vs. Yr. 3
Yr. 6 vs. Yr. 3
Yr. 7 vs. Yr. 3
Rk. Pt. vs. RRDS
Ch. Bd. vs. RRDS
Boys vs. Girls
Sex x Yr. 4, 3
Sex x Yrs. 5, 3
Sex x Yr. 6, 3
Sex x Yr. 7,3

Rk. Pt., RRDS x Sex
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Sex
Rk.Pt., RRDS x Yr. 4,3
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Yr. 5,3
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Yr. 6,3
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Yr. 7,.3
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Yr. 4,3
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Yr. 5,3
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Yr. 6,3
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Yr. 7,3

Rk. Pt., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 4,3
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 5,3
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 6,3
Rk. Pt., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 7,3
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 4,3
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 5,3
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 6,3
Ch. Bd., RRDS x Sex x Yr. 7,3
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LEAST SQ
ESTIMATES
OF EFFECTS

STANDARD
ERROR

32.77422 0.94695
4.87989 3.24679
22.08062* 3.21778
28.07533* 2.95877
36.46878* 3.03350
-2.52063 2.14211
1.21460 2.48541
3.03204 1.89390
0.45053 6.49358

13.60331* 6.43556
5.37791 5.91753
5.80053 6.06699

-2.30826 4.28421
-0.10968 4.97082
-6.52718 6.48611
-3.01052 6.81247
.2.21329 5.70033
-5.58135 6.12277
-5.20219 8.77679
7.71031 8.62436

-3.35636 7.95530
-5.44386 8.12037

-10.82659 12.97222
5.60675 13.62495
1.93056 11.40066
1.28175 12.24555

-14.22660 17.55357
12.19840 17.24373
23.79841 15.91077
13.84008 16.24075


